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Compete against your ST in tl
best of the summer spot

^B" as*
N O C O V E R DISIC?
THEN ASK YOUR NEWSAGENT FOR IT IMMEDIATELY

|9"770957"485021

HE FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE (LEEDS)Tel:0532 319444
LER

COMPUTERS IPRINTERSW MONITORS

Cation HrftWI

THE ATARI FALCO.,
HAS LANDED!

OK I

6 Mhz 32 bit technology for fast processing, 1.44 Mb
oppy disk, I, 4 or 14
undle comes with CALAPPT personal information
lanager, Procalc spreadsheat, Talking Clock, plus

fPFl(
>EN 7 DAYS A WEEK

£589.99

1 mb 0HD

£969.99

4Mb 65 Mb HD

COMPUTER PRINTERS

All our printers come with ribbon/toner,
printer drivers (ifavailable),paper &cables!.'

be available by the time this advert goes

Star LC20

to press. Please phone for price

180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

9.30AM-5.30PM
I I.00AM-3.00PM

LOSED BANK HOLIDAYS
"a
♦

ACE.PRIMA, SEGA, ROMBO,
STAR, SUPRA,

only 154.99
♦

Lives, First Word word processor, N

now only £229.99.'

Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K

Star SJ48 Bubble jet

er by telephone quoting your credit
Inumber. Ifpaying by cheque please
cepayable to the:

1 Meg version
2 Meg version
4 Meg version

,11 prices include VAT &
K mainland Delivery
II hardware/computers

e genuine UK spec,
ree Fast Standard 4 to 7

y Delivery
uaranteed 2 to 3 day

reek days) Delivery..£2.50

•uaranteed Next Day

reek days) Delivery...£4.90
>pen seven days a week
100 sq. ft. showroom
ree large car park

>verseas orders welcome

ull repair service

ALES&TECHNICAL
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER
SERVICE 6 LINES.'

)532 3 19444
FAX: 0532 319191
♦

.

OR DESPATCH & RETURNS

ENQUIRES TEL. 0532 637988
♦

♦

Prices are subject to change
without notice. E&OE.

CURRICULUM PAC

Swift

r
.ALE

iggajaa

200

only £119.99
NEW! PRIMA Trust

-••-Res

mono 14" monitor

High resolution mono monitor. 640 * 400 resolution.
Stable image and razor sharp quality. Comes with
built in tilt & swivel monitor stand

only £129.99
Prima Colour SVGA
monitor
High quality colour SVGA monitor. .28 dot pitch. For

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99

the Falcon

CANON Printers

Canon Bj IOsx NEW!

£229.99

Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the
StarSJ48Canon/Starbubblejet cartridges
£17.99

Canon BJ200 NEW.'

NON ATARI

£347.99

3pageaminspeed,360dpi,smallfootprint&80pagesheetfeeder

BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder...£52.99

QUARTET SEQUENCER

Canon BJ330

pack inc 3 games & DPaint3...l

£464.99

HEWLETT PACKARD Printers

Commodore
A600
£239.99
Comi
Commodore
A600 Wild Weird &
Comi

NEW!! HP Deskjet Portable
only £369.99

Wicked pack inc Grand Prix,
Putty, Pushover & DPaint3.£279.99
Commodore A600HD Epic pack
with 20 Mb HD 4 games, D Paint 3,
Language Lab & Dictionary
£364..99
Commodore A1200 60 Mb..£564.99
Commodore A1200 80 Mb...£589.99
ACORN
FULL RANGE OF ARCHIMEDES...£POA

I

With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you can make t

every thing you need when buying an Atari. I

•Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

only £29.99

• Dust Cover

• 10 high quality Blank Disks

NEW! HP510 mono
replaces the famous HP500. faster
3ppm, 4 fonts, 300dpi

only £319.99
HP 500 Colour...now £419.99
HP 550 Colour...now £539.99
4 times faster than the HP500C'.'

H P500 mono cartridges
Double life 500 cartridges

All HP printers come with a3year warranty V
FUJITSU PRINTERS
12 month onsite included except

DL-1 150 (12 month B T Base)
Fujitsu DL-1150 Colour
£274.99
24 pin, 10 fonts, 200 CPS

Fujitsu Breeze 100

£219.99

Fujitsu Breeze 200 ink jet

£309.99

SUPRA MODEMS

The Supra-Fax Modem
Send & receive fax messages
modem from Supra has full 14400 baud u|.
Spec includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V21, MNP25, V.42, V42bis, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400

Group 3 Fax. Includes free modem comms s/w &
cable.'.'

onlv£259 99'

ffreecomk

Supra Fax Plus.only£139.99
(upto9600BPS)
Send & receive faxes!(needs FAX s/w) Even faster than
the standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial & auto
receive. 9600 bps Hayes comp. V22, V42 Bis, MNP 2-5
& auto adjust to maximise transmission speeds.
Includes free modem comms s/w & cable.'.'

Laser Printers on-site warranty standard

♦

NEW!HP Laserjet 4L

Supra 2400...only £79.99

mus l.09n
£129.99 4 ppm, 300dpi, resolution enhancement technology,
econo mode to save on toner
amus S
£299.99 I Mb memory andonly
£599.99
.amus SL
£499.99 OKI 400e
£514.99
4page laser, mult font, 5 12k memory, HP emulation
•amus Outline Art..£87.99 Star Laserjet LS5
£609.99
-. HP emulation, multi font

PLUS SPECIAL OFFER!! |

£47.99

"O MASTER SAMPLER....£49.

£ 14.99
£24.99/ 5year \

ink jet, draft & LQ mode, BJ10EX beater

CALAMUS DTP |

MICRODEAL PRODUCTS

Wide carriage version of the BJ300

£409.99

Desktop bubble jet with laser quality

COMMODORE
Commodore
A500 cartoon
Comi

£249.

CONCERTO
£29.9
PLAYBACK STEREO CARTRIDGE..£29.99
REPLAY 8
£66.99
REPLAY 16
£119.99
STEREO MASTER
£29.99

COMPUTERS
& CONSOLES I Canon BJ300
CO/

only £84.99
or FirstWord Plus 3.2..only £34.99
and TimeWorks 2..only £54.99

Inc. built in tilt & swivel stand.

Colour.£224.99

Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities

w only £264.

is excellent bundle comes with
i imeworks 2 and First Word Plus 3

Ideal for use with the new Falcon computer, this 14"
monitor is not however compatible with the ST/STe.

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable

24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps.

With I Meg as standard this pack must b<
best educational packages. Inc. ST Wor
Hyperpaint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, h
French Mistress language tutor, Readi
—' knowledge tutor, Mouse & manu;

FIRST EXTRAS PACK

only £204.99
The ATARI Hi-Res mono

Swift 240 Colour....£272.99

THE 1040 FAMILY

• MouseMat

Same tube & resolution as the CM8833 Mk II but

£219.99

£49.99
£239.99 Star SJ48 Autosheet feeder
CITIZEN Printers 2year guarantee.1
£284.99
Citizen Swift 90 Colour..£l75.99
£344.99 Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

HOWROOM ADDRESS:

DEPT. STF, UNIT 3,
RMLEY PARK COURT,
OFF CECIL STREET,
TANNINGLEY ROAD,
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

restyled, rebadged & colour coded to match your

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99

IOW TO ORDER

*lease phone for details

only £224.99

Star LC24-20 MKII....NEW7 £229.99

We canalsoupgradethe AtariSTEDiscovery pack:

owinterest credit available1.

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

expandible to 48K, 10 fonts and quiet mode.
landscape.7k buffer expandable to 39K.

♦

lonitor. 600*285 line resolution, green

The ATARI 1435

This pack now comes with: Sii

"FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE"

PHILIPS CM8833 i

StarLC200 co!our..£l 95.99

24 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 39K buffer

♦

ny correspondence please quote a
ne number & post code. Allow 5
king days for cheque clearance

£137 99

THE ATARI DISCOVERY PACK
animation package and ST Basic.

WEE DELIVERY!

standards or covered byan official warranty

Star LCI00 colour..£l59.99

Harrier and the Discover ST book

ACORN.CITIZEN,
COMMODORE.DIGITA,

a "GREY" import &does notcomply with British safety

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 22S cps draft, 45 cps NLQ,

Tour, BombJack, Carrrier Command, Out

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR

it hasafullUK spec.Youmightbebuying whatyouthink
isa similarmonitor at a lowerprice but it is likely to be

STAR Printers

A full range of upgraded Falcons should

1-5.30PM ^L
•3.00PM f^cWl ATARI 520 STFM
•7.30PM v^
y The STFM is back at an in<:redib|(
IRSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM
_vc
^
<S includes STOS, Neochrome, Fir
N MON - SAT
DAY OPENING

with a free Atari lead.
WARNING;Before you purchase a monitor make sure

-andmines and Breakout

THE FIRST
E
COMPUTER CENTRE
1

All monitors come complete

Get on line using this great value fast modem with
auto dial & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22 BIS.

Straight fax software
only £39.99.'/
Fax software is not included with Supra modems

71 w Hi'Iil m-MJ 'Jff •t^'A'I'J
8 pages per minute, HP emulation, multi font

PACE MODEMS
.Link V22b FAX
.icroLink V32b FAX

£216.99
£449.99

5 year warranty and FULLY BABTApproved.'.'

SCANNERS]

New/VIDI 12 SI

THE POWER SCANNER

BY ROMBO

This scanner comes with the latest version 2 sofware.

As official dealers for Rombo, we are able to offer

With bright & sharp grey scale performance &
scanned image display manipulation options,
include Clean up, embolden, resize & flip.

this excellent package at agreat price. Vidi 12 ST '
replaces the famous Compiete Colour Solution
with a higherspecificastionbut a lower price/

only £94.99

only £105.99

ACCESSORIES

SOFTWAR

The Zy-Fi Stereo System
This is a powerful speaker system with built in
stereo amplifier. It will plug into an Atari STE,
Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. The
speakers are optimised with reflex ported
cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

only £36.99

;w Alpha Scan Plus

Prodata Database
SBA Cash

£59.9
£69.9.

System 3 Accounts
£39.99
MUSIC/SOUND
..£29.99

on ofthis famous 400 DPI scanner. Includes

VIDI-ST

uch up and Merge-it software enabling you to
d manipulate high resolution images.""
"AM and runs in mono only.

Highqualitydigitizing. IncVidi chrome colourising
software

£119.99

only £79.99

MICE&TRACKERBALLS |

THE POWER RIPPER
CARTRIDGE
The ultimate cartridge for the Arari ST. Essential tool for
programmers andgameplayers alike, givesyou theAbility to
ripintoanyAtari programonthe market

NAKSHA MOUSE with Operation
Stealth, mouse mat, holder and 2 year warranty, 290 DPI.

red green blue filter set Can be used with all
Rombo products

£24.99

RAM CHIPS

GOLDEN IMAGE
MEGA MOUSE

I MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari

AXALEN OPTICAL MOUSE
ity 3 button mouse with full optical

£26.99

ydecTrackball

fast access and VERY QUIET.

£29.99

The DC range come with a disk

disk accessing time by 50% Standard

DISK DRIVES |
ydec 3.5" Drive

FA-ST Controller (noHD)
only£l99.99

e drive,.

9ms

only £52.99

only £349.99

FA-STI30DC.

ower 720B 3.5" Drive

6ms j

only £399.99
FA-STI70DC.

16ms

only£4l9.99
FA-ST2I3DC

This I meg external drive comes with Viruschecker
, built in Blitz turbo and boot switch for drive B.
'

'udosPSU

only £69.99

ICD ACCELERATORS |
ictablee 8/16 MHz ROM

16ms

only£479.99
BARE HARD DRIVES

......£219.99

Maxtor2l3Mb

......£289.99

Quantum 240Mb

—£299.99

Maxtor 340Mb....

......£489.99

Maxtor 540Mb

......£709.99

EMULATORS
Vortex ATonce 386SX

only £299.99

PC Speed 8Mhz PC/XT
only £95.99
8Mhz AT SPEED

only £149.99

Fitting service available and full
repair service on all Atari Product.'.'

UTILITIES

Atari ST PowerSupplies

DIAMOND BACK 2

only £39.99
Atari Original

y HiSoft. Essential for users of hard drives,

imate backup utility for the Atari

ecently reviewed in ST Format (August)
irded GOLD status (92%)

only £34.99

Internal Drives.£54.99/

Inprint

£ 14.99

Atari Control Centre

ST Straight Fax

£34199

Neodesk 3 Desktop

£34.99

save space with the premier control centre

only £36.99

' Print

£9.49

EO AND GRAPHICS

Monitor Switcher Box (switches
between mono &colour monitors, such

as SM144 &8833 MK2)
only £ 17.99
Mouse/joystick switcher (put joystick
and mouse into one port)..only £ 13.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99
2 way Parallel port sharer box with
cable
only £ 17.99
Joystick and mouse double extension

—ssque Pro

£1 19.99

Deluxe Paint ST

£41.99

Flexi Dump Plus

£31.99

Spectrum 5 I 2

£9.99

"""l Up scanner software..£27.99
"aint

£33.99

£75.99

WORD PROCESSING & DTP

CALLIGRAPHER DTP

32k static RAM

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£4.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£6.99

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX..£8.99

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO

£ 16.99

ATARI 520 DUST COVER

£3.99

PRINTER COVERS

from£4.99

I4"M0NIT0RDUSTC0VER.........£6.99
12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER
£5.99
ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER LEAD...£4.99

FRONTIER
iM EXPANSIONS

MODEM

&

NULL

MODEM

2WAY Parallel portsharer.

£19.99

CABLES

£9.99

AM Expansion now available
full Atari range!
£POA
e range of RAM expansions by Frontier
for the older STFM must be the best available on the

Atari. Expandable to 4 Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
modules, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user
who may need more RAM later on.

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules

Allour 3.5"disksare guaranteed for a lifetime

in as new condition. All Frontier

products come

Prima STE RAM expansion
now only £9.99
£59.99
£ I 12.99
a STE RAM products comes with a
full 2 year guarrantee

nar checker.

^rapher Pro
CalligrapherGold

only £74.99
only £105.99

Protext 4.3
sxible and reliable, this is the best

sud 11uO WYSIWYG word processor for
the ST. Wide range of printer drivers,
columns and box mode and spell check as
you type. With mail merge, Help, English
ary and lightning fast operation,
t is the one!

PAGESTREAM
VERSION 2.2

A powerful DTP package. This isthe very latest
version which includes 10compugraphic fonts,
High Density 3.5" disks now available in bulk spell checker, comprehensive text

£29.99 and branded. Pleasephonefor the prices.
£34.99
FUJI
4 Mb populated to 2 Mb
£89.99 QTY
I
BRANDED
I
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb....£ 152.99
guarantee provided the product is still

text manipulation, formula editor and even

and are certified 100% error free

4 Mb unpopulated
4 Mb populated to 512k

Frontier offer a seven day money back

not found in more expensive DTP packages.
The Gold version also comes with powerful

only £39.99

♦

2Mb
4 Mb

£9.99

only £17.99

Probably the best word publisher on the
market for the ST. Includes many features

only £64.99

only £224.99

£9.99

£3.99

between your old TOS and 2.06

512K

...£29.99

£4.99

your Atari to TOS 2.06 with this

l6MhzATSPEED

STOS 3D

leads

istall add-on. Gives you the capability

£254.99

Maxtor 130Mb

....£POA

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5,....£39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5..., ...£24.99

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

ROM SHARERS

£191.99

..£29.99

PROGRAMMING

access Includes

Ad Speed

Upgrade your present hard drive
without costing a fortune
Quantum 52Mb
Quantum 127Mb

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

This is a real time clock that plugs into the
cartridge port. Includes a through port and
software for setting time and date. All Frontier
products carry a full 2 year guarantee

£37.99

warranty I year.

FA-ST 52DC

.£119.99

only £31.99 (per Mb)

Iden ImageTrackbal

cache as standard that can reduce

...£47.99
.£109.99
...£66.99
..£119.99

Replay Pro Digitiser

...£39.99

£12.99

These drives are autobooting, They
also have relatively small footprint,

...£24.99

...£49.99

STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

Same quality as the Naksha mouse.

ICD FA-ST
HARD DRIVES

Play Back

Prodigy Sequencer

only £23.99

RGB SPLITTER
Enablesyou to Colour Digidzeinasecond. Replaces

NEWf) on|y£54.99[

....£43.99

10
£4.99
30
£14.99
50
£2 1.99
100
£39.99
200
£72.99
500
£ 169.99
I000....£339.99

£6.99
£17.99
£28.99
£54.99
£99.99
£POA
£POA

Branded disks come

complete with labels

Disk Labels....500
Disk Labels.. 1000

only £6.99
only £9.99

manipulation and effects and much more.

only £157.99 UK Spec.
TIMEWORKS2
PUBLISHER
cessor to the popular Timeworks ST
mis new version boasts over 40 new significant
features.

now only £54.99!

:irstword Plus v3.2

lov/on/y £34.99/
Thats Write V.2

"'rite On word publisher

£109.99

£44.99

DA'S
VECTOR

SCREENED THIS MONTH

We investigate this
incredible vector

graphics package on
page 48
• So realistic you could almost eat it.
Find out how to create vector graphics

that'll make your friends go, "Wow!

Air Support
B17 Flying Fortress
Chaos Engine

page 77
page 72
page 68

Firehawk
No Second Prize (Falcon)

page 76
page 80

Populous/Promised Lands
The Simpsons
Super Cauldron

page 78
page 78
page 74

page review on

Transarctica (Falcon)

page 80

page 68.

>.||HU^.

worth the w
with ou
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ADVERTISING
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MAIL ORDER
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Future Publishing
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WELCOME TO ST FORMAT!
The inclusion of MIDI ports
on

Paula Richards,
EDITOR

the

ST

was

a

master

stroke, making the ST the
computer in every musician's
studio. But making music
with your ST is so easy it's
something everybody can do
- we show you where to start

month is the full version of the amazing Prism Paint
art and animation program, worth over £40. Just
pop it in your drive and see what it can do!
Chaos Engine is the big game this month - it's a

massive arcade adventure with lots of puzzle and
shoot-'em-up elements. We review it on page 68.
Also on the games front you can take up the sum
mer sports challenge with our roundup of sporty

on page 19. To tie in with this we've put the excel
lent MIDI sequencer, Composer Two, on the Cover

games on page 30.

Disk so now you have no excuse for at least trying

there's plenty of support for the machine, and don't
let anybody tell you otherwise!

to become a rock star! Also on the Cover Disk this

19

Our reviews continue with

Chronos 3D (page 46) and DA's Vector (page 48) -

35

WHAT MAKES YOUR
PRINTER TICK?
Our indispensableguide to printer drivers.

40

CREATE A RIOT OF COLOUR

ENTER THE WORLD OF MUSIC
Start making beautiful music with your ST.

Get the most out of the amazing Spectrum 512.

24

POP GOES THE LEMMING
The Lemmingshead for the charts - with an ST.

26

88

MASTER THE MASTER

• B17 Flying

Exploit all the options in the essential DBMaster.

Fortress - exclusive

DEMONSTRATION IN PROGRESS
Discover the secret worldof amazing STdemosand
their creators.

30 SUMMER SPORTING CHALLENGE

A complete game,
a complete paint program
and a complete sequencer
what more do you need?!

100 GIVE ME RHYTHM!
Discover a new wayof learning musicwith yourST.

playable demo of
MicroProse's

latest flight sim.

102 THE BYTECRUNCHER'S GUIDE

Get active with our guideto summersports - without

TO ASSEMBLY

ever leaving the comfort of your ST!

Discover howto make yourprograms user-friendly.

• Bombs away! Get
involved in World War 2.

•

Prism Paint vl.1

- the full paint and
56

ST ANSWERS

Send us yourtechie difficulties and we'll sort you out.
7

NEWS
What's been going on in the ST world this month?

62

COVER DISK

64

SUBSCRIBE!

How to guaranteethat this next year willbe a winner.

animation

program worth
over £40!
I Create some pretty
amazing pictures.

12

Your chanceto orderthe STFs you mayhave missed.

Make the best of it with our detailedguides.

36

REVIEW: STYLUS 800 INKJET

67

Can Epson's inkjet match those from Canon and HP?

39

39

REVIEW: FLOPTICAL DRIVE
Thebest way to store scores of MBytes of data?

REVIEW: MONO MONITOR
Enjoy high resolution with this monitor from Ladbroke.

43 REVIEW: ST STENOGRAPHER
Check out this text editor that doubles as an

71

SCREENPLAY
What are the latest ST games to hit the shelves?
NEXT MONTH

What doesSTFORMAT have instore for youinAugust?
82

GAMEBUSTERS

86 CAPTAIN BLUNDER,
THE ST GAMING WONDER
He's here to help solve all your games queries.
91

PUBLIC SECTOR
The most exciting releases into the Public Domain.

44 REVIEW: ADDRESS
Store those essential addresses.

46 REVIEW: CHRONOS 3D
Discover the joys of creating your own 3D
animations with this amazing program.
48

REVIEW: DA'S VECTOR
Create beautifullysmooth graphics - and at an afford
able price.

53

FALCON REVIEWS
We check out the latest Falcon hardware and software.

• Composer Two get creating
incredible music

with this complete
sequencer.
• Challenge the great
artists with your songs.

Solutions, hintsandtips to helpyouon yourway.

Accessory.

44 REVIEW: DATALITE 2
Doublethe capacity of your hard drive!

BACK ISSUES

96

FOOTLOOSE AND FANCY FREE
Get great software direct from the programmers.

98

SPECIAL OFFERS
Save moneywith our amazingbargains.

• 100 TOS 2 icons and designer enhance your Desktop with these new

icons, then create your own designs!
• Colour Clash eat feasts of flies
in this addictive

platform puzzler.
• Understand the colour

103 FEEDBACK
What's been stirring you up enough to write to us?

106 PIXEL PAINTING
The chance for your art to go on public display.

code, and you're away.

• Dungeon Master - the complete
solution of this 14 level classic game.

TURN TO PAGE 12 FOR
FULL DETAILS!

JUSS/fa Network -gmmfa
setvices
fiep'c

DataMPul

/

Our Service department can repair
ST's in minimum time at competitive

rates. We can arrange for fully

K 7)

k J,

33 Ormskirk Rd,
Preston, Lanes,

insured, courier pickup and return
delivery of your machine to ensure it's
safety. We even have a same day
service which will ensure your
machine is given priority and subject
to fault, completed the same day.
We can fit memory upgrades, PC
Emulators, Security devices, ROM
upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's

PR12QP
Ladbroke

Computing

International are one of the

longest established home computer dealers in
the U.K. We have developed an extensive
customer service policy: which involves testing
of all hardware prior to despatch to ensure that

goods arrive in working order, offering free
advice and support over the phone and
keeping customers informed. Although our
prices are not always the cheapest we do

imHatdP^eS

Datanet Network Hardware

•

•

Cartridge based high speed

•

Compatible with ST (F)(M), Mega
ST, STE, Mega STE

All Data-Pulse Plus Hard Drives

are fully Autobooting/Autoparking
and are formatted, partitioned
and tested before despatch,
ready to "plug in and go"
Full metal case measuring
300mm x 285mm x 51mm (wdh),

endeavour to offer consistently good service
and backup.

All prices are correct at copy date 7/05/93
(while stocks last), and are subject to change
without prior notice. All prices include VATbut

•

Powernet Network Software

•

MultiTasking Network software
allows applications to run on the
server while drive and printer
accesses take place in the

providing good shielding and

exclude delivery.

How to Pay
You can order by mail Cheques/Postal Orders
made payable to Ladbroke Computing Or give
your credit card details over the phone.
Delivery
Postal delivery is available on small items
under £40 (Normally £3, phone for details).
Add £7 for courier delivery. Next working day
delivery on mainland UKsubject to stock (£11
for Saturday delivery).

monitor stand

•

Only Highest Quality Quantum or

•

Maxtor mechanisms used
All drives come with full 12

months warranty and free expert
help and advice over the phone
Data-Pulse + 42Mb
Data-Pulse + 85Mb
Data-Pulse + 127Mb

£319.99
£379.99
£429.99

background
DataNet with PowerNet
LanNet with PowerNet
MidiNet with PowerNet

£99.99
£89.99
£59.99

wish to go ahead with the repairs then
just pay the £15. However ifyou do
go ahead then the charge is included
in the minimum charge.
Please note: The minimum charge
covers labour, any extra parts are

chargeable.

STE, TTor Falcon.

TE packs

Computing International.

• Capable of storing over 20Mb of
uncompressed data on a single
3.5" Floptical disk. Can read and

520 STE
1Mb
STE

£219.00

2Mb STE
4Mb STE

£275.00
£329.00

1040 STE Curriculum 2

£289.00

£229.00

Quotation

£15.00

Minimum repair charge
Same day service
STFM(E) PSU

£35.25
£15.00
£39.99

32MHz 56001 Digital Signal

1Mb internal drive
A/B Boot switch
TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM
TOS 2.06 + Switch STE

£44.99
£4.99
£65.00
£65.00

Processor

Courier Pickup

£11.00

1.44Mb3.5" Floppy, up to 14Mb
RAM. Displays 65536 colours
from 262144 palette at 768 x 480

Courier Return

£7.00

write 720K and 1.44Mb 3.5"

Floppy disks.

Ymu^h-ters

We offer a Quotation service for

£15 for which we will examine your
machine and report back with an
exact price for repair. If you do not

Prices quoted arefor 1 Node. Each computer
attached toa Network requires 1 Node. ALanNet
device isrequired toUtilise the Lan Port on a Mega

Open Mon-Sat 9.30am to 5.00pm.
Ladbroke Computing Ltd trading as Ladbroke

Fax:(0772)561071
Tel: 9.00am-5.30pm (5 Lines)

etc.

network solution

•

Average access time 65ms. Data
transfer rate of 200K per sec (6
times faster than Floppy disk).

•

Processor, 16MHz Blitter,

• High quality Data-Pulse Plus
Case and PSU.

•

Ideal for fast data backup from

•

hard drive. Diamond Back II

compatible.

21Mb Floptical Drive
Datapulse upgrade

£399.99
£299.99

All the Above drives include one

16MHz 32 bit 68030 Central

Phone for price and availability
of ST spares

resolution

•

8 Channel 16 bit, higher than CD
quality. Stereo sound sampling

FALCON 4Mb 65Mb HD

Monitor

£959.00

21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk. Phone for
combination HD/Floptical units.

0Wre

Star

Star LC100 Colour
StarLC20
Star LC24/100 Mono

£165.00
£124.00
£179.00

21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk
£24.99
5 x 21 Mb Floptical Disks £114.95

StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet

£210.00

m^^up^des

SJ48 Sheet Feeder

£55.00

SJ48 Ink Cartridge

£19.00

Citizen

Citizen Swift 240 Colour

£270.00

Silhouette

Scanlite Accessory
Diamond Back 2

• Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST
• Extremely compact in house
designed Multi-layer circuit board

Diamond Edge
Image CAT

HP Deskjet 500
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

Upgradeable in stages from the

•

Solder in design for greater
reliability

pC Ei"u

£549.00

Philips 8833 Mkll

tutors

•

Fully tested prior to despatch

•

All Aries RAM upgrade boards

warranty (Mainland UK) and free
Lotus Turbo Challenge II game.
Hi-Res Mono Monitor

all ST Hi-Res Programmes

Philips 15" FSTTXT TV
£259.99
Fully Remote control 60 channel.

•

HP Laserjet IIP emulation

•
•

14 resident fonts
Centronics/RS232C/RS422

instructions and memory test

•

Run PC Software on your ST

disk.

•

12 months on-site warranty

•
•

Full installation instructions
XT or AT Emulation

£39.99
£79.99
£129.99
£9.99
£49.99

Seikosha Drum Unit
£79.00
Ricoh LP1200
£759.00
Add £3 for Centronics cable and £7

512K Board
2Mb Board
4Mb Board
512K SIMM's STE
2Mb SIMM's STE
4Mb SIMM's

for next working day courier delivery

2 x SIPP to SIMM adaptors

Seikosha 512k RAM upgrade £69.00
Seikosha Toner (2 units) £19.00

£94.99

£3.00

£139.99

High quality 14" VGA Monitor with
ST adaptor. Fully compatible with

come packaged in a 10 capacity
disk box, complete with full fitting

• 512KRAM (Exp to 2.5Mb)

£229.99

Includes 12 Months on-site

base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb

£339.00
£580.00

Lasers

SeikoshaOP104

•

£4.99

HD Turbokit

smaller than a credit card
Hewlett Packard

£60.00
£20.00
£29.99
£34.99
£24.99

Fast text TV with Scart input for
near monitor quality display.
Colour SVGA Monitor

£250.00

High quality Colour SVGA Monitor
28 dot pitch. For use with Falcon.

PC Speed STFM (XT)
PC Speed STE (XT)
AT Speed STFM (8MHz)

£55.00
£55.00
£129.00

AT Speed STE (8MHz)

£139.00

Falcon VGA Adaptor
£9.99
Falcon ST Monitor Adaptor £9.99

AT Speed C16 STFM
AT Speed C16 STE

£189.00
£199.00

Philips SCART to ST/STE

£9.99

8833 Mk II to ST/STE

£9.99
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Multi-tasking
for all Atari
machines
by Paula Richards
ultiTOS, the longawaited

multi

tasking
system
for the ST and Falcon, is
finally
available,
several
months
after the
initial
release of the Falcon.
This means that if you have at
least 2MBytes of RAM and a hard
drive you'll be able to run more
than one application at a time.

Your machine can get on with
time-consuming functions, like file
compression, rendering or printing
in the background while you con

most processor time. If you were
printing a document from a desk
top publishing program, for exam

I Fine tune your pictures before
importing them onto pages without

ple, if you just had that running

details of where you bought it and
a photocopy of your proof of pur

under TOS it would take less time

to print than if it was running in the
background while you were doing
something else under MultiTOS -

the positive side being, of course,

* You can run all

existing programs
under MultiTOS as

long as they're

having to quit applications.

chase to Atari at Atari House, Rail

way Terrace,

Slough,

Berkshire

SL2 5BZ. If you have an ST,
remembering that you need at
least 2MBytes of RAM to run the
program, you can get it from HiSoft

for £29.99. Don't expect a man
ual, though - that's not quite
finished. Instead you'll get
some

photocopied

paper entitled

bits

of

"Preliminary

User's Guide."

Please note in the eff

I

et some

things Mere
lie have supplied e

systen.
this

should be conpleted in a text editor nakirtg sure you keep the
original fornat nhich is lupnrtant. Also please ensure gour paths

we'll be giving MultiTOS
the full ST FORMAT analytical
treatment ao guarantee your

copy now with the coupon
on page fO,

properly written**

tinue with other work. How many
programs - whether applications or

Desk Accessories - you can run at
any one time depends on how
much RAM you have installed. A

that you could be getting on with
something else while waiting for it.

minimum of 4MBytes is really nec
essary to make the most of Multi-

Memory protection

TOS's capabilities.

They've also included something
they're calling "memory protec

Adaptive prioritisation

tion," available only on the Falcon

MultiTOS makes the most efficient

and TT, where one program is pre
vented from
interfering with

use

possible

of the

processor

power - say you were using your

paused for a

PR Executive Caroline Stokes describes Cannon Fodder as

another active program's data. So,
if one program crashes, it is

word processor with a rendering
going on in the background but

unlikely that the other programs

moment to think

CANNON FODDER
Sensible Software's latest offering for Virgin is as far removed
from Sensible Soccer as you can get.

"Lemmings with guns," a 70 level war game that's as giggleinspiring as it is bloodthirsty.

You're an armchair general who has to send his troops on a
variety of suicidal missions which include rescuing Mr President

from a heavily-defended enemy base and preventing the slaughter
of innocent natives at the hands of enemy tanks when you're only
armed with a few jeeps.

Cannon Fodder's released in September, price £30.99. Watch
this space for more details.

running will also crash.

about what next to write, your
machine would turn more of its

Software support
You can run all existing TOS pro
grams with MultiTOS as long as
they have been properly written.
There are more programs on the
way from both Atari and other third
parties that have been specially
created to take full advantage of
MultiTOS such as TruePaint,

attention to the rendering, and then
when you started to type again the
processor would concentrate on

the
This

word
is

processing

what Atari

functions.

describe

as

"adaptive prioritatisation" - giving
the program that's running the
XT.

Fill

Edit

Options

STalker

aaogtBKMtBM

ammgmHgmmmgmgm/mmm

That's Write 2 and the forth

coming Atari Works.
U

Wins'

.irmJ.

.asm!.

,Q jSL JSL JUL

Everybody

who

has

pur

chased a Falcon will get Multi

TOS free of charge - all you
have to do is send the serial

STcng: 0fiOEflD.TXT

I fjli froS your hard drivi

number

l the file called "DfttfSTUFF.TOS" you Hill find a folder called
dot "Services" with a nunber of prograns. These unfortunately still
have Semen weous, so uc have provided a separate service folder
I on disk tNo, Nith the corrected English text for you,

of

your

machine,

• Use MultiTOS to save yourself

I Please note In the effort to rush vh'S HECTOR to the narket sone
I things Here not translated into the English production systen. So
I xe have supplied examples bcloH of what has to be done, this
I should be conpleted In a text editor flaking sure you keco the

from having to wait around.

mBBBKmKBBmmmBmmmmKBBmmi
• The Sensibles get brutal with Cannon Fodder, the latest arcade shoot-'emup from Virgin Games - due to hit the streets in September.

original fornat which is irportant, Also please ensure your paths

LJ
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APOCALYPSE
NOW
Apocalypse is the latest heli
copter gunship shoot-'em-up
from Virgin Games.
Caroline Stokes, PR Exec

utive at Virgin, promises the
game is going to be a real
stormer

when

it's

released

later in the year. "There's no
other helicopter game that's
going to have the same amount
of action in it, " she says.
Your best pal is being held

prisoner by a gang of ruthless
rebels and there's only one per
son who can save him - you.
It's your job to fly into enemy
territory, rescue your mate and
his fellow POWs while destroy

ing as

much of the rebels'

defences as possible. Your heli
copter's equipped with the lat
est
weapons
technology
including
heat-seeking
mis

SUBSTANTIAL
BASE BY CHRI
by Paula Richards
A t a r i are aiming to sell
up to 100,000 Falcons
in the UK by Christ
mas as widespread advertising,
distribution and importation of
the Falcon finally gets under
way this month.
This will create an opportu
nity software houses would be
foolish not to exploit as

guaranteed continued develop
ment of more serious applications.
First of all, Atari are concen

trating on getting 1MByte Falcons
into the country. Up until now
they've been flown into the UK at a
rate of between 600 and 1,000
machines a week, but from the end

of May there are to be boats, which

well as

A t a r i machines reigned
supreme at the fourth
MIDI

music

show, with around 70% of the
machines on display being either

^aifaf^i^e,

STs, TTs or Falcons.
The

Falcon

was

the

main

attraction with virtually every
exhibitor either demonstrating the
machine's abilities or singing its

praises to crowds of onlookers.
All the major players in the
music world were present; Korg,
Yamaha,

Kemble,

Fostex

and

Roland all had large stands with
• Domark and French programmers
Lankhor team up to bring F1 to your

ST

FORMAT

• A musician's dream - spending all

day trying out the new technology.

ST this summer.
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their

be tackled

Falcon's the
musician's choice
annual

iTrjEVEZSliJ «* S*tfP«n

down

admit to them that it's a computer.
All this sounds horribly reminiscent

acting-PR

F1 will be available from

rammed

next year - they're somehow
going to be persuaded that they
need a Falcon but not actually

ing point," says Joanne Hot-

Domark (o 081 780 2222) in
August, price £25.99.

Falcon

of households will

genre. "Speed is its major sell

ers to race against.

most sensible choice -

Those who own computers
but don't read magazines will be
tackled via the TV campaign, a
more general Atari awareness
raiser which starts in September.
Still explained that the other 90%

Vroom programmers Lankhor
are currently developing a new
racing sim for the ST.
Released through Domark,
F1 (as it's been provisionally
titled) promises to be a cut
above other games in the

option as well as artificiallyintelligent ST-controlled play

isn't the

throats, with ads showing off the
machine and its capabilities in ST
magazines and the top Amiga and
PC mags from this month. There
have also been wide-ranging mailshots. Darryl Still, Atari UK's mar
keting
manager,
reckons the
computer owning public accounts
for around ten per cent of the UK's
population and it's these people
Atari are trying to attract this year.

DOMARK
GOES VROOM

and a split-screen two-player

the choice of the 1MByte machine

the

960 2255.

manager. "All other racing
sims are slow by comparison."
The game features FISA
World Championship circuits

of "Falcons are selling out as fast
as we can get them in," although

Advertising crazy
The interested computer-owning
public is having the existence of

Apocalypse is
set for
release in the Autumn, price
£30.99. If you want to find out
more, then call Virgin on a 081

Domark's

This should mean an end to tales

you can't even run MultiTOS.

siles, rockets and firebombs.

son,

can carry thousands of machines,
coming into Europe virtually every
day, so there should be no prob
lems actually getting hold of one.

crowds

of . music-makers

and

enthusiasts milling around, along
with representatives of the smaller
MIDI companies.
There were also seminars tak

ing place over the three days of the
show, covering everything from

software and hardware demonstra

tions to mini organ concerts.
Attendances at the show on

the Saturday and Sunday were hit
by the huge bomb blast at the Nat
West Tower in the City on the Sat
urday morning.

THE

FALCON USER
STMAS!
of

Commodore's

somewhat

abortive CDTV campaign, although
one of the main problems with
CDTV was the fact that there wasn't

pendents that Atari are investing
their time and effort in can stay sol
vent long enough to pass on their
enthusiasm and skills, everyone

really a decent selection of software

will benefit from this scheme. As

available for it - and that shouldn't

well as these dealers, established

be the case with the Falcon.

players in the ST industry who

Exclusive dealerships
Right, so there are machines in the
country and you know that it's
what you want. So, you want to be
able to know where you can buy
one from. And you preferably want
to get one from someone who
knows what he's talking about,
someone who'll be able to give you
honest advice, backup and help
you out if you've got any problems.
To cover all these possibilities
Atari have decided upon a scheme
whereby a base of at least 50 deal
erships - consisting largely of inde

Falcon sales in the UK, the soft
ware houses would be foolish to

miss out on the opportunity for
selling to game players. It is likely
to finally nudge the British soft
ware houses out of the apathy
they've been revelling in about the
ST over the past few months, and
sit up and take notice of the new
market. It's interesting to note that

"It is likely to nudge

both Thalion

out of apathy"

already

and Silmarils

released

have

Falcon-only

games - nor in the serious soft
ware market. The case is quite the

opposite. In fact, serious develop
ers are ready to take on the chal
lenge of the Falcon; already
software and hardware is appear
ing - even in the Public Domain as

don't normally deal with hardware
and don't have sales premises of
their own, like Compo software,
have been distributing the Falcon
and the £159 STFM, suggesting

you can see on page 91.

Next month we're going to be
looking at the future of the ST and

there's confidence in the move and

it spans wider than just Atari.

specialist knowledge about the Fal
con to then pass on this knowledge
and backup. Assuming the inde

At the end of the year...
If Atari succeed in achieving their

the Falcon in terms of the new soft

ware that's coming out - and see if
we can make a few guesses about
the future of the games scene.

projected sales of 80,000 to 100,000

Speculation has been rife for months now about

likely to be housed in a black PC-style casing - with
a separate keyboard and housing for the CPU. With
this sort of setup you get the advantages of having a
better keyboard and more space inside the machine
to add expansion and graphics cards. It's also likely

like - and if, indeed, there is to be a new case. There

is a wide belief in the industry - which Atari are
refusing to confirm or deny - that there is to be a
new case, without a cartridge port, that will be
available from September onwards. The Falcon is

BITS
Oops! We made a bit of a mistake
when

we

reviewed

the

Biz

Accounts package last issue they're actually on w 0424 436674.
We'd also like to clarify that you
don't actually need a second
external drive to run the program.
Orpheus say that they've now
sorted out the bugs in the screen
display. They are in the process of
upgrading the program and say
they'll have a second version out
in

around

six

months

which

"looks a lot more sexy." Of course,
if you can't wait until then you
could always get hold of the pack
age from our mail order service for further details, see page 98.

After the TOS upgrade feature in
last month's ST FORMAT it seems

that everyone wants to upgrade.
Analogic Computers have had
an enormous response to the fea
ture with enquires about the

board from all over the world. Raj
Shukla of Analogic said: "We have
been astonished by the size of the
response

to

the

feature

in

ST FORMAT, we are now organis
ing dealers in the US and in
Europe and shipping the STE TOS
switchers to them

in bulk.

We

have even had enquires from STF

readers as far away as Singapore."
Incidentally, you don't have to
turn your ST off to switch between
the two TOS versions on the STE

TOS switcher, it is quite safe to do
so while your ST is running.

WHAT'S IT GOING TO LOOK LIKE?
what the new case for the Falcon is going to look

MEWS

this attitude has not taken hold in

the European software houses -

the software houses

pendent retailers all over the
country - will receive training and

LATEST

that the one piece machine will continue to be avail
able for some time.

MicroDeal's VideoMaster has been

used to create a music video cur

rently being shown on MTV.
The video features Indie band

Test Department's latest single
Bang On It. The complete video is
around eight minutes long and is a
mixture

of treated

VideoMaster

sequences and live footage with

New from the show

the soundtrack added afterwards.

Paul

Taylor

of

Necromiton

System Solutions and Compo pre
sented a continuous rolling demo
of the Falcon's graphics and sound
capabilities on a giant TV screen,
with intense interest being shown

ules include a drum

Productions/Pilot Visonaries said

sample player and
digital effects using
the DSP chip and
full
compatibility

about this production, "VideoMas
ter is the perfect tool for this kind
of work, we are hoping to use it
again in further projects."

in

with Cubase 3 mod

the

Screenblaster

overscan

board and the Musicom direct to

ules. Cubase Audio

• System Solutions and Compo show

hard drive recording software.
Gajits were selling Breakthru
and Sequencer One Plus as fast as
they could get the packages on dis

costs

off the Falcon's capabilities with a

£799

and

is

giant screen setup.

available now.

John

the Falcon has only been on sale in
large numbers since March there is
already a Falcon030 musician's

the

Composer is a com

play, their video instruction manu

position

als for both of these packages were
also selling well.

from Finland designed and written
by music theory teachers, it's an
improvisation package that enables
you to create compositions by
inputting various parameters into
the program. John needs 1MByte
of memory and works with both

Harman Audio have released

Steinberg's Cubase Audio for the
Falcon. This is the Falcon update to
the industry-standard Cubase 3 and
features eight channel digital audio
recording without any additional
hardware, although you do need a
huge hard drive to be able to make
any serious recordings. Other mod

MIDI

program

instruments

and

the

ST's

internal sound chips. UK distribu
tion is being handled by Newtronic
for 45, alongside their vast collec

tion of MIDI music files. HiSoft/AVR

club in

were

demonstrating

Information eXchange) is a user

Replay 16 running on a Falcon, it
looks as if the Replay Editor soft
ware is going to be adapted to

group that specialises in musical
applications for the Falcon. Mem
bership is £20 a year and includes a
disk magazine, updated listings of

work

present

with

the

Falcon's

internal

London. FIX (the Falcon

ADCs and DACs rather than use an

music software for the Falcon and

external cartridge. A good idea,
especially as the cartridge port is
destined to disappear on future
versions of the Falcon. Although

PD and Shareware as it appears for
the machine. Contact Computing
for Music on o 081 340 1871 if you
want more information.
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LAMBORGHINI
CRAZY FOR TITUS

...AND PIECES
If you liked the sound of the Canon
BJ-200 printer that we reviewed in
ST FORMAT 46 then you'll like the

More news on the racing front comes from
French softies Titus who've announced a licens

ing deal with Italian sports car manufacturers
Lamborghini.
Details of the new game - provisionally
titled Lamborghini World Challenge - have still to
be finalised, but Steve Darragh, PR manager for
Titus, told ST FORMAT the game would be based
on a revamped version of Crazy Cars 3, which
received an STF Rating of 85% in issue 39. If

things go according to plan Lamborghini should
be released in September, price £25.99

BJ-230 twice as much. It is an A3

bubble jet printer which can pro
duce large pages of copy from DTP
packages or
spreadsheets at
360dpi. The basic design is the
same ae the BJ-200 with a built-in

• Teach the Iraqis a lesson they are never going to forget

sheet feeder and a small footprint,
in other words it takes up very lit
tle room on your desk. The recom
mended price is £470 although you
should be able to get it from deal

in Empire's War in the Gulf.

WAR IN THE GULF
Empire take on the might of the Iraqi army with

ers

the release of their latest war sim.

Freephone

Based on the FORMAT Gold winning Pacific

for

around

the

Canon

£350

on

mark.

v

0800

252223 for more information.

Islands, War in the Gulf is set in 1995 when the

Iraqis once again try to stake their claim on
Kuwait. You play the leader of a crack team of
Gulf War veterans, hired by the Kuwaiti Royal
Family to defend their country. Equipped with a
squadron of armoured vehicles, including the
Ml A1 tank, it's your job to recapture the oilfields
and strategic sites held by the Iraqis in 15 differ
ent tank battles over 400 square miles of terrain.
War in the Gulf is available now, price
£29.99 from Empire Software. Phone them on

Because of an error we reviewed
Interface from

the PD -

You can obtain it from HiSoft (on
« 0525 718181), and costs £49.95

including backup and support.

If you know anything about MIDI
and think that you have anything

tur guide tc
iroughout the UK
Publisher

Price

STF Rating

US Gold

£27.99

91%

Gremlin Graphics £25.99

85%

MicroProse

92%

£34.99

Sensible Soccer 92/93 Renegade/
Mindscape

£25.99

to

Robert Treen of RTPS Systems
would like to hear from you on

Fighter 2 being one of the
most popular games across
all formats this year. It's
strange to see the domina
tion of so many football
games, especially since
Premier Manager and

•a

offer

in

this

domain,

0869 278470. He's involved in

creating a tutorial for people who
are to be even remotely involved
with MIDI and wants to hear what

you think should be included. No

First Division Manager Codemasters

£7.99

GBH

£7.99

Sensible Soccer have been

Pirates

Kixx XL

around for some months.

ford, Bicester, Oxon 0X6 9DX.

Spellbound Dizzy

Hit Squad
Codemasters

It's good to see quality

RBI 2 Baseball

Hit Squad

Prince of Persia

Hit Squad

Terminator 2

Hit Squad

Treasure Island Dizzy

Codemasters

Formula 1 Grand Prix

Microprose

Magic Land Dizzy
Lotus Turbo Challenge
Sleepwalker
The Simpsons
Jack Nicklaus Golf

Codemasters
GBH
Ocean
Hit Squad
Hit Squad

Future Wars

Kixx XL

games like Civilization and

Please reserve/deliver ST FORMAT magazine each month,

beginning with the August issue, on sale Tuesday 13 July.
Name:

Address:

You can learn to program in STOS
Basic with The Beginner's Guide
To STOS, the first foray into the

Sleepwalker are making an

entry into the chart and you
can expect Sleepwalker ;?o
go much higher - at the

publishing world for MT Software
(w 0983 756056). The course covers

time the charts were com

basic principles through to com
plete programs over a huge vari
ety of subjects and it costs £39.95.

piled it had only been out
for about three weeks.

FREEWHEEL"

PERFECT CONTROL FOR
ULTIMATE REALISM

WOW! Nigel Mansell's Freewheel ® for yourST

SKiMsii tasks am amm maw ana nam bm «sw mmm ma •

Cut out this form or a photocopy and hand it to your newsagent

Cars are driven with steering wheels not joysticks.
Freewheel is designed to provide an alternative control
for games such as Nigel Mansell's World Championship,
also Turbo Esprit, Jaguar etc. Angle sensitive switches
steer left and right with good sensitivity and forward or
backwards for acceleration and braking. Freewheel is
compatible with Quick Joy Foot Pedals for that extra touch
of realism. All the steering you can handle for only £29.95
inc P&P. Quick Joy Foot Pedals £24.95 inc P&P. Order items
together for only £49.95 inc P&P and get the Formula One
Factbook worth £l 1.95. We will match any published price for these items.

R. C. Simulations

Phone Number:

UNIT lb BEEHIVE TRADING ESTATE, CREWS HOLE ROAD,

To the Newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by
Future Publishing ~ 0225 442244

ST GEORGE, BRISTOL

TEL:

(0272)

550900

BSS 8AY

FAX: (0272) 411052

tld&ss

If information only required pi.a*, enclose tarn quoting int.r.St.
ge

•

ST

then

James Pond

RESERVE YOUR COPY OF 57 FORMAT
0*

There aren't many surprises
in this month's chart. Street

idea is too small, so get telephon
ing or write to RTPS Systems Ltd,
Somerville, Rectory Lane, Fring-

Trivial Pursuit

•pun

Jake Bain of Caledonia

points out that, "it's far superior
to anything available in the PD."

THE TOP TWENTY

..._ger

PDL in

month.
Sadly, this
excellent
resource file editor isn't actually in

•n- 081 343 7337 if you want to know more.

Civilization

Caledonia

the Public Sector area of STF last

FORMAT
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VISA

More Atari

When only the Best will do...
Falcons from HiSoft

Diamond Edge

Yes, we have them - now! In what is an unusual step for

From the authors of Diamond Back, the popular
hard disk backup program, comes a new

us, we have decided to stock both the 1Mb and the

4Mb/65Mb HD versions, the retail prices of which are
£599 and £999 inclusive.

package that is essential to any serious user of
an Atari 680x0 computer.

We have un-rivalled (in the UK at least) knowledge of
the Falcon hardware, its operating system and the tools
that will be available for this amazing machine; in
addition, we firmly believe in quality of

UOS.H UIOJJ

customer service, both before and after a sale. So

Language News

why not give us a call to discuss the benefits of
this superb new computer and how it can best
meet your requirements?

Watch our for new versions of our popular
languages; Devpac 3, HiSoft BASIC 2 and
Lattice C 5. These latest releases include full

Falcon030 support with extra libraries, an
improved debugger and a comprehensive
handbook that discusses using these products
on a Falcon computer.
The new libraries include routines for accessing
the video and audio sub-systems, Speedo
GDOS, MultiTOS, the DSP processor and other
new aspects of the Falcon030. As such they are
essential for any programmer with a Falcon
computer or for anyone who wants to support
this fabulous machine.

TruePaint
TruePaint is the first art package to take
advantage of the true colour capabilities of the
Falcon030 computer ... and it is shipping now.
Some of the highlights of the product are:
•

Works on all STs and Falcons in all screen

resolutions including 768x480 True Colour
•

Easy-to-usemulti-window environment with
menus, toolboxand kei/board shortcuts

•

Fullrange ofdrawing tools

These Falcon-enhanced versions will be

within the Falcon030 - call for upgrade details.
The current version of Diamond Back, 2.51, has

full support for the new 21Mb flopticals - again,
contact us for information on upgrading.

wrinkle, smooth, rainbow etc.

example is shown below) and so will be easily
recognisable. Upgrade prices start from £10 for
each product - please call for details.

•

Flexiblezoom,full screen modewith edit,
colour picker, bezier curves ...

The Falcon030-enhanced sticker that

•

Animation, Font/Speedo GDOS support, wide
variety offile formats includingIFF, TIFF, GIF,
]PEG, Targa, IMG, Neochrome and more

•

Falcon computer.

disks and hard disks. Version 1.04 is now

available, this supports the IDE hard disk

A large variety of effects includingshear,

stickered as such on the outside of the box (an

will appear on all oursoftware
packages that include special
features to take advantage of the

Diamond Edge is a complete set of
management, optimisation, diagnostic, repair
and data recovery tools for use with floppy

rrtiePaint

Extensive and informative 170-page manual
file

Uit

Hit*

Splices

Effttts

DataLite 2
We are pleased to have acquired the exclusive
rights to this new program from Germany.
DataLite is a sophisticated 'disk doubler' which,

by using a combination of compression &
de-compression techniques, can save up to 50%
of the space on your hard drive or on your
floppy disks. We have thoroughly tested this
invaluable program and we have found it to be
extremely reliable and easy-to-use.

Speedo GDOS
and MultiTOS

DataLite compresses all types of data on your
disk, not just text files, and thus gives you

At long last, both MultiTOS and Speedo GDOS

optimal space saving. DataLite is a logical
companion for Diamond Edge and Diamond

are available in the UK. MultiTOS is Atari's

Back II and we have a special, limited offer for a
combined pack of all three utilities (see the box

official pre-emptive, multi-tasking operating
system allowing you to schedule a variety of

below).

tasks on your computer. Speedo GDOS is the
new outline font system based on Bitstream's

Speedo font engine.
TruePaint was launched at the 7th International

Both programs are released on 22 May, require
upwards of 2Mb of memory and are complete
with manuals and free 30-day support from

Computer Show and has already gained wide

HiSoft.

please call us and ask for a brochure.

acclaim from its users. For more information,

Harlekin 3
The latest upgrade to the immensely popular
Harlekin suite of desk accessories is released on

22 May. The package has been much improved
and extended including non-modal dialogs, a

Special Spring 93 Prices from HiSoft
As a very special mail order promotion, we have reduced the prices of some of our software
titles for a limited time to readers of this magazine. The following products will be available,
subject to stock, at lower prices for the period 22 May until 31 June 1993. Youcan only order
directly from HiSoft using your credit/debit card or by sending us a cheque/postal order
(payable to HiSoft), quoting reference ATS93M1.All prices include VATand P&P from HiSoft.

Diamond Edge,

multi-window editor, full Multi-TOS and

Falcon030 support and a new manual. Please
call or write for full details and upgrade
information.

AllHiSoft's products should be available through your
local computer dealer. Ifyou have difficulty in
obtaining a titleyou can order directly from HiSoft
using yourcredit or debit card - just call 0525 718181
and askfor wail ordersales.

ProFlight

£14.95

DataLite Package

Lattice C 5 - non Falcon

£99.95

HiSoft

Speedo GDOS and
MultiTOS package

HiSoft BASIC 2 - non Falcon

£54.95

High Quality Software

Devpac 3 - non Falcon

£54.95

Harlekin 2

£39.95

Diamond Back II,

Wordflair 2 inc

Speedo GDOS

£99

£49 95

£59 <-)5

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 (0) 525 718181
Fax: +44 (0) 525 713716
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B17 Flying
Fortress

This month's Cover Disk is a cracker, and here

are all the details on how to pull it...
This month's goodies

• This is your
B17 crew's

mascot. Ifs

a delightful

rendering

ri-s-r

°* *ne *aH
gunner's
friend. But

there's no

B17 Flying Fortress

Colour Clash

Take to the skies with this

Cunning puzzle game of a

Banish those black borders

exclusive playable demo of
Microprose's latest flight sim.

different colour.

around your screen with this
clever piece of assembly listing.

Size:256K

Size: 108K

about her
where

Size:9K

Page 16

TOS 2 Icons

Customise your Desktop with 100

Dungeon Master solution

the full game on page 72.

icons and an icon editor.

Prism Paint 1.1

Uncompressed
size: 98K

A complete solution to the block
busting game.

The full version of Lexicor's paint
program - it runs in all resolutions.

Assembly listing

•

Check out our definitive review of

Size: 106K

you're

Page 14

Page 12

time for

thinking

No Borders

Page 14

going.

Page 16

Uncompressed
size: 30K

Page 16

More assembly listings to digest.

• Turn to page 82 for more classic

Size: 9K

solutions in Gamebusters.

Page 15

Composer Two
A complete MIDI sequencer with
a whole new approach.

• Turn to page 102 for more info.

Size: 142K

STE medium res boot
Sort out TOS 1.6 and get your ST

Page 13

• See page 19 for details of how to
make music with your ST.

BY: MICROPROSE

877 Flying Fortress puts you in

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION

command of the crew of a World

FILES: B17DEM0.PRG, B17INDX,
B17DATA, B17INST

War Two B17

bomber. You

to boot in medium resolution.

Size: 2K

Page 15

gunners dread, one of

fellows getting right

B17DEM0.PRG

and in control of one of two B17s

on a raid on Antwerp docks facing

Dan/ ball t u r r e t

Now that's what you call brave,

the attack of three Focke Wolf 190s.

Bandits at 11 O'clock Ic

flying deep into enemy territory
facing hordes of deadly fighters

Run B17DEM0.PRG and get ready
for some serious action.
When the demo has loaded

you find yourself in the pilot's seat.
You

can switch

between

all the

Page 16

those nasty fighter

can

GET STARTED WITH:

who intend to ventilate your plane.
On top of that, you also have to
find a target and drop bombs on it!

Size: 13K

• This is what all tail

pilot, navigate, bomb and fire
machine guns in all directions. The
Cover Disk demo lets you loose

TOTAL SIZE: 256K

Back Up
What do you do before you try
out any of these goodies? Yes,
that's right, you use our regular
and impeccable backup program.

up your tail with all

guns blazing. As the
fighters close in on
you, you get

crew positions using the function
keys. Each position can be con
trolled either by yourself or by your
ST: if there's a little computer icon

warnings from the
gunners.

at the bottom left corner then your

ST's in charge, if there's a little
hand icon then it's you that's at the
controls. You can toggle between
i-4-\\::':;.... '-:': • •

FLIGHT CONTROLS
B17 can be controlled

with the joystick and

keyboard or entirely using
the keyboard. Pressing
<Help> and <Alternate>
together brings a list of

<F9> - Right waist gunner.

space but all the
important bits are here

<F10> - Tail gunner.

<F1> - Chin gunner.

control of a crew position.

<M> - Toggles manual or ST
<F2> - Navigator.
<F3> -

Pilot.

<Alternate> <WI> - Switches

you to movie mode.
<P> - Toggles pause.
;3*7

• The view from the ball turret

position of a B17 bomber - these were
quickly added to the early designs

when fighters learned to approach the
plane from underneath.

ST

FO R M A T
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<F4> - Copilot.

all the keyboard
commands up on-screen.

<F5> - Top gunner.

The demo is missing a
couple of features to save

<F8> - Left waist gunner.

<F7> - Ball gunner.

****

p*-»~»^-ww

Spacebar - Blast away with the
machine guns.
Cursor keys - Move the guns
about quickly.

-

GUIDES

COVER
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Before you do anything else, you must read this
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,
write-protect it by moving the black
tab so you can see through the hole.

always a good idea to read these for
more information on a program.

Nothing can now be written to your
Disk. Write-protection also keeps

"Show" to display the text. If text
disappears off the screen when you

your Disk safe from viruses.

try to read a

have

the

file

Double-click

extension

on

them

DOC.

and

DOC file in

It's

select

low res,

change to medium res and try again.
Study the map
Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files for
some programs on the Disk. These

Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FORMAT Cover Disk
safe you should make a backup, so if

mat. Songs are built from seg

Composer
^

BY: DAVID DICKENS

GET STARTED WITH:

and run COMP26S.PRG. It runs in

FILES: STRAWJAM.C2, MANUAL.DOC, QUICKREF.DOC,
C0MP26S.PRG, C0MP2.RSC
TOTAL SIZE: 142K

READ: QUICKREF.DOC,
MANUAL.DOC

is

medium res but you might find
things a little squashed. Go to the

what it's capable of in the musical
side of things. With a couple of
leads and your ST you can take an

STRAWJAM.C2.

unprecedented level of control over

any MIDI instrument. All you need

Sequence into Song. The display

is a sequencer program and you

now shows the song table. Press
<P> to hear the song and <S> to
stop it again.
In Composer Two you either
build a segment or string segments

this

Composer Two is a complete
sequencer with an easy to use for

the two

by

pressing

<M>.

to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

Desk

File

Edit

Functions

Work an...

Is your drive obsolete?
We use a double-sided disk format. If

you own a single-sided drive, you
can't read the Cover Disks, or much

of the new software since singlesided drives are obsolete.

You are strongly advised to buy
a new double-sided drive which can
cost as little as £35.

Page

I The Editing screen

Utilities

i^; Edltinji sconent BRfiSS 01 bar l!

greets you when you

Note

that at first

all your gun
positions are con
trolled by your ST.
The
fighters

are zooming in pretty
quickly, press <F1> to take
you to the chin gunner and press

jUsk-s

together to produce the final song.
Graphical editing of notes makes

COMP26S.PRG

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM OR HIGH
FOLDER: COMPOSER

than

Some programs are compressed

ent segments and then string them

everything dead easy.
This is the very latest version
with quantising, chord editing and
other improvements. It features 96
beats per minute resolution, 16
polyphonic tracks and full note
editing. To show off its capabilities
there's also an example song
called Strawberry Jam.
Open the COMPOSER folder

need look no further
month's Cover Disk.

Back-Up program. Follow the instruc
tions on page 16 and you can't go
wrong. Now there's no need to risk
damaging or losing your disk again!

directly from it. Follow the instruc
tions here and it'll all be fine.

ments. You write or record differ

Two

One of your ST's strengths

anything goes wrong, you still have
the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk-to-disk copy. We've made life
easy for you, however, with this

File menu and select Load Music
Data. From the file selector choose

'"-,

W:

it

first load Composer

\ i jr».

Two. The top bit
contains your library
of segments and the

\M sals,

rttt rr

bottom is your

B||Sj

showing MIDI and

sequence table

=

together to make a song. You can

-

-

timing information.

=1

modes

name and a graphical representa
tion of the notes appears. You can

using the Work On menu. It
approaches music by creating seg

to fine tune it. You can add notes

switch

between

the two

ments of between one and 32 bars

of music. Each bar can consist of
between one to 96 note divisions in

normal 4/4 timing. Each segment
appears in the library box. To

double-click on the start of a note

from the keyboard too, by doubleclicking where you want it and typ
ing in the note you want. Press the
Spacebar when you've finished.
There are two text files on the

record a segment select Record

disk that detail the ins and outs,

the

from the function menu or press

QUICKREF.DOC lists all the com

Work On menu and choose Build

<R>, play away, press <S> when

mands while

you're done. A dialog box appears
to give your new segment a name,
it now appears in the library box.
You can copy and move seg
ments around and edit each indi

you how to get the most from this
excellent sequencer.
If you're at all confused by
any of the musical terms here, turn
to page 100 for the STF guide to

vidual note. Click on a segment

musical notation.

Now

select

I Oh dear, it's all

MANUAL.DOC tells

attacking fighters and keep both

going horribly wrong.

bombers airborne within the allo

A victorious 190

cated time.

leaves one B17 going

An excellent way of getting a

down in flames.

Watch it! You don't

feel of things is by putting the

want to run into the

demo into movie mode and sitting

other bomber if

back to watch the encounter unfold

you get out of

- to do this just press <Alternate>

formation.

and <M> at the same time.

<M> to take manual control. You

blasting. Shooting down the fighter

it, they're only within range for a

can now use the joystick or the cur
sor keys to aim the guns and the
Spacebar or <Fire> button to start

planes isn't easy - because of their
speed, you need to aim ahead of

very short time.
The demo has a time limit,

them and be pretty snappy about

see if you can bag one of the

BBHjlHHB

Buckle up your flying jacket
and boots, open up a fresh packet
of gum and hoist yourself aboard.
It's a dirty job but someone has to
do it- bombs away!
• B17 Flying

Pilot External Viau

Fortress's
vector

<Shift> and cursor keys Move the guns about slowly.

<l> - Takes you to the
instrument panel.

<E> - Switch to externalj view

<[> and <]> - Change
instrument panel.

from pilot's position.
Numeric keypad - Controls

graphics are

superbly
detailed. This
bird can take

<Shift> <F7> - View from the

you deep into

external view.

bomb bay.

enemy

<G> - Toggles landing gear up

<Shift> <F8> - View from the

territory, drop

and down.

target's position.

bombs on the

<F> - Toggles the flaps up

<Alternate> <1> to <4> - Fire

target and

and down.

extinguishers in the engines

fend off

<W> - Takes you back to the

<-> and <+> - Increases and

attacking

view from the external view.

decreases engine revs.

fighters. With
any luck.
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You lucky people, this month
we've managed to scoop Prism

Prism
Paint

Paint- not a demo or disabled ver

RESOLUTION: ALL

sion but the full working program
in all its glory. As well as all the
functions you'd normally expect
from a graphics program, Prism

RESOLUTIONS

Paint has animation and runs in all

BY: LEXICOR

FOLDER: PRISM

resolutions

FILES:

modes on a TT and Falcon. You

PRISMPNT.PRG,

need 1MByte to run it as it wasn't
designed to run on a 520 ST.
Open the PRISM folder and
run the PRISMPNT.PRG program.
The main menu appears as a large

PRISMPNT.RSC
TOTAL SIZE: 106K
GET STARTED WITH:
PRISMPNT.PRG

BRUS

for us to give a detailed
explanation of them all
here. Everything is
mouse-controlled. Click
on the File menu to load

and save your work

Frame Information for the statistics

tion of screen.

E

tools. Select and use them with the
left mouse button. Draw is the most

captured a section of screen with the

and move the RGB sliders.

basic, it lays down the selected
colour using the selected brush.
Copy copies a section of the screen
you define with the mouse to the
clipboard. Paste enables you to put

Copy tool first.

basic

set

of

drawing

Colour
Clash
BY: ANIMALSOFT

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION
FOLDER: COLCLASH

FILES: COLCLASH.DOC,
COLCLASH.PRG
TOTAL SIZE: 108K

FRAME CONTROL

J Prism Paint has a natty anima
tion feature. Initially you only have

bloke who is doing a spot of
endurance testing on you. You are
armed with your guile, a limited
ability to jump and your best trick,
changing colour.
Colour Clash is a beauty of a
game, an original bout of cunning
platform puzzlery. To complete
each level you have to reach the
flies and, er, eat them. It's all joy
stick controlled and very addictive.

Open the COLCLASH folder

GET STARTED WITH:

and run COLCLASH.PRG. Press the

COLCLASH.PRG

<Fire> button to get past the intro
sequence. From the title screen you
can select to play from Level One
or enter a password to start at a
higher level. When you complete a

You are a little lizard chap on a
mission to overcome an obstacle

course devised by a nasty-looking

six

different

line

B

FILLS

There are two basic types of
fill, mono and colour. The left and

E

READ: COLCLASH.DOC

are

types. Use the left and right arrows
to cycle through them. Click on the
picture of the line to enter the editor
if you want, to define each one of
them yourself.

COLOUR PALETTE

This shows your palette - if
you're working in 256 colour mode
then the up and down arrows enable
you to get at the rest of the palette.
To change the colours click on Edit

Your

LINES
There

switch from frame to frame.

•
' You can copy a piece of the
screen and use it just like any other
brush. This toggles between the two
modes. Obviously, you need to have

TOOLS

ES

on your animation. The slider at the
bottom enables you to quickly

E
BRUSH MODE

colour

compressed format, a blank frame
only takes up 16 bytes. Click on

or deleted. Each frame is held in a

the area of screen you want to take a
closer look at. Spray Control enables
you to fine tune the spray can. You
can use the Snap Grid to make all
your drawing functions work on a
defined grid. All the tools are very
simple to use.

256

the left and right arrows to cycle
through the selection. Click on the
picture of the brush to enter the
brush editor. Here you can load and
save sets of brushes or grab a sec

add new ones. Frames can be cleared

functions in Prism Paint

even

ON YOUR B

one frame, click on Insert Frame to
There are far too I

-

right arrows cycle through them.

BRUSHES

All drawing is done with either
the brush or clipboard. Initially, the
brush is a single pixel. You can use

Click on the Fill Pattern to enter the

editor; as with the brushes you can
load and save sets of fills and grab

• All right then,
clever clogs, how do

%

m

. mm

r

you get through this
one? The design of
each level of Colour

Ifi

Mm

i

mmmm

mmmm

mm

'm

mmmm
*ss
mmmmmm

mzmm

m
mm

mmm%m

•

level, remember to write down the

password so you don't have to
fight your way through all the pre
vious levels again.
Collecting the coloured icons

changes you into that colour and
gives you special abilities. You
need to make the most of these

Clash gets more
devious. You need

thought and dexter

ity - got those?
You're OK then.

and plan ahead if you want to
make it very far. Pushing the joy
stick up pauses the game. At the
top of the screen are three
coloured words, moving the joy
stick left and right cycles through
them while pressing <Fire> returns
you to the game. There are three

K LLW-l1-! ("M H'] rife i

• Colour

COLOURFUL EFFECTS
original and

H

challenging
game

I
I

featuring a
small lizard

D l-W^

D

flies, yuk!

1

yields a

L_

1

^^2 ^^^•M

you can enter

j

take you to
that level.
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coloured icons

some areas of the screen.

Orange - the default, pressing
<Fire> sends you jumping into the
air. You can always return to this
colour at any time by pushing your
joystick up and selecting Def, and
then pressing <Fire>.

Red - pressing the <Fire> button
does something rather surprising to
your stomach and then sends you
floating off into the air - pretty
handy for those out-of-the-way
places of the screen.

m

password
at the start to

Green - pressing the <Fire> button
sends your tail lashing out zapping
enemies or blocks immediately
behind you. Note that in particular
cases it's the only way to reach

The secret of Colour

.

1

•

in search of

Clash is mastering the
different powers gained
by collecting the

1

GUIDES

box full of icons. Clicking with the
right button takes you to the draw
ing screen and back again. Try
experimenting with the tools.

many screens as memory permits
and then animate through them.
Prism Paint uses its own PNT

format

as

well

as

Neochrome,

COVER

DISK"

Prism Paint special offer
If the Cover Disk version of Prism Paint has made you hungry for more

why not make the most of our special deal with 16/32 Systems? Get

Select them from the Tools box,

Degas Elite, IFF and GIFF formats. It

switch to the drawing screen and

can also use FLM and DLT anima

2 when released (in about a month) all for a mere £30.

play about. There are definable fill

tion formats making it a flexible
and powerful graphics tool.
If you're smitten by Prism

Version 1.5 includes the ability to load and convert GIF and TIFF
format pictures, merge and splice animations, manipulate blocks
including skew and enlarge, blending, K-line splining and loads of
other goodies. Version 2 promises to have even more!

patterns, brushes and lines. There
are three different types of splines,
a definable spray can and different
text types. There are all the draw
ing tools you're ever going to need
- and a few you didn't know you
needed yet. Areas of the screen can
be cut and pasted. You can have as

Paint take a look at our exclusive

yourself Prism Paint 1.5, the full manual and a free upgrade to version

offer to ST FORMAT readers; £30

buys you version 1.5 of Prism Paint
with

the

manual

upgrade to

and

version

2,

a

Yes, please send me

copies of Prism Paint 1.5 at £30.00 each.

free

due for

made payable to
16/32 Systems.

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £

release at the end of June.
Name

Address

sections of screen to use as your
new fill pattern.

MENU CONTROL

Click

on

this

little

box

to

select which menu you want to be
the active one - you start off with

ETEXT
Click on the word text to enter

the full size menu with all the icons,

the text editor, you can give your
text a range of different sizes and
attributes. Experiment with them.

but you can easily choose to just
have the Frame menu or the palette
menu showing.

Postcode

Day phone number

Post to 16/32 Systems, 173 High Street, Strood, Kent ME2 4TH
D Please tick here if you do not want to receivedirect mail from other companies.

• The Magnify
function

enables you to
do the fine
detail work on

your picture.
You can set the

level of

magnification
at the top left
and move the
selected area
about in the
box below the
colour selector.

• Our small scaly
friend with the con

stant surprised look
ponders his next
move. That grey icon

with the warning
sign means instant
death. To get past
this level you need to

TOS 1.6
Medium
Resolution

manner. You can

use this when

you've mucked up a

level and

bug that crept into the code, TOS
1.6 refuses to boot in medium res

BY: DON MARPLE

colour orange and Kil means you
explode in a rather disagreeable

for The Operating System and is
stored in a chip inside your ST. It
handles things like reading disks
and putting graphics on the
screen. Due to some unforeseen

Fix

do your special trick.

options: Not means no change you stay the same colour. Def
means you return to the default

Early versions of the STE came
with TOS version 1.6. TOS stands

FOLDER: STEREZ

olution even though you've saved
the Desktop correctly.
To get round this undocu
mented feature, pop the program

there's absolutely no way you can
complete the damn thing.
That's about it, you are on
your own now to battle through

TOTAL SIZE: 2K

MEDREZ.PRG into an Auto folder

those levels. It's clever, it's devi

READ: MEDREZ.PRG

ous, it's original, and it's waiting
for you to load it and get playing.

GET STARTED WITH:

on your boot disk. Make sure there
isn't a DESKTOP.INF file and your

SEE OPPOSITE

STE will start in medium res.

Assembly

Bytecruncher's Guide to Assembly,
and you want to know how to get

FILES: MEDREZ.DOC,
MEDREZ.PRG

—«

at the GEM alert boxes, menus and

file selector. No problem, we'll sort
you out.
BY: TONY WAGSTAFF

nables you to move the block

Blue - pressing the <Fire> butto
sends your tongue zooming across

about.

the screen and sticking to any block
it hits. Moving the joystick left and

again to reel your tongue back in
your mouth again.

Press

the

<Fire>

button

Here's the source code to go

FOLDER: ASSEMBLER

with this

FILES: MENU.HRD, MENU.I,
MENURSC, MENU.S

have you calling those AES func
tions in a jiffy. If you're one of the

TOTAL SIZE: 9K

chosen ones who must follow the

GET STARTED WITH:

path of the great assembler god
Binary then turn to page 102. The
rest of us can merely stand about
confused wondering what the hell
is going on - unbelievers.

SEE BELOW

You're learning assembly cod
ing, right? You're following the

month's tutorial that'll

ISSUE
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•

COVER

K

GUIDES

• Desktop

ble-click

BY: CODEHEAD SOFTWARE AND

PRESSIMAGE
FILES: DESKICON.TOS
SIZE: 50K

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 98K
GETTING STARTED: SEE BELOW

Last month we showed you
how to upgrade your ST's operat
ing system to TOS 2.06, now we
give you two programs to enhance
your new Desktop.
Copy the DESKICON.TOS file
to a blank formatted disk, then dou
Files

the

DESKICON.TOS

all the files and folders are created

Icons

Desk

on

icon to unpack it. In a few minutes
and ready for you to use.
One of the great things about
the latest version of the Desktop is
the ability to assign individual
icons to files so that you can
quickly identify programs and files
just by glancing at their icons.
These two programs enable you to
design and add beautiful new icons
to your Desktop.
Makelcon enables you to cre

Desk

File

Edit

CodeHead Icon Juggler - A:\DESKICON\ICOMS\DESKICOri.RSC
Total; 166 I Selected! i | Paste; I

51
51

58

ISM 'lie

1" d

nmi
53

54

ciock

HOD fll

in resource files although you are
limited to files containing 54 icons.
When you are designing icons it's
best to create them in batches of

VIRUS

0

S :lf i seh ..?,!

/

81,

66

V^

3MJJ

67

HlKir
TU
MUSIC TV

fflu

EHU

Color of Icon

Color of MSftk

Dungeon Master remains one of
the all-time classic games. Quite a

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 30K

few fans of this game, however,
seem to be having a spot of bother
battling through the 14 levels of
devious puzzles and vicious mon
sters. So, to help you out we asked
for a complete solution and got
heaps of replies.
it's a big game and, rather
than take up pages of valuable
Gamebusters space, we've put it

GET STARTED WITH:

on the disk in the form of a text

SEE OPPOSITE

file.

FILES: DUNGEON.TOS

The

document

reveals

all

FOLDER: BACK.UP

always the chance of something
somewhere going wrong and
trashing some of the programs. To
be absolutely sure you should
make a backup copy of the disk.
We use a special format to
squeeze lots of stuff on each disk
so you can't do a standard Desktop
copy. You could drag each folder

FILES: BACK UP.TOS

across to drive B, but it takes a hor

SIZE: 12,728 BYTES

Cover Disk off the front cover of

rendous number of disk swaps.
The smart way is to use the Back
up program we put on every disk,
it's fast and very efficient.
First write-protect your disk
so nothing can be changed on it.

ST FORMAT. So, what do you do

Move the little black tab at the cor

next? Whack it into the drive and-

ner so you can see through the
hole. Get a spare disk ready and

Cover Disk

Back-up
BY: BRIAN TILLEY
RESOLUTION: ALL

RESOLUTIONS

GET STARTED WITH:

BACK.UP.TOS
You've

pulled

your

precious

start playing with all the goodies?
You can stop that right away. No
matter how careful you are there's
ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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69

78

ICON

DESKICON.RSC file, for practical reasons you should limit the file size to 64K,

ten and save them in small .RSC

details of how to merge, cut, paste
and delete icons from your files.
Up to 500 icons can be loaded into
a single master resource file, and
you can then create customised
DESKICON.RSC files for your

• The icon designer enables you to create your very own personalised
Desktop icons. Masks can be created automatically to give you the
highlighted version of the icon.

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM OR HIGH

S-EXTRACT
S-EXTRACT

that's about 200 icons.

This text file also contains full

FOLDER: DUNGEON

68

• The Icon Juggler enables you to combine up to 500 icons in the

how to use the program and how
to register your copy.

BY: GORDON LONGLEY

ZIP rtFii

KILLER

Icon Juggler is a Shareware
program from CodeHead Software
and is supplied with a text file con
taining instructions that explain

Master
Solution

56

FORMAT
COVER
iVER DISK
DI!

files. The program is fully driven by
menus and very simple to use, just
point and click on the various
options you want to use and, er,

Icons

Dungeon

''

ST

use them.

I

-

Accessory

ate and edit icons and store them

MASK

I Cancel

55

cf,! «.8ui5

run BACK_UP.TOS. Up pops the
options, press <1> to start copying.

about the spells, magic items and
how to defeat those puzzle chaps.
Copy the file DUNGEON.TOS
to a disk with 32K or more of space

setup. We have also included an
example DESKICON.RSC contain
ing 100 icons to get you started
and give you some ideas so you
can get started with designing your
own icons. It's great fun!

STF WARNING
Always, work on a backup
copy of your original
DESKICON.RSC file, never on

the original. Make a backup
copy of all your original TOS
2.06 files supplied with your

Mega STE or TOS upgrade
and keep them safely tucked
away just in case you have any
problems later on.

No
Borders

and run it. A text file extracts itself

and appears on your new disk. You

BY: ALEX JOHNSON

can now load it into a word proces
sor or read it from the Desktop by
double-clicking on it and selecting

FOLDER: BORDERS
TOTAL SIZE: 9K

Show from the alert box.

GET STARTED WITH:

You can now go ahead and

cheat to your heart's content - and
all for the noble cause of complet
ing Dungeon Master.

Swap disks when prompted and
that's it done.
The source disk is the one

you are making a copy of and the
destination disk is the one you are
copying it to. If you're sporting two

FILES: BORDER.S

SEE BELOW

Hands up, Geoffrey French, this is
for you and anyone else who dab
bles in assembly code and fancies
getting rid of those borders at the
top and bottom of their ST's
screen. This really rather inge
nious piece of source code can do
just that. Turn to the full question
and

answer

session

in

ST

Answers on page 56.

disk drives then drive A is used for

the source disk and drive B for the

destination. Back-Up also makes
use of all the available memory, so

GALAX

if you have 1MByte or more you

This

only need to make one single disk
swap. Heaven!
Back-Up can be used on most
other disks too, press <2> to see if
it's possible. Don't expect it to
copy protected disks though 'cos
that's why they were protected in
the first place. Other than those it'll
produce quick and easy copies of
all your disks, super.

month's Disk works on all STs.

arcade

blaster

from

last

What we unfortunately forgot to
mention was that it needs to be
in an Auto folder on 520 STFMs.
Get a

blank disk and create a

folder

called Auto on it, now

copy the GALAXIAN.PRG into it.
Now boot with this disk in the

drive and the game loads and
runs automatically.

What's your problem?
1. This Disk won't load!

ATTENTION
FALCON OWNERS

Before you do anything else, check your drive. If it's older than 1988, it's
probably single-sided and can't format any disks to more than 360K - this
also means it can't read ST FORMAT Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are
obsolete and it's well worth upgrading. Replacement drives are easy to fit

Fancy playing some games?

and cost as little as £35.

Then read this ad, because at last two

So your drive's spanking new, or at least it's double-sided, and you still
have a problem. ST FORMAT duplicates thousands of Disks every month so,
unfortunately, some are bound to be defective or damaged in some way. If
the Disk just won't load, or you can't open a window at all, there's nothing
in it, or the folder names are gobbledegook - the Disk is defective. It doesn't
happen often, but please accept our sincere apologies. You're guaranteed a
free replacement if you return the Disk to:

ST FORMAT July Disk Returns,
PO Box 21

outstanding games are available for the
outstanding new Falcon - the first games
ever for you to buy. Featuring 256
colours, hard disk installable, 8-track
sound and increased game speed.

Daventry
NN11 SBU.

Enclose a sturdy unstamped self-addressed envelope - we pay for the
postage - and a brief letter explaining the problem, what hardware it is on
and the version of your operating system. If you're worried about sending
your precious Cover Disk via the normal service, the Royal Mail's Recorded
Delivery service costs only 30p on top of the normal postage.
Please don't send your defective Disk to any other address than the

ISHAR:
LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS
Unquestionably one of the
finest role playing games
available for any system.

above one - we have no stocks of Disks at the Bath or Somerton offices.

2.1 can't work out this Cover Disk program!
Your Disk seems OK; everything loads, but you've got a problem with one of
the programs. Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages and

"The colours have been

considerably
enhanced. ..the graphics
are a lot more detailed...by
far the biggest
improvement has been in
the gameplay".
ST Format(review of Falcon
version)

any document files on the Disk. Try consulting your ST owner's manual that may have the information you need. Still got a problem? Then give us a
ring on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone the ST FORMAT Cover Disk Hot
line w 0225 442244 on Wednesdays between 2 - 6 pm only.
We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know as
much about them as the programmers, but we'll do our utmost to sort your
problem out. Please note that the above phone line is for Cover Disk prob
lems only. If you have any other queries, read on!

3.1 have a problem with this other program I bought!

TRANSARCTICA

The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software
houses run some kind of helpline service - check the information that came
with your software for the number.

A fantastic railroad

4. I've still got an ST problem!
If you still have a problem, you suspect your machine may be faulty, or you
need an answer to a more general query - then you have two options;
la) Ring the official Atari Helpline s 031 332 93233 on any day from Monday
to Saturday 6 pm- 11 pm or on Sundays from 8pm to 11pm.
(b) Write to ST Answers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1

2BW - and let ST FORMAT'S team of experts tackle your problem in the
pages of STF. To help us when sorting, could you please indicate on the

adventure strategy game
set in the frozen landscapes
of a world ravaged by
environmental catastrophe.
"Getyour ticket far
Transarctica now".
ST Action-90%

envelope what type of problem it is - for a full list, turn to ST Answers on
page 56. Cheers!

Share your program with STF
We pay for your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good, origi
nal and short. If you've written anything worthy of appearing on STF's
Cover Disk, send it with this form and full documentation to: Chris Lloyd,
ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

Please be patient: we get absolutely loads of submissions, and we try to
give them all a fair testing!
Name_

SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICE - £3 OFF EACH
GAME RRP: £32.99 DAZE PRICE: £29.99*
These games can't be bought in any shop! They are
only available by applying directly to Daze Marketing,
so to get hold of your copies fast, and to get £3 off
the recommended retail price of each game, just
complete and return this coupon, with a cheque or
postal order.

Address

_Daytime phone
^Program title

*Price includes P&P. Overseas add £1 P&P per game.
Cheques/PO's payable to Daze Marketing. All orders
dispatched within 14 days latest.

Total size in K

DAZE MARKETING 2 CANFIELD PLACE LONDON NW6 3BT

On a separate sheet, pleaseexplain concisely what your program does and why you

Tel: 071 328 2762 Fax: 071 328 2738

happen to think it's so amazingly brilliant.
Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write
your name and address on the disk •

YES, I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER:

Use a virus-free disk • Contri

butions are non-returnable, so keep your own copy of your program
• Enclose an attractive bribe. Not that it makes any difference.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

P0STT0:
DAZE MARKETING

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby
agree to indemnify Future Publishing against any legal action should

2 CANFIELD
PLACE LONDON

copyright problems arise.

NW6 3BT

Signed

ISHAR: £29.99

•

TRANSARCTICA: £29.99

•

TOTAL: £..

AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for ATARI equipment. We
specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated
to a programme of quality customer care, our continual expansion enables us to
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our
service includes;

FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,
most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY
QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairer to you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full of exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff.
5% DISCOUNT

available to students and OAP's.
UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

ACS*
ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
B.E.C. ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE33 5JE

TEL.(091) 4554300 FAX. (091) 455 1847

Heavenly Music Midi Software

INKJET REFILLS

ST/PC/ AMIGA (w/CrossDos - Roland & Yamaha approved)

Midi Song Tiles From MEGGA TRACKS

For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers.

Over 500 MCPS Licensed Songs from £6.00 per title

Demo/Catalogue Disk£3.00 refundable on 1st order (min 3 titles)
Or r I 41 The DEFINITIVE & UNBEATEN Collection
NEW - Scul/Dance, Wcrld I iiyUiiiis
new - Reck & I ni and Ms & 60s

From only £12.95 for 2 refills
Full colour printing kit £24.00
Over 24 exciting colours to choose from

Midi File Drum/Percussion Pattern Disks £13.95 each.

BEAT n BASS Over 40 all new patterns £19.95

Editors & /Hixer Maps

Phone for details"

Write or phone for free information pack to:

Oldfield's Tubular Bells £19.95
Classic TECfM) riles £16.95

DIJ ACMIV

Tchaikovsky's Sutcmcker Suite £19.95
To order, please send a cheque or postal order to:
HEAVENLY MUSIC, 39 GARDEN ROAD, JAYWICK VILLAGE, CLACTON,
ESSEX C015 2RT ENGLAND. Tel/Fax 0255 434217

Please add £1 .50 p&p for U.K. £3.00 for overseas

Why just sound good when you can sound great with oursl

Lowest Priced Top Quality Ribbons
lolt
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000

i±

i±

2.45 Star LCI0/20 Black
Amstrad DMP 4000
3.31 Star LCI0/20 Colour
Citizen 120D/LSP10/ Swift 24/9 2.85 2.70 2.50
Star LC200 Black
Citizen Swift 24 Colour
12.81 12,66 12.46 Star LC200 Colour
Commodore MPS 1220/1230 4.50 4.35 4.15
Star LC24-10/200 Black
Epson LQ4OO/5O0/8O0/850
3 30 1,10
3 4S
EpsonFX/MX/RX80/FX/LX800 2.90 2.75 2.55 Star LC24-10/200 Colour
Epson FX/MX/RX100/FX/MX1000 3.36 3.21 3.01 Canon BJ-10 Inkjet Cartridge
Epson LX80/86/90
1.77 HP Deskjet Cart. (DoubleCap)
2.12
1.97
NEC Pinwriter P2200
3.03 2.88 2.68
Panasonic KXP1123/1124/1140 3.46 3.31
3.11 Canon BJ-10 Refill (Twin Pack)
Panasonic KXP1080/U80/90/1592 2.89 2.74 2.54 HP Deskjet Refill (Twin Pack)
2.80
3.66

2.65
3.51

Refill your cartridges at less than half price.

CCDWirCC
TEL: (0943) 607256
bCKVIvtb All prices fully inclusive UK mainland
Big cash prizes!

WIN In 2 minutes

to be wonl

SEGA MEGA DRIVE

MOVIE

0839 03 03 15

lflff 2±

S±

2.29

2.14

1.94

6.00
3.00

5.85
2.85

5.65
2.65

QUIZ

9.78
2.8

9.63
2.71

9.43
2.51

0839 03 03 72

9.63

9.48

9.28

Original 17.54each
Original24.24each
iofT 2±

£±

11.00 10.60 9.95
11.00 10.60 9.95

104 Skipton Road, llkley, West Yorks LS299HE

TRIVIA

SUPER NINTENDO
0839 44 22 65

0543 250377

Ring usor send cheques to:

0543 250377

Owl Associates, Dept as, Owl House,

p &of

5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE

'••••*

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

L*g^

M
0839 03 03 49

WIN

£100

JACKPOT

in 2 minutes

0839 44 22 68

0839 03 03 16

21 25 27 28

32 34 35 39

Ring for ribbons, inkjet cartridges and inkjet refills not listed

Ring us and we will beat aU other prices

BINGO

THE FRUIT MACHINE GAME

OOO,=£,0Cash
0839 03 03 86

43 44 47 48
51 52 55 57

=£100 Cash
Callscos: 36p per mm cheap rate 46p all other times Questel PO Box3000 N20 9RB
You will also be mid of other games Kids should ask their parents permission before calling

MAKING

MUSIC
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Making music
..*•••

with your ST
really is a

piece off :| I
cake - and

ments could
information

dn't cost a
w

arl Foster, edito

f%

of STF's sister magazine
Future Music, shows y v&w
m

•"-nth-ss Cot,*,
X''°» Disk
this

exchange

with

each

other. The problem was that
with so many different makes ol
synthesizer on the market, nobody
had a standard way of connecting
several together so you could
access sounds via a single control
ling keyboard or computer.
The MIDI communication lan

how to get Mjg
started

guage was accepted as the solutior
ing and acquiring an
understanding of musical

theory. Now things are very dif
ferent,
computers provide the
means to be creative without years

as standard - every other computei

of struggling with the techniques of

platform needs an external interface
- neatly plonking their machine ai
the top of the heap as far as soft
ware developers were concerned.
It resulted in heaps of topnotch music software being devel
oped for the ST, which is>great new;
for aspiring, ST-toting musos. 0'
course, you need more than just the

ver wanted to cut it as

records - listen to any song in the

a musical superstar?
The fame, the money
the gigs and groupies
-well, I can't promise

charts and it's odds-on there'll be an

ers such a dominant force in music

powerful and cost-effective machine,

you that, but I can certainly show

is that they free up creativity like no

you how easy it is to make music
with your ST.
Nowadays many professional
musicians are using computer
power to help them make hit

other tool can. There was a time

the main factor is MIDI.
MIDI stands for Musical Instru

when you'd have to learn to play an
instrument before you could start
putting songs together, which
meant spending lots of time practis-

ment Digital Interface and was
dreamed up back in 1981 by a bunch
of chaps who wanted to find a
means by which electronic instru

ST behind it.

The factor that makes comput

and instruments everywhere begar

sprouting MIDI sockets. Atari go1
wise to this pretty quickly anc
decided to put MIDI ports on the ST

the medium.

So how come the ST is such a

popular choice for music makers?
Well, aside from the fact that it's a

machine itself, so let's look at some

low cost ways of exercising youi
musical muscle.
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Let's s

^mi*i:wh

beginning. What do you
actually need to make som
form of noise?

WHAT YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
&*
i

1

Left&

All the sounds come from the

tone module, which responds
MIDI data from the ST.

When you've recorded a
tune on the ST, you can

SSSI

*

'r.

comprise it within

the sequencer.

Notes can be played on the PC-150
keyboard and output via MIDI to
the ST, where the sequencing

m

software records all the MIDI

events and passes them on to the
module.

First off, you need a
MIDI-equipped tone
generator to actually
make sounds - per
haps a synthesizer,

Gary Numan is still
plugging away with an STFM
with a 20MByte hard drive. For

which creates sounds

sequencing he uses Emagic's

electronically, be they

Unitor interface and Notator, but

similar to real instru

raves about his sound editing

ments such as violins

software, Digidesign's
Sound Tools.

and

"Sound Tools is one of

sounds that don't occur

me. It's put a whole

bleeps. Or you could use

new dimension into

O-^^f a sampler, by which you
^f* can

recording. I no

longer worry

^3f—^-- about the
rder I record things
in: I can do a rough

arrangement of a track
and then do the

a

^

arranging at
the end."

&

snippets

of

a* the Roland PC-ISO,
make* Ufa much easier.

Evan If you are a key
board klutz. If• still an

eaay option bacauaa you
can alow the sequencer
right down and enter

up for playback.
ge
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PC-150

One company that has an eye
towards the computer market is
Roland with their PC-150 MIDI con

troller keyboard (£139) and

module and controller keyboard

polyphony, so there's plenty of

the right time.

into play - if you pay more you get
better-sounding instruments and
more flexibility when modifying
sounds. However, if you're a bit
cash-strapped there's a cost-effec

same time - if you want to play

offer between 16 and 32 notes of

cry. While it's
usually possible to enter infor
mation into a sequencing package
via a mouse or QWERTY keyboard,
it's much quicker to play notes in
from a piano-style keyboard. And
there are plenty of features in a
sequencer to help you even if you
have real trouble hitting the keys at

sounds. Here's where cost comes

tive

chords, you'll need a polyphonic
sound source. Many synthesizers

notes vary slowly. Than
lust speed the sequencer

Of course, the most important
factor when buying a tone genera
tor is how the thing actually

number of notes it can sound at the

mourn, a keyboard, such

ST

record

sound digitally, modify them
and then play them back at dif
ferent pitches.
Either way, there are two
important considerations when
buying: polyphony and multi-timbrality. A tone generator's poly
phonic capability governs the

• White you can enter
MIDI data from your ST*a
keyboard or with a

UJ',

or

O i n nature like buzzes and

the biggest aids for

&

trumpets,

scope for
complex chords. Multitimbrality means that the device
can play more than one timbre, or
sound, at a time. For example, if
you have a piano piece and you
want to add a bass guitar line, a
drum pattern and some flute on
top, rather than using four separate
tone generators a multi-timbral one
can deal with all the different parts
in one go. Most multi-timbral
sound sources offer between eight
and 16 parts.

solution:

a

dedicated

tone

(see the What You Need To Get

Started diagram above).
"But why do I need a key
board when my ST has one?" you

SC-7

Sound Canvas tone generator (£279).
The keyboard can be plugged
into the ST's MIDI In port and used
to enter notes and all manner of

other MIDI information into your
sequencer. You can listen to the
results via the 28-voice polyphonic,
16-part multi-timbral synthesizer
that is the SC-7 simply by plugging
it into the MIDI Out port of your ST

MAKI

GET

Here's an example of the kind of MIDI music
setup you could build around your ST to
achieve really professional recordings

THE PROFESSIONAL SETUP

The ST's sequencing software

Loud

Audio
Connection*

speaker

receives MIDI commands from

speaker

the keyboard synth and
distributes them to all the

llllllllllllll

other sound modules via MIDI.

i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i' '

It's kept in time with the tape
deck via a sync box.

°oc
Amplifier

MIDI data from the

MIDI merge

MIDI
Connections

sync box and key

CD Player

1 board must be

The tone modules

' merged so they don't
corrupt each other.

Tone Module 1

and drum machine

Tone Module 2

put out artificially
generated sounds,
while the sampler
can take sound bytes
from CDs and replay

Sampler

(eyboard Synthesiser

them at different

pitches - great for a
barking dog chorus.
3 Stereo Outs

Multi Effects 1
Multi Effects 2

Stereo

Reverb

Aux out

r+-4T*
3 Stereo
Aux Sends

Effects can be

assigned in --degrees to a.,
channel of the mixer

via the auxiliary
sends and returns.

8-Track Open

Monitor Out

16:4:8 Mixer

Reel Recorder

Any acoustic sounds, such
as vocals or guitar, are
recorded to a multi-track.

All the audio signals, except for sync code, are
routed through the mixing desk, which is just
a series of audio inputs each with its own tone
controls and volume levels. Some desks are

MIDI equipped so that mixdowns can be
automated and controlled from the sequencer.

and connecting the
SC-7's Audio Outs to your hi-

o*i

fi. With six drum kits and 128 differ

ent sounds available, you

can

weighted keys, a
dedicated sampler,

ments for not much moolah at all.

at up to 48kHz - that's better than
CD quality - and they can be trig
gered by a sequencer or keyboard

This modular concept of
desktop music (DTM, as it's becom
ing known) is being picked up by
many leading music manufacturers
and has prompted them to agree
on something called General MIDI.
GM-compatibility means that a

using the included MIDIplay soft
ware. Considering most dedicated
samplers costs more than £1,000,
it's a wonderfully inexpensive way
of getting into sampling.
From such simple beginnings
you can expand your setup, adding

effects

tone source has certain sounds in

a dedicated drum module for qual
ity percussion sounds, a full-blown
synthesizer
with
piano-style

create multi-part musical arrange

certain set places - sound one
would always be a piano sound,
while sound 60 would be a brass

instrument.

So

when

MIDI-controllable
which

units
add

all

4>

manner of weird
treatments

sound

the

-

to

producer of
such leading
acts as Robert

see

Plant, Toyah Wilcox

diagram

and the Monty Python

above for an

team, has a particul ar

idea of how

big things

j»,

can get.

^J»*i

to ml m

ST: "I'm a great Fan of At:

we people

coming in with Macs quite oft

, but I find they're

slower than STs, and with the

I'll certainly be getting, the processor speed is

someone

hands you a disk containing a
sequence they've composed on
their
particular
GM-compatible
DTM system, all you do is load it

a lot quicker.'

...808 STATE
man in 808 State, has an

Atari 1040 STFM and Mega

into your ST and the sequence

2, both of which run Cubi*^"

plays back with all the right sounds
- you won't get a squadron of heli

enjoys the flexibility that the L#*- (

copter noises playing the pan pipe

part, for example.
If sampling is your bag, you
could try Microdeal's 16-bit Replay
16 sampling cartridge (£129.95). It
offers the facility to record samples

sequencing software. He
set-up offers when
omposing: "It's mi
organising choices rather
than bavin

sound. We never structure things with Cubase too

much; in that way we have a lot of options."
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MAKING

MUSIC

a'

•

Now that you've got noise,
you need some software
that helps you to make it
sound interesting

OFT CHOICE
/board. Each time you hit a key
the sequencer records a Note On
message, then when you
the key it records

ware you need for making
music is a sequencer. These
packages record MIDI mes
sages into the ST's mem
and

sends

the

data

to

equipped devices like synth;
Imagine how music v
made in times past: the composer
would knock up a tune and write it
down as score on manuscript
paper. If the piece was going to be
played by an ensemble, all the indi
vidual parts wou'J
separately, incl
on how loud "

played, the

m
mm

$

Tfl

i

"ft

Off.

sequence.

So, you've recorded a
chord sequence and

These

want to add

ons are then

V

on to the

_•-

"

er-price

generally
' ckages generally

There are 16 MIDI

^%

16
c

MIDI

devices

from the ST's built-

in interface. Just play
back
the
sequence

a*

recorded and then
'end wheel

i V?

other

instrument parts to
it. No problem.

channels, so you
can address up to

&

so on, then handed to ea
mentalist and played back.
This is pretty much what
MIDI sequencina oroaram he
you do. The in_
norted to the c

&fcP

Ml

i

piece (Patch Change) then that
would be recorded as part of the

mm

&<

banks of

of 16 channels on which to record,

though you need

CREATE

to tell one of your

*•*

• Each note

Stw tmrii Hoft.

Click cw KEYS mi n tn «11

...THE ORB

petent, timing errors in a live key

terpiece can

board
performance
can
automatically compensated

plano-styls
keyboard.

The Orb's Kris Paterson uses a

1040ST with Emagic's Unitor and
Notator software on-stage. The
ST is synchronised to a

digital multi-track tape deck.

iTr^TTTNllTn

a little at a time. For the more com

of your mas

o

be
for

with quantization, by which the ST
looks at each note, sees if it's fallen

thru'Bon-

s s ^ s s mmxisi

IJJIIIJIIJIIIJIIJIII.HIJIIJJIJJII.

just off the beat and tweaks it back
into the right place.
Now we've got our melody
line, let's add a beat. Breakthru has a

Drum Edit page with which you can

standard, however, is that a piece is
built up a layer at a time. Using

define the sounds of the drum kit

Gajits' Breakthru sequencer/sample
player (check out our special offer

you want to use, then fine-tune the
rhythm part - how loud each beat

on page 98), let's look at how a
track takes shape.
First you need to get your ini

sounds, where it falls, and so on.

A while later, and we've got
channels stuffed with sequences

tial tune into the ST. So either hit

that play back simultaneously. You

major fame with the

Record and play it, fumblingly,

can see the MIDI channelson which

single I'm Gonna Get

from your MIDI keyboard, or enter
it in step time using the program's
on-screen keyboard.
Step time entry is useful for
the keyboard klutz. Each note can
be individually placed at the right
pitch and at the right point in the
song, which is good for building up
impossibly complicated sequences

each part has been recorded - the
drum machine is being addressed
on Bank A, Channel 10 (yup, Break-

Bizarre Inc, who struck

You, have a number of

O^JW So, you've

1040STEs running

^% got all the

Cubase. Each band

bits of your

member comes up with
ideas on his own

and they swap
disks between them

songs into
shape.

m

MIDI

set-up

under

control.

How about writ

ing a tune or two?

to knock the

V

There's

no

stan

the shape of the Falcon
Just as the ST was the leading
music computer of the 1980s,

so the Falcon looks like being
top dog in the '90s. Its impres
sive
32-bit
processing
and
16MHz turn of speed aside, the
major factor for musicians is its
built-in 16-bit digital-to-analog

groove, and ft can all ps

be perfected onttia E
81*8 screen one boat
at a time.
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The numbers in the next col
umn show the volume at which the

chord sequence. One practice that is

Your ST is a brilliant

• Tuna to twaak the

right Is essential to
building a good

receive on Channel 5.

music making tool, but
more brilliant machine', in

&

ing the Orchestral Hit is set to

The Falcon has landed

there is now an even

drum part, flatting Is

thru Plus offers two banks of 16

channels), while the sampler play

dard approach to compo
sition - some people lay down
a "groove," like a drum pattern
and bass sequence to get them going,
while others start with a melody or

<&
&

FORMAT

access to

that instruction

ualng Bromk-

ST

and

MIDI channels - Emagic's Creator,
for example, gives you four banks

record

one at a time

your parouaalon lust

facilities

another part on

ba entered

#N^

another channel. And if you make a
hash of one bit of it, go to the
sequencer's Editor screen and cor
rect your mistakes there rather than
recording the whole part again.
Choosing the right sequenc
ing program comes down to how
much you can afford and personal
preference. The higher-priced pack
ages generally offer better editing

and recorded; if

you can input in
by hitting Recon
the notes in from your

.

9

and analog-to-digital convertors
- no other major computer plat
form

has

these

convertors

as

standard, and they cost a fair
penny as peripherals.
What makes this facility so
clever is that it enables you to
record audio straight to your
hard drive at CD quality. The
possibilities
are
impressive:
once you've recorded, say, a
vocal track, you can use soft
ware to move parts of the take
around (useful if you've just

A

SONG

MAKI

A SEQUENCER TO MATCH YOUR NEEDS
- of leading
sequencing packages for
your ST in a variety of
price ranges
Concerto, £39.95 from Microdeal,

is a great entry-level sequencer
"cored 87% when reviewed
36.

Feeling Partner, £149 from Music
Pro Import, is a very user-friendly
sequencer which earned an STF
Rating of 85% in issue 40.

Notator SL 3.1, £329 by Emagic
from Sound Technology is an
extremely powerful, mid-priced
sequencing package with a great
scorewriting feature and scored

flexible graphic song
arrangement page and is widely
used in profesional studios. It

Breakthru, £129.95 by Cajits
Music Software, scored an impres
sive 90% in STF47 for its price
and power.

90% in ST FORMAT 39.

Cubase Audio Plus, £669 by
Steinberg from Harman Audio,

Cubase 3.0, £449 by Steinberg
from Harman Audio has a very

includes Cubase Score and can

ecial four-way MIDI i

scored 91% in STF 39.

handle digital audio recording.

s as easy

mrnended buys.
er scoring facihti
print your sequence oi

Getting softer

on staves, then real musicians cai

There are other music-rel

as possible, but you're often left
"ruggling with an uninformative
^D display and the onerous task of
paging through rucks of parameters

grams that can help you

with little more than a data wheel

compositional endeavours. Most
synthesizers present an unfriendly

and a pair of Yes/No buttons.

read the parts and play them back,
t there are still some

programs below the

you come "-

s. True, the manufactur
ers do try to

This is where editors come in.

You can literally take control of the
innards of your synth via MIDI by
loading the appropriate editor pro
gram into your ST and tweaking
sounds from

A SONG
HM

ftri«fll
struairtiibJL.
IrclKlnl IIISC MS in „
ui

111 HI _

mill
:

.

M1S:I1

Instrument part
can be quickly as:sessed on-screen.

• The status of

instruments are being told to play.
Incidentally, changing volume over
MIDI as part of your sequence is
handy when it comes to mixing the

final track because you can pretty
much automate the whole process
and never have to touch a fader on

the mixing desk.

On the right-hand side of the
screen is a window where you can
see how the song's parts are being
structured. Rather than recording a
song in one big lump, most people
break their compositions up into
bits - like intra, verse, chorus and
wibbly bit in the middle - work on

each section and then string the
bits together, defining at which

much

-.

point each should be played in
Arrange mode.
MM! tWSUtUlKI.
HIM! l«ro**Hi
i
h:: ii t.M-r(ilbiss
(

its

friendlier

interface. Many editors dou
ble as librarians, so
once you've

But wait! There's a mistake in

the string part. Let's whiz to the
Step Edit page, zoom in on a
graphical representation of our
tune and tweak that offending note.

We could, change its pitch, drag it
to fall on or off the beat, extend or
reduce how long the note plays for,
how loud it plays and much more.

All sequencers enable you to do
this and it's easy to achieve noteperfect results with a little patience
and judicious use of the Edit mode.
And that, in simple terms, is

ated

If you've

got

a

sampler

there's even more fun to be had.

The digitised recording that is a
sample can be transferred from
your sampler to a sample-editing
program on your ST an
apply various treatrrrexample, finding tha
in a violin sample so
it without it going "<
time the join in the loo;
You can also mix the :

r

Creative Sounds' Jazz

Improviser (£149) which
you interact with to gain a good
understanding of jazz techniques.
But if all this making it up
business is not your thing and you
just want to singa-longa karaokestyle, there are plenty of libraries
out there offering hit songs as
Standard MIDI files which can be

loaded sraight into your sequencer.
Hit Play and you have the backing
track to Michael Jackson's Heal

...MIX
MASTER
MORRIS

The World (Pro Music, £5.95)
wending its way to your General
MIDI-compatible tone mod
ule and pumping out of the

how songs are written with a
sequencer. Of course, if your cre
ative juices are a little shy to flow,
there is other software that'll help
get things nicely moist.
An
auto-accompaniment
package, such as PG Music's Band-

that inexpensive #^V
and that easy, so ^Iqv

in-a-Box (£79, from Zone Distribu

don't just sit ^

tion) enables you to put together
chord backings so you can play
away over the top and make up
tunes that way. Or you could try

of shiny new noises you can save
them to disk and pump them back
into the synth whenever you like.

speakers.
Making

music

>%

on your ST is really *^|^

noise, s t f

jockey Mix
Master Morris,
aka The Irresistible

Force, is a big nois

there, go and #^
make some A^Lf
serious

Leading disc

on the ambient
music scene. For his

own mixes he uses a 520STFM

running Dr T's KCS 1.S sequencer, but having just
done an album with Pete Namlook - the most prolific

producer in Germany - he's thinking of putting more
power into his MIDI rig: "His studio is all 1970s classic
synths, all retro-fitted by experts and all controlled

sung one chorus perfectly and
want to copy the same perfor
mance to every other chorus in
the song), add effects such as
echo
and
chorus
digitally,
reverse takes, change their
pitch... It's gonna be a biggie in
recording studios everywhere
and is probably destined to
make the multi-track tape deck
obsolete.

Already D2D Systems' 4T/FX

(£299 - check out the review on
page 53) uses Falcon hardware

the

from Cubase Audio with 2GBytes of hard disk. It's one
serious set-up! Having worked there, I've been invited
to other electronic music studios across Europe and

tracks with the Falcon's 56001

I'm convinced this is the way to record."

to

sample to

effects

can

be

hard disk,
added

to

and

DSP. Slightly more pricey is
Steinberg's
Cubase
Audio
(£699), which offers eight audio
tracks running alongside the
powerful,
512-MIDI-channelmunching Cubase sequencer.
There are plenty more devel
opers out there jumping on the
Falcon bandwagon, so it looks
like
good times ahead
for
Atari's new baby.

Heavy dance outfit Meat Beat
Manifesto dumpe " mWsUJI
Roland MC500 hai

sequencer when they f o
was too hard to use. Instead

they plumped for a Mega 4 ST

and Steinberg's Pro-24
sequencing software.

...MBM

INTERVIEW

LEMMINGS

GO

PO

POP GOE
THE LEMMI
Are the Lemmings destined for yet more fame and

glory? Rob Mead pops down to Camden to talk to
the people responsible for giving the little green
creatures a chance to top the music charts
\

• Lemmings

a DX-7 synth, eight samplers and a
couple of drum machines. How
ever, neither of them admits to
knowing much about the technical
aspects of the equipment they use
and have only been to one MIDI

are go!

Food

Records

are

usually

associated with indie bands

like Blur, Jesus Jones and
the KLF, but their latest project is a

cash-in single based on the top-sell
ing ST game Lemmings. With the
imminent release of Lemmings 2,

show. Nick reckons Cubase is bet

ter for rock music, because you can
get the whole song on-screen and
that makes editing a lot easier.
They also use their ST for putting
down rhythm tracks before they let
the human musicians play.

STF decided to meet SFX-the band
behind the record -

and find out

what they get up to in the studio.

Ian

and

Nick's

involvement

with the KLF goes back as far as
the band's 1987 album, which they
engineered. The two were involved

A whole load of acronyms

in producing and playing on all of

Ex-KLF

the KLF's hits including What Time

members

Ian

Richardson

and Nick Coler are the main protag
onists in SFX - established espe
cially for the record. Normally, Ian

and Nick are responsible for' pro
ducing records by other artists, but
this time they're seeking fame for
themselves. Their studio setup con
sists of a 1040STE running Cubase,

is Love? and the Timelords

off

shoot single Doctorin' The Tardis.
There was plenty of dressing up in
stupid outfits involved, as Nick
explains, "The one we had to wear
on the Christmas Top of the Pops
show was fairly stupid, because we
had to have rolls of paper on our

The dod is dead debate, part 24

know when the KLF say 'can you
be in the video?' you're going to
have to dress up and make a prat
of yourself."
Surprisingly enough, the KLF
connection has made its presence
felt on the Lemmings single - if
you listen carefully, there's a sam
ple from every KLF record on there
somewhere.

liquid sample...
Ha! Ha! Ha!

omelette, chips and beans. Go
to the pub, have a couple of
beers, come back to the stu

Nick: "It has to be like driving in second gear all the time, when you

ud,a thnpn'r nn nnint in Hninn it

TKal'c u,hat ic lA.rnnn £|£ the mOITlCnt.

too much technology kittling mu
; imaginations
e synthesizers

incredibly boring because you can sample everything now, so all
they do is get a load of chips and blow samples all through the chips
and that's the end of it... It doesn't matter whether it's any good or

not. That's why we're trying to get back to doing something a bit
more exciting. What happens with all that stuff is there's no soul in
it, there's no personal contact."
Anyway, what do you think? Write In to Pop I
Dead, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA1 2BW and tell us.
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meet them - Nick even looks a bit

like a young Peter Sellers - and
their whole musical philosophy is
not to take what they do too seri
ously. "At the end of the day, any
one who makes music for a living
has to realise they're bloody lucky
to be doing it... We're just having a
bit of fun, making a bit of music,
enjoying ourselves and getting
paid for it." stf

"I don't know what his name is.

the cafe and have a

get that thrust of acceleration. If you haven't got that, what's the
point? Music should be different, different from every day life, other-

Nick and Ian come across as a

bit of a comedy duo when you

I know his name's Hubert." says
Ian. So how would they
describe a typical day at the cut
ting edge of pop?
"A typical day for us is
turning up to the studio, go to

Do you believe computer games are taking over from

»ic industry?

the cupboard have done the track
for us and we bask in the glory of
it all," jokes Ian. "Everything else is
a lie, apart from the bit before the
basking in the glory," says Nick.

How was it put together?
"We got the melodies and relevant
samples from the DAT that got sent
down by Psygnosis... The samples
and the ideas are obviously from
the game, the rest of it we put
together ourselves, with chords
• Ian Richardson
behind it. We wrote the lyrics,
wonders how
the lyrical bit and the singing bit
on earth he can
and then we got a guy in to
include this
write the rap." Erm, which guy?
washing-up

music? We asked SFX what they thought about the

tat do you think of the state <

ST

heads, gaffer-taped to our faces."
Ian sums it all up by saying, "You

dio, have a

gear,
pub
back
two

muffin,

look at the

go back down the
again, then come
by which time our
apprentices we keep

locked in

Check out thi
finished version

ofLemmings 2
next month!

1_
HIGH RESOLUTION
MONOCHROME MONITOR FOR ATARI

Q Low Radiation

^ Paper White Screen
Q Tilt and Swivel Base
JSt Atari Connector

A quality product from
Analogic Computers (U.K.) Ltd
Unit 6, Ashway Centre,
Elm Crescent,
Kingston-Upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 6HH

Mon-Fri. 9am to 7pm Sat 9am to 5.30pm

TEL: 081-546-9575
FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671
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DEMOS

TO

IMPRESS

DEMONSTRATION
Nestling in the lists of

programs from the PD
libraries are those strange
beasts known as demos. So,

what are they all about?
W h a t the hell are these

demo
things
that
keep appearing in the
Public Domain, then? They're not
games or applications, and you
can't do much with them except
watch and press the occasional
key. So what's the point?
Demos are put together by
programmers to show what they
and their STs are capable of. You
get wacky soundtracks and all sorts
of chaos happening on your screen
with scrolling lines of text, loads of
colours and impressive effects.
That's the point, you see,
you're supposed to be impressed
and entertained. There are no pre
tensions to anything else. The per
formance of your ST is taken to the
limits. Take a look at some of the

better demos (check out our top
ten) and prepare to be seriously
gob-smacked.

This is Megademo land
Demos usually consist of a series
of screens - that is, sections of
I Here the graphics are

• Colour cycling is a very
easy way to get

eyeball-popping
visuals without

breaking into a
sweat. The

colour palette

is cycled

I A colour-shock screen, get as many colours on-screen at

through rapidly

once and have them waving about! Vour ST never looked so

giving an impres

colourful, this screen is from the Pandemonium demo.

sion of animation

code that show off one effect or

another - these are often linked by

minded individual might ask is,
why bother? Ask a few demo pro
grammers and you get the unani

a menu to select the screens and

mous answer, because it's damned

hence the megademo appeared.

good fun, that's why. Programming
a good demo means taking on your
ST head on and trying to master it,
squeezing out every last gramme
of performance. It's about finding

The

classic

formula

for

a

megademo is a menu consisting of
a little sprite against a scrolling
background. You guide him with
keys or your joystick to various
points where you press the Space

out just what is possible. How far

can you push the hardware and
software? How many colours can
you get on the screen? Can you get
rid of the borders and produce
complex parallax scrolling, play a
sampled sound track and bounce a
sprite around the screen, all at 25
frames

a

I Three-dimensional objects are just not enough
these days - demo writers have to go one step

bar to enter the sub-demos. Some

further. This object was created with Glentz

megademos have more elaborate,
3D menus, whereas some dispense
with them entirely, and the demo
just runs through each screen.
All demos have zero practical
value. The first question any right-

vectors and, as you can see, you can see
through the object, giving a very realistic 3D
feel to it. Dead clever, that.

raS^SSP^* ta*J¥^ ^:wvi?!*;*?*PS- .^k5SS5^

drawn on-screen exactly

in sync with the electron
beam in your monitor, the
borders are opened up by

^&¥d&dv£%0

v.

changing screen

frequency and resolution
at exactly the same time a neat trick that.

FEELING LUCKY, PUNK?
Anyone with a smattering
of programming ability
can have a bash at a

demo, so why don't you?
Many people have and there are
loads of less than stunning exam

ples about. Most good demos are
written in assembly, a compli
cated and powerful language.
You can write demos in BASIC if

you want to, but the lack of
speed can be a severe handicap.
It's a big plus to have an STE too,
so you can use all the extra fea
tures and can be sure your demo
is compatible.
The most important ingredi
ent of all is an original idea to

•1 S T
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make your demo stand out of the
crowd. There are lots of demos

that just copy previous ones. The
best ones are either original or
show stunning expertise.
Remember though, there's not
much point in creating compli

TOP TEN FROM DEMOLAND
Grotesque demo

cated code if the results don't

show. You need some dazzling
graphics and serious sounds, if
you can't hack those, get a friend
who can or get busy with a digitiser and sampler. Creating
demos is an ideal way to learn
programming as well as being a
whole heap of fun. Once you've
sussed a couple of practical ideas,
fire up your favourite program
ming language and get coding.

I Thumping sound track and
psychedelic flashing graphics,

demos. A megademo and a half,
absolutely stunning.
STF Rating: 88%

real groovy.

STF Rating: 90%
J

Punish Your Machine

Two disks of crunchy effects
and amazing coding, hot stuff.
STF Rating: 90%
Overdose demo

A series of superb sub-

Oh Crikey, What a Scorcher
I—J A fractal flight thingie leads
to a cracking final screen, fab.
STF Rating: 88%
Red Sector Megademo
A demo that plays like a

rave video, get down, terriff.
STF Rating: 85%

TO

ENTERTAIN

DEMOSI

IN PROGRESS
• You won't see many demos without
scrolling text. The info is sometimes
interesting and often very difficult to

read as programmers try out devious
ways of getting them on-screen.

WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE

AM

Who are these obscure

programmers who spend
their time creating demos?

the

inspiration

comes

from

Check out a

you notice they are written by

enough, dreams. Some of the
strangest effects and ideas have

demo

been total accidents.

other demos, as well as films

and music demos and, strangely
demo or two and

crews such as the

Lost

Boys, the CareBears, the Pixel

Twins

and

groups

of

the

like.

They're

programmers

who

I The favourite of many demo programmers - vector balls. The little

"The STIMICCC stands for ST
New

International

Christmas

Coding Convention, and it's a
three day get together for all the

devils fly about the screen in a wild 'n' woolly fashion following

best groups around the globe to

precalculated paths. Time to brush up on your maths.

meet, code and be merry. Much
to our surprise we won a place
in two of the three competitions

second? That's just the sort of chal
lenge that demo programmers are

els go up and programmers

looking for to keep them happy.
Whatever you may think,
demo programming is engrossing

is an
ideal way to learn about what
your ST is capable of produc

and enjoyable and the results are a

ing. Many demo programmers go

buzz. Once you've created your

on to write games or applications,
bringing all their demo writing
skills to the job.

and were voted better than the

get better and better.
Writing demos

sible for some most excellent

Lost Boys."
The real question is, what
kind of people get into demo
coding - are they, er, normal?
"People who write demos come
from all walks of life, it's an
escape from the mundane rou

megademos. Since the Bitmap

tines. Our social life is no differ

• Stop giggling at the back, this is
what a lean, mean demo crew look

like. The Dynamic Duo are respon

masterpiece, you have to let other
people see it. Into the Public Sector
it goes, and gets picked up by
other demo programmers, keen to

So, the next time some
annoying person stands next to

Brothers' publicity shots.

see what others have come up
with so they can copy it, better it or
just slag it off a bit in their next cre

your ST and asks "what can it do,
then?" pop a good demo in the
drive, that'll shut them up.

issue for all coders.

ation. The net result is that skill lev

CHRIS LLOYD

ent from anyone else's - we go
out, spend too much money and

suffer headaches the next day.
As with any hobby, you have to

write

set aside time to make it worth

demos. There's a strong sense of

have

joined

forces

to

while. Demo coding has proba
bly been my most worthwhile
and profitable hobby yet."

demo screens is to move a sprite about a

competition between the teams
as they try to out-do each other.
One such group is the
Dynamic Duo who started life in

scrolling screen. This example comes from

1987

the Pandemonium demo and features

megademos - the last one called

flight screen. You can adjust all

Imagination was a real corker.

sorts of par

We tracked down Marcus Lynn,

and use the

• The classic way of getting to the various

four-way scrolling with two levels and a

and

have

released

four

AKA Shadow, one half of the

%¥%&

duo. How did they get into the
demo scene? "Initially it's exper
imentation, but once you get to
a certain point and your group

S3 One of the best screens from the

Imagination demo is the fractal

mouse to fly
about. You

gets mentioned in other demos.

1*

•€*•••%

I Imagination demo

I II chunkyscreens with a

including some wild tracker music.
STF Rating: 82%

fistful of zappy effects, wild.
STF Rating: 83%

I Stupendous Demo

I
1 M demo 4
Lots of different sound

tracks and wibbliness, smashing.
STF Rating: 83%

I Effects-city demoville, all

the old favourites done in style,
dead sexy.
STF Rating: 82%

IT—l Lightning Demo
Pandemonium demo

I—I Classic effects including a

Classic megademo with half

plasma screen, swish.

a dozen brilliant sub-demos

STF Rating: 82%

ISSUE
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ST

FORMAT

ATARI ST SOFTWARE & ATARI LYNX 2

ADDAMS FAMILY

QUEST & GLORY JIMMY WHITE'S

13.99

11.49

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS

SHUTTLE

20.49

14.49

15.49

GAMES
A320 AIR-BUS

18.9

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)
ADVANTAGE TENNIS
AFTERBURNER

11.49
17.49
7.49

AIR BUCKS

18.49

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
FINAL COMMAND
FIRE & ICE

7.4
4.9
17.9

FIRST DIVISION MANAGER

7.4

FIRST SAMURAI + MEGALOMANIA

13.4

FISH (M/SCROLLS)

9.9

"rva&rwr
SPACE CRUSADESILENT SERVICE 2 RAINBOW CLTN FLAMESOF FREEDOM

12.99

M1 TANK PLATOON
MAGIC WORLDS

RAVING MAD

MAGICLAND DIZZY

8.4
14.9

MANCHESTER UNITED
MANIAC MANSION

BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S

7.49
13.99

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

3.99

BLUES BROTHERS
BOXING MANAGER
BURNING RUBBER

..8.99
....6.99
17.99

CAESAR

18.49

CAMPAIGN (1 MEG)

21.99

CAPTIVE
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

12.99
....12.99

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93/94(1 MEG) 17.99
CHAOS ENGINE

17.49

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHUCK ROCK

5.99
S.99

CIVILISATION(1 MEG)

22.49

COMBAT AIR PATROL

19.49

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

3.99

CRACKDOWN

6,99

CRAZY CARS 3

.

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY

9.99

13.49

DEJAVU

5.99

DIZZY PANIC
DIZZY PRINCE YOLKFOLK
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE

7.49
7.49
.16.49

DUNGEON MASTER S

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
DYNA BLASTERS
ELITE
EPIC
ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE
ROBOT MONSTERS

19.99
20.49
11.99
19-99

ESPANA-THE GAMES 92 (1 MEG)

19.99

7.49

FUTURE WARS

9.9

GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS
GOBLIIINS 2
GODS

7.4
18.4
17.4

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

8.4

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER MANAGER

10.9

HARLEQUIN
HEAD OVER HEELS

11.9
7.4

HEIMDALL(1MEG)

11.9

HEROQUEST

8.4

HEROQUEST2-

THE LEGACY OF SORASIL
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

17.4

(ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS2,
INDIANA JONES ACTION, BATMAN

THE MOVIE)D/S

10.4

HOOK

11.9

IK+

INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE

9.9

INDYJONES (ACTION)

7.4

INTERNATIONAL RUGBY CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE
ISHAR-LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

17.9
...19.9
10.4

ISHAR 2 • LEGIONS OF CHAOS (1 MEG)
JAMES POND
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

...17.9
7.4
15.4

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.9

KICK OFF 2 D/S
KILLING GAME SHOW

6.9
7.9

KNIGHTMARE

9.9

16.4!

MCDONALDS LAND

REALMS

11.

RICK DANGEROUS

MEGA SPORTS

ROBIN HOOD LEGEND QUEST

7

UTOPIA

7.

ROBOCOP 3

11.

VROOM
VROOM DATA DISK

ROCKET RANGER
ROOKIES

9.
20.

7.4

SABRE TEAM

11.

9.9

SCRABBLE (LEISURE GENIUS)
SEASTALKER (INFOCOM)
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (1 MEG)
SENSIBLE SOCCER (92/93 SEASON)

16.
3.
13.
17.

9.9
12.4
7.4'
16.4

NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

18.9

NITRO
NO SECOND PRIZE

6.9
16.9

OPERATION STEALTH

10.9

OPERATION WOLF
PANG
PANZA KICK BOXING
PARASOL STARS

1A
7.4
8.4
17.4

PICK 'N' PILE
PIRATES

3.9
9.9

PITFIGHTER
PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & PROMISED LANDS

7.4
8.9
9.9

SEYMOUR GOES TO HOLLYWOOD
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2

7.
13.

SHADOWGATE
SHADOWORLDS
SHOOT-'EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

3.
16.
8.

SHUTTLE
SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

14.
12.

SIM CITY & POPULOUS

16,

SLEEPWALKER (STE)

20.

SMASH TV

ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS)
POWERDRIFT

...10.9
3.9

MANCHESTER UNITED, INTERNATIONAL

SOCCER)
STUNT CAR RACER

7.

11.4

6.
8.
7.

22.9

13.4
7.4
10.9
17.4

SUPER CARS
SUPER CARS 2
SUPER HANG ON

BOOK OF GAMES 2 (TRIPLE PACK)

PREMIER MANAGER
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
PUSH-OVER

SUPER SEYMOUR
SWITCHBLADE 2

7.
8.

THE ADVENTURES

11.99

11.99

LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO!

12.4
9.9

(BLOODWYCH,MIDWINTER, CADAVER,IRON

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

13.99

LEMMINGS 2

19.9

LORD)

13.9

THE IMMORTAL

FANTASTIC WORLDS

LETHALWEAPON (1 MEG)

17.4

RAGNAROK

22.4

THUNDERHAWK

(REALMS, PIRATES, MEGA LO MANIA,

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

13.9

TITUS THE FOX

23.49

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE

APB

23.9

AWESOME GOLF
BASEBALL HEROES
BASKETBRAWL

24.9
23.9
23.9

BATMAN RETURNS
BATTLEZONE 2000

27.9
23.9

BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING
CABAL
CHECKERED FLAG
CRYSTAL MINES 2

16.9
24.9
23.9
23.9
22.9

DAEMONSGATE
23.9
DIRTY LARRY • RENEGADE COP...23.9

FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

DRACULATHEUNDEAD
ELECTRO COP
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
GATES OF ZENDECON

27.9
18.9
27.9
23.9

HOCKEY
ISHIOO

23.9
19.9

JIMMY CONNORS' BAD BOY
TENNIS CHALLENGE
KLAX
LEMMINGS

23.9
16.9
23.9

LYNX CASINO
MALIBU BIKINI VOLLEYBALL

23.9
23.9

MS PACMAN
NFL FOOTBALL
NINJA GAIDEN

16.9
23.9
23.9

NINJA GAIDEN 3
PACLAND
PINBALL JAM

27.9
23.9
23.9

PITFIGHTER
POWER FACTOR
RAI-DEN
RAMPART

27.9
23.9
23.9
23.9

ATARI KIT CASE FOR LYNX,
ACCESSORIES AND GAMES16.99

COMLYNX MULTI-PLAYER
CABLE FOR LYNX
9.99
MAINS ADAPTOR FOR ATARI

ROAD BLASTERS
ROBOSQUASH
ROBOTRON 2084

23.9
16.9
18.9

BLACK CARRY BAG

LYNX {UK MADE)

ROLLING THUNDER
RYGAR

23.9
23.9

9.99

FOR LYNX 2 WITH GAME
BATTERY PACK FOR LYNX

COMPARTMENTS

9.99

(REQUIRES SIX HP2
BATTERIES)

8.99

CARRYBAG FOR LYNX 2 ...10.99
SUN VISOR/ SCREENGUARD
FORLYNX
7.99

STEREO EARPHONES
FOR USE WITH LYNX

(ALSO FOR USE WITH
PERSONAL STEREOS)

3.99

CLEANING KIT FOR ALL
CONSOLES OR
HAND-HELDS

STORAGE RACK FOR
6.99

CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE) 9.99

15.99
15.99

15.99
15.99

(SUPREMACY, HUNTER, CORPORATION)

MICRO GERMAN (BEGINNER TO GCSE AND
BUSINESS LEVEL. CONFORMS TO NATIONAL

CURRICULUM)

16.99

MICRO MATHS (11 YRS TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM) 16.99
MICRO SCIENCE (8 YRS TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM) 16.99
NODDY'S PLAYTIME

(EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR
CHILDREN AGED 3+)
PAINT POT 2 (4-10 YRS)

16.99
13.49

SHOPPING BASKET (6-8 YRS)
WHICH? WHERE? WHAT? (4-8 YRS)

13.49
13.49

14.
9.

10.

UTILITY

9,

TORNADO

LYNX GAMES

ANDACCESSORY

12.

19.9

POWERMONGERWW1 DATA DISK

+ BATMAN PACKTT.TT

15.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+ YRS)

FUNSCHOOL4 (5-7 YRS)

MICRO ENGLISH (8 YRS TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM) 16.99
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNER TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM) 16,99

7.

POWERMONGER D/S

WITH BATMAN RETURNS GAME

16.49
1349
15.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 5-7 YRS)

13.

13.9

A- M

EDUCATIONAL

ADI MATHS (12-13 YRS)
ALVIN'S PUZZLES (6-8 YRS)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5 YRS)

10.

SPIKE IN TRANSYLVANIA

7.4
24.9

1 LYNX 2

17.49
9.99

SPECIAL FORCES

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG)

.....7.4
8.4

17.49

1299

WWF WRESTLING 2
ZAK MCKRACKEN

SPACE CRUSADE DATA DISK

LASTNINJA2
LEGENDS OF VALOUR
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 VALUE PACK
WITH SPACE QUEST 3 AND HOYLES

QUEST & GLORY

12.99

WIZ-KID

WWF WRESTLING

FUN SCHOOL 4 (7+ YRS)

(KICK OFF 2, MICROPROSE SOCCER,

19-9

(HARD DRIVIN-. POWERDRIFT,
CHASE H.Q. TURBO OUTRUN)

12.

{CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN. X-OUT.

16.9

12.99
12.99

SPACE CRUSADE

POWER UP

POPULOUS & SIM CITY

9.49

FUN SCHOOL 4 2-5 YRS)

7.

STARCROSS
11STORM MASTER
9.
STREETFIGHTER 2
18.
STUART PEARCE S SOCCER SELECTION'S

POPULOUS 2 (1 MEG)

7.99
17.49

WHEELS OF FIRE

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MIDWINTER

ULTIMATE GOLF

ROBOCOP 2

13.9

MOTORHEAD
NEW ZEALAND STORY
NICKY BOOM

7.49

10.99

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS

7.

MICROPROSE 3D GOLF

MIG29 (1 MEG)

7.49

TURRICAN 2

ULTIMA 5

7.4'

(SUMMER GAMES 1 & 2, WINTER GAMES) 17.4'

8.99

TURRICAN

9.

8.4!
9.9

F16 FALCON (SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE)

ATARI LYNX 2

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)
19.

17.9

18.49

TROJAN -THE ENFORCER

REACH FOR THE SKIES

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2

POPULOUS, WONDERLAND) (1 MEG)

10.

MEGA TWINS, JAMES POND 2 -

14.9

8.49

NEW ZEALAND STORY)

ROBOCOD. RODLAND)

(STORM MASTER, DRAGONS BREATH,

FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2
FORMULA 1 GRANO PRIX

17.49
13.99

9.4!

10.91

FOOTBALL MANAGER 3

22.99

13.99

TRANSARCTICA

(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE, P47, F15 STRIKE
ANOTHER WORLD
ARCHER MACLEAN'S POOL

3D POOL

TROJAN - FIRESTAR (LIGHT PHAZER GAME) 8.99

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

AWESOME

ELITE

11.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA}

B17- FLYING FORTRESS (1 MEG)

11.49

(BUBBLE BOBBLE. RAINBOW ISLANDS.

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

11.4

13.49

10.99

LOTUS 3 - THE FINAL CHALLENGE (1 MEG)11.9
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS (1 MEG)
20.4!

FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2)

EAGLE, CARRIER COMMAND)

12.99

S.T.U.N RUNNER

23.9

SHADOW OF THE BEAST

23.9

SLIMEWORLD
SPACE WAR

16.9
23.9

STEEL TALONS
SUPERSKWEEK

23.9
23.9

SWITCHBLADE 2

23.9

TOKI

24.9

TURBO SUB

17.9

VIKING CHILD
WARBIRDS
XENEPHOBE
ZARLOR MERCENARY

23.9
24.9
23.9
23.9

SEGA MEGADRIVE
SEGA MEGADRIVE +
THREE GAME PACK
WITH SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
EA ICE HOCKEY
JOHN MADDEN'S '93
TWO SEGA JOYPADS

129.99
EGA GAME GEAR
SEGA GAME GEAR
WITH COLUMNS GAME

FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

(ESSENTIAL)

a f . AA

SAVE £14.00 o5i77
BARCODE BATTLER
PHONE FOR DETAILS NOW!

SUPER NES + STARWING
WITH STARWING GAME
ONE JOYPAD

£20.00

109.99

GAMEBOY
GAMEBOY + TETRIS
WITH TETRIS GAME
TWO PLAYER LEAD

STEREO HEADPHONES
BATTERIES

49.99

FOR A FREE 12 PAGE

COLOUR CATALOGUE
PLEASE CALL 0279 600204

ATARI ST PERIPHERALS

TSfiSifc

QUICKJOY TOP STAR
JOYSTICK

JOYSTICKS
BOLLISTICK HAND HELD
JOYSTICK FOR AMIGA OR ST
WITH AUTOFIRE FUNCTION

QUICKSHOT111A
TURBO 2 JOYSTICK

'/Ae Qamei. GUut-

QUICKSHOT

Special HeA&we memwM. can kaue cdltUti... can 1/011?

128F MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK
12.99
COMPETITION

READ NRG Regular Club Magazine

QUICKSHOT 137F
PYTHON

PRO EXTRA

JOYSTICK

JOYSTICK

(CLEAR BASE)

7CHOOSE from our Huge Selection

9.99

10.99

COMPETITION PRO
STAR JOYSTICK
14.99

OUICKSHOT 149
INTRUDER 1

BUY at Best Possible Prices

JOYSTICK
22.99

GRAVIS JOYSTICK
FOR ATARI ST WITH FOAM PADDED

GOLDSTAR 14"
TELEVISION/MONITOR

GRIP, ADJUSTABLE HANDLE
QUICKSHOT 155
AVIATOR 1 JOYSTICK

TENSION AND PROGRAMMABLE
FIRE BUTTONS
23.49

23.99

LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY

WITH REMOTE CONTROL
& SCARTINPUT
FREE SCART LEAD

DRAGON MOUSE FOR ATARI ST

JOYSTICK

12.49

SUPER PRO ZIP STICK JOYSTICK
FOR AMIGA OR ST WITH
AUTOFIRE FUNCTION

MINI COMPETITION

PRO 5000 JOYSTICK
12.49

12.99

GIVES PIXEL
PERFECT PICTURE

1 24.99

154.99

15.99

DRAGON MOUSE
QUICKJOY FOOT
PEDAL TRANSFERS ANY

y

if-

•

FLIGHT AND CAR SIM'S.

PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR

COMPATIBLE WITH MOST
ATARI ST GAMES.
19.99

4.99

FOR ATARI ST (CHANGE JOYSTICKS WITHOUT

NEEDING TO REACH BEHIND COMPUTER)

5.99

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR ATARI ST

QUICKJOY JET
FIGHTER JOYSTICK ...

(PLUGS MOUSE S JOYSTICK INTO ONEPORT)

12.99

11.99

SONY 14" TELEVISION/MONITOR
MODEL KVM1410U
REMOTE CONTROL
FREE SCART LEAD
(STATE SNES, SEGA, AMIGA or ST)

& £20 OFF A GAME OFFER

BITS'N'PIECES

QUICKJOY QJ1

DEDUCT £20 OFFOURPRICE OFANY GAME(ORTHE
TOTAL OF SEVERAL GAMES) PURCHASED AT THE SAME

JOYSTICK

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR ATARI ST WITH

(MICROSWITCHED)

TIME AS THIS SONY TV

SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE MECHANISM.

880K FORMATTED CAPACITY, QUIET, HIGHQUALITY,
FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR ATARI ST
7.99

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE FOR

ATARI ST (3 METRES)

100-400DPI (INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

LEADS
(STANDARD PHONO INPUT)

3.99

MONITOR LEAD FOR ATARI ST

TO PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 MONITOR

7.99

99.99

19.99

NULL MODEM CABLE

7.99

SCART LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO PHILIPS TV (GIVES
RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR CONSOLE
MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE)
9.99 (SWITCH BETWEEN TV AERIAL AND COMPUTER
WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)
3 99
SCART LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO SONY TV (GIVES
MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE)
9.99 DUST COVER FOR MONITOR
(CLEAR PVC)
4.99
SCART LEAD FOR TV TO VIDEO(GIVES
EXCEPTIONAL ENHANCEDQUALITY PICTURE) ...9.99
DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5" (80),

FLIPBOX
DISK BOX

PACK OF 50 VERBATIM BRANDED

27.99

PACK OF10 TDK 3.5" MF-2DD DISKS (DSDD)
BANX DISK BOX 3.5" (120) STACKABLE

8.99
13.99

BANX DISK BOX 3.5" (80) STACKABLE
DISK BOX 3.5" (10 CAPACITY)

12.49
1.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (120) LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE AT £199.99
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH TELETEXT AT 249.99

That's why over 160,000 people have joined Special
Reserve, the biggest games club In the World!

We pride ourselves on our after-sales service. (18 customer service lines)

Inevitably some games listedmay not yet be available. Please phone sales on
0279600204to check availability beforeordering. Inthe eventofdelaywe issue
refundson request at any timeprior to despatch. We reserve the right to change
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 9PG,

(STATE SNES, SEGA. AMIGAor ST)

4.49

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.

You can also Fax your order to us on: 0279 726842

Allprices include VATand carriage to UKmainland. See base of order form for
overseas surcharges. We supply hardware only to UK mainland addresses.

MODEL 15PT161A

(20 CAPACITY)

0279 600204

9am to 8pm Weekdays, 9am to 5pm Saturday, 10am to 5pm Sunday
10amto 5pmBankHolidays. Order/Confirmation/Receipt sent foreveryorder.

prices without prior notification. E .& O.E.

REMOTE CONTROL
FREE SCART LEAD

3.5"

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

NRG, exclusive to members.

Registered Olfice &ClubShop: Inter-Mediates Ltd, 2 SouthBlock, The Maltings,

MONITOR + TELETEXT

7.99

3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS

BLACK TRINITON SCREEN. INCLUDES LOOP
AERIAL. SUPERB QUALITY.

PHILIPS 15" TELEVISION/

LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS
9.99

3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS

7. £60,000 worth of prizes per year in our FREE-to-enter BIG

TARGETCOMPETITIONS. That's £10,000 worth in every issue of

PICTURE FROM AMIGA, SUPER NES, ST OR

INPUT (FROM SUPER NES STEREO LEAD OR VIDEO
CAMERA) TO AA/ CHANNEL 60 CHANNEL TUNING.

CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS

DISKS & BOXES

4. The best prices. Just one purchase will save you yourjoining fee
5. Hundredsof Special Offers. Top games at prices you won'tbelieve
6. XS Super Savers. Money-off coupons worthover £180 a year

MEGADRIVE VIA SCART CONNECTION. ALSO

SUITS ALL CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF INPUT.
INCLUDES REAR SCART/EURO OR FRONT A/V

(INCLUDES VACUUM)

PACK OF 10 VERBATIM BRANDED

1. The best selection of games, peripherals and hardware for all
popular formats. We are officialSega. Nintendo and Sony stockists
2. Reviews in colour and latest information on new products
3. Charts and Release Schedule, to help you choose and plan

SONY TV/MONITOR ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY

MISCELLANEOUS

HI-FI LEAD FOR ATARI ST

199.99

SLIM LINE DESIGN. COLOUR MATCHED METAL CASE
AND LONG REACH CONNECTION CABLE
49.99
POWER SCAN HAND SCANNER FOR ATARI ST

GG6613 ...5.99

We only supply members but you can order as you join
There's no obligation to buy and you can be any age.
Just send in the form below or phone Sales on 0279 600204.
monthly only to Special Reserve members. NRG contains:

WITH SPECIAL RESERVE LOGO

PRINTED IN RED

WIN £60,000 worth of prizes FREE
JOIN now from just £4.99
As a member of Special Reserve you'll receive regular issues of
NRG magazine. NRG is our 48 page colour club magazine sent bi

12.49

MOUSE MAT (LIGHT GREY)

JOYSTICK FUNCTIONS TO
FOOT PEDALS. IDEAL FOR

§§ SAVE more with our XS Coupons

(STATE SNES, SEGA OR AMIGA)

ZYDEC
TRACKBALL
MINI COMPETITION PRO STAR
JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFIRE

SAVE with our Special Deals

MEMBERSHIP FEES

UK MEMBERS

ONE YEAR
ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP

TWO YEARS
WITH FREE
HARD BINDER

4.99

7.99

14.99

OVERSEASECMEMBERS

6.00

10.00

20.00

OVERSEAS WORLD MEMBERS

7.00

12.00

24.00

TELETEXT

SAVE £15

6 MONTHS
TRIAL
MEMBERSHIP

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCKCAPITALS)

9.99

AUTO PROGRAMMING, 1 YEAR WARRANTY.

Address_

ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE FROM

AMIGA, SUPER NES, MEGADRIVE OR MASTER
SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS
ATARI ST AND ALL CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF
INPUT. INCLUDES SCART/EURO TO A/V CHANNEL.

CITIZEN 120D+9-PIN
MONO PRINTER

CITIZEN 200C 24-PIN
COLOUR PRINTER

80 COLUMN, 144CPS/25NLQ, 2NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT

WITH COLOUR KIT, 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN
216CPS/72LQ6 LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, AUTOSET FACILITY
INPUT DATA BUFFER. AUTO PAPER LOADING
ENVELOPE PRINTING, 2 YEAR WARRANTY

2 YEAR WARRANTY

FREE PRINTER LEAD
HIGH QUALITY BUDGET PRICED PRINTER

122.99

FREE PRINTER LEAD

209.99

CITIZEN SWIFT 90C
9-PIN COLOUR PRINTER

COLOUR PRINTER

WITH COLOUR KIT, 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN
240CPS/54NLQ6NLQFONTS, 2 YEAR WARRANTY

WITH COLOUR KIT, 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 240CPS/80LQ
9 LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 2 YEAR WARRANTY

CITIZEN 240C 24-PIN

VERY SMART.

_Machine_

Enter membership number (ifapplicable) or
" NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK 7.991

CANON BJ10-EX BUBBLE
JET PRINTER
64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, 83LQ CPS 2LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,
YEAR WARRANTY

FREE PRINTER LEAD
A SMALL PORTABLE
'ORTABLE PRINTER, VERY QUIET
QUIE IN
OPERATION
N YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PF
PRINT
QUALITY.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

205.99

FREE PRINTER LEAD

FREE PRINTER LEAD

FOR A FREE 12 PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE

A 9 PIN PRINTER WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND
FULL PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS

ADVANCED VERSION OF 24E WITH AUTOSET

PLEASE CALL 0279 600204

167.99

FEATURE AND LCD CONTROL PANEL

259.99

MORE PRINTERS & MONITORS AVAILABLE - PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

0279 600204

We only supply officialUKproducts.
Officialsuppliers of all leading brands. We sell games and
peripherals all at amazing prices for Megadrive, Master
System. Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES. Lynx,
Amiga, Atari ST, PC, CD ROM and Apple Mac, And we
sell T-shirts and cuddly toys!
Special Reserve Club Shop at The Maltings,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Open to 7pm Weekdays and to
5pm Saturdays.

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/visa (Switch Issue No_

Card

expiry date_

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE

P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software orders
please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add
25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
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SUMMER

SPORTS

SUMME
SPORTIN
Join in the great sporting way
• Strike a blow for
the Brits this

summer by

slaughtering
all-comers in

Advantage

of life this summer and show

your ST who's best. Rob Mead
puts on his whites and hands

• "That's it. My career is finished.

out the sweat bands

talentless no-hopers party."

Tennis.

I've just been invited to Soma's

• Jack Nicklaus

T h e summer's wonderful,
isn't it? Hot sun, cold drinks

brutally decapi
tates a

worm

during his bid for
superstardom in
World Class
Leaderboard.

and bronzed beauties lying
on

the

beach.

Then

there's the

sport. All the best sporting events

happen in the summer - athletics,
tennis,

cricket,

teenage

riots,

Doesn't this

hand? Still

an

athletics

not convinced? Then

over the finishing line only to find
that fat spotty bloke got there
20 seconds before you did?
At least your ST under
stands
when
you're
crap, even if the fickle

The answer's simple - there
are more summer sporting games

Games offers

* How can you keep

Star Wars J?"

on using your ST and

get involved in sport
You too can play

against top tennis
players, with the
help of your ST.

at the same time?"

Athletics

and

suitably summery

sports like half-pipe skateboarding,
surfing and flying disk - that's frisbee to you. The broad spread of
events in these games translates
into a wide variety of gameplay one minute you can be taking on a
management role, the next you
need to do a spot of wrist-breaking
waggling. You can also take
comfort from

the

knowl-

|£t edge that if you mess up
one

event,

you

can

make up ground in the

cheerleaders don't.

Darth Vader in

just asking."

cancer on

How can you keep on using your
ST and get involved in all that sport

the battle with

"Nope." "I was

skin

what about the times you stagger

remind you of

%

and

track, when you can do a fourminute mile with your waggling

y'know the kind of thing. Hang on!

at the same time?
I "Hey Chuck!

on your ST than there are specta
tors at a pro-celebrity golf tourna
ment. Why risk getting sunstroke

• Cricket Captain makes

the

a good attempt at being

Olympic games are we
catered for on your ST. -m
Empire's International Sports
^"T
Challenge offers six different
events; marathon, diving, swim

ming, cycling, show-jumping and
shooting, while Kixx's California

a decent cricket sim.

™

next. The big drawback with

athletics games is that it's very
difficult to get the balance right. A
bad compilation like Espana: The
Games '92 finds you waggling for

THE SUMMER GAMES EXPERIENCE
Get into the spirit of all

things sporty this
summer with STF's

top tips for making your ST
gaming experience just a

Pitch a tent in your back garden and invite all

Get your kid brother to snot up all over your

the local toffs round. Now charge them £500
each to sit in front of your ST and marvel at a

ST, then beat him up for his sponsor money.

still picture of Jane Seymour standing in
front of a Thames boathouse.

tad more realistic

Superglue a megaphone to Mr Boff, the sci
ence teacher's face and pour a bucket of
waiter over your mum, dad, dog and gran
before turning it on yourself.

^v-^'Grow a moustache and drink a bottle of
Gi ve

£250 to a complete stranger in return

ST

gin. Load up World Class Cricket and say

ries and a seat behind an extremely fat lady
who's wearing a flowery hat. Now pour a
bucket of water over yourself and your ST for

"Well done, that man," every time you lose.
Fall face down in a puddle of your
own vomit, pour a bucket of water
over yourself and your ST and go

that "summer shower" effect. Great, eh?

on a tour of South Africa.

for a glass of Pimms, a punnet of strawber

FORMAT
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The best summer sporting event. Use
all the money you got from the toffs

and your kid brother to buy a big
bunch of flowers. Ply Susie with
champagne and give her your ST as
a headrest. Now it's up to you...

SUMMER

SPORTS

• You can't beat the cricketing way of life. Just

look at Goochieforthe best example. 9 t

Dodgy gameplay 3, your ST O

all your worth in every single
game and, without a multi-player
option, there's little to sustain your

It's no use denying it - there have been some pretty
dodgy sports sims for your ST over the years. Here are
the worst offenders

interest once you've completed it.
Golfing a round
If you're more single-minded in the
pursuit of the sporting ideal you
could try your hand at one of the
many golf games. The best of

Not so mucn a sports sim, more a trlu
hype over reason. Ocean managed to
, crateloads of this appalling wrestling

* onto unsuspecting gameplayers. The con

these, Microprose Golf, managed

dC?

to get an STF Rating of 95% when
it was first released in 1991. The

game combines impressive 3D
polygons with some well-placed
samples giving you the impression

of actually being on a real life golf
course. You can play against
three of your pals or eight ST
opponents and the game con
tains
plenty
of
different
courses
and
in-game
options to keep you going.
The

attention

to

detail

is

also quite staggering you can even change the
tee height and your stance
before swinging.
Another great golf
ing game worth consid
ering is oldie World Class
Leaderboard

from

US

Gold/Kixx. Although it's not
• Cool off this summer, get fit
and show off your torso.

as impressive as Microprose Golf, it more than
makes up for it with
four difficulty levels and
the thrill you get from
steering the ball through
the increasingly tricky ter
rain. Now on budget,
World Class Leaderboard

makes the perfect introduction
to the golfing sim if you've never
teed off before.

Graham Gooch

reviewed Audiogenic's excellent
World Class Cricket- turn to page
62 to order your copy if you missed
it - which finally put the cricket sim
up there with some of the best
footy games. Again realistic graph
ics and great gameplay mark this
out as something special, yet
you don't have to get bogged
down in all those silly cricketing
rules that could otherwise prove
off-putting. All they have to do
now to improve the game is
include the pyjamas favoured
by the Sunday leaguers.
After Gooch's exploits in
World
Class
Cricket,
D&H
Games' Cricket Captain pales

by comparison. Instead of
arcade action, Cricket Captain
concentrates on the strategic
side of this great English game
and comes up with something
more likely to appeal to the
cricket

enthusiast,

rather

than the casual gameplayer.
You could be forgiven
for thinking that the Public
Domain is an odd place to
find a classy cricket
sim, but Budgi
UK's
tional

Interna

Cricket

2

offers just that. It com
bines strategy, arcade
and management ele
ments without costing
an arm and a leg.

v s the World

Chatting up the birdies is
all very well, but you can't

Love, love, love

a. Monica Seles' recent expe

beat the camaraderie of the

rience at the hands of a

cricket pitch. Last month we

crazed fan shows how danger-

cept's manky, the controls stodgy and the
whole thing looks like it was pieced together
in the ad break during a Gladiators match.

-JBP

• -My shorts are not girlie pink, they've faded ha
the wash." "Girlie pink, girlie pink." That's ft,

Pm alt to jisaia Rainbow.'*
' Vulture

WHIM

Hard to believe, but thi
score even more badly than WWF with an

astounding 12%. What purports to be a futur
istic footy game turns out to be nothing more
ectrum owners, so

P

lay and sound.

-

t 8

H "Eh? Miguel? Waddya go
otrtta <ia Soppa your hei
biusts willy nelcln" out of da top of yours?1* Team
in-fighting In Prosoceer 3199.
ESPANA: OLYMPIC

3AMES '92 - Ocean

on the postOlympics euphoria, Espana enables you to
gag with laughter at seven different events in
either an action or management role. The
graphics are sadly average, the gameplay is
sluggish and you never feel you're involved in
what's going on.
• This is about as exciting as it gets. Yup, this is
what tZspana '92; The Games was reaBSy like.

ous the genteel sport of tennis can
really be. So, play it safe and install
a bat-and-ball sim on your ST
nstead. The French seem

particularly enamoured
of this summer sport
with

both

Microids

• Fed up with cricket,

tennis and golf? How
about a spot of Disc?

(distributed through Daze)
and UBI Soft being responsible

probably the best, thanks to some
slick graphics and speech samples
which exploit the umpire's Ameri
can drawl, just like the real thing.
Shame there are no sex scandals or

tantrums though - it might take
your mind off the appalling tedium
of the backdrops.
Pro Tennis Tour 2 covers sim

ilar ground to Advantage Tennis
with some excellent 3D graphics
and smooth animation. The game
falls down a little on the control

for the best two tennis sims Advan

front, however, and it takes quite a

tage Tennis and Pro Tennis Tour 2.
Of the two, Advantage Tennis is

the joystick moves.

lot of time and effort to work out all

• "And as Icarus plum
meted into the icy water,

his wings melted by the
sun..." "What are you on
about? This is the

• Get in the

Olympics, not some

swing of things

Greek nonsense." "It is,

this summer by

Larry, it is."

practising your
strokes on

Microprose

• Hooray for

Golf the best

Hollywood! This is

golf game for

the nearest most

your ST.

of us are going to
get to stardom.
Welcome to the

California Games.
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• Ever thought of running to get fit? Just turn to
your ST and run International Sports Challenge.

Walking in the snow

What's the alternative?

> Are you the kind of guy who comes out in

OK, so you hate athletics, I

a rash when the sun shines? Do summer

cricket and tennis and think G

sports leave you cold? Well, here are some

what you drive down the m
way at 150mph in, but you st
want to get rid of that flal
with the help of your ST. Luck
ily, there are quite a few
more oddball pursuits for
you to get involved in.
RBI Baseball 2

unseasonable alternatives...
FOOTBALL

s standing in a goal
ads in mud, your ST's

going to be a home from home. There are
stacks of footy sims available from the FORMA
Gold winning genius of Sensible Soccer and Kick
Off 2 to more comical jaunts into Premiere

puts

you into bat on, erm, a baseba
pitch and shows Bunny Bricks up
for the sad Breakout clone it is,
while that old chestnut Beach Vol

Look out for
the shark!" "Oh

sod the shark, I
can see the

punters on the
nudey beach
from here."

• The only way to
keep cool this
summer. Invest

in a pair of stout
underpants and

ley (now available on the Hit Squad
label) finds you lurking behind your
shades while you, a pal and a gag
gle of girlies admire each others
torsos while pretending to get a
ball over a net. That's a lie. Sadly,

the game gets very repetitive after
a while and only scraped an STF
rating of 62%. Other unusual sports

sims on your ST include Loriciel's
Paragliding which keeps you cool,
at least, and Janghir Khan's Cham
pionship Squash where you get to
repeatedly smack some poor ball's
head against a wall for a few hours.
Perhaps the

most

unusual

sports sim, though, is Infogrames'
Disc, a futuristic frisbee game
which involves you and a pal in a

do a spot of

battle to the death. You have to lob

Paragliding.

the disc at your opponent either
causing damage to his shields or
by destroying the eight tiles which
separates them from the yawning
chasm below. The game features

I Lucinda Double

Scrabble. Sad. isn't it?

RUGBY

/en more mud-flinging fun to be had
igby pitch. Domark's soon to be
released International Rugby Challenge and

Rugby: The WorldCup set the standard for
other rugby sims to follow, while
Audiogenic's World Class Rugby: Five Nations
Edition trails a close third. However, avoid

•

l don t

m e a n 10 m a n e y o u paranoia

WINTER SPORTS

then you could do worse than check out the

Action Sports compilation from Daze which

features the excellent Super Ski 2, a mish-mash .

of skiing and bobsleigh events. Another

Woodbine

marathon. Fabulous stuff.

different snow-melting events such as speed
skating, downhill skiing and bobsleigh.

doing

a

with her old

• "It is no good inspecteui. I cannot chase zee

nag Dobbin.

criminals over zee Alps in zees overalls." "Why

Up stumps and retire
to the pavilion
Once all the frantic activity on the
summer sports front's over it's
time for you to relax, sit back and
soak up the sun. But, wait a sec
ond, it's only another few weeks to
the start of the footy season, so
dust down your copy of Sensible

you might live to tell the tale.

ISSUE
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r

Norman, but I think youir friends are talking
about you again."

knacker's yard

addict

-* *S5£ •*--

DStH Games Rugby Coach game like the
plague - it's complete cack.

off for the

• Get active! Go pole vaulting with your ST, and

FOR MAT

I There are more football games on your ST than
any other kind of sports sim, even

compilation worth taking a look at is Flair's
Winter Super Sports '92 which features four

Diamonds s e t s

ST

International Football.

some slick graphics and is so fast
moving it has you wheezing like a

Chin and

J

League territory like Peter Beardsley's

J^...

l_ ^^^^jgaV* J*^

not?" Mme Hombert is still wearing them." "Ah."

Soccer, you never know, they
might need someone else to do
Cloughie's old job. stf
• If you want additional informa
tion about the games and soft
ware houses mentioned in this

feature, turn to Essential

Contacts on page 103.

• So you don't like running and you
think tennis is too tiring. How about

a round of golf with
your ST?

520ST PLUG-IN 1MB

3V2" FLOPPY DRIVES

TRUEMOUSE

SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADE

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

Allows easy upgrade toa total 1Mb RAM • Simple, fast and effective RAM
upgrade path • Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for STE

smoothest, most responsive
and accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for your Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a 300dpi
resolution. Amazing low price!

/ 3()0dp* 1
\ resOUV1TioH/

I machines) • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

Only

£14 99 SATISFACTION

NEW LOWER PRICE!..

520 STE Discovery Extra Pack

E249.99

With 1Mb RAM fitted .... E 269.99

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR

2Mb .... £ 349.99

4Mb .... £ 449.99

1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack

£ 289.99

With 2Mb RAM fitted .... £ 389.99

With its dedicated monitor input, this modelcombines the advantages of a high quality
15" medium resolution colour monitor with
the convenience of remote control Teletext

TV - at an excellent low price ! Features dark
glass screen for improved contrast.

Including VAT,
C9AO (\f\ lncludin9
4447.UU delivery & cable

Dust Covers - available for any ST

4Mb

£ 4.95

E 489.99

for any MEGA

520 STE 1Mb upgrade {2 x 256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2 x 1Mb 9-Chip SIMMS)

E 100.00

Trackball

£29.95

Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

- includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance

£229.00

E4.95

©KEY

Available with any hardware purchase over £75.00.

H

0386 -765180

fax : 0386 - 765354

£57.99

their power from the joystick port!

520 STFM 1Mb Internal Drive Upgrade Slight case mods required

QUALITY SCANNING - AT
THE RIGHT PRICE !
Representing outstanding value for

£ 99.95

money, this package combines top
quality scanning hardware with the
distinctively powerful DAATASCAN

£ 160.00

VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input
Atari LYNX-2 inc. 'Batman Returns' and Power Supply

£ 64,95
£ 89.99

LYNX Games while stocks last

£ 16.99

£ 129.99
£ 168.03
£ 196.23

E 229.13
£ 351.33
£ 645.08

PROFESSIONAL software.

V

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces truly
superb quality scans. Has a full 105mm scanning width, variable
brightness control and 100 / 200 / 300 / 400dpi resolution. Daatascan
Professional scanning and editing software allows real-time scanning in
either line art or in grey scales. Provides powerful editing features and
excellent compatibility with
most DTP and Paint

Only £99.99

Packages, eg. Deluxe
Paint, Touch-Up.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @17.5% AND DELIVERY
Samedaydespatch whenever possible. Express CourierDelivery (UK Mainland Only) £6.50extra.
-MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT-

Monday-Friday, 9.00- 7.00; Saturday, 9.00- 5.30

VISA

Technical support (Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-40303

5 Glisson Road

322 Witan Gate

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Milton Keynes MK9 2HP

B" 0223 - 323898

•B1 0908 - 230898

fax : 0223 - 322883

fax : 0908 - 230865

251-255 Moseley Rd
Highgafe

Birmingham B12 0EA
3

021 - 446 5050
fax:021-446 5010

Fax: 0386-765354 Call us now on © 0386-765500

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6TD
/V_

Sendan OrderwithCheque,PostalOrderor

/£_J) ACCESS/VISA/SW1TCH/AMEX card details.

Showrooms open Monday, Tuesday, Saturday; 9.00 - 5.30 and Wednesday - Friday; 9.00 - 7.00 gH • --i-'p[ease allow 5 banking daysfor Cheque clearance.

Government, Education and PLC orders welcome

All productscoveredby 12 Months Warranty
All goods subjectto availability.

StlperMon
All the features of our "Ultimate Cartridge" plus:

SUPERM0

Program Switcher
Allows two programs to be in memory simultaneously, and
switched between at the touch of a key
Printer Spooler
Allows files to be printed at the same time as other tasks''.
Comprehensive Debugger

"'• • •

••••'•'

£49.95

400dpi HANDY SCANNER

£ 39.95

i RETAIL SHOWROOMS•
Evesham
Worcs WRl 1 6TD

Only

Beware of other makes of drive thai take

VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome

rcrcflFrrnmtTTO
Unit 9 St. Richards Rd

INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System

Star LC 20 Printer Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cps
Star LC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4 fonts
Star LC 24-100 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps
Star LC 24-20 Mkll 24-pin, 21Ocps highspeed draft mode
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550C COLOUR

CI/XL OFFER a :

• Long reach connection cable for
location either side of computer

£ 9.95
£ 14.95

VIDI Complete Colour Solution

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor {Genuine UKversion, stereo sound)

nsr+^nff*

On / Off switch on rear of drive

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game

Drive Mechanism • Convenient

GUARANTEED

£49.95

Very quiet • Slimline design
• Cooling Vents
• Sleek, high quality
metal casing • Full 1Mb
Unformatted Capacity
• Quality Panasonic / Citizen

•

Disassemble programs and step through them, intercept OS
calls, search memory or find where a routine is called from

automatically

•

Diagnostics Function

Checkthe internal functioning of your ST disk analyser,
custom format disks, read/write sectors, hide files
Utilities

The SuperMon also has many utility functions available,
including reset proof RAM disk, mouse trap function, time
display, screen snapshot and 50/60Hz display toggle

Ultimate Cartridge £25
Ultimate Cartridge inc. SuperlVlon £45

*fT\ Unit 8 Railton Road,
S^

Woburn Road Ind. Estate,
Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN

Tei 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234
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Cambridge Business Software, «

THE
ATARI ST

PEOPLE

38 Milton Road • Cambridge • CB41JY • Tel (0223) 324423 • Fax (0223) 302361

r\ccomis!Dmm/$?mwHr.m11 graphics/design 11
Home Accounts 2
Cashbook Combo Pack

£44.90
£59.95

NEW Arabesque
A/El* Converter Professional

£99.00

System 3(Inv/Slock)

£39.95

NEWm Biz

PHONE

WFirrruepainl
Degas Elite
Hyperdraw
Hyperpainl v2

£34.90
£19.95
£29.95
£29.95

Data Manager Professional
£29.95
Digita DGBase
£39.95
Super Base Professional ..Special£89.95 r2EasyDraw2
Digicalc
£29.95 oSupercharged Easy Draw2
K-Spread 3
£67.95 £ Cyber Studio (CAD 3D v2)
K-Spread 4
£95.00

JQ Cyber Paint v2

£119.00

music
£99.95
£109.95

Hisoll Devpacv3

£65.00

Hisolt Basic 2

£65.00

MfHrBreakthru Plus

£129.00

Hisoll C. Interpreter

E-Magic Nolalor Logic
E-Magic Nolalor SLv3.16
E-Maglc Creator SLv3.16
£39.95 g E-Magic Nolalor Alpha
£59.95 n E-Magic Unitor II
£39.95 *~ E-Magic Export

£39.95 ^ Cubase Lite

Cubeal
Cubase v3
Midex
... £159.00IC Midex +
Concerto
...£249.00 SS Quartel
...£299.oo a: Feeling Partner

DESKTOP PUBUSHINGEi COMPliTERS/MONITORS/PR/NTfRS
Pageslream v2.2

£159.00

Calamus v1.09n
Calamus S
Calamus SL
TimeworksDTPv2
EZTexIPIus
EZText Professional

£119.00
£319.00
£559.00
£89.95

£19.95
£39.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Calligrapher Protessional
CalligrapherGold

£89.00
£129.00

GST First Word Plus v3.2
Wordwriter
Pretext v5.5
That's Write v2

£57.95
£39.95
£109.00
£109.00

I520STFM (Re-release)
520STE upgraded 1Mb
520STE upgraded 2Mb
520STE upgraded 4Mb
1040STE Family Curriculum II
1CM0STE Music Pack incl Pro 24
Falcon 0301MB
Falcon 030 4MB
Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
Colour VGAMonitors Now in stock

PhilipsCM8833Mkll Monitor
Ricoh LP1200 Laser Printer

|«ClVSTalker Comms

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO
All prices include VAT &delivery on UK mainland
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software
24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0223 324423

...£359.00 fc KCS Omega
...£289.00 C. Musicom for Falcon

£289.00 $

D2D Edit for Falcon

PHONE -t D2D4T/FX tor Falcon

PHONE 5

....£959.00
PHONE
....£229.00
....£795.00

E39.00|

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

Replay 16 (16-bit soundsampler)
NEW Breakthru Sequencer

EXPECTED
Hisoll Lattice C v5.5
£279.00
Hisolt Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)
Hisolt HighSpeed Pascal
£219.00
£179.95 r/jFTL Modula 2Developer
£229.00 q GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5
£89.00 •-• GFA BasicCompiler v3.5

^ Prospero Pascal

£95.00
£175.00 ~ Prospero Fortran
£359.00 [£ Prospero C
£289.00
£349.00 CI
£34.95
£39.95
3: A/fWVideomasler

p^ Prospero Developers Toolkit

£42.00
£109.00

£45.00
£79.95

£79.95
£45.00
£24.90

£79.95

£79.95

£79.95

£55.95 |

ssl UTILITIES & EXTRAS

£129.00
£249.00
£44.90
PHONE

t; Neodesk v3
r

Harlekin 2

gXBool3

£295.00 •^Diamond BackII

ROLAND COMPUTER
MUSIC PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK
NEW AMITAR HI-RES MONO MONITOR

5 Diamond Edge
G+Plus

SLM804
SLM605
SLM804
SLM605

£65.00

£29.95
£44.90

£29.95
£34.90

£39.95
£19.95

Replacement Drum
Replacement Drum
Replacement Toner
Replacement Toner

£165.00
£132.95
£37.95
£32.95

FST, PAPER WHITE, LOWRADIATION

£156 INCLUDING VAT AND

DELIVERY

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06
PCSpeed
AT Speed8MHz
AT SpeedC-16MHZ

£99.00
£129.00
£199.00

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

TEL 0223 324423

GET

IT

RIGHT

PRINTER

DRIVERS*

WHAT MAKES
PRINTER TICK
You've connected up your
new printer, but it refuses to
print anything but drivel.

Clive Parker explains why
Y o u ' v e just treated your

that it can actually understand the

self to a shiny new
printer - or a not quite so
shiny second-hand one - and you
are finally going to print out the

data that is sent to it.

project or picture you've been slav
ing over for the last few weeks.
You select the Print option with a
satisfied smile on your face and...

Problems

arise

though,

because every printer on the mar

ket has its own specific set of
codes, so the information used to

control one printer is incomprehen
sible to another. This means that

your printer churns out a sheet of

every time a new printer appears
on the market, a new printer driver

complete gibberish.

has to be written for it.

So, what's the problem?
Well, if you want to print out some
thing that's going to look like what
you're expecting, your printer has
to receive information from your

computers that have operating sys
tems with multiple drivers already
installed because every program is

This

written to

isn't a

problem with

use the same set of

printer drivers - in this case the

ST in a form that it can understand

printer manufacturers simply sup

and then translate into the text or

ply the new printer driver for the

graphics you're expecting to see.
To do this, all applications
use a special file called a printer

operating system with the printer.

compatible, notably Degas Elite,

Printing with your ST, however, is
a different story altogether.

Microsoft Write and Timeworks
DTP. But GDOS is slow and difficult

driver which contains the control

codes that set up your printer so

Friendly advice
Second-hand printers
may seem a bargain, but
don't be blinded by how
much of a good deal you

Your ST's operating system has no
built-in printer routines except for a
simple 9-pin Epson FX-80 emula

one

of the

reasons

in today's situation where every

and extras like printer drivers.

standard Graphical Device Operat

its own unique set of printer dri
vers which are totally incompatible

If you have an old piece of
software, the developers may no
longer be supporting it. Because of

ing System (GDOS) as a software

add-on to the operating system to
All software developers were
to include GDOS support as part of

with every other piece of ST soft
ware. Every time a new kind of
printer appears a new driver has to

be written for every application.

their code - this would enable a

this, home made drivers are cre

ated and then passed onto PD
libraries to be cheaply distributed
to all who need them. Most PD

single printer driver to be compati
ble with all applications. Some

Where to get drivers

software was written to be GDOS

lar piece of software write new dri

Companies that develop a particu

H

J out a manual, 'cos you

is

why registering new soft

program developed for the ST has

getting stuck with a
printer that, er, won't
print, follow these five
general rules when

I Never buy a printer with-

new

tion. Atari's idea was to release a

which new drivers could be added.

Never buy a serial (RS232)
printer because they are
not usually supported.

as

ware with the developer is impor
tant, since you
immediately
become eligible for any updates

think it is. To avoid

buying second-hand

to install and, therefore, most man
ufacturers have developed their
own faster output routines.
This has eventually resulted

And why does it occur?

vers

printers become
nore popular. This

libraries have sections dealing with
printer drivers - turn to page 94 for
our Public Domain directory, stf

I WANT TO TALK LIKE YOU, WALK LIKE YOU...
If your printer isn't supported by the
application you're using, here's how to

software. Emulation modes can be changed by a
set of tiny switches concealed somewhere in your

go about getting it to print without having

printer - these are called DIP switches and define

1 Always check that the

to search for a specific driver

your printer's default setup.

J printer works before you

Printers have a special built-in emulation mode.

won't be able to configure it.

buy it, some don't.

I

Never buy a printer over

five years old, 'cos it's
probably worn out.

Be wary of printers which
carry really obscure names.

This means that the printer is pretending to be a
completely different machine which can under
stand a different set of codes - a set of commands

can be sent to your printer which makes it think

that it's an Epson printer or an IBM Proprinter for
example. Other printers can be emulated but they
are less common and less likely to be supported by

All this emulation talk is all very nice, but what
does it mean to you? Well, it means that you should
be able to use practically any commercial package
with your printer because Epson and IBM printer
drivers are always included. So, if your specific
printer is not supported by the program, all you
have to do is select the various Epson and IBM dri
vers and test them until you find the one that gives
you the best results.
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STYLUS 800
INKJET
Can Epson's first foray into the
mass inkjet market compete
with the established names like
Hewlett Packard and Canon?

Peter Crush investigates...

provide excellent quality printing and

reading Epson's advertising material.
However, the output is very good,
and to get blase about inkjet quality
shows how quickly we get used to
results that not long ago were hailed

are fast, quiet, and cheap to run.

as revolutionary.

Inkjet printers are fast becoming
everyone's favourite way of get
ting output from their STs. The
reasons are not hard to see, inkjets

machines, and it's finished in a light

The letters formed by the Stylus
800 are very detailed and finely
drawn, but if you look closelyat them
you can sometimes see the little dots
- the kind of paper you use can be

grey coloured plastic. It's pitched at

critical here.

The Stylus 800 is the first mass
market inkjet printer to come from
Epson. Epson havedesigned it to look
like their range of dot matrix

the image. The italics version of text
on the Epson machine is also less itali
cized - it doesn't really look very dif
ferent from plain text.

the three year guarantee offered by
Hewlett Packard for their deskjets.
Points in favour of the Stylus 800,
however, are that it's easy to use, has

compact dot matrix printer. The IEC
mains cable plugs into the rear of the

By contrast, output from other
360 dpi machines like the Canon
Bubblejet and clones appears a little

Verdict

an attractive street price - which is

machine, as does the standard paral
lel printer cable to connect it to your

more solid and definite, with less sign
of the little ink spots which constitute

Although the Stylus 800 has a long
two year warranty, it cannot match

much lower than the official recom

an in-between size, more like a typical

ST. The power switch and control
buttons are at the front.

and the like. An automatic sheet-

feeder, which can accommodate up
to 100 sheets, is built into the Stylus

800. You can manually insert single
sheets of paper at the rear of the

printer without interfering with those
in the automatic sheetfeeder, and

envelopes can be printed.

And now for the technical bit

on how it actually works

Printed results are much the same as

no dramatic increase in resolution or

thermal

inkjet

machines

to which use thermal print-heads.

Epson's new machine is equipped
with a print-head activated by

Epson's print-head stays perma
nently in the printer, and all you
have to replace is the ink cartridge,

"piezo" technology. These special

which costs about £10.

and this movement is harnessed to

but has traditionally been limited to

any other inkjet printer, and there is

familiar

combine the print-head with the ink

pump out a little blob of ink from a
tiny nozzle. The method is not new,

Put out by the output

claim is quite an achievement for a
low-cost personal printer. Where the

The Stylus 800 uses a different form
of printing to the inkjets we are used

crystal materials expand when an
electric current is applied to them,

expensive industrial uses. The Stylus
800 has 48 such crystal pumps in its
miniature print-head, which Epson

mended retail price.

Its general compatibility with
existing 24-pin drivers means that
you can use it with a large selection

How it prints

The control panel is neatly

styled and easy to use. Aset of green
LEDs light up to indicate what mode
the printer is in, what font is selected

a good selection of built-in fonts, and

reservoir into one throw-away unit,

It works out cheaper to run

because you just have to buy the ink.
Multi-colour printing (possible with
mono DeskJets and Bubblejets by

swapping cartridges and overprint
ing the same page with different
colour inks) would be difficult with
the Stylus 800 because of the residue
of ink left in the print-head.

quality that you might expect after

of software, even though there is no

support as yet for its scaleable fonts.
Overall, the Stylus 800 is a good little
printer, and represents a strong debut
from Epson into the inkjetarena, stf

Stylus 800
inkjet
£445.33 Epson UK Ltd
=• 0442 61144

Highs
• Easy to use and has
plenty of fonts.
'mm

Expensive, quality is not
as good as expected.
What else?
The Canon BJ-200,
£468.83, Canon UK

What does it actually print?

ir081 773 3173.

What kind of output can you

existing 24 pin printers should enable

has the usual 14 international charac

Impressive with its

expect from the Stylus 800?

access to some of these features from

ter sets, plus a legal set and five

some word processing software, but
they can be selected manually from

graphics character sets.
If you have a program that

neat design and
good range of fonts STF Rating: 92%.
The DeskJet range,

The Stylus 800 has five bitmap fonts

ter per inch (cpi). Courier can also be
printed at 15 cpi, and the Roman and

the printer control panel if your word
processor doesn't over-ride these.
Any text can be embellished by
the application of a good range of
styles like double strike, emphasised,

San Serif fonts can be printed with
the better-looking proportional spac

italic, double width, double height,
outline, shadow, strike through, over-

ing. Many Epson printer drivers for

scoring, and underlining. The printer

built-in. These are Roman, San Serif,

Courier, Prestige and Script, and they
can all be printed at 10 or 12 charac

ST

FORMAT
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includes an Epson 9 or 24-pin printer
driver, you should be able to obtain
graphics output.
For instance,
although PageStream 2 has an Epson
24-pin driver which worked with the
Stylus 800, but only at a resolution of
180 dpi instead of the 360 dpi the
new Epson can produce.

m

Hewlett Packard

« 0344 369369 comprises
the new mono DeskJet
510 for £329, the colour
500C for £459 (STF Rat

ing: 85%) and the colour
550C for £669.

ft

Jy

v

Unit 2

GASTEINER

Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Road

^ALFA
^DATA

^

AATARrV/°rTeX PHILIPSFax: 081 885 1953

GOLDEN

ATARI COMPUTERS
520 STE 1/2 Mb
520 STE 1 Mb
520 STE 2Mb
520 STE 4Mb
1040 STE 1Mb

HARD DRIVES
GASTEINER ? DRIVE FOR ST, STE, MEGA

£250.00

• Accept a second internal drive
• Optional battery backed clock

ST, MEGA STE
• High performance drive

• Supports up lo 7 extraSCSIdevices
• Autobooting -DMA Throughport • Auto Parking

FALCON COMPUTERS
FALCON 1Mb
FALCON 4Mb

FALCON 1Mb 65Mb H/D

FALCON 4Mb 65 Mb H/D
FALCON 4Mb 120Mb H/D
FALCON 4Mb 240Mb H/D

£550.00
£750.00
£850.00
£899.00

£1099.00
£1299.00

FALCON HARD DRIVES
40Mb
65Mb
120Mb
240Mb

P.O.A
P.O.A

P.O.A
P.O.A

NEW GASTEINER SPARE SHOP
Power Supply (ST.STF, STFM, STE)
Atari Internal Drive

Keyboard for STFM and STE
STE Mother Board No RAM

DMA Chip
TOS 2.06 STE/STFM
l/2Mb STFM Mother Board

Outer Casing STE
Atari Original Mouse

£32.
£45.00
£59.00
£149.00
POA
£59.00
£149.00
£39.00
£8.00

•Fast SCSI drive

Multi Sync Monitor

• Internal PSU

42Mb (24Ms) Quantum

£289.00

GI-600

50Mb (24Ms) Seagate

£289.00

Optical Mouse

85Mb (14Ms) Quantum

£369.00

Brush Mouse

120Mb (14Ms) Conner

£429.00

170Mb (14Ms) Quantum
240Mb (14Ms) Conner

£469.00
£569.00

New Golden Image
400 Dpi Mark 2 Mouse

330Mb-1.2 Gigabyte
Floptical 20Mb Drive
Floptical 20Mb Disks
Optional Clock for above

P.O.A
£399.00
£24.00
£15 00

- SPECIAL OFFER -

Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Citizen Swift 240 Colour
Citizen Swift 200 Colour
HP 500
HP 500 Colour
HP 550 Colour

£179.00
£279.00
£219.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RAM

HARD DRIVE KIT
GASTEINER MAKE YOUR OWN HARD DRIVE.

•Case

£35.00 -HostAdaptor

£59.00

•45WPSU
•SCSICable

£35.00 -DMA Cable
£6.00 -TheLink

£6.00
P.O.A.

•Power Cable

Marpet XRAM Deluxe Simms Upgrade For ST
£30.00
£39.00
£85.00
£139.00

Gasteiner STE and MEGASTE Upgrade
U2Mb
2Mb
4Mb

8Mb RAM for ST.STE, Mega ST, STE

P.O.A

Coming Soon

SCANNERS
256 GreyScaleScannerswith OCR Option.
Scanner + OCR Software
Full OCR Software

• ICD Host Adaptor (with clock)
•Clean Up ST!

RO A
£29.00

50Mb Seagate
42Mb Quantum
85Mb Quantum

£199.00
£179.00

£249.00

120Mb Conner
170Mb Conner

240Mb Quantum
105Mb LPS Quantum
85Mb Conner

52Mb LPP Quantum

£299.00
£329.00
£499.00
£299.00
£229.00
£279.00

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE
With official Atari MEGA STEKITAtari Host adaptor and

Mega STE Kit
Kit + 50Mb Hard Drive
Kit + 120Mb Hard Drive
Kit + 210Mb Hard Drive

£39.00
£219.00
£379.00
£499.00

£14.95
£29.95
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£10.00
£10.00
£7.00
£89.00
£50.00
£99.00
£25.00

Multisync Switch Box
Printer Cable
Modem Cable
Null Cable
Serial Cable

Philips/Atari Cable
Scart Cable
Box of 10 Disks
5.25" External Drive
3.5" External Drive

3.5" 1.44 External Drive for Mega STE/TT

£165.00

£69.00

Ripper Cartridge
Supra Fax-Modem
Ad Speed ST
AD Speed STE
Auto Sensing Mouse/Joystick Switch
Forget Me Clock II

le o f
o u r inst<

A complete price list is
available oin request.

software items

Other items, except lasers
Offshore and Highlands

£35.95
£2.95
£13.95
£23.95
£19.95
£14.95

SOFTWARE
Word Processors
1st Word+

£55.00
£79.00
£109.00

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Gold
DTP Software

Pagestream V2.2
Timeworks Publishing 2

£149.00
£80.00
£129.00
£339.00

Calamus VI.9
Calamus SL
OCR Software

£165.00

Touch Up

£49.00

Easy Draw
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint

£34.00
£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£28.00
£8.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00

Human Design Disk
Future Design Disk
3D Font 1
CAD 3D

CAD 3D Developers Disk
Neo Desk 3
Thats FunFace

Signs + Banners

Calendar + Stationery
Greeting Cards
Music Software
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Creator
Cubeat
Cubase

£279.00
£179.00
£150.00
£279.00
£150.00
£39.95

Cubase Light
Compo Musicom

New Service Centre - we can repair most Atari
Computers. We offer a quotation service for £10.00

for which we will examine your computer and report

back with an exact quotation price for the repair. If
the repair is carried out the £10.00 is then deducted
from your bill.

£25.00
£250.00
£140.00
£165.00
£12.95
£14.95

UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS)\

'DELIVERY CHARGES
Small consumables &

£27.95
£29.95
£34.95

REPAIR SERVICES

ACCESSORIES

Blitz Turbo

£ 119.95
£179.00

OCR Upgrade for any Golden Image or
Alfadata Scanner Only

P.O.A.

Monitor Switch Box Colour/Mono

£6.99
£59.00
£109.00

Features:-True GreyScales, 100-400Dpi
105mmHead + Touch Up + Mergelt

£5.00 • ICD Host Adaptor

Formatting software.

STF. STFM and MEGA ST

0Mb
l/2Mb
2Mb
4Mb

£299.00

BARE HARD DRIVES

PRINTERS

300 Dpi Optical Mouse

Automouse/Joystick switch
Golden Image

•High quality metal casing

52Mb (HMs) Quantum LPS

£45.00
£10.95
£14.95

Mega Mouse
Mega Mouse (Mat + Holder)

Crystal Trackball
Optical Pen Mouse

• Comprehensive manual

Gasteiner High Res. mono monitor

£149.00
£239.00
£199.00
£399.00

AlfaData
Infra Red Mouse

The Trackball

• 12 Months back to base warranty

MONITORS

14" screen with sound
SVGA Monitor for Falcon
Atari SC 1435

MICE + TRACKBALL

£209.00
£219.00
£265.00
£320.00

Despatched by post please check
charges when ordering

Next day courier service, 10 per box
Please enquire

'E&.
E & OE. Price subject to change

without notice, Goods subject
to

availability,

IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE

subject

FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES.

notice.

Saturday deliveries
AM next day

Acknowledged.

Normal rate plus £15+ VAT per box
Normal rate plus £8+VAT per box

to

specifications

change
All

without

Trademarks

%
%

UleSerue
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System

of Hampshire Established 8 years II eg-

Special Offer

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables

1 /2M Simm

or mouse are included.

New Citizen
Swift 90
Advanced 9pin printer, (Swift 9
replacement)."optional colour. Price
with cable & paper

90 Mono

£179

Swift 240
24pin Colour*
replacement). "optional colour. Price with
cable & paper

240 Mono

£245

240C Colour

£265

4Mram 65MHd

Floppy Drives

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

44.00
93.00
151.00

Cumana CSA354

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty.
£*o o o
With cable & paper
LOOO

300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.
3 year warranty.
-, A 0 n

With cable &paper

14z y

All printers are supplied with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection

24pin Colour*
Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) "optional colour. Price with

cable.

Free of charge

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

cable & paper

200 Mono

£205

200C Colour

£229

Citizen 120D +

Printer Drivers

L I IO

with cable Mono £199

Colour £223

£5
£5

Ink Refills
BJ 10 twin refill varoius colours

15.90

Deskjet twin refill various colours 15.90
(We stock 200 types of ribbons)

Printer Dust Covers

Citizen Swift 9

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

84 tracks.

STF rating 90%

Mono £145

£65

Whil8 sto°ks last

&paper

Colour £169

Panasonic
KXP1123

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer

p 1 QQ

with cable & paper

Probably the best 24pin mono

printer available. With cable & paper

LI93

£47.00

12" Mono monitor
forST/Falcon

p c C
LOO

with cable &paper

£169

£ 1 99

Panasonic/Epson

Atari SC1435
14" Colour Monitor
with cable

£199

9pin colour with

_ . _

134
215
189
229
119

cable & paper

11 o4

.

For most 520's & 1040's

£17.50

Philips CM8833 mk2
14" Stereo Colour Mon. 240V UK.

Medium Res. +game

£215

£211

with cable

without cable

1st Word PLUS
49.00
FirST Basic - HiSoft
9.95
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
2.00
1st Word PLUS & TimeWorks 2 89.00
TimeWorks Pub. 2
59.00

9.90
9.90

FlexiDump 9pin Mono

13.90

NeoDesk 3
Pretext V4.3

28.70
49.00

4.00

Epson LQ100 24pin
Epson LQ570 24pin

189
265

Olivetti JP350 inkjet

329

LC20Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin

Power pack software
20 ST games

£29

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead

123
179
185

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

_ „

. _

£1 49

Atari STE's
with START PACK software

520STE 51 2k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram
520STE4M ram

£219
£229
£269
£329

Above ST's are supplied with
START PACK Software:
IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,

Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD135tpi
7.50
50x 3.5"DS/DD135tpi
32.30
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
59.93
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
141.00
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
540.50

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

Accessories

Star

(with an STE)
(software on it's own)

from £219

Type Through

0.42mm.

£59
£79

(FM only model)

All items subject to availability

KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin
KXP2180 9pin Colour....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LX400 9pin

£ 10

Special Offer

0.5M Ram 1 M Disk

Borodino game

Star LC 100

1ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,

Atari 520STFM

Special Offer

Music Maker

360dpi Inkjet printer

Discovery Xtra Pack

1 st Word Plus & TimeWorks 2

ViewTek VT12

HyperDraw by Atari

Star SJ-48

£379

While stocks last

Internal 1M Drive

Special Offers

from £4.70

1040STE 4M ram

+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives,
Final Fight, Robot Monsters

most types in stock

with cable

£269
£319

Excellent Offer

Protective Covers

Canon BJ-10e/ex
Citizen Swift

J? 1 1 rr

Citizen Swift 24E
&Paper

All Citizen printers have
a 2 year warranty

1040STE 1 M ram
1040STE 2M ram

TenStar Games Pack
While stocks last
£12

12.90
58.00
116.00

Printer Packs

Swift 200

& paper

1-14Mram, 8 channel sound

Deskjet Colour

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E

with cable

1 6MHz 32bit CPU, 1.44M floppy,

0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

£155

90C Colour

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK

1 Mram No HD

£12.90

Special price LZ/.uU

Atari STE's

Falcon

5.88
6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
21.86
39.60
94.88
379.53

40x3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock...

5.49
7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Prices include VAT cable & paper

LC24100 Mono 24pin .... 175
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249

Happy Mouse

Prices include VAT cable & paper

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.

True Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £14.90

Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8%
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking.
Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11.75

for Atari ST &Amiga £14.90
Naksha Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga

with house & mat

pn<

r- r\

L^ ' •ov-'

Golden Image Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £1 3.90

UJESErVE

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with new touch up software

£109

Best for service

Phone for our 70 page catalogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UleServie
63

Largeritems delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P0169UW

Tel: 0705 647000

Telephone 0705 647000
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FLOPTICAL DRIVE
Something wonderful has hap
pened in the world of data stor
age. Ladbroke Computing Inter
national have created a drive by
mixing the traditional magnetic
technology used in conventional
floppy drives with the speed
and efficiency of optical drives.
The result of this combination is

the floptical drive.
It works just like a standard
floppy drive - you can use 720K dou
ble-density disks, 1.44MByte highdensity disks and 21 MByte
floptical disks.
Reading and writing data

don't have a hard drive then you can
use the installation program provided

disk in under five minutes and you
can backup a 100MByte hard drive
for example, onto five floptical disks.

the Atari ACSI socket, which makes it

a lot cheaper.
Setting up the drive is simple.
Plug the Link into the SCSI port on

to install the ICD boot software. One

Practicalities

the drive and connect the DMA lead

the

This particular version doesn't have
the internal host adaptor which the
older floptical drives had in order to
convert the signal data from your ST's
DMA ACSI port to the SCSI signals,
now they use the ICD Link instead.
Consequently, the drive simply has an

between the Link and your ST. That's
it. Next you either have to install the
ICD software on your hard drive, or if
you only have floppy drives, boot the
Link software disk. This automatically
finds the ICD adaptor and the flopti
cal drive and enables you to access
the drive from the Desktop. If you

boots or the drive is not initialised on

external SCSI connection rather than

small quibble, you must have a disk in
drive when

the

ICD

software

the Desktop.
All in all though, this is a good
value system for keeping all your data
together - wonderful stuff.
CLIVE PARKER

Floptical
drive
£399 Ladbroke Computing

to disk is slower than with a

International » 0772 203166

hard drive, but significantly
faster than reading a floppy
disk. The floptical system is a
good alternative to a hard drive,
although the initial cost is quite
high, adding extra storage
capacity costs just over £1 per
MByte - extra 21MByte disks

Highs:
I Simple hard drive back-up,
convenient, easy to add extra
capacity.
Lows:

I Expensive, large, slower than
a hard drive.

What else?

I Power Optical drive,

cost £24.95 each. As an addi

£999 Power

tion to a hard drive system, the
floptical is an ideal backup; you

Computing • 0234
843388 which uses

can copy 20MBytes of data to a

128MByte disks. The

drive is not compatible

• The Ladbroke DataPulse

with the Link but works with

Floptical Drive and ICD Link -

the ICDAdSCSI host adaptor.

it's big, square and
works perfectly.

VGA MONO MONITOR
For quite a while now, finding a
high res monitor for your ST has

been harder than successfully
completing

Llamatron

at

the

does not have a speaker system builtin. This is because PC-contemptibles
tend to make their various squawks
and squeaks from the computer itself

key clicks and the system bell. Also
provided is a 2.5mm jack socket so a
link can be made with external speak
ers. Ifyou want to buy some speakers

and not from the monitor.

with the monitor, then Ladbroke can

first attempt. Luckily though,
there are a few companies who
are filling the gap with their
own, third party, offerings.

tiny amplifier and speaker into the
monitor casing, Ladbroke have put a

Ladbroke have used the Trust

little sounder into the interface plug

MM-100 14 inch mono monitor. The

on the monitor lead. This, although
very quiet, is just enough to register

only problem is that the monitor

Rather than trying to build a

supply them for £14.95.
The front panel controls are lim

ited to the usual contrast and bright
ness controls and a power switch. At
the rear are controls for picture
height and horizontal positioning.
The display is a delight. The
screen area is significantly big
ger than the one on the Atari
SMI 24 and it is beautifully flat.
Regardless of how you set the
controls you cannot completely
rid yourself of the black borders,
but with the large viewing area
already available, this shouldn't
be a problem.
We used the monitor for long
periods and found it to be very
easy on the eyes, something
well-worth considering if you're
thinking of buying one. The dis
play is slightly off-white, com•

Ladbroke's new VGA mono

monitor. The enhanced screen

pared to an SM124, but the effect is
very pleasing.
Verdict

If you're tired of waiting for the next
Atari high resolution monitor then
you're unlikely to be disappointed

with this one. The build quality is
good, the picture is as clear as you
could ever wish it to be and the price
is competitive.
ANDY CURTIS

Mono
monitor
£139.99 Ladbroke Computing
International v 0772 203166

Highs
~l Excellent flat display, good
value for money.
Lows

I No in-builtspeaker system.
What else?
•

VGA mono monitor from

Casteiner, £149,
•a 081 365 1151,

STF Rating: 72%.
Exactly the same

size makes it a joy to use

monitor but with a

and is easy on your eyes

tiny amplifier and
speaker installed.

especially when compared to

Vr

J?.
'

f>

the Atari's SM124/5.
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MASTERCLASS

SPECTRUM

512

CREATE A RIOT OF
COLOUR
Get yourself the right tool and
create real masterpieces.
Clive Parker shows you how

What, no

Disk

-^^rr^aoe^Looraeraailable

GST

1? manuals available for

Ul£15
haveincluding
*Pff0"5J4?and
packaging.
Posta^\0..ta, order payable
Make your cheque °rPost

to GST Software pic and^

^x to

^^

^480 4^^ credit card order,

I

n terms of its colour capabili
ties Spectrum 512 is, without
doubt, the finest paint pro

gram available for your ST. With its
unique ability to display up to 48
colours per scan line you can cre
ate stunning, almost photo-realistic
512 colour pictures. That's why we
gave it to you on Cover Disk 38.
In the Cover Disk pages of
that issue we told you about the
basic functions of the program and
how to access the various modes

™. and functions. Now we're going
t to show you how to use some

I of the advanced features of the
program to their best effect.
While the normal functions of

Spectrum 512 are similar to any
other paint package's - draw

ing, brushes, polygons and fills
are all pretty much standard
fare - Spectrum 512 has its own
unique functions which need
deeper investigation and expla
nation. The most important of
these being the colour options.

• At first glance the custom palette
looks exactly the same as usual, but
the colours at the top of the colour

bar are picked one by one from the
colour matrix.

button. The colour matrix

hexa

gons appear in the lower half of the
screen and the custom palette is
displayed down each side of the
screen: the top colour bar in the
custom palette is flashing. Using
the up and down cursor keys
moves the flashing colour bar up
and down the custom palette col
umn enabling you to insert colours
- right-clicking on any colour in the
matrix adds it to your customised
palette. You can add up to 196
colours to the custom palette by

• Scanning pictures in and then
colouring them using the
customised palette is one of the
most effective ways of

getting good results quickly.

Creating your own
customised palette

doing this. Pressing <Return> at
any point takes you back to the

When you are drawing a pic
ture in Spectrum 512 finding

main screen.

rect colour from the column, <Esc>

matrix hexagons can be a bit con

clears the entire palette and the

fusing at times - after all, there are
512 colours to pick from. This is
where creating customised palettes

the palette enabling you to sepa
rate groups of colours. Colours can

comes in handy.
To create a custom palette
move the mouse pointer to the
lower half of the screen and press
<Alternate> and the right mouse

• A slightly different (some would say
more interesting) example of using a
scanned picture - check out the colouring
used to highlight the texture of the leather.

<Backspace> deletes an incor

the exact shade from the colour

Spacebar inserts a black bar into

also

be

added

to

the

custom

palette by entering their RGB code
on the keypad. You can save your

custom palettes to disk and then
use them later.

Twice around the block and back

(•ST

• In this first picture we can see the Detroit

• ...and by ignoring the local planning laws we

• By nipping around the solar system we can

skyline near sunset. It sure is pretty...

can add as many extra buildings as we like.

construct a typical low budget sci-fi film scene.
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COLOURS
Spectrum S12's strength lies in its

The Metidip hills at moonrise

colour editing tools...
Edit Colour works in a different way to the
normal colour commands in Spectrum SI2, it
is used to change the colours in your picture
from

one shade or hue to another, either

globally

or

individually.

The

Edit

Colour

options are very powerful and completely
change the look of a picture, whether you are
simply changing a single colour in the
palette, changing all the colours or adjusting
the overall colour saturation of the picture.
To use these commands select Edit Colour

from the main menu bar, a sub-menu appears
with 16 separate options, each of which can
be selected with the left or right mouse but
ton. The left and right mouse click options
select between local or global use and local
selection is applied with the airbrush.

B

Jsing a handy picture of the Mendip

K ... by increasing the amount of red

§jj present. To do this all you have to do fa

hills at moonrise sketched on a pocket

fSBfifftS click in the All option of th& Edit Co tout

ST (oh, sure!), we decided to adjust the
hue of the entire picture...

menu beneath R+.

. LUMIN ALL: Increases or decreases

J the total brightness of the picture by
sting the red, green and blue levels
ually. Lumin Some, on the other hand,

is identical to Lumin All except that
only the colours in your custom palette

il3HT-LCCFL msraeiH

are altered.

w&m=m.

CHANGE ONE: Used to replace a colour in the

A night out with the Chippendales

J custom palette - all occurrences of the colour in
the picture are replaced With the new colour. Select
the replacement colour from the palette and press
<Return>, the picture is then processed. Change
Many swaps the custom palette's first colour with the
second colour, the third with the fourth and so on.

All colour pairs are swapped in this way. <Return>
takes you back to your picture.
HUE ALL: Enables you to change the amount of

red, green or blue in your picture by selecting
the + or - symbols. The effect takes place at once.
Hue Some is the same as Hue All except that only the
colours in the custom palette are altered.

Graduated fills

Graduated fills' is another powerful
function of Spectrum 512, enabling

is muscular torso has far too high a
vet of red, using the local option of

delic patterns or
outrageously multi
coloured solid back

Hue All using -R we can paint out an
area of red...

you to create a smooth gradient of

grounds.

colours between any two or more
colours on the screen. The gradi

to create a crazy background:

Follow these three easy steps

poor hero is left with an unhealthy
looking blue-grey patch on his back.
Time to get out the fake tan!

the <Control> key while you draw

Go to one of the single colour
drawing functions, select a

tion of the block functions, an area

Select the Block option from

out and fix your box where the fill
will take place - do this with the left
mouse button. After you have fixed

of the screen is defined in a similar

the menu bar and then either

the box, release the <Control> key.

way as the block function. These

select the Pic to Pic or the Pic to

fills can be used to create psyche

Buf options. Now press and hold

ent fill routine runs as a sub-sec

... leaving the other colours. Now our

The custom palette is then auto
matically selected.

colour from the custom menu and

draw inside your fill area. Press
<Enter> on the keypad to fix the
colour. Repeat for any other

colours you want to use in your fill.
Press <(> for solid gradient fill, <)>
for an airbrushed fill and <.> for a

GETTING ALL YOUR CHIPS IN SYNC
Spectrum 512 needs your ST's various
chips to be perfectly synchronised so
that the program can display the S12

Spectrum 512 working disk in the drive and turn on
your ST. After a few seconds the screen turns black
with a series of vertical red bars, and then switches

colours on-screen at the same time

to the Desktop. This means that your ST is now
synchronised and you can run Spectrum S12 with

Your ST is not always going to be in perfect sync

out any problems. If the bars are not vertical then
you need to turn off your machine for about 20 sec
onds and then boot again.
Because the Sync program checks whether your
ST is in synchronisation, it can be run from the

after it boots up, normally this does not matter and

all your software runs OK, but Spectrum pictures
tend to be garbled with incorrect colours scattered

across the screen. If this happens you must use a
utility program called Sync which is in the Auto
folder of your Spectrum SI2 disk.
To use Sync is simple. You've got to run it
when your ST is first switched on to be effective, a
normal reset does not work properly, so place your

Desktop to see if your machine is OK after running
other software, it cannot change the synchronisa
tion from the Desktop. Again, if the bars are
straight then the machine is in sync, if not then
reboot with Sync.

dithered fill.

Enter ail these com

mands on the keypad, not the main
keyboard. A full screen takes about

25 minutes to generate, pressing
the <Alternate> key while selecting
the type of fill results in a rough fill
-

here the screen takes about 45

seconds to be generated.
S T h e three gradient fill modes
result in three distinctly dif
ferent results, solid gives a banding
effect with solid blocks of colour,
airbrush gives a smoother result
while dithered mode results in the

smoothest graduation of blends.
With experimentation excellent
results can be obtained, s t f
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20 AIRBUS...
20 AIRBUS USA
20 AIRBUS APPROACH TRAINER
*C

_
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ST

AMIQA

20.90
25.65
....25.55
2555
TBA

20.00
.25.55
.26.56
25.65
TBA

24.05

JWA
TBA
N/A

ANDONED PLACES 2
IEN3
IEN BREED SPECIAL EDITION VZ

lUATICGAMES (JAMES POND)
CAMS FAMILY
1 BUCKS

N/A
N/A
N/A
JBA
N/A
639
17.05

25.05
12.05
12.05
1855
35.95
8.00
17.05

24.05

MACDONALDS LAND

17.05

17.05

24.95
TBA
0.86

MAUPITI ISLAND.
.
MEGA SPORTS
MICROPROSE FROM 1 GRAND PRIX

.NLA
16.05
22.06

15.05
16.05
22.06

MICROPROSE GOLF.

22.06

22.05

MONKEY ISLAND 1
MONKEY ISLAND 2 1 MEG

17.95
N/A

17.06
23.95

17.06

17.05
17.05
20.95

1 SUPPORT (PSYGNOSIS)

10.95

10.95

NICK FALDO'SCHAMPIONSHIPGOLF

IBERMOON
CENT ART OF WAR IN THE SKIES
OCALYPSE
ABIAN KNIGHTS
CHER MACLEANS POOL

TBA
TBA
TBA
N/A
17.96

.TBA
TBA
.TBA
17.99
1755

NICKY BOOM
NIGEL MANSEaS WORLD CHAMP.
NIGEL MANSELLS DITT01200 VERSION..
NO SECOND PRIZE...
NODDY'S PLAYTIME

ISENAL

17.95

17.95

N/A
-.N/A
23.89
17.96

25.95
17.05
23.00
17.05

HES OF EMPIRE
SASSIN
7
:K1D
RDS CONSTRUCTION

T2
TTLE ISLE DATA DISK
TTLE TOADS

-

_.
_

P1NBALL FANTASIES

PIRACY
PERFECT GENERAL

N/A
17.85

13.06
17.05

PERFECT GENERAL DATADISK
POPULOUS & PROMISED LANDS

N/A

17.05

POPULOUS 2 PLUS...

N/A
N/A
N/A
19.95
24.95

22.50
1755
10.06
18.86
24.85

N/A

-19.99

PUSHOVER(PUZZLE)
PUTTY
PSYCHOS SOCCER SELECTION COMP
RAILROAD TYCOON
RAMPART
REACHFOR THE SKIES
RISKY WOODS
ROAD RASH

19.05
14.00
18.95
19.95
1205

ROBOCOP 3

£0.05
24.05

TBA

16.95

'ROOUEST2
REDGUNS

n/a
n/a

N/A

NLA

17.95
£055
N/A
17.85

STORYLINE 1814-1818
X3K1IMEG . . . _ . ...

SaNSMTADISK
N/A
DIANA JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS ADV.... N/A
TETOIATIONaL RUGBY CHALLENGE
-N/A

TERNATIONAL 8PORTSCHALLENGE
HAR2
. .
IEMAC CAVEMAN NINJA
WNBArWESFOOrBALL

19.96
TBA
N/A
17.05
N/A

IHNMADDENS AMERICAN FOOTY

iG

N/A

OK OFF 2FINAL WHISTLE DATA

.N/A

-jiN/a

SSJSSET"6 SKY

ROMEAD
SABRE TEAM 1 MEG
SCRABBLE2
SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93 ISSUE 2
17.95 SHADOWWORLDS 1 MEG
10.99 SHADOWOFTHE BEAST 3
19.09 SILENT SERVICE 21 MEG
24.85 SIM EARTH
50.85 SIM ANT 1 MEG
1756 SIM CITY/POPULOUS
.20.85 SIMCITY DELUXE
TBA SINK OR SWIM
20.85 SLEEPWALKER 1200VERSION

??US

-

ADI ENGUSH 11/12.12/13-13/14-14/16

18.95

N/A

23.95

N/A
11.90

16.99
11.99

.24.95

24.95

1156
N/A
17.85
-17.95
10.85

11.05
20.95
17.85
1755
19.95
19.06

17.96
17.05
.20.95
2455
17.95
20.96
17.06
19.95

17.05

.N/A
.NLA
.TBA
17.95

17.05
19.80
1755
TBA
17.85

17.95
N/A
£2.95

17.96
10.96
22.95

N/A
J*A
19.85
N/A
N/A
N/A

29.85
24.95
18.05

16.86 TVSPORTS BASEBALL

n.e5 universal monsters
11.95 vikings field of conquest
13.86 WALKER

£4.99 WAR INTHE GULF

.1755 WAXWORKS
.20.85 WEEN

N/A

.N/A

N/A
18.95
19.95
N/A
.N/A
,655
N/A
17.85
17.86
--N/A

17.95
n/a

18.86

-19.98

£4.05 WESTERNFRONT
17.95 WHENTWOWORLDS WAR

N/A
£059
N(A
19.99

24.85 W1Z KID

*™5

14.99 WtNQ COMMANDER GREAT ON 1200
--••—•••,•
1755 WORLD CLASS CRICKET (GOOCHES)
16.96
TBA
17.05
17.96

.N/A
18.96

A D I JUNIOR READING4/5 -6/7
A D IJUNIORCOUNTING 4/5 - 6/7
ADI FRENCH 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15
EASY AMOS

14.99
14.99
1750
N/A

14.99
14.88
17.50
£4.95

-

IGEND OF KYRANDIA

'..' ....

rTHAL
JTHAL WEAPON
WEAPON

..

-17.95
.13.99

17.05

EMMINGS DOUBLE RACK SPECIAL
IMMINGS 2 THE TRIBES

19.95
19.95

N/A
N/A

6.88
6.89
16.85 16.95
16.95... 16 95
16.95 16.95
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

49.99

N/A

02.95

N/A
39.95
N/A
74 85
N/A—179.85
N/A
89.95
N/A—145.95
N/A—159.95

_

17.85 ART EXPRESSIONS
17.86 XCAD2000

17.05
17.95
17.95

_.

N/A....15455
N/A—110.00

jEuiBir jBuraxBinrs
ST
AMIGA
N/A..
N/A..
6598.98.

BATTLEHAWKS 1842
BATTLE SQUADRON

1259N/A..

BUDOKAN

M1 TANK PLATOON
MAGICLAND DIZZY
MANCHESTER UNITED
MANIAC MANSIONS
MIDWINTER...
OPERATION STEALTH

1389

.13.09

mtxmc6ma^sii^ZZZZZZZ'.'~Z.jv^.
FALCON FIRE FIGHT

8.99-

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE

15.99.

FUN SCHOOL 2 UNDER 6
FUN SCHOOL 2 66 YEARS
FUN SCHOOL 2 6* YEARS
HEAD OVER HEELS
HERO QUEST
IK*„

699.
559.
659..
5.99..
—8.89-

6.09

6.99

659
6.99
11.99

550
5.88
1159

PRINCE OF PERSIA
RAINBOW ISLANDS

.7.98
6.89

7.99
6.99

SIMPSONS
SOCCER PINBALL
SHOOT EM UP CON. KIT
SUPERCARS2
SWITCHBLADE2
SWORD OF SUDAN
THE PLAGUE
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

8.89 .....8.99
N/A
6.09
8.99
8.99
559
559
8.99—699
N/A
8.99
N/A
6.99
4.99
4.99
.7.99
7.89

ULTIMATE GOLF

INDIANAJONES LAST CRUSADE (ARCADE)

INDIANA JONESLASTCRUSADE (ADVEN.)

JACK N GOLF
JAMES POND

_

698

659

13.99

-.

13.9
7.99
8.99
11.99
11.99
13.99

PANZER KICK BOXING
PICnONARY
PIRATES

659..
659.
8.99- ...8.99
16.99- .15.99

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
RM—OON

1359
7.99
659
1159
11.98
13.09

PANG

-,-N/A.

DIZZY YOLKFOLK
EDO THE DUCK 2
F16 COMBAT PILOT

859

WHITE SHARKS

13.99

689
5.98
6.99—5.99

550

N/A

WORLD CHAMP. BOXING MANAGER

WORLD CRICKETZACMCKRACKEN

8.99

659

.6.89

699
12.99

.6.89
1259

SPECIAL OFFER BUY ANY S BUDGET GAMES AND CHOOSE 1 OTHER AT UP TO £8.99 AT NO CHARGE, OR
BUY ANY 4 BUDGET GAMES AND TAKE A FURTHER DISCOUNT OF £250 FROM THE TOTAL PRICE. WITH ANY
F ONLY £1.50

(C(DMipn]LAirii(DFr^
THE GREATEST.
PROBABLY THE BEST PACK EVERIII

superhghteh

final fight, wwf wrestlemania
and pitfighter.
three amazing games only £17.95

JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER. LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS
AND DUNE. DUNE AMIGA SHUTTLE ST. GREAT PRICE
£22.99 JIMMY WHITE'S STILL

SPORTS MASTER

PGA TOUR GOLF, INDY 500, EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP
1992 AND ADVANTAGE TENNIS.

13.96

A FANTASTIC COLLECTION AMIGA ONLY, NICE ONE FOR

13.95

17.06
18.95
19.95
1955
.TBA
6.95
14.99
17.86
17.85
17.95

INTHECHARTSII
RAVING MADI1

1200 ONLY £20.85

RODLAND, ROBOCOO (JAMES POND 2)

THE DIZZY COLLECTION

ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.85

AND MEGA TWINS.

FAST FOOD, KWTX SNAX, FANTASY WORLD DIZZY,
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY, MAGICLAND DIZZY.

BIGBOX2

FIVE GOOD GAMES ONLY £16.95

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3, THE REAL GHOST BUSTERS,
R TYPE, SINBAD. IK+, ARMALYTE,

DIZZY PRINCE OF THE YOKEFOLK, SPELLBOUND DIZZY,
BUBBLE DEZY, RANK DIZZY, QUICK SNAX GOOD FOR

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL, BOMBUZAL,
DEFENDER OF THE EARTH AND SHANGHAI

(MAIYONG ONLY ON AMIGA)

17.86
18.0s

THE YOUNGER ONESI ONLY £16.95

18.06

19.99

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, GAZZAS SOCCER,

£4.95
£0.88

MICROPROSE SOCCER AND

TOP LEAGUE

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, WORLD CUP EDITION

SPEEDBALL 2, RICK DANGEROUS 2. MIDWINTER,

FOUR GAMES ONLY £10.98

FALCON AND TV SPORTS FOOTBALL.

BIG COMP FOR ONLY £18.85
GREAT VALUE ST/AMIGA

SOCCER MAMA

£0.85
19.89

15.00
]JJ»
19.96

STRATEGY MASTERS

AMIGA ONLY GREAT COMP.

•DEUTEROUS. POPULOUS, HUNTER, SPIRIT OF

GREAT PRICE ONLY £14.99. UMfTED STOCK FIRST
COME FIRST SERVED TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.

EXCAUBUR AND CHESS PIAYER 2150.
ALL FIVE GAMES FOR ONLY £21.96

"DEUTEROUS ONLY ST, BATTLEMASTER ON AMIGA

TRIPLE PACK1

REALMS. PIRATES, WONDERLAND. POPULOUS 1 AND

DEUTEROUS, BATTLE VALLEY AND HAMMERBOY
ONLY £10.99. AMIGA ONLY + OK, FIRST TIME THAT

MEGALOMANIA GREAT COMP. ONLY £23,85

DEUTEROUS HAS WORKED ON THE AMIGA+II

gom„ ,0 pI|nt tut W|u b8 despatched within 24 hours of

VOLUME ICrHEBrrMA? BROS)

'5 pieasetelephone for anytitles notshown as we cannot show

-£4.96

_

688 ATTACK SUB
4THN INCHES
ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE SIM
APACHE
-

^m all titles mailable. Alf titles can beput on back order.

N/A

:£S55
17.06

KINDWORDSV3
SCALA 500
_
SCALAPRO
FINAL COPY 2
ART DEFT PRO 2
MORPH PLUS

N/A....64.95

MICKEY JIGSAW
MICKEY MEMORY CHALLENGE

..9.96 n^ge, subject toavailability. Please telephone tocheck.

5.99

1756

;GEND

aENDOFVALOUR
^THALJOCESS

54.95
44.85
64.88
17.95
19.95
17.85
17.95

DELUXEPAINT 4 AA 1200VERSION

!us1y^pWi^1S6uSE :::::.:::.:::::::::::.3« IIS eSS?"*we have never debited aVisa card yet lor goods
iSER SQUAD 2

N/A
44.95
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.N/A

N/A
45.05
.N/A—12865
N/A
64.95

.48.95
17.95
17 95

6.9

THE TIMES CROSSWORDS
FUNSCHOOL4 (UNDER5)
FUNSCHOOL4 (5 - 7)
FUNSCHOOL4 (7 - 11)
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL PAINT& CREATE
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL SPELLING FAIR
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL MERUNS MATHS
OFFICEGOLD(UK)RR £129.00
WORDSWORTH 1.1

DELUXE VIDEO 3

WWF
_._.
-658
..8.99
..17.86
17.85
WWFEUROPEAN RAMPAGE
ZOOL(ITRIVALS SONIC) 1 MEG
17.05
17.95
ZOOLA1200 VERSION A GREMLIN 1STIII
N»
17.95
17.95 PLEASE NOTE: Soma tfflos may not bo released at time of

£055

17.50 THE SUN CROSSWORDS

HOMEACCOUNTS2
HOME OFFICE DELUXE Inc Klndwords :i
KIXPIX
MAVIS BEACON V2
MICKEY 123
MICKEY ABC

£6.05
17.95
£0.50
£0.05 SLEEPWALKER ST IS STE 1 MEG ONLY
.£050
£0.50
£4.95 SPACECRUSADEVOYAGE BEYONDEXP.
.9.95
5.95
19.95 SPACECRUSADEVOYAGESTANDALONE
17.05
17.05
19.95 SPECIAL FORCES
22.95
13.05
£0.55 SPORTS MASTERS (COMP)
N/A
£0.95
£2.95 STREET FIGHTER21 MEG
17.99
17.98
1155
19.85 STRIKE FLEET
11.85
.TBA SUN CROSSWORDS
8.95
6.95
£4.95 SUPERFROG
N/A
17.96
17.95 SUPERTETRIS
.....17.96......17.85
15.99 SUPER-HERO
1959
19.89

19.88 TVSPORTS BOXING _

17.50

AMOS PRO
CLARITY 16 (16 BIT SAMPLER)
DELUXE PAINT 4

17.95

18.86

17,86
~..NYA
£0.95
.24.95
17.95
20.95
N/A
18.95

N/A
17.95
N/A

A D I MATHS 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15

19.95

.N/A

N/A

PROPHECY

1695
16.96 TEARAWAY THOMAS
24.95
18.95 TEAMYANKEE 2 (PACIFIC ISLANDS)
'755
17.85 THE GAMES JESRANIA '82)
19.95 ... 18.95 THE HUMANS
17.95
1755 THEHUMANS 2
N/A
23.95 TIMESCROSSWORDS
10.86
19.95 TOP LEAGUE SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER
19.95
10.96 TRODDLER8
NLA
17.85 TROLLS
N/A £2.85 UGH
-~.

iRPOON EDITOR (NOT PLUS)

-

PROJECTX1MEG

10.85

13.86
17.95
17.06
17.95
.23.65
19.95
17.88
17.05

19.85
.N/A
N/A
N/A
1955
TBA
£4.95
N/A
15.99

'iMDALLIMEcT.

POPULOUS 2 CHALLENGE
PREMIER 1 MEG
PREMIER MANAGER
PREMIER MANAGER 2
PRIME MOVER

10.95

Id MEG
ODUS3010
E OFTHE BEHOLDER
E OF THE BEHOLDER2 1 MEG
EOFTHE STORM
PREM.LEAGUE FOOTBALL
LCON3
DEFORCE
1EHAWK

Spoon battle set 3
Spoon battle set 4

N/A

-

1356
17.95
17.05
-_.N/A
23.55
19.05
17.08
1755
1955

JoTBALLBOSS

22.95

20.96

14.99
18.05
N/A
12.95
N/A
10.80
TBA
£4.95
N/A
1756
20.96
N/A
20.95

IOTBALL MANAGER 3
nBALEFFECT
JBUNS
'.
5BUNS2 1MEC?
WHAM TAYLORS FOOTBALL CHALLENGE
JNSMP2000
jYSpy
INDOFST JAMES
(RLEQUIN
IRPOON V2 WITH BATTLE SET 2

N/A

N/A .......15.95
N/A
10.95
N/A
1285
N/A
16.06

20.05

IEEPERS

ASHBACK (ANOTHER WORLD 2)

NOVA 0 1 MEG
PAPERBOY 2
PGA TOUR GOLF + DATA DISK
PGA TOUR DATA DISK
PINBALL DREAMS

.24.96

[YSTALKINGDOM DIZZY
IUISE FOR A CORPSE
BERSPACE
3ENERATION
flKMERE
laCATTACK
SERTSTRIKE
.RKSEED
)M!NIUM
X>DLEBUGINGEON MASTER* CHAOS
INE2
NABLASTER/BOMBERMAN

WGONSLAIR 3 „
ITE2 (FRONTIER)

17.96
19.05
10.06
17.05
17.95

N/A

PtfVE2
STLES

STIES DATA OISK
IAMPK5NSHIPMANAGER S3
IAOS ENGINE
IUCKROCK 2 SON OF CHUCK.
/IUSATION 1 MEG
IMBAT AIR PATROLIOLWORLD
IEATURES

24.05

N/A

AVERS

TO OF PREY 1 MEG
IDYBLOW8
ISHBUCK
ESAR
_
MR4JGN

N/A
17.96
19.95
N/A
NLA
17.95

24.85

TTLE ISLE

ST AMIQA MINIOFFICE
...S2.95
3255 NODDY'S PLAYTIME
17.50
17.50 PLAYROOM

3D CONST KIT 2..

UNKS H/D ONLY
UNKS FIRESTONE DATADISK
UNKS BOUNTIFUL DATADISK.
UONHEART
LOST TREASURES OF INFOCOM
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
LOTUS 3 THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

17.96
20.06

MATTERS.. ^•MOST!

TWPLEPACK2

XENON, CADAVER AND SPEEDBALL 2

HUNTER, SECONDS OUT BOXING AND LANCASTER

ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.85

ONLY £10.99. AMIGA ONLY t OK

ST OWNERS: We know the problems you are having at the

£655 moment obtaining software andwe areconcerned.We will try
17.95 to obtain anystJe thatyoumayrequire, Just ask.We will still
17.95 supportthe ST to the beatof ourability.

...19.95
...19.95

CRUISER(BLACK)

-

NAVIGATOR

12.50

SPEEDKING AUTOFIRE

9.50

ZIP STICK SUPERPRO
FREEWHEEL STEERING WHEEL
SPEEDKING ANALOGUE AMIGA

1250
£6.89
£6.99

QUICKSHOT INTRUDER 1

£2.89

QUICKSHOT MAVERICK 1M
QUICKSHOT MAVERICK 3 MEGA DRIVE

12.99
13.99

QUICKJOY FOOTPEDAL
MANTA RAY AUTOFIRE GOOD HANDHELD
MOUSE ST/AMIGA GOOD REPLACEMENT
1 MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 600
1 MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 500+
512K UPGRADE AMIGA WITH CLOCK
80 CAP DISK BOX
DUST COVER 8833 MK 1 & 2 MONROR
DUST COVER AMIGA 500 OR 600 OR 1200

£0.9
9.50
13.99
48.88
46.89
£7.99
9.50
6.99
4.98

fMSSffi!E£aiSS^£MiMlji2ffinflffi__»«™_

tEDIT CARDS DEBITED ONLY ON DAY OF DESPATCH. Tel: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 Fox: 071 610 11
RFORM

13 EI [EH

e supply me with the following for

..Valid from:

Please charge my Access/Visa No:
Date

Business hours

10am-5pm

Name

Price

Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order hotline:

Address-

071 381-8998

Postcode..
Add P & P

Expiry date:.

Please make cheques & PO payable to RUBYSOFT. Credit card orders
cashed only on despatch. (Please note we do not make any charge for
credit card orders). Please add £1.00 P&P per item, 75p P&P per Item for
orders under £10.00. All joysticks £1.00 P&Peach. £3.75 per item for all
Europe, and all other countries £4.75 per item. BFPO please add £1.50 per
item. All items are subject lo availability. All prices subject to change or
manufacturers price reviews without notice. E&OE. Please note mail order
companies may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of orders.
Please allow forcheque clearance. (Dept STF July '93)

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

Tel.

'

1

HUBYSOFT
o

tjcSESs^

o

LILL

HAMM ERSMITr

o

T-

RUBYSOFT (Dept STF), 96 Lillie Road, London SW6 7SR. England Tel: 071 381 8998 or: 071 610 1703. Fax: 071 610 1703
'cnuc

cuno

DDircc

\a/h

i

nicccp

jk

File

Edit HjJ^f^.ia STalker

TEXT

WilJiMM'l'liWiniillMi

EDITOR

REVIEW!

UGh Mono Mom ...

MACHINE:

ALL ST'Sr

PRICEi £139.99
FROM: LADBROKE CI
CONTACT: 8772 28.

Accessory Buffer Size £32-999) I 32|_ K
Drive to

use

for

Clipboard

Point size for display
ST

has

been

STalker to

The

connunicate with)

Uindow/ACC Title Prefix
Ladbroke's

ha..

.

I

problen is that '
in,

This

fron

is

becai

9_

• You can customise the basic settings

into

,1

uk

I

STALKER

i STenol

—

OH

I Cancel I

jim HfBfur^rww tiiir Luwuut"!1 urn

Rather than truing to bui Id a tiny anpl

the noniti

"nlur

: C

fontt

const

Llanairon at

nonltor

tl

casing.

LaBbr-ok»'«

Imtt

out

a

tl

and

not

ier

and

I lttle

of STeno from the preferences option,
including the name of the version of
STalker you wish to link to.

STENOGRAPHER
What use is another tiny text
editor that doubles up as a

A handy little Accessory
Here's how to use Steno as a

Desk Accessory

useful Accessory? Clive Parker

Because STeno can be used as a Desk

is curious and checks it out

Accessory it is available from within
any GEM program that provides
access to the menu bar -

this is

while learning to use a new utility or
application. The normal menu
options for the program you are run
ning are retained at the top of the
screen, STeno provides its own menu

bar for drop-down menus within the
Accessory window, enabling you to

pretty handy if you need to make

access the full functions of the editor

notes or read a README document

at all times.

Just when you thought you'd seen
them all, out pops a new GEMbased text editor. Designed to

pointer down below the bottom
scroll bar and the text scrolls up and
is highlighted at the same time - this

communicate with their STalker 3

so much easier than the traditional

standard

comms program and be compatible
with their famous NeoDesk 3 replace
ment Desktop program, Gribnif Soft

(ST) method of setting start and end

paragraph formatting, document for
matting and the usual search, search

dard text display is set at 9 points.

All of the main block editing
options have been given keyboard
shortcuts - these are being standard

for next occurence and search and

easy to read display.
Printing is configured from the

ised in almost all new ST and Falcon

Preferences and printing

software packages. <Alternate> <X>,

The Options menu has a handy pref
erences function which enables you
to configure various system parame

ware have released STeno.

STeno works perfectly on the
entire Atari range, from the 520 ST to
the Falcon030, without any compati
bility problems at all. If you have a
0.5MByte ST, then you can run STeno
as a standard program from the
Desktop. If you have more memory
though, you can actually install STeno
as a Desk Accessory by placing
STENO.ACC and STENO.RSC in the

root directory of your normal boot
disk, STeno takes up about 55K of
RAM when installed as an Accessory.

block markers.

<Alternate> <C> and <Alternate> <V>

cut, copy and paste respectively, and
press <Alternate> for printing and
<Alternate> <S> for saving files.
The cutting and pasting func
tions are also compatible with the
Atari Clipboard
CPX module,
enabling you to transfer data
between different applications. Other
A

File

Edit

Options

What's so good about it?

editor

functions

include

replace options.

Tempus 2 and, being fully GEM-based
is much easier to use. Highlighting
blocks of text which are larger than
the screen area can show for cutting

and pasting is a breeze - simply place
the cursor at the start of the block

and press the left mouse button and
hold it down. Now drag the mouse

Using 10 points gives you a large,

File

ters. You can determine the maxi

mum text file size used by the Desk
Accessory by altering the buffer size any figure between 32K and 999K
can be allocated, memory permitting.
The size of the text is adjustable up to
a maximum of 20 points on a

STalker
STeno: UGflJ10N.TXT

STeno is fast, it's almost as fast as

medium resolution monitor, the stan

Monitor. Rattier than trying to build a tiny anplifier and speaker into
the nonitor casing, Ladbroke's have put a tiny little sounder into the
interface plug on the nonitor lead. This, although very quiet, is just

[enough to register key clicks and the systen bell. Also provided is a
2,5nn jack socket to enable a link to be nade Hith external powered
speakers, If you wish to purchase sone speakers with the nonitor then

Ladbroke's Hill supply the necessary for just £14.35. Front panel
controls are United to contrast, brightness and a power switch, lit
'"lis for picture height and horizontal

Extras with r

menu.

Because

there

are

Ifyou want to set your printer for ital
ics or bold printing, this is where you
enter the code specified in your
printer manual.
Other texty options that you
can set are the left margin width,
lines per page (normally 66 for A4
sheets), setting of form feeds and line
feeds and the facility to print the doc
ument title and page number on
every sheet. Another feature of STeno
often not found in full-priced word
processors is the ability to print blocks
of selected text, so you can scan a
large text file and just print the sec

tions you need.
STeno is a brilliantly designed
and easy to use text editor. If you
simply want to produce or edit stan
dard text files then there is really no
competition for this package, and at
£1 7.99 it is a genuine bargain, stf

If you use STeno as ait Accessory with NeoDesk, it
has extra functions available from the Desktop

• If your eyesight is not quite up to 20:20 standard
you can display the text you are editing at an

STeno

Enter the STeno filename into

easier to read 10 points.

£17.99 Compo Software

this from the new TOS 2.

the Accessories dialog box in

Desktop.

NeoDesk's
Set
Preferences
n,
.l. cr
menu option. Place the STeno
.. „ ,J
accessory icon on the Desktop,
..
„
..
.
save the configuration and
..
you can now access these

__
r^n
131
1—1
.
ging

extra features.

r—I You can print the ci

H

•a 0480 891819

„
. .
.
.
You can delete the f
...
within STeno by dr.
., _ , _ '
,
the NeoDesk Trash ic
. „

over the STeno icon,

You can run the STeno

L_l rent file withinn STeno
STeno by
dragging the printer
ir icon over
the STeno icon.

a

E Y o u can run STeno from

Files can be loaded into

over its icon. You can also do

STeno from

the keyboard by assign

ing it to a key.

Hard drive installable

..and STalker too
What do you get if you mix a little slice
of STeno with a slab of STalker?

DA by clicking on its
Desktop icon.
STeno by dragging them

no

options for text styling - this is just a
text editor after all - there is a printer
initialisation option where you enter
control codes relevant to your printer.

'

"

Well, using STeno with STalker installed as
a Desk Accessory enables STeno to be used
as a capture buffer when reading mes
sages while on-line. Text can also be sent

y|a SJalker to a BB$ from STen0w You pre-

pare your messages in advance in a single

text file, to transmit a particular message
you highlight it by dragging the text cur
sor over it with the mouse. Pressing <Alternate>
<Return> transmits the highlighted text.

Highs
Fast and easy to use.
Good editing functions
and printer support.
_ The text output is
r*

basic.

No auto styling
What else?

Tempus 2, £39.99,
HiSoft, •* 0525
718181. An excellent

ar
kV

and fast all round

editor, although a bit
difficult to use.

ISSUE

48

ST

FORMAT

*>

REVIEWS

SOFTWARE

DATALITE 2
Do you want more disk storage
space?

Can't

afford

another

hard drive or another 100 floppy
disks? Well, now you can almost
double the capacity of your hard
drive or floppy disks using
DataLite from HiSoft.

Datalite enables you to com
press data and double your ST's hard
drive capacity, a trick which is now a
common feature on PCs, with the lat

est version of MS-DOS (the PC's oper
ating system) having this function
built-in as standard.

So, how does it work?

DataLite is designed to work in two
ways. Firstly, it alters the structure of
a hard drive partition so that it is
capable of storing data in compressed
form - any data already on the parti
tion is unaffected by this process and
retains its original size. Secondly,
DataLite automatically compresses
any files saved or copied to the new
partition. The program can also for
mat floppy disks to the new standard,
so, in effect you can use 720K disks as
if they were high density disks.
Place the DataLife program in
the Auto folder of your boot disk and
place the DATALITE.ACC and DATAL-

ITE.SYS files in the root directory.
When you reset your machine, the
Auto program inserts the DataLite sys
tem software into memory and the
Desk Accessory enables you to access
all the functions of the program.
The main Accessory menu has
six functions, labelled parameter,
compression, presentation, cache,
format and drives. The parameter
function sets up the boot, BIOS para
meter

block

and

GEMDOS

• DataLite can even

compress files on
optical disks, here
we have optimised
a 40MByte partition
so that it can now

store 67MBytes of
data - a capacity
increase of 73%.

platform can actually double your
drive capacity, neither does DataLite.

dfree

On the hard drives we tested

functions. There's usually no need to
change any of these options from
their default settings. Compression
changes between several algorithms
is a trade-off between speed and size,
and the presentation function simply
alters the keyboard shortcuts.
The cache option is used to set
the amount of RAM used by DataLite

using Datalite gave us between 50%
and 67% extra storage space, eventu
ally converting a 128MByte drive into
a 211MByte drive. Initial transferring
of data to a compressed drive is quite
slow, but decompression of data
when running applications is a lot
faster and goes almost unnoticed.
We moved large quantities of

to store information, format enables

data

you to format floppies at normal or
compressed capacities (giving you
high density capabilities) and the dri
ves option take you to the main com
pression and optimisation routines.

compressed and normal drives - up
to 500 files at once - without any
problems whatsoever.
Paying £50 for this much
potential extra storage space is extra
ordinary value for money by any stan
dards. If you need the extra storage
space on your hard drive or on your
floppy disks, buy it.

All functions are dead easy to follow.
Verdict

DataLite does a very good job. No
compression program on any other

back

and

forth

between

Datalite 2
£49.95 HiSoft
^0525 718181

Hard drive installable

Highs
—Can almost double your
disk space.
Reasonably simple to set
up and install.
Lows

Optimising data on hard

the

drives can be a slow

process.

• Compressed floppies can not be
read by another ST

j

unless it is also run-

'>

•>

ning DataLite 2.
What else?
• Data Diet, from Double
Click, available from US

mail order companies.

CLIVE PARKER

• Using the label
dimensions menu, you
can define the label

printout routine so that
it matches the labels

There's nothing more frustrat
ing than wanting to send a let

ter to one of your old school
chums and then realising you've
lost their address. Have you ever

thought of giving up on those
elusive chewing gum wrappers
with all your addresses on, and

using your ST instead?
All your ST needs to stand in as
an excellent address book, is a good

database package. Address is the lat
est in a long line of economically
priced commercial software packages
from the ST Club, and its job is to
store, sort and print out all those
business and personal addresses
you've collected through the years.
When

you

start

moving

through the menu options you begin
to find functions which make Address

stand out of the crowd. Installing and
• This is where

OPPRESS

Fill.

ware along with comprehensive
instructions for using both the main
program and the Accessory.
Like the manual, Address is also

split into two separate sections. The
main Address program is the database
entry and label printing section of the
package where you enter and edit
your address files. The Accessory is
provided to enable you to access the
address information from within any
other GEM program, such as your
word processor or DTP package.
The handy extra features

The program is typical of the genre,
with standard GEM dialogs to enter
information by pointing and clicking,
sort and search, find and replace and

Print •iHUgJ.UJJl

all the action

takes place. OK,
so, it doesn't
look that

impressive but
Address is a

[Search flodgl

Repgat

very powerful
address
database.

!T

FORMAT

bort

Options ~~H«s-l>eti

find and delete. Drop-down GEM
menus provide access to all the main
functions of the program.
Unusually for this type of pro
gram though, you can define macros
for frequently used parts of addresses
or area dialling codes and then assign
them to the function keys. This fea
ture leads directly to the next major
plus point, a comprehensive label
printing feature perfectly suited for
producing mail shots.
The printing functions are split
into three sections; label printing,
envelope printing and telephone lists.
You can define all the main printing
functions, although any printer can
be used because the data is sent in

plain text form. Special features of
your particular printer can be trig
gered by entering commands in the
printer control code dialog box these are in your printer manual.
You can also define the label

I

OffOf]

you are using.

using the program is simple and the
two part manual provides full instruc
tions for using the installation soft

s * RET-tJ1 Lire

printing feature to suit the particular
requirements of your setup with an
excellent menu enabling you to enter
the exact dimensions of your labels.
CLIVE PARKER

ISSUE

48

Address
vl.6
£12.45 The ST Club
s

0602 410241

Hard drive installable

Highs
— Easy to install, easy to use
and easy to maintain.
Excellent printing
functions.

_ Modem dialling feature.
Lows

Accessory feature is
inaccessible from

non-GEM programs.

The Accessory

jt\

:'r

can run out of

memory if other
DAs are loaded.

w>

What else?
kV
— Address Book, from the
Public Domain, check out

the directory on page 94.
TLC Addbook, from the
Public Domain.

That's Address 2, £25.99,

coming soon from
Compo Software,
^0480 891819.

Analogic Computers (U.K.) Ltd

Unit 6 Ashwav Centre

Mon-Fri. 9am to 7pm Sat 9am to 5.30pm

Elm Crescent,

TEL: 081-546-9575

Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

FAX/TEL: 081 -541 -4671

/"A I M A"tl

T H E OFFICIAL A T A R I 1R E P A I R C E N T R E

COMPUTERS • PRINTERS
• MONITORS •

a

S

to
©

REPAIRS WITHOUT
DIAGNOSTIC FEES

3

O
>>

C

a

a
•s
c
a

£59.95

520/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE...
0

Fixed charges to save your valuable time wait
ing for quotation

[~7l Visit us for while-u-wait

'—' repairs at no extra charge

[7] Charges include nextday delivery bycourier

s

includingdelivery back
by courier service

e
•o
o

H71 Absolutely free diagnostics. Not even a penny

s

'—' charged if you decide to postpone repairs for your

'—' service

V
=

own personal reasons and no questions asked.

W \ Door to door service for pickup and delivery
\</\ All computers insured in transit

|v I 90days warranty

[7| Very fast turnaround

[71 Technical helpline 6days a week for all customers

o
if)

3

We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery

to us by Courier Service for only £5.00 + VAT

O

O
H

MEMORY UPGRADES

u
4-1

s

lid

a
O

MARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIAL XTRA-RAM DELUXE INSTALLERS

520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg
*£59.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg £89.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg
£139.95

520 STE to 1 Meg

*£17.95

520STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

*£59.95
*£114.95

h

EMULATORS and ACCELERATORS
PC Speed
AT Speed 8

£89.95
£134.95

AT Speed C16
AD Speed ST

£199.95
*£144,95
3

STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
520 STE Discovery Xtra Pack II
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack II

512k

1 Meg

2 Meg

4 Meg

4Meg +65 Meg Hard Drive

£224.95

£239.95
£274.95

£279.95
£334.95

£339.95
£394.95
POA

POA

-

Falcon 030

POA

-

-

STE TOS-SWITCHER

a

with Hardware Switch

Solderless DIY Kit
Just plug in and go

£29.95
!' -**-"' ";Vi:

Please ring for attractive dealer prices

MONITORS

ACCESSORIES and INTERFACES

Amitar High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

£129.95

STE/STFM Scart Lead

Atari SC1435 Colour Monitor

£219.95

STE/STFM Lead to Philips CM8833 ll£14.95

Philips CM8833 Mk II
POA
Philips 14" TV/Monitor (Designer Model) +Remote Control +Scart Cable £255.00
•Philips 15" TV/Monitor +Remote Control +Scart Cable (Model 3332)
£239.00
Philips 15" TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Model 2331)
£269.00

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power supplies with ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PRINTERS -

£39.95
£49,95

Philips CM8833 Dust Cover

£14.95 Squik Mouse

Lead

£14.95

Dust Cover

£4.95

£6.95 Mouse Mat

£4.95

Twin Joystick/Mouse Port extension
£5.95

10 Blank Sony Discs
Forget Me Clock

£9.95
£21.95

I DISK DRIVES
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive +Module.
1 Meg 3.5" Internal Drive

..£54.95
..£79.95
..£44.95

Please ring for Star, Citizen and HP range

• All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability
• Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive Replacement & Keyboard
• All prices subject to change without notice
• We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair
• Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance

E

VISA

lo

m-jM
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3D

ANIMATIONS

• Single
screens don't

do justice to
Chronos'

abilities, these
frames are
taken from an

animation of a

face slowly
appearing from
a flat surface.

You don't need a maths degree

• This fish
executes a

beautifully

to create fantastic 3D

smooth figure
of eight

animations, all you need
is a keyframe animator

passing right
through the

glass bowl,
much to the

bee's

If a picture

I

a

duce as many frames as memory per
mits. Each frame is highly compressed

thousand

so animations of hundreds of frames

is

worth

words,

then

Chronos

3D

must be worth a

small library. It's a
weighty
animation
program that takes a set
of 3D objects and sends them
spinning through space under your
control to produce impressively
smooth and flowing animations.
The actors in your creations
start life as wireframe 3D objects, you
add the camera and lights and sit
back in your canvas chair and start
directing. You can move, spin, squash
and send your objects where you
want. The camera and lights can also
move anywhere in the scene. You
then render the sequence ready for
its premier screening. You can pro

A

are possible. You can even play ani
mations straight from the hard drive
so you can direct huge sequences.

surprise.
There are 360

frames taking
up only about
480K.

complex sequences of movement can

be built up, even curved object paths
What it does

are

Chronos works by creating keyframes,
starting with the first frame, where
you position your objects and set
things up for the start of your anima

smoothness command.

possible

using

a

definable

Having defined the animation
it's time to set it rendering and pop
out for a cuppa. Chronos can render

tion. You then insert the number of

in monochrome, 16 colours or in 256

frames you want, at first each frame
holds a copy of the first frame. You

colours if you have a TT. It also sup
ports the ISAC and Matrix graphics

can now go to any of the new frames
and reposition things as your artistic
bent takes you. Chronos works out all
the intermediate frames, smoothly
moving and resizing your objects and
adjusting the camera angle between
the two keyframes. You can add as
many keyframes as you like, so very

boards. The finished FLM or DLT files

can be played using the animation
player program or loaded straight
into Prism Paint for final editing.
Chronos runs on STs and TTs

and needs a least 1MByte memory,
preferably 2MBytes or more. A hard
drive is also

recommended, it's a

powerful program that benefits from
a meaty set up. The editor uses GEM
and is almost entirely mouse-con
trolled. Considering the potential

complexity of the task it's remarkably
easy to get going. The manual is
huge but an easy and informative
read with plenty of tutorials. There is
also help available from within the
program. All the main tools are in a
strip down the side of the screen and
the other functions are accessed from

the menus or by keyboard short-cuts.
The biggest hassle when you're
starting out is thinking in three
dimensions, it's easy to start rotating
something completely the wrong
way, so plenty of experimenting is in

MOVING EXPERIENCE - SIX STEPS TO TAKING CONTROL
Although there are some
heinously complex processes
involved, getting a simple

Fill-

Edit Uiew Frane Object

Help

Chronos animation sorted is

relatively easy. The manual
gives you a good introduction
and you 're soon able to start
filling disks with animation
files. The degree of control is
excellent and you are kept
well clear of the complexities
of 3D animation and left to

concentrate on being the
director chappie with the
megaphone and fat cigar

1—zzz\2—~~-ZZ—iZz~z:~z

I I The first thing you need is

I a selection of 3D objects
created using CAD-3D or Cyber
Sculpt loaded into Chronos.
These are the subjects of your
animation. Mow you can fiddle

I I Before you can get things

I moving you need a cam
era and some lights. You have
complete control of the camera's
. orientation. There is also a

director mode that enables you

FORMAT
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I first frame it's time to
start adding frames and creating
keyframes. Initially all the
frames hold the same scene. Any
alterations made to a frame turn

about getting the relative posi-4.
tion* and scale right for the first

to view the scene from any

it into a keyframe and Chronos

position without affecting the

automatically generates the

frame of your animation.

camera. There are five different

intermediate frames between it

light types too, including defin

and the last keyframe-

able spotlights.

ST

I I Now you've set up the

3D

order. The objects are in 3D2 format
created by Cyber Sculpt or CAD-3D.
It's a widely used format and there
are plenty of examples in the PD to
start off but you'll soon want a 3D
object editor. Good 3D objects are
the key to good animations.
The more complex the 3D
objects the better the final creation

and the slower everything becomes.
This is where things can get annoy
ing; you simplify the objects to speed

up the display, but it's still painfully
slow at times on a standard ST. You

ANIMATIONS

lighting to
illuminate the

tidy up the frames and

screens you can

colours afterwards - and it's

render with depth cue
ing where objects nearer the camera

look lighter but fade out to black.

on the Cover Disk this month!
Animations

can

be

done

in

greyscales or using the 3D object's

on a plain vanilla ST you'll find a spot
of patience stretching involved.

colours. In the TT's 256-colour mode

the graduations are impressive, but in

The final animations are beauti

an ST's 16-colour mode much less so.

fully smooth and fluid; you can create
huge sequences of all your favourite
3D objects dancing together. You

If you opt to use the original colours,

need to research

the rendering

options to get the best results, each
object can be rendered in a different

getting round the limited palette.
Adding the ability to render and ani

way. Thankfully you can just render
one frame to see how things are
going before committing yourself to

mate using more colours such as in
the Spectrum 512 would have taken

invaluable partner enabling you to

flexible and powerful 3D animator
around. If you're contemplating ani
mating 3D objects and have looked in
apprehension at the language of

Cyber Sculpt, Chronos is a godsend.

spend a great deal of time waiting for

an interminable wait. Prism Paint is an

an enhanced version, is also available.
Grumbles aside, it's the most

You need to be a dedicated 3D mod

the screen to update. Every time you
move an object or the camera or

really shine it needs the power and
graphic capabilities of the TT. A Fal
con-compatible version, rather than

the shades are soon used up although movement adds a new
dimension to a sequence, there is no

switch to a new frame you need to
wait for a minute before you can
continue. There is a special TT ver
sion that uses the maths coprocessor
and. gives it the speed boost it needs;

REVIEW |

the program a big step closer to bril
liance. Running Chronos on a stan
dard ST is a little constricting - to

eller and prepared to invest time and

effort but the results can be stunning.
The system of keyframes and the
degree of control you have over the
animation leads to a very flexible and
powerful tool - in the right hands this
is a dangerous weapon.
CHRIS LLOYD

• Each element of your objects can be
rendered differently. Three of the
columns are dithered Phong as you
can see by the spotty effect. The rest
of it is plain Phong, which enables the
appearance of true curved surfaces.

Chronos
3D
neiUi

£159

16/32 Systems
•n 0634 710788

All STs with 1MByte RAM

MBMaiMaiEMaa"

minimum and TTs.

Highs
— Keyframe system very

Object AppfiriiKt

Qtnv all Fkm
D Point Cloud
Shading Hetbod: i flit ;| 6553 IMBffll

powerful and flexible.

Sriooth fjtfs: m j Q
Bithtringi
QBE] HUSH CS^ol]

Incredible amount of

control over objects
movements.

Can create huge
sequences.

I

Objects can be mahipu-

I lated in all directions,

Lows

I I Each object can be ren-

Can get very slow on

1dered in a variety of ways

an ST.

independently or as groups. You

from simple flat faces in black

opt to keep the colours of the

Output limited to

can even have different 3D

and white up to full Phong shad
ing with anti-aliasing and shad
ows. Smoothing enables spheres
to look truly round rather than
faceted as in the tower sequence

original 3D objects or render in

16 colours on an ST.

objects used in each frame. You

can stretch, squash, rescale,

rotate and move them. If objects
have the same number of points
and faces you can even morph
between them.

portrayed above.

grey scales or black and white.

What else?

IT owners get the best deal with

— Cyber Control, £25

>

full 256-colour screens. Once cre

Casteiner ir 081 3651151

ated, animations can be played
from memory or disk using a
Public Domain player program.

Uses same 3D objects
but has a complex pro
gramming language
to learn.
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GRAPHICS

PACKAGE

*

A first for the ST! You can now

create and manipulate colour
vector graphics with this great
package from Digital Arts
colour programs directly on an Atari
or VGA monitor. The first powerful
DTP package that takes advantage of

ow's the first chance

N

to get full-colour
vector graphics into
DTP programs on your ST
and this opportunity comes
to you courtesy of DA's Vec
tor. At last your desktop published
documents can compete with those
offered by other platforms, instead of

colour is Calamus SL from DMC.

Bitmap graphics

High resolution graphics on your ST
are almost always made up of a pat
tern of dots called pixels, with each
point being either black or white.
When these images are printed
at relatively small sizes,

just being in black and white and you
needing high resolution large
screen monitors.

The Mega ST,
Mega STE and TT
can

use

15-bit

"You are

•JOaiWDHflHE

so

dots

is
the

and pleasing to
the eye. If you
increase the

DA's Vector
all the time**

a

size

of the picture con
sisting of the dots
simply get bigger,

and when you produce
a printout the end result is
rather blocky with diagonal
lines looking rather jagged. The
whole thing looks like a newspaper
photograph looked at through a
magnifying glass.

palette of 16.7 million
This opens up the possi
bility of running colour desktop
publishing and graphics applications
on your ST. Of course, the Falcon is
capable of 256 colour and true colour
modes without any additional hard
ware and can run any high resolution
•E

of

(dpi)

kn^ft image is sharp

colour results with

'%

inch

% increased

guaranteed sup

from

number

per

i

colour
graphics
cards
enabling
the colour capa
bility
to
be
expanded
to
32,768 colours on
screen

the

stored as

all. And this is where vector graphics
come in.

suitable vector-based drawing pro

storing graphics data so that it can be
reproduced at any size on-screen or

0.1)0^ : Tine Uldth;"'
.20,01
"» "I'HIWH ..__.iJU.5J

Must! HPnlnt Sin I IChirmath

Milne

screen is restricted to the graphics
mode, DA's Vector works in 16.7 mil
lion colours whether you are using an

dots. Your ST stores a vector image as

on paper without losing any detail at
T^/t "Angle:
Hl«l:

programs. Although the display on

mathematical

a set of drawing instructions, that's
why a vector image is completely
redrawn every time an image is
enlarged or reduced on a page.
A shape can be designed in a

What is needed is a method of

LBVERiLfluer 1

a series of

descriptions rather than a map of

ST in high resolution mono mode, a
Falcon in true colour mode or a TT

with a graphics card. You are guaran
teed superb colour results with DA's
Vector all the time.

gram such as DA's Vector, Hyper Draw,
What's so good

Didotor Outline Art and imported into

Installation by numbers

about vectors?

Calamus SL, enlarged or reduced in
size and then printed. Every printout
is a faithful copy of the original draw
ing whatever the size.
Using DA's Vector on a Falcon,
or on any ST with a graphics card,

Installing DA's Vector on your hard

edited into English, but the installa
tion procedure is laid out on three A4
sheets of paper in 31 easy to follow

you can now create brilliant full-

steps. You need a hard drive partition

colour vector graphics ideal for DTP

with at least 3MBytes of space free for

Vector graphics work in a completely
different way to bitmap graphics. In

their simplest form bitmapsare stored

• Because text is very important in

as a series of dots with no way to

graphic design, DA's Vector is
capable of loading in Calamus and
Didot vector fonts and can also

adapt or adjust the "map" when dis
playing or printing at a different size.

convert Type 1 PostScript fonts.

With vector graphics, pictures are

drive is a bit fiddly, with archives to
extract and some text files

to be

CREATE COLOUR GRAPHICS OIM YOUR MONO ST
•^R'H >iii;Miir,.MtfF_«___|r'M('!il-

i\

File

Guide

JQBmoNArlE

IMcTCLauer 1

1 II . 1 '
..! lit [ 1

iffiS

Edit

Unions

Fill

tiilde

JOS: HOIffinE

>i 71 i^ V: in.15 II! m.is «: 2J,Z0 1TEXT

Edit

Options

lyUt

mmiLiBer 1

H:

all II H

ITEXT

llll T"

Calculate graphic:

Tj-rJ

.ite«tei*«& -< aSi M c-*
lie

IrS'WB"

§ •
«

—!—
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•

.-.

•

n

J

n

lr

'--

( T o demonstrate how you can create

colour graphics on a mono ST syste

K1I

ST

Select the 3D transformation icon in

the Vectorgrafik menu and you are

we decided to create some simple text.

taken to the 3D screen, the text is automati

Enlarge it to the size you want.

cally vectorised before you do anything else.
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We have rotated the text in the x and

axes by moving the sliders. The dept
the shadow effect is defined to 25mm at tti

"T" prompt beneath the cube.

GRAPHICS

PACKAGE
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VECTOR
• This butterfly swooped into the

Help is always at hand

office one afternoon and has

been quickly converted to a
DA's Vector comes on four dou

colour vector graphic.

ble-sided disks in an A5 ring
binder, this also contains the

80 page manual. A graphics
package of this complexity is
normally accompanied by a
wad of paper containing page
after page of intricate instruc
tions about every aspect of the
program, DA's Vector takes a
different approach.

Clicking on 'PLAY' starts the anirtatlon sinulator, The
anination. Is calculated picture by picture and then
displayed in the Window, Uhcn you first start the anination

with 'PLAY' Picture 0 is always the first one, The 'runniny
Inatton can be stopped by clicking on 'STOP and then be
resuncd at the sane point with 'PLAY1, or controlled

icture by picture in single step node using :'+SfEP' and

workscreen. A detailed refer

ence manual is displayed on
screen in a GEM window

relating to the icon in ques
tion, related subjects in the
help file have a box around
them. Clicking on these key

and drawing modes are adjusted
from this menu. The last menu

accesses the online help program,
DA's Know-how, and also runs the

functions.

iSTCE.

The File menu controls all

easy to follow tutorial.

aspects of loading and saving
Overview

Alpha index

Topic index

DA's

Vector files

as well

as

In the Vectorgrafik toolbox

importing and exporting vec
tor graphics in a variety of file

One of the four disks con

tains a Desk Accessory and
data files which comprise DA's
Know-how, a memory resident
manual and help facility that
can be accessed at any time
from the program by pressing
the <Help> key while the
mouse pointer is over an icon
or any section of the

menus, only four if you dis
count the Desk menu, and
one of these accesses the help

£

erence information is available

GEM Metafiles are all supported. You
can save files as complete pages, as
individual vector graphics or as ani

at the touch of a button, mak

mation files.

%

cates with DA's Vector, all ref

ing getting to grips with the
program very simple.
Also included in DA's Know-

how is a step-by-step tutorial
to take you through some sim
ple exercises to get you
started on some graphics in
DA's Vector.

Digital Arts (DA)
are incorporating

words displays additional info
about the new subject.

versions of DA s

Because Know-how communi-

their software.

Know-how into all

The

Edit

menu

selects

the function

toolboxes.

The

main

toolbox you use is the
Vectorgrafik,
these

\

C:

functions

can

edit

graphics created with

selected. The five

almost all of the other

'o\

sections of the pro
gram apart from ani

Charts and Animation.

Options define the global
settings of the program,
the
page
format,
guide lines, grids

the

icons and functions are

what

working modes are Vectorisation,
Vectorpath, Vectorgrafik, Graphic-

of

repeated in different

type of work you are doing; a differ
ent icon toolbox is present depending
on

section

program has its own
separate set of toolbox
icons, although some

formats: Calamus, Didot and

• The online reference manual is

easy to use and always at hand.

Each

5

mations.

0

The icon menu

aUFfc

bar is split into four
sections. The top section consists of
• You don't
have to save

DA's Vector- it's not a small program
by any means. You have to set up the
on-line reference manual, DA's Know-

how before you run DA's Vector.
When you run the program for
the very first time don't be startled at
the fact

that all

the

menus

• We couldn't

the whole of

resist getting our

your work

name into one of

every time

the pictures, here

you design a

we have created text

particularly

over an imported

good object,

Calamus graphic file.

you can

and

save and

options are in German. Don't panic

What's on the menu

because you can select English menus
and then you can save it as the
default language so the next time
you use the program, everything
appears in English.

The display is split into three distinct
areas, the main workscreen, the drop

load

individual

objects in a

down menus and the icon toolbox on

variety of

the left. For a program as powerful as
DA's Vector there are not many

formats.
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The Best o f
ST FORMAT

Have you ever tried
to cram three and a

half years of
57 FORMATS into

one volume? Well,
don't. We've done

it for you. With

] over 350 techie
f tips, guides to get
, you started and
scores of reviews,
this is essential!
ESSENTIALS: Eleven thorough chapters that
introduce you to all the aspects of your ST,
from the very basics to the more complex
aspects. Includes: word processing, art and
graphics, business software, desktop publish-

TWO GREAT

DISKS
the wonderful world of the Public Domain.

(See the Optional!
box on the right)

ST ANSWERS: Nine packed chapters answering
more of your technical queries - this section
includes over 200 new tips.
REFERENCE: A huge section including a great
Buyer's Guide, a gigantic Jargon Busters chap
ter and indexes to everything that's ever been
OR

V

in 57 FORMAT- you need never have to search
for that elusive review again!

Or S"*

The Best of ST FORMAT

DISKS: As well as the optional disks - see below
- there is also a section that explains how to
get the most out of them.

Name

OPTIONAL!

Address

For just an extra £4.00 you also
Postcode

Telephone

Description

Quantity

receive two complementary disks.
These feature: • Accompanist - a power
Price

The Best of STFwith disks (STBOOK D)

£13.95

The Best of STF without disks (STBOOK)

£9.95

Plus £1.45 per book P&P

£1.45
Total order:

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access

i Visa

D Cheque

•

PO

ful 16-track sequencer • Back-Up-a handy
utility to back up your Disks • ArtST- a
paint program with a wide range of func
tions • Cybernetix- a fast and furious blaster
• Fastbase- a slick fully-featured database
• Fastcopy 3 - choose your disk's format
• Financier- a customisable accounts pack
age • Gallery- a slideshow with frills • GEM
Calc-a spreadsheet which can handle up to
100 cells •

Llamatron - an addictive alien

blaster • Moccel - speeds up your mouse

Credit card no [

• Mountains-create beautiful landscapes

Expirydate I
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies L
To order by telephone, call " 0458 74011

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT Mail Order,

Future Publishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR
You don't even need a stamp if you post this in the UK!

• Pack Ice- compress and decompress files
• Quickdisk- a very handy RAMdisk
• Quickview - makes reading document files
a cinch • Selector - choose which Accessories

you boot up with • ST Writer Elite- a power
ful word processor • TrendyHandy Randy
Hendy BendyMandy - create your own
Mandelbrots • Zapcard-a digital card file

GRAPHICS

PACKAGE

REVI

• Creating a logo is a breeze with

Ise can it do?

DA's Vector. We defined a

semi-circular text path, created a

Professional CAD packages use a sys
tem of layers to overlay individual
objects to create more complex
designs. This is like using layers of
transparent film to create the same
effect in a graphics design studio.
DA's Vector can store up to 65,536
separate layers, each with its own

individual object, and by displaying
these layers complex animations can

be designed and then played.
Libraries

can

be

created

and

stored on disk for use at a later date.
Calamus and Didot vector font files

can be imported and used within
DA's Vectorto produce stunning text
effects and logos.
If you have access to Type 1
PostScript fonts they can
be
imported and converted to Didot
.DFN vector fonts. The 3D transfor

mation toolkit enables any two
dimensional object to be extruded
into a 3D shape with a coloured

"shadow," brilliant for text effects

blue, rotated and 3D
extruded the text to

generate the

Falcon030 logo.

built-in "vectoriser" function to trace

the outline of an imported graphic,
and while only TIFF halftones and
TIFF colour pictures can be converted
by the vectoriser there is another
converter program that can convert
other picture file formats to the use

f^ f^l fft

ful TIFF format.

There is also a powerful presen
tation graphics function contained
within DA's Vector. You can generate
charts and graphs by inputting data
into the program with a possible
eight columns and 32 rows of infor
mation. You can then output your
graph or chart in a variety of forms
including line graphs, 2D bar charts,
3D bar charts, 2D and 3D pie charts,
freeform

J^L
• The variety of
icons s h o w s

how many

different presentation

area charts and freeform

graphic functions are available.

object diagrams.

Producing 3D pie charts is easy.

up to nine icons, each of which takes
you to a specialised sub-menu. The
Vectorgrafik toolbox has a full com
plement of nine icons enabling access
to the clipboard: the trashcan, the
library (where pre-defined shapes are

tion,

stored), the trashcan, the vector text
menu, the Bezier area transformer,
the 3D transformer, the line and area

graphic objects are
performed by the

attributes and the layer menu. After a

calculator.

objects can be sent to the back or
brought to the front of a group of
objects to be individually edited.
Other more complex functions
are also present in this sec

The

becomes second nature.

section

The next group of icons initiate
local or global actions, you can act
on either all objects or a single
selected object. Some of the func
tions are not so apparent here but a
bit of practice soon sorts that out.
Objects can be grouped together so

specific
obviously
tools

menu are the same whatever toolbox

you are in. The first three icons enable
the construction tools to be used,

snap to grid and guide lines.
Double-clicking on these
icons opens a pop-up
menu enabling you
to define your own
"DA's Vector

mathematical

transformation

while, use of each of these icons

that a function affects all of them,

graduated tint between green and

and excellent for video titling.
Bitmapped graphics can be con
verted into vector images using the

of

parameters.

is the most
third

The
trol

graphics programs

tools,
these

for your ST.*-

icon

different

rotate,

scale and

various
modes.

IOI

:--•-•

| J

Njj

shows

the

working area, clicking
it

torgrafik tools include options
move,

the

zoom

Clicking the first

depending
which
mode you're in. The Vec
to

bottom

three icons con

user-friendly vector

contains

are

m, •hi mi

pressed
skew

objects. The last two rows of the Icon

with

<Alternate>

shows

the

entire

workscreen. The second icon enables

you to select a new area of the
workscreen to work in, while the third

icon toggles between the two differ
ent zoom modes.

How was it for you?
DA's Vector is the most user-friendly
vector graphics programs for your ST.
While the manual does not go into
too much detail about each function,

it gives a useful general outline to a
subject. Combined with the accessi
bility of the online help system it's
simple to use the program to create
new objects.
The icon menu system can
seem daunting at first, but once you
have

zoomed

options

a

around

few

times

the

various

everything

becomes second nature.

The ability to use any level of
zoom rather than a fixed "two times"

or "three times" setup means that
you have an incredibly high degree of
control over all your objects, both
when you are designing them and
when editing. It really is a pleasure to
create and colour in vector graphics
using DA's Vector.
CLIVE PARKER

DA's
Vector
£150 CCS ComputerBild
^081 686 8121

All STs, TT and Falcon030.

Minimum 1MByte RAM and
high resolution monitor.
Hard drive required.

Highs
— Generates 16.7 million

colour graphics.
• Icon driven online help.
Easy to use.
Manual could've been a

bit bigger

r>

Transformations

can be slow

V

A

Constant redraws

can be annoying
What else?

Calamus SL, £588, Halco
7T0734 441525, with its

kV

own built-in vector

drawing module.
Didot ProColour and
Retouche Pro Colour

Design, £499 Computer
Bild n 081 686 8121.
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COIV1PUTERMATES (UK) LTD.

FED UP
JUST ADD £2.00 TO Y

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED

a/
All disks can be supplied formatteckC_

\

*NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR ^AU^

BUCKS, SLO ONH
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX:0753 553530

('ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. &
FUJI FILM BRANDED DISKS
5.25"
DSDD
£5.00

5.25"
DSHD
£7.00

3.5"
DSDD

3.5"
DSHD
£12.00

£6.50

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON FUJI!!!!

3.5" DSDD
3.5" DSDD
3.5"DSHD
3.5"DSHD

5 BOXES (50 DISKS)
10 BOXES (100 DISKS)
5 BOXES (50 DISKS)
10 BOXES (100 DISKS)

£29.50
£55.00
£50.00
£95.00

AND £2 OFF ANY STORAGE BOX
WITH PURCHASE ABOVE £6.50

DELIVERY

3.5" TOP QUALITY JAPANESE

5.25" TOP QUALITY JAPANESE

MEDIA - BULK DISKS
LIFE TIME WARRANTY

MEDIA - BULK DISKS
LIFETIME WARRANTY

DSDD

DSHD

PACKED IN 25'S WITH ENVELOPE

50 DISKS

£23.00

£35.00

LABELS + W/P

100 DISKS

£42.00

£65.00

200 DISKS

£77.00

£127.00

500 DISKS

£177.00

1000 DISKS

£330.00

48TPI

96TPI

H.D.

£297.00

25 DISKS

£8.50

£8.75

£12.00

£590.00

50 DISKS

£16.00

£16.25

£23.00

100 DISKS

£28.00

£28.25

£36.00

SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

DATA CARTRIDGES
DC600A
DC6150
DC6250
DC6320
DC6525
DC2000
DC2080
DC2120

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

P==COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.
!b^ PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH

and ready to use for any IBM ^^^
for as littleas 4p per diSET

^machines
machines

DUST COVERS

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH!!!

£15.50
£17.50
£24.00
£24.00
£28.00
£13.50
£16.50
£16.50

50

3.5" DSDD DISK WITH

ATARI

100 CAPACITY BOX
100

CPU + MONITOR

£45.50

50OR132CLM
LASER

3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH

50

3.5" DSHD DISK WITH

100 CAPACITY BOX
100

£38.50

100 CAPACITY BOX

KEYBOARD
TOWER CPU

£68.50

80GSM

1B0X

2 BOXES

3 BOXES

80CLM

£21.00

£38.00

£55.00

£39.00

£75.00

£110.00

COMPUTER DISK LABELS

(MULTICOLOURED)

£9
£25
£14
£27.50

QS131 Apache 1
QS130F Python 1
QS127Starfighter

£7
£9.50

MF2HD 10'S
1 BOX
MF-2HD 30'S
1 BOX
BAMBI-2HD

1BOX
MF2DD 30'S
1 BOX
BAMBI-2DD

£5.00
£14.00

1 BOX (10)

£4.00

M-2DD 96TP 720K

1 BOX (10)

£4.75

M-2HD1.6MEG

HD1 BOX (10)

25 DISKS IN 25

25 DISKS IN 25

CAPACITY STORAGE BOX

CAPACITY STORAGE BOX

1B0X

1 BOX

£14.00

MiCE/TRACKBALLS

NOW!!!
WE ALSO STOCK

MOTHERBOARDS, CASES ETC.
FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE
TEL: 0753 553535

ALLTHE ABOVE + MORE
3" CLEANER

£11.00
£3.00

14" MESH FILTER

£13.99
£25.00

£5.00

80..

50..
40..
10..
5....
1....

140
120
100
50
10
5

PRINTER STANDS

£20.00

ATARI TRACKBALL

£22.00

IBM PRINTER LEADS

MOUSE MAT (hard)

£3.50

MOUSE STAGE

£9.00

MOUSE POCKET

£2.50

3.5" BANX
80 CAPACITY
£12.99
DUAL BANX
£14.99
130/180 CAPACITY
3.5"BIMBY
£18.99
200 CAPACITY
5.25"BIMBY
£18.00
200 CAPACITY

£2.00 OFF STORAGE BOX WITH
100 DISKS OR MORE

COPY HOLDERS
£8.00
£5.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
2-WAY
4-WAY
DATASWITCH LEADS

STACKABLE BOXES
..£9.00
..£8.50
..£7.50
..£6.50
..£1.50
£1.15

ABOVE - LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS

ATARI MOUSE

£2.50

£90.00
£40.00

5.25" DISKS
£11.50
£9.50
£7.90
£7.50
£6.50
£6.00
£1.50
£1.15
£0.50

(5 DIFFERENT TYPES PLEASE CALL)
80 OR 132 COLUMN (FEET)

MOUSE MAT

£35.00

COMPUTER DESK
COMPUTER CHAIR

ALL BOXES 40 CAPACITY AND

£21.00

10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON 10 BOXES OR MORE

CALL OUR
SALES
HOTLINE

140
120
100

M-2D 48PDI 360K

£21.50

...£3.00

STORAGE BOXES
3.5" DISKS

5.25" DISKS
£8.50

MONITOR SOLUTION

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

UP TO £3.00 OFF ABOVE JOYSTICKS WITH ANOTHER
PURCHASE ABOVE £15.

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
3.5" 1.44 MEG

3.5" OR 5.25"

,.£9,50

ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKED IN BLUE PRINTED
CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEEED.
MF2DD10'S

£7.00
£2.50

14" OPTICAL GLASS
20" OPTICAL GLASS

QS130M Python 2.
..£1.00
,.£8.00

MINI-VAC
HEAD CLEANER

SAVE YOUR EYES
£36.50

NINTENDO

3.5" OR 5.25" (WITH W/P)

3.5"720/580K

£6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

MULTI-SYSTEM
QS11ATurbo2.
QS149 Intruder 1
QS128F Maverick 1
QS155 Aviator 1

Pair Remote
Control

PAPER TRIMMER £5.00

100...
1000.

£6.00

ACCESSORIES

COMPUTER PAPER
2000 SHEETS PER BOX

132CLM

£6.00

84 OR 102 KEY

3.5" DSHD DISKS WITH

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

£6.00

PRINTERS

100 CAPACITY BOX

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE

£26.50

£15.00
£20.00
£8.00

A4 DESKTOP

£15.00

A4 DESKTOP G-CLAMP

£15.99

A4 DESKTOP

£8.00

PAPER CLIP MONITOR SIDE

£4.00

PAPER CLIP MONITOR TOP

£5.00

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED SAME DAY BY 3-DAY COURIER

SOFTWARE

FALCON

REVIEW

4T/FX WITH
D2D EDIT

track disk recorder Ul.

•

As promised, direct to hard drive recording

j:.. --,7,1 jr„ -.„.||,„ ,„d|

I ' ' II ' • II * ' I

has made it on to the Falcon. Clive Parker

finds out what's so great about it all
O n e of the most powerful fea
tures of the Falcon is its abil

ity to sample and replay
sound. No extra hardware is required
because the

Falcon's

own

internal

hardware does the job perfectly - all
that's needed is a suitable software

package to control the recording
process. This is where 4T/FX and D2D

music hardware. Using the built-in
audio input/microphone socket on
the Falcon030 it is possible to record
in two-track stereo directly to the
hard drive using any standard audio
line input, such as the output from
the phono sockets on the back of any
standard CD player.

Edit come in.

Four tracks?

Using its own built-in ADCs
(analog to digital converters) and
DACs (digital to analog converters),
the Falcon030 is capable of better
than CD quality sound recording and
playback at frequencies of up to

4T/FX stands

50KHz. In contrast, CDs are mastered
at a mere 44.1 KHz.

This level of sampling quality
has previously only been available to
professional musicians using expen
sive purpose built hardware samplers
from Akai and other manufacturers of

for

four

track

and

effects, but how do you end up with
four tracks from a single stereo
source? D2D systems have come up
with two ways to get around this limi
tation. The basic 4T/FX system can
record four tracks to hard drive, you
are just restricted to recording two at
a

time.

You

can

switch

between

tracks, or pairs of tracks, at any time,
so you can lay down your tracks one
by one or record them in pairs. The
other method is using a hardware
add-on which will connect to the

DSP port enabling four tracks to
be recorded simultaneously, it
should be ready in the next few

formats, don't worry though, D2D
Edit doesn't always look this
crowded. Here we are playing back
the highlighted section of the
Houses of the Holy sample.

The program assigns
a

sound

channel

to each

track, so track one is the left

audio input and track two is the right,
each track can be assigned to a sepa
rate hard drive partition - it's a good
idea to do this to save on space. A
song we recorded at 32KHz took over
18MBytes of space on each partition.
You need a lot of hard drive space for
this kind of recording.
Before you can start recording
you must select a track field and enter

umn there are three buttons marked

Record, Play and Out. Recording is
done by selecting the corresponding
Record button and then clicking the
Play button, you are now recording
to the hard drive.

bouncing and means that, in effect,
your Falcon becomes a multi-track
digital recording device limited only
by the size of your hard drive.
These two programs supplied
together offer the home musician
professional software and results at
an affordable price. Ifyou have a Fal

trols for each track. At the base of the

screen on the right is a set of tape
transport controls similar to those

entered in the fields at the top right
of the screen, this creates the file on

your hard disk.

The effects
Apart from the recording and play

full suite of special effects you can
use to manipulate your sound

be used. At the base of each track col

tracks to another track - this is called

the screen, each containing the con

Everything in 4T/FX is accessed from
this screen. The track names are

back facilities of 4T/FX, there is a

based with sliders, buttons and

There are four columns at the left of

direct-to-disk recording system.

and assigns the hard drive partition to

menus all over the place. It looks
a bit daunting at first with all the
explains the function of each of
the controls clearly and concisely.

• At last, an affordable high quality

the track name, this creates the file

The entire program is GEM-

various controls, but the manual

displaying information in various

and the track name fields.

You can monitor everything
you do by connecting a pair of exter
nal speakers to the Falcon. You can
also record the output of one or more

weeks, call D2D for details.

• The screen is full of windows all

used in sequencers, above
this are the effects controls

con and are a musician then this has

your name written all over it. stf

track. Effects can be used in real

time while monitoring a sound
source or used to modify your
playback. The sliders determine
the effect on the sound source.

The effects include digital
delay, stereo reverb, flanger, cho
rus and ring modulation. In addi
tion, there are six different types
of reverb ranging from hall effects
to small room. Each effect can be

customised by a set of four sliders,
although not all effects have four
parameters to adjust.

4T/FX
£299 D2D Systems
•B 0223 420252

Falcon030 with a
hard drive

Highs
Very easy to use

GET CLOSE TO THE EDIT
While 4T/FX enables you to
record and mix tracks

up your hard drive can be made with
a Falcon with 1MByte of memory.

Excellent recording
quality
Affordable

Input level: monitors the input level
of the audio source.

Lows

Markers: insert markers into a file so

•

together, D2D Edit is the
perfect companion program
enabling you to edit sound
samples and tracks

control the various functions of the

MIDI time code is correct.

functions.

You use the program in much the
same way as a standard sound sam
pler except that the data is recorded
directly to the hard drive, this means
that recordings large enough to fill

Cuesheet: enables a sequence of sam
ples to be strung together.
Editing window: this is where you cut
and paste your samples into exciting
new configurations.

Transport control: tape controls with

You need a hard drive
with loads of room
to record

program:

that you can find a specific point in a
sample, so that you can playback
from the exact position or time.

Clock: checks to see if the external

Toolbox: accesses the other window

substance.

D2D Edit uses a series of windows to

counters in standard SMPTE format,

you can also adjust the sample rates
between 32KHz, SOKHz and external
hardware rate.

anything of any

?r

,

What else?

Nothing yet, but a
similar package called
DigiTape is coming

m»

from Tradelt in

Germany.
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HARDWARE

S120F
HARD
DRIVE
Let's face it, the 64MByte internal

we tested has a capacity
of 120MBytes, but Sys

hard drive supplied with the Falcon
is an excellent idea, long overdue

tem Solutions can build

on other Atari machines. The only
problem is that it doesn't take very
long to fill up, because a 64MByte
drive is not that large these days,
especially considering the huge

you a drive to order.
The drive is superbly engi
neered and mounted in a compact
steel case with simple controls and
connectors: the power switch, the

- you don't need a noisy cooling fan

SCSI2 to SCSI lead, these are quite
expensive if you buy them separately.
Setting it up is simple because the
drive comes ready formatted - just
plug it into your Falcon, switch on
and boot up. Your Falcon spots the
drive on booting and you can imme
diately install the Desktop icons for
the four partitions.
The drive was used constantly

data files involved with 256-colour

SCSI device ID switch, and connec

and true colour graphics.
256 colour XIMC files vary in

tors for the power cable, SCSI in and

size between 50K and 200K, and 300

is a

dpi TIFF files (Tagged Image File For
mat) generated by programs like DA's
Vector can be well over 2MBytes.
Musically, too, if you're doing direct
to hard drive recording you fill up the

make about the most reliable hard

internal drive in about five minutes.
The solution

An

external

drive

is

the

solution.

There is a new range of SCSI hard dri
ves from System Solutions, the one

SCSI out. The drive mechanism used

Quantum

LP120S;

Quantum

drives you can get. The SI 20F is quiet
and efficient to use with an average
access time of around 18ms and the

average data transfer rate (measured
using ICD Professional Utilities) was
about 1,415K per second - that's fast!
The only way you know that

the drive is running is the by spotting
the drive activity light blinking away
on the front and the power indicator

SCSI

inside this machine because the drive

mechanism doesn't get hot enough

120MByte

to worry about.
Our drive was supplied with a

hard drive
£399 inc SCSI2 lead

For Falcons only
System Solutions
» 0753 832212

Small, neat,

quiet, fast, plug-in
and go.
Too small to use as a
monitor stand.

over a period of four weeks without a

What else?

single problem, and you can't ask for
an

easier installation

method

Casteiner supply a similar
120MByte drive for £469
including SCSI2 lead.

than

plug in and go!
CLIVE PARKER

with coverdisks?
Ssssss

Then boot up your cassette deck and cop for 10 amazing songs
with The Demo Tape - a 40-minute cassette slapped boldly on to
the cover of this month's Future Music.

Each of the bands featured hangs out on the cutting edge of
music technology, so discover what the very latest acts are up
to with the very latest high-tech music-making gear

i And there's more...
♦

\

\

♦ See Tascam's new, low-cost Porta

\

\

*<
Ruth ^ unikHalo^acK
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♦All the latest music software and

peripherals on trial

FM 8 is at your newsagent

on 18 May - don't miss it! j
sr«r

/

/

07 multi-track cassette recorder put
through its paces
J

\

ST

Find out which keyboard synthesizer is frfl"*"?**--—-__

best for you in our head-to-head test

\
\

>

Highs
kV

CITIZEN PRINTERS
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
• FREE DELIVERY

•WINDOWS 3.1

NextDay• Anywherein the UKmainland

FreeWindows3.1 driver with Starter Kit

toniK^I PRINTERS

U~^~

WITH

2

YEAR WARRANTY

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY • FREE HELPLINE
(including the dot matrixprinterhead)

Technical support duringofficehours

• FREE STARTER KIT With Citizen dot matrix printers from Silica

24 pin

270

144

COLUMN I 51 PIN

COLUMN

COLOUR KIT
OPTIONAL

' £'TIZE.\\

I YEAR W i ~jjjj^ ifplf /
WARRANTY/,./

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES:

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.01

• 3'A" Disk withAmiga PrintManager

Forfaster printing from your Amiga. wffll clearer

•

3'A" Disk with Windows 3.1 Driver

imagesandmorevibrant colours. Available free

•

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

ofcharge as partoftheSilica Printer Starter Kit.
Features include:

• Improved ImageSmoothing • ImageSea -g
• Gamma'Colour Correclion • ColourSq^r/iM-i

• 200 Sheets of ContinuousPaper
•

100 Continuous Tractor Feed
Address Labels

• Reduces/llliminates Banding

KIT

• 5 ContinuousEnvelopes on

£49

VALUE

Tractor Feed

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES
STAND OFFER

4H

SWIFT 200

• Citizen Swift 200- 24pin - 80column
• 270cps SD(tsofl), 216cpsDraft, 72cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer(wmax) +6 LQ Fonts

RRP

SILICA STARTERKIT

SILICAPniCE: £179

£115

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a
parallel interface as standard. If you require a serial
interface instead, please state ret: PRI 2125 when

+VAT=£210.33 • PRI 2490

• FREE Silica PrinterStarterKit

SILICA PRICE: £115

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

£179

• Ultra Quiet Mode - 43dB(A)
• Colour Kit - Optional Extra (See Below)

TOTAL VALUE: £248
SAVING: £133

Parallel or Serial Interface

Graphics Resolution: 240 x216dpi
Epson and IBMEmulation

SAVING: £129

• Graphics Resolution: 360x 360dpi
• Epson, IBM, &NEC P20Emulations
• Quarter Printing and Auto SetFacility

RRP
£199
SILICA STARTER KIT .. £49

4K Printer Buffet + 2 Fonts

E49

TOTAL VALUE: £308

• ParallelInterlace

CITIZEN 120D+

Citizen I20D+ - 9 pin
144cps Draft. 30cps NLQ

£259

placing your order with Silica.

+VAT=£135.13 - PRI 2120

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 120D+
£71.38
PRA 1222 124D/224;Sv,ift 80 ColPrinters. £88.13
PRA1228 12JD/224/Swift 80 ColPrinters. £42.00

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA1189 120D+

£56.45

PRA1209 Swift 9/9X/1240/224
£32.25
PRA 1709 Swift 24/24x/24e/200/240.... £26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN
PRA1753 224/Swift24/24x/24e

HHfllSffl PRINTER

rfTTfHIl stand

PRA1274 Swift 9X/24X/200/240

For Swift 9, 90, 24, 24e,
200, 240 and 224 Printers
• Helpskeep pace with CitizenPrinter's
powerfulpaper handling
•

Robust & Durable Construction

• Saves space and protectscontinuous
stationery from dustanddamage
• Compatible withbottomand rearfeed

£19
+VAT= £22.33 - PRA 1242

£14.45

PRINTER STAND
£34.95

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB3520 1200/Swifl9/90 Black
RIB3949 Swift9x Black

£2.91
£7.15

RIB3924 124D/Swifl 24/200/240 Black.. £4.20

RIB3936 224/Sralt9/907247200/240 Col.£15.63

RIB 3248 PN48 Single Strike

£3.6!

RIB3348 PU48MultiStrike

£3.61

COLOUR KITS
PRA1236 224/Sv/itt9<90;24e/200/240...£35.25
PRA1240 Swift 9x/24x
£45.25

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
£46.70
PRA1155 PN48Cat)leExtn

£29.37

PRA 1162 PN48 CarAdaptor

£18.74

c:;-:^s.-.i':s-;-yy.[-c-.Vr-: •:•-:••

SWIFT 240 MONO

300cpsSDii5cp:i, 240cpsDraft. 80cps LQ
8k Printer Buffer - 40K maximum

INKJET

360

9 LQ Fonts +2 Scalable Fonts t8-40pts)
Font Cartridge Slot- forplugin 'style' fonts

> Citizen Projet
inkjet - 80 column

Parallel Interface

> 360cps Draft,
120cps NLQ

Quarter Printing Facility
Auto SetFacility - Bi-directional l/F,

> 50 Nozzle Head -

Auto Emulation Detection
Command VueIVFront ControlPanel

E49

SILICA PRICE: £239

Graphics Resolution: 360x 360dpi

• Citizen Swift 90 - 9 pin- 80 column
• 24QcpsSD(Wcpi) I92cps Draft 48cps NLQ

£239
+VAT_e280.83• PRI 2560

Epson, IBM, NEC P20&CEL Emulations

Whisper Quiet 47dB(A)

SWIFT 240C COLOUR
. £359

STARTER KIT.
TOTAL VALUE: £408

Ultra Quiet Mode-43dB(A)
Colour Printing Standard - Swift240c,
Colour Printing Optional • Swift240

> 8K Printer Buffer

SAVING: £149
SILICAPRICE: E25S

FREESilica PrinterStarter Kit

> RAM Card Options
» 3 Fonts Built-in

£259
+VAT=E304.33 • PRI2571

• Citizen Swift24x - 24 pin• 136 col
• 192cps Draft. 64cps NLQ

> Optional HP
Compatible Font
Cards

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson. IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available
RRP

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

>HP Deskjet Plus

SAVING: £217

Emulation

>2 Year Warranty

SILICAPRICE: £279

£279
+VAT=E327.83 - PRI2090

RRP

SAVING:

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitorson a "Same product - Same price"basis.
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professionalcomputer saies.
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements fromone supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you withoffers + software and peripheral details.
• PA YMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29.8% - written quotes on request).
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefullyabout WHEREyou
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

+VAT=£175.08• PRI 2290

SWIFT 90C COLOUR
.. £219

STARTER KIT . _£49
TOTAL VALUE: £268
SAVING: £9%
SILICAPRICE: £169

£169

SSI UVAT=E198.56-PRI2297

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am.6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

£199

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.QOam-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, VHP 0BA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Lale Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (Basement Arena!. Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-7.00pm

Lale Night: Thursday - 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Mon-Sat 9.00aro-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039

Mon-Fri 10.00am-5.30pm(Sat9.00am-6.00pm)

To: Silica Systems,

STFOR-0793-55,

Lale Night: Thursday - 7pm

Fax No: 0702 468039

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
,Pl

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Date:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

£126

SILICAPRICE:£199

MAIL ORDER:

]

£149

.£325

TOTAL VALUE: £325

SILICAPRICE: £299

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

£99

SILICAPRICE: £149

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

I1RP

£299

290393-0730

SAVING:

Graphics Resolution: 240x216dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation
Auto Set Facility
Ultra Quiet Mode - 45dB(A)
Advanced Paper Handling
Colour Printing Standard - Swift 90c
Colour Printing Optional - Swift90

• Parallel Interface

£489
TOTAL VALUE: E53B
SAVING: £239

£199

TOTAL VALUE: £248

• Graphics Res: 360 x360dpi
• Epson. IBM. NECP6 & Citizen Emulation
• Power: Mains, Battery orCarAdaptor

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
SILICA STARTER KIT E49

•
•
•
•
•
•

SWIFT 90 MONO
RRP

STARTER KIT. _£49

• Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

• Parallel Interface

> Graphics Resolution:
300x300dpi

• 8K Printer Buffer
• 6 Fonts Built-in
• Parallel Interface

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

> Parallel and Serial
Interface

•

STAHTERKIT.

Postcode: ..

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specitications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.

..55S
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ST ANSWERS
When the going gets tough,
well, the tough turn to

stf: The cache cannot be disabled
from the Xcontrol Panel on the Fal

Clive Parker and the ST Answers

team of experts for some help...
THE STF ADDRESS

STEs and CD-ROMs,

UTL3614 is full of Falcon PD utilities

compatible or not?

and includes a program to toggle the
cache on and off when booting up.
With regard to the "missing"

Send all your ST related
problems to ST Answers,

Is it possible to use a

,j«j) CD-ROM drive with a

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth

standard

Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

Don't forget to Indicate
the type of problem on
the envelope.

STE?

If

so,

BEGINNERS

• and you're not quite sure which
'. bit goes where. Lookout for

Jthis icon for related questions.

baud rates, modems or comms

packages? Well, check out this
icon for more details.

| R Price, London

ally be used with a standard STE
using the ICD Link and the ICD Hard
Drive Utilities v6.0.8 supplied with it.
The utility disk is supplied with an

Floppy dis

news section on page 7.

to

communicate

Do you kn

arein PC orMac file formats.

between v

The good news is that Codehead Software in the US are working

Good. If you're
problems look out for this o

~~-\\

to

them

these details. Find out more about the

which enables STs

with CD-ROMs which use High Sierra
Croup Standard or ISO 9660 proto
cols, the two major systems of data
encoding for CD-ROM discs. You can

yourSTE can communicate with a CDROM drive, most of the programs and
data on the majority of CD-ROM titles

GRA

write

release of MultiTOS in

203166) for £69.99.
The down side is that although

be treated
of them. Look o„,
to find out more.

owners should

enclosing the serial number of their
machine, details of the place of pur
chase and a photocopy of their proof
of purchase. The Audio Fun Machine
and MultiTOS will be supplied free of
charge to all Falcon owners supplying

Atari CD-ROM driver called MetaDOS

get the Link from Power Computing
(* 0234 843388) for £69.95 or from
Ladbroke Computing (v
0772

DISK

software, Atari have said that all Fal
con

what does this entail?

stf: SCSI CD-ROM drives can actu

I So,you'vejustboughtyourST

con, even though the manual does say
that the general setup CPX can have
different options enabled for different
systems. This is because the cache
option will probably be switchable in
later versions of the machine. Floppyshop's (a 0224 586208) disk

this month's

The first accelerator board for

the Falcon that we have seen is being

developed by C£ Soft in Germany. The
board offers a 32MHz processor, eight
SIMM slots and a VME

I

large amounts of memory, you
have to make sure that nothing
goes wrong.

PRIN

RAM and

a 65MByte

PROGRAMMING
1 Problems in STOS, GFABasic or
assembly are dealt with by our

seem to have an option to turn off

experts in their separate panels.

the cache as stated in the manual.

hard

drive.

It

doesn't

Is this true for all Falcons or have I

got an old developer's machine?
Also, the Audio Fun Machine

and,

more importantly, MultiTOS

will it be free?

I think the Falcon is far supe
ST PROBLEMS

rior to the STFM but is not that

I Havingundefinable problems

I with your ST oryour Falcon?
^ 3 Check out this icon, you might

"1 findthe righttypeof answer.

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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much faster when running ST soft
ware. Will there be any reasonablypriced accelerator boards for it?
David Clifford, Surrey

Robin Ball, Wiltshire

stf: A 280 dpi mouse is rather
pedestrian these days, with 400 dpi
rodents becoming more popular. If
you really want your mouse pointer to
go very slowly, get a genuine replace
ment Atari mouse.

Casteiner Tech

nologies (n 081 365 1151) have the
original Atari mouse forjust £8.

stf: If you have an interest in MIDI
sequencing, then it's a good idea to
purchase a sequencer program with
a scorewriting and print facility
built-in. The advantage of this is
that you can add to your score by
using direct MIDI input as well as
step entry. With this setup you can
also listen to your scores when they
are complete, this could well help
you to spot errors as well. For this
type of application get yourself a
copy of Notator SL, £329 from
Sound
Technology
(f 0462
480000). This is as good an imple
mentation of the sequencer and
score-writer marriage as you could

I have a 520 STFM connected to a
Yamaha Clavinova CLP-50. I use

stf: The best advice we can give

you, Chris, is to check the setup of
your CLP-50. We tried step entry of
minims

and

semibreves

into

Sequencer One and it worked per
fectly well. Exactly the same values
were sent out as were put in. just
make sure that you have the gate
set at around 75% in the step entry
section of Sequencer One.

were absent. Will Atari offer me

this software at a later date and

decelerator program that I can use
to slow the beast down?

Over too soon

Surely, all y

I have just bought a Falcon030 with 4MBytes of

that I am used to. Is there a mouse

with a view to printing out when
the sheet is complete?

Sequencer One to enter music
scores and then play them back.
these are a collection of encylopaedic
However, I am unable to play
and reference titles. The latest infor
back any note longer than a
mation we have is that Microsoft /> crotchet despite the right note
Bookshelf Front-end software willjae
length being displayed. Why is
STE compatible.
this cut off happening?
Chris Clarke, Brighton
Falcon blessed

When my old Atari
mouse finally died on
me, I bought a third
party replacement. But
it's just too fast for me! It has a res
olution of 280 dpi and I find that I
don't have the degree of control

Problems getting
your head around MIDI?
Andy Curtis is here to help

to read Microsoft Bookshelf CD-ROMs,

iWhen a device can store such

Mouse decelerator

m MUSIC AND MIDI

on an interface to enable the Falcon

HARD DRIVES

slot enabling other expansion boards
to be added. The board plugs into the
internal expansion slot of the Falcon
and costs £599 excluding RAM. UK
distribution is through Casteiner
Technologies(* 081 365 1151).

A Bliss, Dartford

ever wish to find.

If, on the other hand, you

really just want to write out scores
in a dedicated score-writing pack

age there are a number of great
programs for your ST. A good entry

How to score

level program is Copyist Apprentice,
£119 from Zone Distribution (v 071

Could you please tell me if there
is a music program which can
enable me to display a sheet or
line of music stave and position
notes and chord symbols onto it

7385444). This program enables
you to write and print professional
looking scores with up to five pages
per score. You can also import MIDI
files to get you going. It has a big

ST

Box of delights
When we bought our

• Canvas' main

second-hand

can use Jeremy

ST

we

Hollinshead's tip

box

to regain the lost

called

a

Parsec

Board. We first thought it was a

detail of your

hard drive but it isn't. What is it,
how do you work it and where can

VideoMaster

When grabbing full screen pic
tures in VideoMaster you may have noticed
that the quality of the picture is reduced
when saved as either Degas PIT,
PCI

screen grabs.

manuals for it?

16 million colour

graphics board developed for
the ST. It originally cost over
£900 and was produced by
Research.

P

•

il of your picture is
To regain the lost
detail, load a picture you
ave grabbed into Canvas,

Unfortu

lotice that five of the shades of

source for the

grey are duplicated in pairs in the

I

colour menu bar along the bottom
of the screen.

rent selected colour. Where two

shades are the same, say both

aved and some of the

nately, this company no longer
exists, but we have managed to
track down a

L

and

he problem is that
faster grabs a full
picture in 16 shades
y, and when you save
picture fewer shades

stf: The Parsec Board is

Elmtech

Neochrome files

M Canvas.

T | McDermott, Leeds

the first

or

=-p^^^5= loaded into an art program

I get the software to run it and

E

Mastering the video

screen where you

came across a strange

ANSWERS

have value 888, change the colour
values of the first shade to the next value

higher, in this case 999, by moving the slid
ers. Repeat this process for the other dupli
cated colours and save the palette, then
save your picture. Everytime you load a
VideoMaster grab you can re-load the saved
palette to convert the picture to 16 shades
of grey, as it was originally, and then save it
for future use.

Jeremy Hollinshead, Buckingham

items you need. Contact Titan

Designs (« 027 474 7630), they can
supply the manuals and software for
the Parsec Board for a nominal fee to

responding"

alert,

and

when

I

Is it cheaper?

select Cancel, the system reboots.
D C Phillips, Dorset

Is it cheaper to buy a
hard drive for the Fal

cover their costs. Be warned though,

con rather than spend
ing an extra £400 (as
advertised) to buy a machine with
a 65MByte hard drive installed?
Jamie Young, Scotland

with the Falcon, and 42MByte drives
are available now from System Solu
tions fa 0753 832212) for £299. Give

them a ring if you're interested in
harddrives withmorestorage space.

you need a VGA or SVGA monitor to

stf: This message normally appears

use the board, it cannot be used with

when the data on the disk is cor

an Atari colour monitor or TV.

rupted or when you try to read a pro
tected games disk from the Desktop.

No response

Yes. The Falcon has a SCSI2

a hard drive though, is that most

port built-in, making it directly com
patible with any SCSI1 or SCSI2 hard
drive. Any Macintosh or PC compati

companies charge extra for the SCSI2
to SCSI1 cables - these can cost any

drive. With some disks I

see if they are OK. If they are, then
you have a disk drive problem. Con
tact Analogic Computers, they run an
approved ST repair service. You can

get

call them on « 087 546 9575.

ble SCSI external hard drive works

cost of theSCSI2 connector.

Test the disks on a friend's machine to

..

I think I've got a prob
lem with my floppy
a

"drive

is

not

stf:

As a bonus, external SCSI drives

are actually faster than the Falcon's
very own 2.5inch internal IDE drive.
Something to remember when buying

thingfrom £20 to £50 due to the high

|jr>

brother called Copyist DTP, £249

earlier modules and keyboards. The

also from

This

solution is to separate all the drum

package handles up to 100 pages
per score and includes many

sounds on to individual tracks and

simply on top of one another.
Youcan undo the quantise fea

disks with sounds for Korg and

then to transpose each one till the

advanced features.

sound is correct. This sounds a little

ture by selecting that option in the

synth, as long as they were on

fiddly but it does work. Good luck.

quantise drop-down menu in Cubase
and your notes return. If you then
quantise using the 16 setting (semi
quavers) and the musk sounds
uneven, this means that your initial
input is not in the range of successful
quantising. If this happens, all we
can suggest is that you go back and

Atari self loading disks with their

Zone Distribution.

General drumming
I am having problems with Cubase
V2, I have a Yamaha PSS-790 con

nected up to it. When I load in a
song file, an .ALL file for instance,
when I play the song the voices
are alright but the drums are all
mixed up. I also have a Roland
synth and the drums work fine on

Tidying up

I am having problems with the
quantise feature in my sequencer.
A friend of mine told me that a

value of eight was needed to make
the drums sound good, but when
ever I do it I seem to lose a lot of

am a newcomer to MIDI and need

the hi-hat parts that I enter.
Where are the notes going to and
how can I get them back? If I try a
value of 16 then the parts sound
very jumpy and not any better at
all. I am fairly new to sequencing

help because music isn't music

and

without drums.

Yamaha SY77 keyboard.

Paul Brandon, Manchester

Derek Foulds, Halifax

that, but not on the Yamaha. For

example, the hi-hat comes out as a
snare, I have tried using transpose

but the drums are still mixed up. I

stf: We suspect that you are using
drum tracks which adhere to

the

General MIDI standard. This means

Now you can see that your notes
have not disappeared at all, they are

have another stab at it. While quan
tise is, indeed, a wonderful thing, it
cannot change waterinto wine! Keep
practising and you'll soon get the
hang of it.

Roland even without the relevant

relevant editors.

J Cole, Cornwall
stf:

There's no doubt at all that

your choice of computer and
sequencingsoftware is spot on.
It's unfortunate, however, that
your music store has advised you so
badly regarding what your STcan do

for you. You say that you have expe
rience with sequencers, if this is so
then you understand that the
sequencer itself makes no sound
whatsoever, it merely controls your

Misinformed

synthesisers or sound modules. In this

respect your ST is no different to any
hardware sequencer.
Editors for different keyboards
or modules are only ever of any use
to you if you own the requisite gear.
In this respect your music store has
completely misinformed you. The
power of your ST lies in the way in

nearest quaverbeat of the bar. If you

I want to purchase an Atari STE
and a synthesiser with the Cubase
sequencing software. I don't have
any experience with Atari comput
ers but I do have experience with
keyboards and sequencing. I am
puzzled over other music software
available in shops and through
various magazines such as yours.
What sounds can I purchase

fool you into thinking that when run
ning a MIDI program it is your ST
making the noises.

I

use

Cubase

v.2

with

a

stf: Quantise is the system by
which a sequencer corrects input
from the user. The value of eight to

that the drum tracks expect to find
specific drum sounds assigned to cer
tain notes. On Roland synths these
standards are nearly always imple

which you refer means that the
sequencer pulls all the notes to the
have written 16 notes in the bar then

on disk for the Atari STE? Would I

mented while Yamaha are not so

all of them are crushed together so
that they occupy only eight beats.

be able to use other synth sounds
regardless of what synth I have? A

accommodating, particularly on their

sales assistant in a local music shop
told me I would be able to use

which

it

controls

external

MIDI

devices, please don't ever let anyone

ISSUE
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ST

FORMAT

HELP!
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Syntronix info
Could you please give
me

the

address

round the block"

ma STOS CORNER

(title of tape)
Lprint
Lprint
Lprint
Lprint
Lprint

and

phone number of the
the people responsible
for the Syntronix Editman Super
VHSyou mentioned in STF44?
Salomon Bomberg, Amsterdam

(blank line)
(blank line)
(blank line)
(blank line)
(blank line)

So, you're
writing a program, and
you're stuck on a crucial
section. Don't worry, just
put it to Billy Allan

Lprint "produced byJ

Shaftsbury Street, Derby DE3 8YB.
Their number is * 0332 298422.
Next

I am trying to produce an effect
whereby a control panel "falls"
from the top of the screen down
to the position I want it to be on,
but I cannot get it to work. Please
could you help.

a

Musical labels

Is there a program that

K>"^.\

prints labels for music

»*"*.-"ii cassettes? I have some

prints cassette inlays. I need to
print continuous labels with the
name of the band and the title of
the music.

John Cox, London

Brett Grace, Australia

Dead machine

have a 520 STFM that

(Tvjl no longer works. When I

PD software but it only

"

switch

it on the drive

doesn't

run

and

the

screen fills with garbage. I can't
really afford to get the machine
fixed professionally, is there any
cheap way of getting it fixed?

in GFA Basic (or similar) using simple
Lprint

commands.

The

distance

between the top of one label and the
next is usually 12 lines, all you need
to do is experiment until you get it

right. You can use printer control
codes (listed in the printer manual) to
set enlarged, bold and italic text or

stf: Unfortunatelynot. There are no
shortcuts to fixing a dead ST unless
you're very technically minded and
know exactly what your ST's made of.
Most repair centres have a fixed

curs off

: mode

0

:J

30 els start(14),1,0,0 J
to 320,48

40 logic=back
50 Y=-50

: SY=1-SY : if SY=0J

: OLDY=Y : SY=0

:J

130 screen swap : wait vbl
140 goto 70

Audio problems

I have recently purchased Audio
Sculpture, but I cannot get the
replay to work in STOS. Whenever
I run it I get a bus error.
David Turner, Longleton
stf: I'm afraid to say that there
isn't a lot you can do - all of the
replay routines supplied with Audio
Sculpture are faulty. All we can do is
suggest that you write directly to
the authors of the program or else
try something like the STOS Tracker
extension or The Gap tracker replay
routine, both of which you can get
from most PD libraries.

DESTY=152

repair rate, with certain limitations,

60 rem> main loop <
70 screen copyJ
14,0,50,320,98 to J

The missing extension
I have written some games in

logic,0,OLDY

STOS which I now want to com

pile, but whenever I try all I get is

80 OLDY=Y

Call them on s 0772 561071.

Chr$(x) commands, where

is the Escape code. The routine
should look something likethis;

70 key off : hide : J

so you're going to have to save up.
Ladbroke Computing International
have an excellentrepairservice with a
minimumcharge of £35.25 plus parts.

the printer's internal fonts using
Lprint

to rest at the bottom of the screen.

els 14

stf: There is no program available

simple solution to your problem. All
you need to do is write a smallroutine

stf: Try this little routine. It makes
a 320 by 48 pixel panel bounce
from the top of the screen and come

20 reserve as screen 14

Mike Oakes, Devon

that does this as such, but there is a

110 if Y>DESTY then Y=DESTY-

Bouncey bouncey

(info line)
Lprint (blank line)
Lprint (blank line)
Lprint (blank line)

ton House, Prime Industrial Park,

100 Y=Y+SY

120 screen copy

STP Records"

stf: Syntronix are based at Burling

90 if SY<12 then inc SY

True colour?

Is it true that by using a
standard VGA or SVGA
colour

For a=l to 100

(the number of labels to print)

monitor

I

can

obtain all of the Falcon's

stf: A colour VGA monitor displays
all of the possible Falcon resolutions
including the three standard ST
modes, although at the highest reso
lution (640x480) only 256 colours
can be displayed on-screen at once.
VGA monitors are not multisyncs and

sync operates with different output
rates making it compatible with differ
ent machines and graphics standards.

Small and hard

How do I format my Fal

Lprint

resolutions and colours? Do I have

should not be confused with them - a

con's

(blankline at top of label)

multisync monitor is designed to be
switchable between many frequencies

drive?

Lprint "The Running Dogs"

to worry about things like multi
sync or is this mode standard in a

(name of band)

VGA monitor?

while a VGA monitor runs at a single

from the Desktop or do
I use a program supplied by Atari?

Lprint "Once moreJ

Steve Davies, Mid Glamorgan

fixed frequency. This means a multi-

Mick Farren, Co Durham

internal
Can

I

hard
do

this

m»l GFA BASIC
Come rain or shine,

Marsdem is always hem to a

any GFA Basic queries you may have

result from the dump

command straight to the

sequence player?

printer is, tump "" to "PRN:".

Robert Sixsmith, West Yorks

Yes, you can remove variables from the dump list
ing, if you save your program with the save.a
command, then merge if back into the interpreter,
all redundant variable names are then erased per
manently.

stf: The number of compressed pictures that fit
into 1MByte of memory varies, it's a bit like asking
"howlong is a piece of string." Compressed Degas
files differwidely in size, from as little as 6Kto over
24K per picture, making the memory needed any
thing from 240K to 960K for the number of pic

Dumping ground

I am using GFA v3.S to learn and develop pro
gramming skills. As a beginner to programming
I find the command dump

very useful for

debugging but I have some questions about it.
Is there any way to hold the screen to pre
vent the list scrolling out of sight? Can I direct
the dump command to place the output to the
printer? Is there any way of removing from the
dump listing variables that are no longer used?
Ian Pentland, West Sussex

tures you want to use.
Time waster?

I want to write a program which involves load
ing 40 or more compressed Degas pictures, digi
tized from video. These need to be loaded into

stf: Well, Ian, we have been unable to stop the
scrolling ourselves. We get around this problem by
writing the information to a file which is then writ
ten

to

disk, use the

command,

"A:\DUMPINF.DMP".

ST

FOR MAT

ISSUE
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dump

to

memory, then each screen needs to respond to
MIDI note on/off messages to call up the pic
ture. I have 1MByte of memory. How many
compressed Degas screens fit into 1MByte of
RAM? Because of the number of pictures

As for the MIDI file sequence player, the
answer is the same, MIDI files can be any size
depending on the amount of data stored in them.
The best way to plan a program is to sit down,

turn the computer off and work it all out on paper
first. Everyone likes to go straight to the coding,
but working everything out on paper before hand
saves time. Forexample, if you have graphics to be
drawn in your program, put them down onto

ST

an error saying "Extension not
present in line 10,000."
Derek Payne, Codsall

from STOS as long as you know the
file and pathname to enter in your
load command 'cos they won't show

upin fileselectors or a directory listing.
stf: This error occurs when you
have an extension installed in your
STOS folder, but not in the Compiler
folder. There should be a list of files

in your STOS folder with the exten
sions ".EX?" and a matching set for
the compiler with the extensions
".EC?" so it should be a simple mat
ter to find the missing Compiler
extension and put a copy of it into
the correct folder.

stf: To play back musicyou need to
know the correct offset to jump to

Hidden information

Are Mandarin going to be produc
ing a version of STOS for the

Falcon? I noticed

A musical type

A few issues ago, you printed a
listing which would play back Mad
Max music on interrupt. Could you
tell me how to play other types?
Also, is there any way to stop my
ST resetting everytime I erase a
memory blank?
Stuart Ferguson, Finhorn

while

every vertical blank. Here's the basic

idea forthe most common types.

using

lot of samples. Although the game

The reason that your ST resets when
you erase a memory bank is that the

"enhanced" features for the STE.

Can I play back samples using the
STE's DMA chip?
Henry Rawlinson, Brighton

memory. This means that the address

stf: Yes, it is actually possible to
play back samples on the STE by sim
ply poking a few values into the DAC
(Digital to Analog Convenor) chip.
This listing plays back a 25KHz sam
ple from memorybank 10:

the music thinks the next note should

be at is just a random piece of mem
ory, and playing these usually
crashes your machine.

Slow blitter

10 ADR=start(10)J

On one of your previous Cover
Disks you gave away the STE

20 FREQ=2 : rem> 0=6.25,J

extension.

I

had

assumed

2=25.0,

3=50.0 <
<

30 poke $FF8907,peek(varptrJ

mands, but I have now discovered

(ADR+3))

40 poke $FF8903,peek(varptrJ

11 MAD_MX=8
12 BIG_ALEC=4

mands! Do I have a slow BLITTER

50 poke $FF8905,peek(varptrJ

Colin Ballantyne, Balloch

13 LAP=MAD_MX

chip or is 57"05 extremely fast?

14 TAO=BIG_ALEC

Andrew Macmillan, Aberdeen

stf: It is a little difficult to get any

15 MEGATIZE=MAD_MX

19 rem> Main program <
20 OFFSET=COUNT_Z

stf: Neither actually... Even using
the BLITTER chip it's still possible to

rumour that a

30 dreg(0)=l : call J

write slow commands.

start(10)

(ADR+1) )

(ADR+2))

specific information from Mandarin
Software, but we have heard a

55 rem> set length <

60 poke $FF890d,peek(varptrJ
(SIZE+3))

70 poke $FF890f,peek(varptrJ
(SIZE+1))

: wait vbl

80 poke $FF8911,peek(varptrJ

40 loke $4D2,start(10)J

(SIZE+2))

Using the DMA chip
I am writing a game which uses a

+OFFSET : wait vbl

50 repeat : until inkey$=" "

Jagged edge

internal hard drive it is supplied preformatted and ready to use. Atari do
supply a hard drive utility program
but you should have no need to use it.
If you choose to buy an external
SCSI hard drive it is also supplied

able to print a picture
without "jaggies" appearing on the
diagonal lines. What can I do to get

ready to use, but check with the
dealer you are buying it from to make

Matthew Hosanee, Kent

_-~ _

I

have

an

ST

and

a

v/-y i Canon BJ-lOe printer,
' '"-"-•:;"-* but I have never been

better results?

sure. Hard drive installation software

is always supplied with a brand new

stf: The problem with printing pic

external hard drive.

tures from the ST in low resolution is

that each individual pixel displayed
on-screen is quite large. When the
image is transferred to paper, you are
copying an image that is only 320
dots wide across a width of 205mm,
making each pixel over half a millime
ter in size - leading to the grainy
effect you were talking about. Even
though the Bj-lOe has a printingreso
lution of 360 dpi, it cannot improve
or enhance the original image. To
achieve better results you can either

gram also demonstrates how to display them on
the screenusing deftext and text or ATEXT.
Users fonts

I was pleased to find the GFA listing in
57" FORMAT issue 41 for loading GDOS fonts
into GFA Basic, but regret to say after countless
attempts and configurations I am still unable to

load the fonts, please help! Also, once I am able
to load in the fonts I want, how do I display
them on the screen?

90 bset(7,FR

100 poke $ff8921,FREQ

print out smaller pictures or use a

high resolution drawing program
which has twice the resolution. For

this, you are going to need a high res
olution monitor or a mono emulator.

Cue playback
I have an STFM and I

am getting the Quartet
sample sequencer. What

is the Playback Stereo

-xbios(21,2,15)

Atari windows?

! setblinkrate

FOR f=32 TO 128

NEXT f

I am writing an Accessory program for text
input using GFA Basic. But having tried
XBI0S(21) and chr$(27)+"E", I cannot enable

the cursor. Could you tell me how to do this?
Albert Halliday, Glasgow

If your program needs to run within a window,
here are a few options you may wish to consider.
Make your own window and confine the cursor
and text within this box. On selecting your Acces

sory, you take a picture of your screen using get
stf:

You are correct to use xbios(21)

and

1,1,639,399, a$, and clear the screen. Once fin

When you install GDOS you must also

print CHR$(27)+"E" but the GFA manual states

ished with your program replace the original

include the fonts in the folder GDOS.SYS on the
disk and also include ASSIGN.SYS which informs

that the VT52 Control codes, which you are access

screen with put l, 1, a$.

GDOS which fonts are available for the particular
resolution you are working in.
A quick way of doing this is to use the GDOS
installation from Hyperpaint, which uses GDOS,

:|

print CHR$(f); ! print ASCII character(f)
pause 20 ! Slow down loop

M Nicholson, Cambridgeshire
stf:

1=12.5,

25 rem> set start address

that the BLITTER chip is slower
than some existing 5705 com

in from STOS?

stf: When you buy a Falcon with an

: SIZE=length(10)

that

using the BLITTER chip was faster
than using normal STOS com

Would I still be able to load them

version of

runs on a normal ST I want to add

music keeps track of the address of
the next notes, but when you erase a
memory bank all the other banks are
moved around to fill up the freed

10 COUNT_Z=6

Falcon

HELP!

60 loke $4D2,0 : wait vbl

Knife ST, that I could hide files.

AMOS Professional, the enormously
succesful version of STOS imple
mented on the Amiga, is being devel
oped. You can still access hidden files

ANSWERS

ing, can only be used for screens that do not con

tain windows. These control codes work perfectly
well outside a window. The small listing we have
included below shows you exactly how they work
outside a window.

To save memory you can just grab the area

where your window or box is and then replace it
afterwards. If you still want to use a window, ini
tialise your own cursor and print it in front of the
text being displayed.
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... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will

provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main
entries and 827,000 responses!

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce a well-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually putting in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines at the
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the top of
a page can be suppressed.

New document analysis features provide awealth of
information about your text. You can examine alist of
all the words used -alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word
length, average sentence length and atable of the
number of lines on each page.

pfa4, 0UZ*tf VH0&

(0tpvW0M**a*' ' ' '

"Ws bloody brilliant"

ST FORMAT

-& Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing

one hell of a performer"

//

COMPUTER SHOPPER

ifyou need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"
nothing else available comes close
//

Microsoft RTF

is Full printed documentation of new features.
AMIGA COMPUTING

ST APPLICATIONS

PRODATA 1.2

PRICES (including VAT and delivery)

New version of Prodata now with pull-down
menus, mouse orkeyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.

details available from Arnor.
Price: £40

Protext 5.5

capital letters.
•& Conversion toand from WordStar 5.5and

//

instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit
fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full

•Jf Enhanced file selector with different sorting
methods, bulk copy and erase.
-& Prodata users -mail merge directly from Prodata
files, no need to export.
& Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
Cc New window-based help facilities.
•& Improved line drawing.

£80

Upgrade from 5.0 to 5.5
£30
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3to 5.5
£40
Please return your original disks when upgrading
French or German spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

rfMiuetadet. >•
Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

# Both Protext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

Arnor Lft/(SF), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299

ST

Sound Cartridge and can I use it

with my machine? Do you have to
have MIDI equipment to use Quar

Musical tip
In response to Christine

) Walker's query concern

tet and Playback?
Jamie Brown, Co Durham

ing Music Studio files in
issue 46, I would like to
point out that the ST Club (« 0602

stf: The Playback cartridge provides
stereo sound output for STFMs as
long as the software it's used with
has been written specifically to use
the cartridge - Quartet has. The car
tridge plugs into the port on the left
side of your ST and provides two con
nections so you can listen to your
tunes through your stereo system.

410241) have a disk containing a

Check out our mail order section on

as they have serialports and are both

MID.51 and it costs £1.45.

Craig Dodson, Hull

running comms software set to the
same parameters. Settings should be
set to 19,200 baud, RTS/CTS, 8 bits,

Connectivity
What type of computer

no parity. The diagrams below show
the correct connections - the Mega

do I need to use a null

STE and TT connections are the same

modem cable? Does it

as the Falcon.

£$>>•

This program can play various types

have to be a Falcon?

C J Wilmot, Avon

If there's anything you would like
to ask our team of experts, write

convert Music Studio files into stan

dard MIDI format files, these can

stf:

then be imported into sequencers

between any two computers as long

ANY ST TO ANY ST

HELP!

that use MIDI files. The disk code is

program called MIDI Music Maker.
of music files via MIDI and can also

ANSWERS

Null

modem

cables

work

to ST Answers, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

| ANY ST TO A FALCON I I FALCON TO FALCON

page 98, and save yourself £20 by
ordering Playback and Quartet.
You don't need any MIDI gear

1° 1 »

;»
!S ftJS;

to use Quartet because it uses sam

pled sounds stored in your ST. That
said, it is MIDI compatible and you
can connect a keyboard to your ST
and triggerthe samples in memory.
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ANY ST

FALCON

FALCON

ANY ST

ANY ST

ASSEMBLY POINTERS

m
uhWhih

tom edges of a low res screen. To
draw over the top of the screen it

loads the top of available stack into
the specified address register, having

installs a vertical blank routine,
labelled ourvbl, which is run auto
matically whenever the screen is

first saved the contents of that regis
ter on the stack and adjusted a7
accordingly, and then adds the value

Boot up

redrawn. This begins by switching to

of x fo a7. 5/nce the stack moves

Reset vector

How do I write a program into the

60Hz enabling the top border to be

boot sector?

drawn. The crucial line

downwards through memory this
value should be negative, and equal
to the total size of your variables.
The memory between the addresses

nage for his help in answering S A
Benning's query in ST FORMAT 45
regarding the reset vector. By placing

This month we have

none other than Tony
Wagstaffto sort out all your
assembly niggles

P Goden, London
dcb.w 10,$4e71

stf: The boot sector, side 0, track 0

sector 7 of a floppy, or sector 0 of a

instructions, which

stack_size

*set a7

Thanks to Michael Kirk of Steve

can be used to store

the magic number $31415926 into

and a7

hard disk, is executable if the sum of

take up just enough processor time

the stack pointer in the normal way,

address $426, and the address of
your routine into $42A, the routine

all the bytes in the boot sector is
equal to the magic checksum, $1234.

for the border to be drawn, when we

to call TOS and so on.

runs after a warm reset. You need to

can switch back to 50Hz. This relies

One pitfall that needs to be

This can be set, when writing the

on an 8MHz machine, and needs to

boot sector using the xbios

be adjusted for faster processors.
Finally, timer B is set to interrupt

avoided is stack overflow. This hap
pens if you make so many routine
calls that a7 ends up pointing out

after 228

B

side of the stack area, so check that

system itself is installed.

counts the number of screen lines, the

A few other points to watch for
are that your ST is in 60Hz screen
mode, so begin yourroutine with...

Pro-

tobt call, by making sure that the
last two bytes of the sector plus the
sum of the other bytes is equal to the

counts.

Since

timer

The instructions starting at the
beginning of the boot sector are exe
cuted, so you place a branch instruc

and the bottom border of the screen

a.1 is within the stack boundary as
soon as you've linked your address
register. You need to leave enough
stack room for any bsr's and TOS
calls your routine might make when

tion

can be drawn over.

checking for overflow:-

checksum.

here,

which

translates

into

interrupt, which is labelled ourtb in
the listing, occurs at the bottom of
the screen. Another switch to 60Hz,

machine code as $60xx, where xx is
myroutine

then placed at this offset into the

Local link-up

boot sector, and obviously can't run

Most assembly language coders are
also proficient in at least one other
higher level language such as C,
BASIC or Pascal. If so, you are famil

beyond the end of it. Most boot sec
tor games for instance, load some
code into memory first, and then
make a further jump to that code.
: •••:;;•

.offset egu 6 *this should equal
the total size of yourlocals
rsset -.offset

iar with the concept of local and

link a6,#-.offset
cmp.l overflow,a7

bio stack_overflow

Could you please tell me how to
write to the borders around the

routine. You can of course use data

move.l

registers if you only have a few vari

*.local2=50

to change the frequency?

stf: The BORDERS listing on the
Cover Disk, sent to us by Alex Johnon of Ely, draws to the top and bot

addressed in $42A.

Finally, to force a warm reset

global variables. Local variables are

ables, but what if you need yourreg
isters foranotherpurpose?
The 680x0 series of processors

tinealso has no way of quitting, so it
needs to enter an endless loop, or
restore the old routine originally

without pushing that useful reset
button at the back of your ST, use
the following code:-

move.w

Geoffrey French, Basingstoke

move.b #2,$FFFF820A

.local2 rs.l 1

useful if you write a routine that you

screen, particularly the top and
bottom ones? When do you have

because it is run before the operating

.locall rs.w 1

might want to use in more than one
program, or if you write a recursive

Over the border

be in supervisor mode to access these
addresses. Don't try to access the
operating system in your routine,

...to alter it to 50 Hz mode. Your rou

the branch offset. Your program is

I

ds.b

to point initiallyto end of 'stack

your locals, and a7 can be used as

in a6

sets up ten nop

bss

stack

#25,.locall(a6)

move.l $46e.w,aO
jnrp (aO)

*.locall=25

#50,.local2(a6)

unlk a6

Once your routine is up and running
it receives no help from the operating
system and has to take charge of

were designed with this in mind, and

'The following needs to present in

absolutely everything.
If you want to display a picture

the link

your main program

for instance, you have to put the pic

instruction was built into

its command list to

accommodate

local variables. The link instruction

its

data

overflow del stack+$40

ture's address into the screen's hard

ware address at $ffff8201

and

$ffff8203 yourself.
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You too could change the course
of history - it depends on the
magazine you read - make sure
you get your best chance to
make your mark with a
subscription to ST FORMAT.

It's a grec (ad and include

ver Disk packed with great
•••-.
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•

a m s each m o n t h ^ i ^

PHONE NOIAI ON 0458
OR SIMPLY FILL

THE COUPON AND PUT

ANE I
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When you buy
ST FORMAT you
format win every tim<
to make sure you don't
risk missing out, you

C

When you subscribe you can
choose one of these fantastic

packages - as a gift!

need t o subscribe.

STF gives you all this -

CIVILIZATION

EDHAK

d m

more!
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•
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This excel-

god game on a
•>

i i | ^**°W mm \ 7 /

Civilization's a

massive scale -

-.
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this sim of life
enables you

program

control nations

IrVe bring you the most
up to date news and

enables

of people over

4® <

'*r'\&K :-'-:-;•;*

F3i\,V.

you to edit text,

thousands of

data, binary files,

in-depth analysis of
what it's all going to

disk sectors and RAM.

mean to you.

"Civilization's a brilliant brain-

"EdNak is a trouble-free and

Whatcver's going
on in the ST world,
you hear it first with STF.

meltingly wicked guide to life,
the universe and everything."

indispensable utility for the seri
ous ST owner"

By subscribing you also
• Guarantee your personal copy of the
Find out about

everything you can do

with your ST from art
to comms, from DTP

I

to music with our

magazine every month
• Get ST FORMAT delivered to your door
• Have the very first crack at all the
ST FORMAT special offers
•

informative and

Receive a letter from the Editor each

month including the latest news

lively features.

VIEW
Read definitive
reviews of the latest
ST hardware and
software to hit the

streets written by
our team of experts

.Telephone

- people who know
the ST inside and out.

Iwould like • CIVILIZATION • ED HAK as my free gift (please tick one)
12 ISSUES

D UK £39.95

D EUROPE £67.80

D REST OF WORLD £96.85

To ensure you receive your magazine and Disk quickly and in perfect condition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

ST FORMAT shows

LJ Access

you exactly what to
expect from a game -

we only review
completely finished

games so you can

D Visa

D Cheque

D PO

Credit card No

'

Expiry date

sure these are

reviews you can trust.

74011
IT IN THE POST

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS,
Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 31 JULY 1993
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Every issue of ST FORMAT you can learn something new about
the capabilities of your ST - so get the issues you've missed
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SPECIAL
EDITION

2V t f ^ / '
ISSUE 46

ISSUE 47

JUNE 1993
Disk: Legends of
Valour demo, three

MAY 1993

APRIL 1993

Disk: Nigel Mansell's
Grand Prix, No
Second Prize demos,
Protext dictionary.

more games,

demo, three games;
Kubes, Rayoid, and

DynaRAM, Picture

Balls and two vector

Monitor. Inside:

fonts. Inside: Be

Inside: Get into

Adventure games,

productive with
your ST, floppy
drive roundup.

programming,
multi-player games,

upgrade your TOS,
Xenomorph review.

sf| business, utilities, PD and lots more
'"*.£ - and hardware of all sorts.

ISSUE 45

Disk: Biz Accounts

Protext masterclass.

Inside: The essential buyer's guide
i packed full of game reviews,
fc "serious" software - including DTP,

Absolutely unmissable.
,;-. -:"ki-"-\

ORDER HERE OR
CALL * 0458 74011
We have some other issues available in small numbers - phone to check

availability: 22 (DTP, word processing, Devpac 1), 23 (build a 3D world, find
out about comms), 24 (Llamatron, ST video), 25 (memory upgrades,

emulators), 27(graphic detail] games to last 1,000 years), 29(introductory
animation sequences), 33 (raytracing), 36 (expand your system), 37 (create
great games),38 (Spectrum S12, Summer School, Sensible Soccer demo).

r%%

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include the Cover Disk,
packing and postage. Please note that issues 33, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41 and 42
cost a bit more because you get two disks. Each copy costs - in the UK
£4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 36,
37, 38, 40, 41, 42 and the Special.

ISSUE 44

ISSUE 43

ISSUE 42

MARCH 1993

FEBRUARY 1993

JANUARY 1993

Disk: 15 programs
including Picture
Concept,

Disk: Noddy's
Playtime, Fractal

Disk: Four games,
Fractal Engine,

Landscape,

Improvisor demo.

Animation Tool,

Knife ST, Michtron

more! Insiuv. ™ •.

Centipede. Inside:

BBS. Inside: SO best

on your ST, scanner
roundup, the
games for th '

Create animations,

games, virtual
reality, identify
your TOS version.

Insectroid ar

printer roundup,
basic disk safety.

Name
Address

.Telephone

Postcode

Please send me the back issues I have circled

Issue: 22

40

1s*££mJK&!&i^mEm

23

24

25

27

29

33

36

37

38

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

Special

UK £4.00*, EUROPE £5.45*, Elsewhere£7.50* per copy

*(Nos 33,37,38,40,41,42 andthe Special: add£1 extrapercopy)

. ttfr£5k

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

c0?f#

• Access

• Visa

• Cheque

• P0

Credit card No
ISSUE 41

ISSUE 40

ISSUE 38

DECEMBER 1992

NOVEMBER 1992

SEPTEMBER 1992

Disk: Air Support,
Hyperbase, Protext

Disk: Trip-A-Tron,
the powerful light
synthesizer,
Talespin, Cybernetix.

Disk: Spectrum 512,

v4.3, Sound Lab.
Inside: Mul

Inside: War games,
samples roundup,

on your ST,

update your fav
application.

msmaSZ

it.IJ-.W.IiI.MBT

Sensible Soccer

demo, Mapper 2.
Inside: Get closer

to your ST with
Summer School,
STOS tutorial and

professional music.

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT BACK ISSUES,

Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 31 JULY 1993
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Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:
Dept STF48, 10 Tinkler Side, Basildon, Essex SS14 HE. Tel: 0268 271172. Fax: 0268 271173.

Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm and Sat & Sun 10am-4pm. We are open 364 Days A Year
P&P and VAT is included for all UK orders. Please add £2 P&P for Europe and £3.50 for Rest of the World
Next day delivery service available £3.
1st DivisionManager
3D Con Kit 2

6.99
32.99

-A320 Airbus

Dream Team

17.99

Dune 2*

19.99

Dungeon Master + Chaos
Dynablaster
22.99
Elite2 (Frontier)
22.99
Emlyn Hughes Soccer
16.99 ,-F.pic
19.9S£ F15 Strike Eagle 2
22.99
FAPrem LeagueFootball*(l Mg)

19.99
19.99
22.99
6.99
19.99
22.99
17.99

19.99
22.99
19.99

22.99

22.99

A320 Airbus USA

22.99

A320 Approach Trainer*
AV8B Harrier Assault

Addams Family

Alien 3 *
Ambermoon*
Amberslar
Ancient Art of War*
Another World
-Archer Maclean's Pool

Award Winners (512K)
- El7 Flying Fortress
Batlietoads*

16.99

19.99
22.99
17.99

Bat 2

22.99-=

Big Box 2

.Birds of Prey *
Bitmap Brothers Vol 1

19.99

22.99
17.99

BitmapBrothersVol2 *
BitmapCollection *

17.99
16.99

Blues Brothers

16.99

Bonanza Bros
Caesar

16.99
19.99

California Games 2
-Combat Air Patrol

16.99
19.99

Campaign (512K)
Campaign 2*
Campaign Mission Disks*

22.99
22.99
11.99

Capcom Collection

19.99

Castles

ChampionshipManager 93
Chaos Engine*
Chuck Rock 2*

6.99
6.99

Crystal KingdomDizzy
Curse of Enchontia (1 Meg) *
Cyberspace*
D Day*

14.99
22.99
22.99
22.99

Darkmere*
Deluxe Paint

21.99
39.99

16.99
16.99
22.99
22.99

Moonstone *

19.99

Nick Faldo *

22.99

Test Drive 2

NigelMansell WorldChamp *

19.99

Tetris

No Second Prize

17.99

The Greatest

Operation Stealth

11.99

fheManager *

19.99

Their Finest Hour

19.99

Titus The Fox

16.99

6.99

14.99

21.99

Parasol Stars

16.99

Toyota CelicaGTRally

FirstSamurai + Mega LoMania
FJighl of the Intruder

19.99
8.99

PlayerManager
Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)
Populous 2 (lMeg)

12.99
19.99
19.99

Troddlers*

16.99

Turbo Challenge
Turbo Challenge 3

8.99
16.99

Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1
Premier Manager

19.99
9.99
17.99
17.99

U96*

22.99

" Football Crazy

9.99

Formula One Grand Prix
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins2
Gods

22.99
6.99
19.99
16.99

Graham Gooch (1 Meg)
Graham Taylor(1 Meg)
Guy Spy

19.99
16.99
19.99

Hard Nova

7.99

Harlequin
Heimdall(l Meg)
Heroquest

16.99
19.99
7.99

IK+

6.99

16.99

10.99

6.99
6.99
17.99
19.99

6.99

20.99

Creatures*

6.99
16.99

17.99

Ishar2

16.99

Slrider
Striker

Strip Poker 2 + Data
Supercars
Superfighler
Team Yankee 2 (Pacific Islands)

Pang

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *

17.99
19.99

19.99

Ork

16.99
16.99

Cool World
Cohort 2*

Slreetfighter 2 (1 Meg)

16.99
14.99

19.99

Crazy Cars 3

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99,
22.99
6.99

Fire and Ice
Firehawk*

19.99

22.99

Dizzy Collection
Dizzy's ExcellentAdventure
Dragon's Lair3 *
'Dreadnought

FantasyWorld Dizzy
Fast Food Dizzy*

Int. Sports Challenge (51 2K)

16.99

Civilisation

Fantastic Worlds

Magic Pockets
Man UldEurope
Mega Traveller 1 (1 Meg)
Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg) *
Microprose Golf (512K)
Microprose Soccer

International Rugby Challenge
Jimmy White's Snooker

17.99

(see TheGreatest)

Premier Manager 2*
Prince of Persia

6.99

Ragnarock

22.99

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Rainbow Collection

13.99

17.99
8.99

WWF 2

17.99

War In The Gulf*

19.99

16.99

Ween *

19.99

19.99

When Two Worlds War
Wizball
Wizkid
World Cricket

22.99
6.99
16.99
6.99

Xenomorph 2 *

16.99

Zool*

16.99

Renegade Vol 2 *
Risky Woods *
Robocod
Robocop
Robocop3

17.99
16.99
(see Raving Mad)
6.99
16.99

Sea Air Rescue*

22.99

Secret of MonkeyIsland(1 Meg)

16.99

Sensible Soccer ('92/'93|

16.99

7.99

Shadow Lands

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky(1 Meg)
LastNinja 2

8.99
Shadow Worlds
22.99,. -Shuttle.".

Leander
Leeds United

17.99
17.99 -

19.99
17.99

Volfied
WWF 1

17.99

8.99

Ml Tank Platoon
Macdonalds Land *

19.99

Reach for the Skies *

5.99

Legend
9.99
Legends Of Valour*
24.99
Lemmings 2 (The Tribes)
17.99
Lemmings Double Pack
19.99
Lethal Weapon
16.99
Lure of Temptress
(seeTheGreatest)

6.99
16.99

Utopia + Data Disk

Rampart

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

6.99

Ultimate Golf
Universal Monsters

RavingMad

K.O 2 - Winning Tactics
Kick Off 2

6.99

19.99

19.99

(see TheGreatest)

Silent Service 2

22.99

SillyPutty*
-Sim City + Populous

16.99
19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

Simpsons
Simpsons Bart vs World

Sleepwalker

(see Dream Team)
19.99
21.99

Slicks*

14.99

Soccer Stars *

16.99

Space Crusade
Special Forces(512K)

16.99
22.99

Unbonded - Loose

Boxed
10 x 3.5"
20 x 3.5"
50 x 3.5"
lOOx 3.5"

10 x
20 x
50 x
100 x

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

£5.99
£10.99
£23.99
£44.99

Recycled - Loose
Precision - Boxed
10 x 3.5"
£6.45
20x 3.5"
£11.99
50 x 3.5"
£26.00
100 x 3.5"
£44.99

lOx
20x
30 x
40x

(UNDER 6)
(6-8)
(8+)

6.99
6.99
6.99

Fun School 3

(UNDER5)

13.99

Fun School 3
Fun School 3

(5-7)
(7*)

13.99
13.99

Fun School 4
Fun School 4
Fun School 4

(UNDERSI
(5-7)
(7+)

16.99
16.99
16.99

The Three Bears

13.99
13.99
13.99
Better Maths
(12-16 GCSE) 13.99
13.99
Better Spelling
(8t)
Junior Typist
(5-10)
10.99
Noddy's Play Time (3-7)
16.99
17.99
ADI English
(All ages)
ADI French
(All ages)
17.99
ADI Maths
(All ages)
17.99
Tidy The House
(6-10)
9.99
9.99
Fraction Goblins (8-13)
Cave Maze
(8-12)
9.99
Reasoning With Trolls (6*13)
9.99
Maths Dragons
(6-13)
9.99
Picture Fractions (7-13)
9.99
Playroom
(3-8)
17.99
Playschool
(3-9
13.99

Magic Maths
Mains Mania

5-10

(4-8)

(8-12)

JOYSTICKS/ACCESSORIES

Cheetah. 125+

TDK/Verbatim £7.99
£14.50
£35.00
£65.00

Fun School 2
Fun School 2
Fun School 2

Qukk Joy Top Star
Quick Joy 2 Turbo
Quick Joy Jet Fighter

BLANK DISKS

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

£4.50
-£8,50
£12.00
£15.00

50x 3.5"
100 x 3.5"

£17.50
£35.00

Competition Pro Extra
Competition Pro 5000

Full Technical Support
Computers repaired in the quickest possible time

All- machines will be overhauled with a full soak-testto ensure optimum reliability
Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty
Repairs to disk drive and power supply also included
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement)

Repairs to other Atari systems undertaken - phone for details
Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details
Collection service available

£49.95

:

To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simplysend or hand deliveryour computerto our workshop complex,
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address,
along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest.

Should you require Group4 Securityreturn delivery, simply add £5.00 to the repair charge.

WTS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines)
STF7

(Wereserve the right to reject machines which, in our opinion, are beyondrepair-Normal chargeapplies)

17.99

10.99
11.99
7.99
14.99
13.99

SPECIAL OFFERS

Dizzy Panic
Kick Off + Extra

4.99
4.99

Microprose Soccer
Ninja Collection
Popeye 2

6.99
9.99

Sooty and Sweep
Wolfpadc

4.99
9.99

^TARi REPAIRS
Repairs undertaken to Atari computers at £49.95 inclusive
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing

(E&OE)

EDUCATIONAL

4.99

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL1

DREAM TEAM only £16.99

ontyetM)

Teteinafot II, Sia psons. W.W.F.

RAVING MAD only £10.99
Mega twins, Rodland, Robocod

SOCCERMANIA only £9.99

POWERPACKIIonly £17.99

Xenon, Cadaver and Speodbel II

CHAMPIONS only £13.99
and W.C. Boxing Managel

BIGBOXonly £15.99
Captain Blood, TinTil onthe Moon,SafariC-uns,
TeenageQueen, Bubble Pars, Purple Saturn Days,
Krypton Egg,Ju» pingJackson,Bofio,Hostages

tware
FREE
FREE

Piedstot II,Bank) Master,Wings

Footbat Manager II,Gazza's Soccer, Football
Manager -W.C.Edkicri, Microprose Soccer

Jahangk Khan Squash.Man Unted

It Cane Fton The Deseit

EAGLE BLASTERS

BIGBOX 11 only £19.99

Not STE compatible onry £11.99

Back to the Future ill, R-Type, IK.. Real
Ghoatbustets, Def of the Earth,TV Sports Foctbal
Shanghai Arealyte, Skibed, Boaiboozal

BI»a«ofeCo<V*ct,Gti«Wcod. Hunter Kilter

and Lole Con puterPeopie

POWER PACKonly £14.99

4 WHEELDRIVEonly £19.99

FUQHTCOMMAND only £14.99

Xenon2, TV Sports Footbal Btoodwychand

LotusEsprt. CeScaGT4 Rally.Tean Suzuki

Efcfftinator, Strike ForceHank*
Lancaster. Sky Fox and Sky Chase

Lombard Rally

and Cora bo Racer

GRANDSTANDonly £16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £18.99

RAINBOWCOLLECTrOW only £13.99

RoboCop, Gbostbusters 2. Indiana Jones

New Zealand Story, Bubble Bobbin

Bateau the Movie

Rainbow Islands

Wotkt Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

NINJACOLLECTION only £10.99

BITMAPBROS VOL 2* only £16.99

^—«-

MAX EXTRA only £17.99

MYSTERY ^

GazzaSupet Soccer, Pio TennisTout,

Tutricen II, ST Dragon, SWIV and Night SMI

D. Dragon.ShadowWarrior,D. Ninja

SUPER HEROES only £10.99

AWARD WINNERS ONLY £18.99
KickOff II,Pipeeania, Space Ace

GAME
••*"
WITH ORDERS ^ ^

Strain II.IndianaJones. Last NinjaII

OVER £50 a^""%

Xenon II,Gods MagicPockets

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £18.99
Golden Axe, Total Recal Shadow Wauior.
Super Off Road Racing

and Populous

and Spy who loved ••

STRATEGY MASTER only £21.99

SUPER FIGHTER

THEGREATEST only £19.99

Deuteroa,Populous, Hunter,
Chessplayer 21SOand Spirts of Excaheur

only £18.99

J.W.Whitkvind Snooker, Lure of the Tempttess and

Pifigbter, W.W.F., FinalFight

0818899172

DIZZYSEXCELLEHT ADVENTURES only

ACTION MASTERS

ENQUIRY/ORDER UNE:

DfzzyPanic,BubbbDizzy, DizzyPrinceof Yolk Fo*
Spelbound DizzyandKwikS nak

Shuttle

CREDIT CARD HOTUNE:

118a Palmers Road

ST

only £16.99

081 361 2733

Cadaver, Bloodwych, lion Lord and Midwinter

TOPTITLES

ST

TOPTITLES

ST

£3699

Elvira Mistress Dark
Elvira II - Cerberus

£21.99
£2199

Action Stations

£1299.

Epic

£19.99

Lemmings-Data Disk
£1199
Lemmings-Stand Alone .... £1599
LiquidKids*
£16.99

Addams Famly
Agony

£16.99 -F14 Tom Cat*
£15.99 F15Strike Eagle II

Eta99
£2199

LMe Devil*

£17.99

Lost Patrol

£15.99

£25.99 . F117AStealth Fighter*
£19.99 . F19Stealh Fighter

£21.99
£1299

Lotus Turbo Challenge II
£699
Lotus TurboChallenge III.... £1699

AirSupport
Aliens III*

£15.99 F29Retaliate*
£1599 LureoftheTemptress
£1699 F.APremierLgue Football* £1699,..-«1 Tank Platoon

AMaclean'sPool
Amberstar*
AMNIOS

E1&99
£ia99
£15.99

Aquatic GamesstarJ Pond
Arabian Nights*
Armourgeddon
ArmourgeddonUpgrade* ..
MAC."

£1699
£1699
£1599
£10.99
£2199
£17.!

A-Train*

Face Off-Ice Hockey
Falcon

Falcon Mission Disk II
FaiconlO*.-.
Fantastic Voyage
Fate of Atlantis(Arc)

£19.99 Soup Trek*
£1699 Super Space Invaders
£2699 SuperSWIV*

Metal Masters

£10,99

DS

Thunder Jaws

£1699

£11.!

Nam 1965-75

£1299

TipOff

£1699

£14.99

N. Manse! World Champ.... £2099

Toki
Toonworld*
Troddleis"
Trols

£1599
£1599
£1599
£1699

20x15
30x15
50x15

DS
DS
DS

Twiight 2000

£2199

£1599

BodyBlows
BuckRogers

Global Effect
Goblins II

£1699
£19.99 Gods

£1699
£1699

Caesar

£1699

Golden Shot

£1899
£1699

Cadaver

£1699

a Gooch Cricket

£21.99

Cadaver-the pay off

£1099

Graham Taylor
Grand Prix (Formula)

£1599
£2199

£699

Nick FakJos Golf

£2199

£1698

OperationStealh
O.Sharl Bridge

£9.99
£2699

OBITUS
Ork
Outlander
Paclk Islands-T.Yankee II

£1099
£1598
£1699
£20.99

Ca'ptnteir

£2299 Gurrshb2000*
£1599 GuySpy
£17.99 Harlequin

CarlLewisChalenge

£1599

Castles

£1599

Castles Data Disc

£11.99

Hairier AssaultAV8B
Helmdall
HerosQuest (Gretn)

Chaos Engine

£1599

Hill Street Blues

£1599

£2199
£17.99

£14

£2199
£1999
£1699

Paperboy II

£1699

Parasol Stars

£1599

Plan 9 FromOuter Space .... £699

Populous +Promised Lands.. £9.99
Populous II - TheChalenge £11.99
Populous II (1 Meg)
£2699
Populous II (Hal Meg)
£2699
PremierManager

£1699

HBtotylne 1914-18"

£1699.. ProFlight

£30.99

Hook

£1599

ProjectX

£1699

I. Bottrams Cricket

£1999

PushOver

£1599

Putty"
Ragnotok*
Raikoad Tycoon
Rampart

£1699
£1699
£2199
£1699

IndyHeat
£14.99
Intematbnal Sports ChalL .. £1599
Ishar- Legend Fortress
£20.99

JaguarXJ220
£1699
James Pond III (OpStarfish) £1699

Reach for the Skies

£20.99

£1699

Red Zone

£1599

£191

Risky Woods

£1699

£1599

Road Rash

£1599

KGB

£2699

£19.99

KickOff 11(1 Meg)

£1699

Robin Hood
Roboood

£1699
£7.99

Dalek Attack

£1299

Kick OH III*

£1599

Robocoplll

£1699

Darkmere
Deliverance

£1699
£1599

KM Gloves II
KILLING GAME SHOW

£1699
£1599

Rod Land
Rookies*

D/Generation

£11.99

Disciples ol Steel
Doodlebug
DoubleDragon III
Dreadnoughts
Dreadnoughts Bismark
DreadnoughtsIronclad
Dune*

£17.99
£1699
£1699 Lawn Mower Man*
£2299 Leander
£11.99 Leathal Weapon
£11.99 Leeds Utd
£1599 Legend
Legendsof Valour
£1699

DuneII*

£19.99

LersureSul Larry III

Dungeon/Chaos
DynaBlast

£1699
£2699
£1299

Lemmings
£1599 Sim Earth
Lemmings and DataDisk.. £1999 Simpsons

£2199
£699

Lemmrigsll

£2699

120a

MYDDLETON
ROAD

£1299
£17.99

Knight Mare +Hint Book.... £19.99 R-TypeII
Knightof the Sky
£2199 Sabre Team
KtuskysSFunhouse
£1699 SecretWeapLufl*

£14.99
£1599

£1999

£1599

SensWe Soccer 92-93
Shadowlands

£1599
£2699

£1699

SHADOW BEAST II

£1299

£1699

Shadow Worlds

£1599

£1699

£11.99 Shoot em up Con. Kit
£2699 Shuttle the Sim

£7.99
£2699

£2699*" Silent Service II

£2199

£19.99 Sleepwalker(1 Meg)

Ultima V

£19.99

Ultima VI

£2099

Also available:

DS HDdisks please phone for
prices

Afterburner
Atered Beast

£699
£699

£699 James Pond

ATOMINO

£599

J.KhanSquash

Barbarian
Barbarian II
Batman The Mcvie
BattJehawks 1942

£599
£699
£699
£9.99

Kid Gloves
Last NinjaII
Last NinjaIII
LittleComputer People

Blood Money

£699 Lombard RACRaly
£698

Lotus Esprit

Callomia Games

£699

M. Jackson Moonwalter

Carrier Command

£699

Midnight Resistance

CeicaGT4Raly
Centrefold Squares

£699 Midwinter
£699 ' Moonshine Racers

Chase HQ
Cloud Kingdom

£5~99 Mouee (Switchibie)
£699 Murder

Colossus Chess

£699

Nare

Combo Racer
Conflict in Europe
Continental Circus
DeluxeStrip Poker
Double Dragon 1or II
Dragon Ninja
Duel

£699
£7.99
£599
£699
£599
£699
£699

NavySeals
NewZealand Story
Ninja Remix
North&South
Out Run
Operation Stealh
Operation Thunderbolt

Fantasy World Dizzy

£599. Operation Wolf

F16 Combat Pilot
F.O.F.T.
GauntletII
GhostbustersII
Ghouls'n'Ghosts
Golden Axe
Headover Heels

£7.99
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699

Outrun Europa
Pang
Panza Kickboxing
Pinbal Magic
Prtfrghter
Platoon
Plotting

HudsonHawk
Hunter Kiler

Predatorll
Princeol Persia

H.H Guide toGalaxy

Please makechequesandP.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. PSPtsELOOperitemintheUK.
Orders under £10pleaseadd50pperitem. Europe: addE3.50 perftem. Elsewhere add£5.50 per
item. Newtitleswill be sent as releasedand aresubjectto manufacturers price reviews E.&O.E.

ADI English 11-12
ADI English 12-13
ADI English 13-14

... £1699
... £1699
... £1699

ADI French 12-13
AOI French 13-14
ADIMaths11-12
ADI Maths 12-13
ADI Maths 13-14

...
...
...
...
...
...

£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699

...
...
...
Spelling Fair
...
Merlins Maths
...
Fun School3 under 5... ...
...
Fun School 3 57
...
Fun School 3 7+
Fun School 4 under 5... ...

£14.99
£14.99
£1699
£1699

Fun School 4 5-7

£1699
£1699
El 1.99
£14.99
£14.99
£1699
£14.99

Better Speving 8-14

Better Maths 12-16
Paint and Create

Fun School 4 7+

Magic Maths (4-8)
Maths Mania

The Three Bears

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

£699
£699
£9.99
£699

£698
£599
£699
£7.99
£299
£699
£699
£699
£699
£9.99
£699
£9.99
£7.99
£699
£9.99
£699
£7.99
£699
£699

£9.99
£699
£699
E7.99
£699
£699

BUY 5 budget titles and

get the 6th one FREE!
Puzznic
Rainbow Islands
Ram bo III
RBB Baseball
Resolution 101

Rick DangerousII
Robocop
Robocopll
RollingRonny

R-Type
Run The Gauntlet

R.V.F. Honda
Shadow of the Beast
ShadowWarrior
Sherman M4
Shinobi

Smash TV

Stargiderll

Computer

ATARI ST

Swlch Blade
Switch Blade II

Swiv

£699

Teenage MutantTurtles

£699
£699

Supaplex
Super Cars II
Super Off Road
Super HangOn

Terminator II

Thunderstrike
ToobiY

£599
£598

£7.98

Untouchables

£7.99

Turrican II

£699
£599
£699

WC Leaderboard

£699
£698
£699

£7.99 Predator

£699

Work} Championship Boxing

£699

£698
£299

£999
£699

ZakMcKracken

£699
£7.99

Vigilante

Xenon II

Name: _
Address:

Date
Price

Price

Exp Date

Total

Tel:

Postcode:

Card No:

P&P

£699
£599
£699
£698
£699
£699
£7.99
£699
£699
£9.99
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699
£699

Stunt Car Racer

SPECIAL OFFER APPLIES ONLY IF QUOTED WHEN ORDERING.

Title

£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699

SPECIAL OFFER

Pro Tennis Tour

Impossible Mission II
Incy LastCrasadeGraphic.

Cabal

Price

MAY VARY.

Pleaseadd 50p per 10 discs when
orderingto cover P 4 P

ArkanokJ II

Price

SHOP PACES

£599
£11.99
£1599
£21.99
£39.99

<v^£5fl9->Kt

LONDON

081
889 9172

DD
DD
DD
DD
DD

ST BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10

3D Pool

WOOO GREEN

N22 4NO.

100x15 DS

Ultima Martian Dreams * .... £2099

Pacrtc Islands Mission Disc*£14.99
PadTa: Islands II*
£2699

Cytron

AT

3.5 DS DD discs
10x15

ThundethawkAH-73M

£14.99
£1699
£699

with Label* boxed in 10'»

£21.99

Getysburg

VISIT OUR
SHOP

£1699
£2699

£2699

£1599

J. Barnes (1 Meg)

£1699
£1699

£16!
£1899-

£1899
£1699

£1199

Viking Fields of Conquest.... £1699
Votfied
Vroom

£1699 The Manager

BC Kid

CrystalKingdom Dizzy

£1699

Monkey Island
£1699 Myth

Battle Isle
Battle Toads

£1699 Jim Power *
Whirlwind
£17.99 J.' Whle's
"

£1699
ADIFrenchll-12
£11.99

£1699

£19.99

CrazyCarslll
Cruise for a Corpse

Utopia
Utopia NewWorld
Video Kid

£1899 W.W.F. II

Mig 29 Fulcrum

£7.99..

Gauntlet III

£2199
£2099
£1699

£1699 WidWheek.
£1699 WzKid
£1699 W.W.F

Supremacy

EDUCATIONAL

UMSII
UMS II Planet Editor"
Universal Monsters

£1699
£1299

£2199—Thei Finest Hour

£2699

ST

£1299

£1699 TennisCup2
£2198 TheGames92 Espana

First Sam u/MegaLoMan

Super Ski and Hard Drkring

TOPTITLES

£17.99 Waker
£9.99 War Zone (Core Design)

Merchant Cobrry
Microprose Golf

FirstSamurai

Rick Dangerous II,Ghostbuatersll, Gunship,

£1699 Whle Death (1 Meg)

Midwinter II

Future Wars

Elf

£2699
£1699

£1699

£1099

Duck Tales Quest for Gold

.-StereoMaster
Storm Master

£1699

Battle Command

Curse of the Azure Bonds .. £1299

£20.99
£1299
£1699
£2199
£20.98

£1599

FootballManager III

£1699
£1699
£1899
£2199

Space 1889
Space Gun
Space Crasade
Special Forces
Steel Empire

FinalFight

£2299

CoolCrocTwins
CoolWorW
-CombatAirPatrol
CovertActtan

£1699
£1699

Fire and Ice

£1299 Flashback *
£1699... FSghtofthelntruder

£14.99
£1699
£2199
£20.99

Snow Bros
ScccerKid*

Final Blow

BAT. II

Chase HQ II
Chuck Rock II*
Civiisatbn
-e.Y'sAkCombat

ST

£1699 Street Fighter II
£1599 StrikeFleet

£699 .Mega Fortress
£2199 MegaSports
MegatravetterII

£1699
£1699

BARBARIAN II (Psyg)
Bartvs TheWorld*

Campaign
Captive

TOP TITLES

£699 M. Ditka Ultimate Football" £1699 Striker

£2199

£7."

£19.
£9.9

£1699 MagcPockets
£11.99 Man Utd Europe

Falcon Mission Disk I

B17 Flying Fortress*

California Games II

ACTONS only £19.99

onry£14.99

£1299

Ancient Art ot War in Skies* £2199
£17.99

and World Cup Soccer (Italia'901

QUEST AND GLORY

FOOT8ALLCRAZY

KickOffII,Player Manager andK.O.II Fatal Whistle

3D Contraction Kill

Another World

only £9.99
Run the Gauntlet, Pio Tennis Tour

Wettrb and DoubloDragonlf_^

24 HOUR FAX UNE

TOPTTTLES
3DConstractionKK

Aibus
-AirCombat Patrol

X

Turbo Outrun, F16 Combat Pilot, Italy 1890

081 361 5730

New Southgate
LONDON N11 1SL

only £9.99

£18.99

SFOfTreCCtJ-ECTlON

-

Access r

Member No:

VisaQ

Cheque Q

P.0's£

Free Membership with First Order. No obligation to re-order.
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THE CHAOS ENGINE

IHUitA
Air Support

page 76

• The most

eagerly awaited

BT7Flying Fortress

page 72

shoot-'em-up of

Chaos Engine

page 68

the year. Chaos

Firehawk

page 76

No Second Prize
Prize
page 80
Populous/Promised Lands page 78

The Simpsons

page 78

Super Cauldron

page 74

Transarctica (Falcon)

page 80

Captain Blunder

page 86

Camebusters

page 82

Engine finally
makes its debut
on the ST. It
looks fantastic

and plays like a

dream. Keep
your curiosity
in check no

longer, turn to

I Rob Mead plays ST games in his

page 68 now.

sleep, so for an honest opinion or a

handy tip, he's your man.

B17
FLYING
FORTRESS

FIREHAWK
• Can Codemas

ters produce

• Relive the
excitement and

:~

tension of those

«*

daylight bomber
raids over

j*

Ht

Europe with

i

new flight Sim.
The next plane

•!•!•

Ik.,

4

just platform

'•~~'

"

Microprose's

more than

_i-

•.

'•'. ;.l II

-L—*-:—-A—

games? You

"**•"
• .^p
I -M

\^*
JJ»V

bet, and

Firehawk
provesit. Show

the bad guys who's

boss in this tale of

organised crime and

leaves on

fire-spitting helicopter

page 72.

gunships. Page 76.

More hints, tips and cheats for
hard-to-beat ST games
e Dungeon Master solution
. It fed. ^lJ •

the Cover Disk treatment.

ndad's Search for the Holey
is solved and mapped.
rt complete solution to space
adventure, Stargllder 2.
• Part Two of our guide to
Operation Stealth.
I If you've b

playing the excellent Dungeon
Master, we give you the complete
solution on the Cover Disk.

And stacks of invincibility
cheats, hints and tips for
more games than you can

REVIEW POLICY
It is STFORMAT policy to only review completely finished

games - that is, games you could actually buy in the shops,
never incomplete or demo versions.
• We won't be rushed into reviewing unfinished games to
beat our "competitors."
• We assume all games run on 520 STFMs

"S^

unless otherwise stated.

_^__

shake stick at.

Captain Blunder - the ST gaming wonder
Superheroes don't come
much more super than

fc
\

this. No matter what
your STgaming problem,
Captain Blunder's here to

j sort it out. Turn to page 86
! to find out more

- .,- Availability

P|&. You've heard how

g,*^; brilliant this game
S

/

is but you can't find
it anywhere. Just
_sk Captain Blunder for help.

TECHIE

Everybody knows cheating isn't a
particularly fulfiling way of win

ji^lp^k ning. But whenyou've spent

Is your ST
giving you

hours trying to solve a problem

and you still can't finish off the level, you
need to ask Captain Blunder for a cheat.

uMKBL GENERAL

\aSa5r^*' S° y°u've 9ot a gaming problem,
|S» but it's nothing to do with any of
ipi

the other four categories. No wor

ries. Captain Blunder also looks at
general gaming problems, so just send
them in if you want them sorted.

M|a~g want to cheat, but
k §is*f5~ you wouldn't mind
helping hand - Cap
tain Blunder gives just that.

P a <
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The characteristics of Chaos

When the going gets tough, the

You can pick two of the six characters available for hire in
Chaos Engine, so here's the lowdown on the low-life

At the end of every second
and fourth level you can
spend your well-earned
gold boosting your

rz~| Character's cash balance
l_l Tells you how much money
you have to spend.
Weapon power
Shows you your
alien-stopping ability.

characters' attributes

Mercenary

i—i

—1 Character's available lives

The Mercenary is a good

all-rounder, butless ablethan j
the Brigand in many ways. His I
machine gun has a good I
scatterball effect and he gets

plenty of special weapons.

weapon's

' How many lives you have left.
H

Character's attributes!
Tells you the state of their sta
mina, wisdom, skill and speed. The
yellow bar indicates the maximum
level a character can attain while the

green bar tells you the current level.
Character's portrait
Shows the picture of

S

the

selected character.

]

Special ability held
Tells you which Special Ability
weapon your character is using.
Press the left <Shift> key to change
Player One's currently held weapon
and the right <Shift> key to change
Player Two's.

Weapon held
Tells you which weapon your

character is using.

Inventory
Shows the weapons and spe
cial abilities available to you.

Special power
•jaaaia Gives the power rating of the
selected special ability.

HAOS

Thug
What the Thug lacks in speed
and skill, he makes up for with
brute force and plenty of

Disorder and confusion reign
supreme in the latest
offering from the Bitmap

powerful weaponry. Team him
up with the Mercenary for a
wicked gun-totin" twosome.

Brothers. Rob Mead tries to
make sense of it all
T h e Bitmap Brothers' name is
synonymous with quality
software. They've produced
some phenomenal games for the
ST - Speedball, Speedball 2, Xenon,
Xenon 2, Magic Pockets, Cods and
The Bitmap Kid, so it's no surprise to

olent forces of darkness upon the
world. It's your job to hire and
guide a pair of trained assassins
towards Fortesque Mansion where
the engine is buried and destroy it

discover people have been whip
ping themselves up into a frenzy

and the mansion are hundreds of

over what could be the Bitmap's

ntavvi

greatest game yet.

This chap is the best fighter o
the lot with a host of powerful
weapons and special abilities.

The Chaos Enginetells the tale
of a dotty inventor who creates a

Unfortunately, he's not very

powerful machine only for it to

fast or very clever.

turn on him and unleash the malev-

• Fortesque
Mansion
contains
some of the

Preacher
~

e Preacher is the most

lligent of the mercenaries,

weirdest-

looking
creatures

also the least trustworthy,

you've ever

spite owning a powerful
—eapon, he's not very resilient

seen. The

r and dies easily.

Addams

family ain't

got nothing
on this.

ST
'
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before it threatens the survival of

the planet. However, between you
crazed
beings and
psychotic
machines prepared to do anything
to stop you reaching your objective
and completing the game.
At the start of the game
you're presented with six hired
guns to choose from - the Brigand,

GAME

REVIEW

SCREEIMPLAY

toning;Eti g© shopping
Item description
Tells you what each selected

Extra life

Extra lives cost 500 credits. Buy
as many of them as you can afford.
Player One portrait
Shows your character's picture.

r*""""l Wisdom increase

I

I Determines

an

ST-controlled
U. i. , . v • • -• •*,

character's ability to play effectively.

Iph

yismm/trnKmrnnmBrnmama

17^1 Player Two portrait

I—I Controlled by your ST if you're
I

playing a one-player game.
I7TI

Skill increase

I—I Boosts a character's ability to
handle new weapons.

&£\ i,u,.

I Your ST chooses which of your

character's

attributes

need

most

money spent on them. However, it
doesn't purchase weapon power-ups
or special abilities for you.

K"8

~tw**

•

@5U
*

H

ff

Stamina increase

The stronger your character is,
the less likely a casual run-in with a
baddie is going to kill him.
Speed Increase
I This increases the character's

speed level.

Tells you how many power-ups
are available for the weapon you're
holding.

J Weapon power-up
Lt2j Tells you what kind of weapon
power-up is available.

peciai a

J Special abilities include Shi
Repel Monsters, dynamite and maps.
These are dead handy when you find
yourself in the higher levels.

bles you to buy power-ups
so that you can keep using your spe
cial ability weapons.

ENGINE
• The character

The

selection menu.

shops, Fortesque Mansion and

From here you
can choose

The

Work

the Cellars, each with a further

killers to

four sub-levels. Every world has dif
ferent hazards and opportunities

help you

associated with it. The Forest world

complete

finds you under attack from rock
monsters, leaping frogs and bulletspitting gun emplacements, while
the Workshop world sets you

two hired

your quest.

the Gentleman, the Mercenary, the
Nawie, the Preacher and the Thug.

drance than a help. Wisdom levels

Each character has various attrib

Attributes screen -

utes associated with him, including
wisdom, skill, speed and stamina.
They also come armed with a wide
variety of weapons of differing
strengths - see the Characteristics

The Going Gets Tough box above.
In two-player mode, Chaos Engine
enables you and a pal to work co-

can be boosted on the Character
see the When

Of Chaos box for more informa

tion. The key to choosing which
pair of chaps to hire is the degree
to which they complement each
other's abilities - it's no use picking
the Nawie and the Thug because
of their high stamina and powerful
weaponry only to be let down by
their lack of speed and mental
agility. Stick a more sophisticated

Forest,

"There are various

collectibles lying
around which enable

you to boost your

against swarthy giants, lizards and
exploding blobs.
Once you get into Fortesque
Mansion and the Cellars you find
yourself overwhelmed by disem
bodied hands, boulder-throwing
hulks,

whirlwinds

and

berserk

• A dinosaur

falls victim to the forces of evil in

the Bitmaps' brilliant Chaos Engine.

to take advantage of the special
weapons at his disposal. For exam
ple, the Brigand can use a Repel
Monsters weapon, while the Nawie
operates a ground mine. There are
also various collectibles lying
around each level which enable you
to boost your team's abilities - for
example, food icons increase your
stamina, while weapon collectibles
increase your firepower.

robots. As you expect, the nasties
get progressively harder to kill the
further through the game you get.
This is where your hired assassin's
weapons, special abilities and col

access

lectibles come in.

goodies. However, the most crucial

game

As you progress through the
your character's various

attributes

enable

him

to

handle

more and more powerful
weapons.
Specifically,

team's abilities0

the increases in his skill

character in - like the Gentleman -

level enables a character

Other

collectibles

include

treasure - so you can buy powerups for your team - and quantities
of gold or silver keys which create
routes

or

reveal

hidden

collectible is the Death Zone Token

- it saves your game position, so
you don't have to start a level again
if you die. Finally, you must also
ensure you activate the set number
of nodes on each level, so you can
find the level exit gate.

and you find they get on like a
house on fire.

In single-player mode you
control one of the chosen pair,
while your ST controls the other.
How well you and your ST operate

operatively if you're to complete a
level - a refreshing change from
the adversarial combat found in

most other shoot'em-ups.
The four worlds

level of wisdom the ST-controlled

Once you've chosen your charac

player has - a low level of wisdom
he

wanders

around

aim

lessly and becomes more of a hin-

m

\NfO

as a team is determined by the

means

Double trouble

ters, it's time to enter the land of
The Chaos Engine. The action takes
place over four different worlds -

rj*'

M

jMmhM&i

Level Three of Fortesque
Mansion finds you battling
against the weirdest baddie
of all - yourself. Things get
confusing as you have to
decide who's who during the
heat of a firefight.
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work. The sprites are large and well
animated - especially the creepy

THE BITMAPS' KILLING FIELD

dismembered

Chaos Engine's game screen is a confusion of goodies, baddies, bombs, bullets and a whole
range of collectibles... not to mention a team sub-menu on top of all that
Player two

Player one

hands,

while

the

backdrops are filled with the kind
of incidental detail which turns a

good game into a great one. In the
Sewer world, for example, water
gushes realistically from pipes and
splashes into green pools below.
Wherever you find yourself,
there's always something happen
ing on-screen - the world of Chaos

Node

Engine feels like a real world, not an
ST-generated one.
The sound effects are sparse,
but well thought-out with realistic
gun-fire and explosion effects.
There's a slice of sampled noise
from rave band Joi at the start of
the game, although the remainder
consists of chip music bleeps.
If you play on an STE, the
Chaos Engine automatically detects

Death zone
token

Special

its advanced features and runs an

enhanced version of the game with
faster, smoother scrolling and an
increased colour palette. With
1MByte of RAM on board, the
game requires fewer disk accesses

li'IIllnV-D4SD|

|>

Character's

Character's

Character's

Node

Party

Character's

Character's

lives left

current

potential

counter

treasury

score

special ability

and you get background screens on

stamina

stamina

held

the selection menus so it's worth

while getting that upgrade you
always promised yourself.

What's it like, then?
• Power-ups

Right from the word go, Chaos
Engine looks and plays like a dream.
Your characters move slickly and
swiftly over the 2D backdrop and
there's never a hint of jerkiness in
the gameplay. The diagonal moves
are sometimes difficult to get the
hang of, but this is more likely to
be because of your joystick than
any unresponsiveness in the eightway scroling.
The great thing about this
game is all the surprises it plays on

all the goodies before it does. How
ever, the best way of ensuring your
survival is by forming a team with

you. Doors open and close without
warning,
previously
accessible

one of your pals - that way both of
you can make the most of each

rooms suddenly seal up when you

character's strengths and get a lot
further through the game than you
could on your own - selfishness is

get near them and nasties leap out
at you from every conceivable
direction. Despite its strictly linear
structure, the game never actually
repeats itself - there's always some
thing different lurking around the
next corner.

The one and two player
modes also work really well. When

you play with your ST, you can
safely send its character into those
impossible situations you're too
cowardly to get into and then nick

and food

Verdict

are in great

Chaos Engine is brilliant. Superb
graphics and sound effects com
bine with incredibly addictive
gameplay to produce a playing
experience like no other.
You're gripped right from the

supply, but
can you kill
the baddies
and collect
them with

out getting

start and - as the tension mounts -

killed

yourself?

rewarded with death.

Everything in Chaos Engine is
controlled largely by joystick,
including the various menu screens,

using rather than any unrespon
siveness in the gameplay. Using
your special weapons couldn't be
easier - simply hold down the
<Fire> button for a couple of sec-

best shoot-'em-ups you can get

your hands on for your ST. stf

repeats itself - there's
always something
different lurking

stick in the direction you want

around the corner"

Chaos

Engine
£25.99 Renegade

them to go. However, diagonal

n 071 702 3644

moves can be difficult to achieve,

All STs, except Mega 1 s.
STE with 1MByte RAM

although this can be attributed to
onds until the icon on the menu

recommended.

bar flashes, then release.

Two disks.

Graphically the game covers
the same kind of Victorian/Jules

Verne

this screen

appears to

tell you how
well you and
your mate

are doing.

FORMAT

The

explored

in

characters

and

weapons look curiously old-fash
ioned, lending a familiar, but dis
tant atmosphere to the game - it's
a bit like putting on your grandad's
old suit and strutting your stuff
down the local nightclub - it looks

of each level

ST

territory

Transarctica.

• At the end

weird,
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There's no doubt, the Bitmap
Brothers have done it again. Quite

simply, Chaos Engine is one of the

mThe game never

so moving your characters around
is simply a case of pointing the joy

the quality of the joystick you're

you know there's no way this is
going to be a short-term love affair.
Chaos Engineis wild, sprawling and
packed with atmosphere, but most
of all it's original - a rare thing for
a shoot-'em-up to be.

but

somehow

seems

to

Highs
— Chaos Engine is a
brilliant, sprawling
game which looks and
plays like a dream.

f>

It can take a

while to get used
to the controls

and the game is
perilously addictive

*r.
.></

UNLEASH THE
RACING!

Also featuring
In next
month's
ST FORMAT
•

The software

houses who are

looking to a bright
Atari future
" MultiTOS - the
ultimate lowdown
•

Ishar 2 and

Lemmings 2 - the
completed versions
reviewed

•

and much more!

ON SALE
TUESDAY

13 JULY 1993

Create the most realistic pictures ever to appear on your ST
using amazing raytracing techniques. We show you exactly
how with next month's step by step guides and Cover Disk
program. You'll be utterly amazed by what you can do!
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B17 FLYIN
FORTRES
Relive the excitement of WW2

[ • B17s in formation-over the battle•

fields, of western Europe.

with daring raids over Europe...
in a bus. Rob Mead pilots
MicroProse's latest flight sim
The
B17 Flying Fortress
became a legend in its own
lifetime during WW2. Sup

can be controlled either by you or
your ST. This means you get
involved in every aspect of the way

plied to the US Air Force, the B17
quickly established itself as a formi

the bomber operates.

dable offensive weapon - its large
payload and ability to withstand
considerable structural damage
endeared it to battle-weary pilots in
many different theatres of combat.
677 Flying Fortress is MicroProse's latest ambitious flight sim
and places you in control of this

Taking off

At the beginning of the game you
can either dive straight into your
first mission, or take part in a series
of smaller training missions. These
enable you to get the hang of the
different aspects of your complex
aircraft, as well as discovering the
relative strengths and weak
nesses of your crew. It's a good

pieces of action, including the Ger

enemy flak. However, the fun really
begins when your flight comes
under attack from enemy fighters.
At this point you can take control
of any of the B17's eight guns
located in various positions around
the aircraft. The German planes
first appear as specks in the dis
tance, but approach rapidly firing

man fighters' perspective.

As you approach your target,
you can take over the bomb-aimer's
job. This involves holding your
objective steady in the cross-hairs
of your Norden bomb-sight until
the Bomb Release Cue light illumi
nates. Only then can you be sure
your bombs are going to hit the
target. This is the trickiest job on
the aircraft and even your ST's crap
at it most of the time, preferring to
drop the bombs in the sea than on
the heads of the bally Hun.
Since you usually fly without
fighter protection, your aircraft

tracer and cannon at your aircraft.

Keeping track of them in your
sights is not easy and you only have
a few seconds to shoot at them

idea to move the crew around

the different compartments of
the aircraft, so they build up

often sustains heavy damage
before it even gets anywhere near

skills in all the different aspects

of bomber flight - navigation,
bomb-aiming and defence, for
example. A well-trained, com

its target. Engines catch fire, crew
members are injured and control of
• Your crew is the most important

the aircraft can be lost as a result of

petent crew is essential for main
taining morale and crucial during
combat - an injured bomb-aimer

part of your airborne operations.

wing damage - it's even possible
for gun emplacements or the bomb

before they disappear out of sight.

doors to jam.

can then easily be replaced by

You needn't miss out on the action,

Luckily, you can deal with

of aircraft against Allied objectives

another member of the crew.

though - simply press one of the

most eventualities thanks to the

in Occupied Europe, wreaking as
much damage on the German war

dedicated function keys to jump to

effort as possible.

Once you're fully trained up,
it's time to embark on your first
mission. A feeling of real trepida

You don't just play the pilot,
though. There are nine other crew
members on board your B17 who

the channel and feel your aircraft
being buffeted by the first waves of

<Alternate> and <M> to see a film

on-board fire-extinguishers and
manual controls for unjamming
fault equipment. Sometimes the
damage is too much and you have
to bail out, leaving injured crew

director's view of the most exciting

members behind.

I Take command of the war in 1

With Micrtq>rose'sBTrriuinqJ:Drtreiss.
legendary aircraft. Your role is to
successfully lead a small formation

tion comes over you as you cross

another gunner's position and take
over there. If you don't want to
participate in the battle then press

DEATH OF A BOMBER

Alerted to the Allied raid, the Luftwaffe

launch their fighters after you into the
skies over Belgium.

WM S T
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It's enough to turn you instrumental
The B17's instrument panel

r-| Directional gyro

m

•--«

Flight indicator

rr-| External air temperature

n

Tachometers

rrn Oil temperature

Fuel gauge

contains crucial information

about the well-being and
status of your aircraft

BfipV-ii-LC

u
• The navigator keeps tabs on your
formation's position and objective
with the help of this waypoint map.

H
0

Radio compass

rj Manifold pressure

rrr* Carburettor air temperature

Directional indicator

•Tj Fuel pressure

•ti Cylinder head temperature

Localiser indicator

vja Oil pressure

rrq Tail wheel lock
rxa Brake light
ro

Rate of climb indicator

rrr* Cigarette lighter
rrn Landing gear indicator lock

rj-" Airspeedindicator
rri

Altimeter

nn Pilot/co-pilot oxygen flow
rrri Emergency oil and

•^

Damage assessment

There's certainly plenty for you to
do in 877. Where most flight sims
only give you the chance to fly the
plane, Flying Fortress enables you to
do everything. It's all a bit bewil
dering at first as you toggle
between the different positions try
ing to decide what to do. If you like
shoot-'em-ups you could play

that it could be - bomb-aiming or
taking pot-shots at enemy fighters
is made a lot harder by the con
stant disk-accessing and the jerky
movement of your targets or gunsights. However, it all adds to the
challenge
and
the
combat
sequences feel extremely
realistic.

ple, take up a
particular gun
position
and
you can only

the tail-end Charlie and ham

mer away at incoming enemy
aircraft
without
getting
involved in the other bits.

Piloting the B17 can be a
bit dull. It's not like flying a
fighter where you get to do
somersaults and stomach-churning
dives - you just have to sit there, fol
low the navigator's waypoints, wait
for the bombs to drop and head
home. It's a bit like going on a char
ter flight really - you have to keep
an eye out for the odd engine fire

and keep a sick bag handy.
Like most flight-sims on your
ST, the scrolling in B77 is not all

For exam

move

your

guns in a cer-

your crew are

it's a thrilling and

addictive ride.

Oh yes - controlling it-

Control of the gameplay in B77 is a
mixture of keyboard, mouse and
joystick moves. The mouse is used
to access the various in-game
menus, while the keyboard is used
for the different aircraft controls

and views of the action. The joy
stick controls the piloting, bombing
and shooting elements.
Graphically, B77 consists of a
mixture of static screens and filled

• Begins your

3D vectors - a standard feature on

bombing run and

nearly all flight sims. However, the
3D sequences are well-animated
and there's enough detail in the
aircraft sprites to make the whole
thing realistic. Unfortunately, the

concentrate the
Norden's cross-hairs on

the rapidly-approaching target.

tain trajectory before your view is
obscured by the bulk of your air
craft. The enemy also closes in
extremely rapidly and you can feel
the terror welling up inside you as
you realise how vulnerable you and

hydraulic pressure

B17 Flying
Fortress
£34.99 Microprose
•a 0666 504326
Two disks

Highs
~ B17 is a challenging,
original flight sim
with plenty of

thrills and spills.

>

' BWS

The game's
extremely
daunting at first
and you crash a lot.

if;

Verdict

series of farty noises and the mili
taristic chip music sounds laughable

677 is an absorbing and challeng
ing flight sim which is as much a
test of your management abilities
as it is of your flying and combat
skills. It realistically conveys the
excitement of those daring raids
over Europe, with excellent graph

-

ics. MicroProse have another win

sound effects are more disappoint
ing - the engines are reduced to a

it's

a

bit

like the

Dambusters

march being played on a kazoo.

ner on their hands, s t f

•
An air battle ensues, your heavilyarmed aircraft fighting back with all
the might at its disposal—
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I An evil sorcerer has

subjected the people to his

SUPER
CAULDRON

tyranny in Super Cauldron, the

latest platform game from
Titus Software.

With spit of slug and eye of dog
another platform concoction is
brewed up. Rob Mead tries it

^a and turns into a frog
I orget the

1 All this leaping over hot
coals is exhausting

I Hannibal

work - Zmira pauses

Lecters or

Adolf Hitlers of this

for a breather before

she jumps into the

world, there's an
evil

sorcerer

on

the

loose.

great unknown.

He's

unearthed the Chest of Curses and

ber

subjected the people of Cauldron
to his tyranny. Even worse, he's
roped in the cuddly plants and ani
mals to do his dirty work for him

book.

and turned them into violent, vin
dictive little snots. Unsurprisingly,

doom and gloom soon spreads
across this once tranquil land.
Super Cauldron is a platform
game with a female heroine as its
star. You play Zmira, a wise old
witch

who's

been

left

with

the

responsibility of defeating the evil
sorcerer and returning the land to
peace and prosperity. You have to
cross four worlds - the Enchanted

Forest, the Field of Spells, Zythum
and the Haunted Castle - in search

i of a key which unlocks a cham-

That's magic
Fly around on your
broom for a bit and

you discover a
bonus screen

containing lots
of handy frogs
and cauldrons.

to

four

a

magic

Collect

magic

all

books

and the evil sorcerer is

defeated, and your mis
sion is accomplished.
With all these bad vibes going
around, you know Zmira's going to
need something to defend herself
with. At the start of the game she's
only armed with a humble Stone
weapon, but you soon find more
power-ups as you cross each level everything from Fireball weapons
to Magic Bridges. You can also find
potion bottles - which boost your
rapidly diminishing energy levels and cauldrons which give you extra
lives if you need them.
The big problem with 5uper
Cauldron is that there's a long and
illustrious history of platformers on
your ST and this game simply can't
compete. Recent games like 5/eepwalker showed the way for the
future with its original plot, sexy
graphics and staggering gameplay,
yet SuperCauldron falls down on all
these points. It feels curiously oldfashioned, owing more to old ST

games like Elfthan its
contemporaries - you
just can't help feeling you've
seen it all before, yet this doesn't
stop Super Cauldron from being an
enjoyable game to play.
There's enough tension and
frustration in the gameplay to keep
you at your ST as you guide the
cute little witch around the four
different worlds and their associ

ated sub-levels. There are plenty of
baddies for you to take pot shots

of the sub-level instead.

at, even if it does take a heck of a

Verdict

long time for some of them to die try
experimenting with
your
weapons to see which ones work

Super Cauldron isn't going to win
any awards for originality, in fact
it's hugely reminiscent of Elf. The
linear plot positively creaks under
the weight of its forebears and
there's nothing particularly star
tling about the gameplay - it's just
the usual leaping around, shooting
baddies and picking up collectibles.
However, Zmira and her pals make
up for the cornball with addictive
gameplay and a pretty high frustra

best. There's also a fair amount of

detective work involved as you try
to solve some of the puzzles and
hunt everywhere for those hidden
collectables and sub-levels.
All

of

Zmira's

moves

on

screen are controlled by your joy
stick, including access to her Spell
Book inventory. The graphics are
well drawn but uninspiring, while

Hubble* bubble and loadsa troul
r^l Spell power

It's easy to keep an eye on
Zmira's progress thanks to

I

the little menu bar that

increase the power of a spell

appears at the bottom of
the game screen
H

Currently selected spell
There are up to 12
different spells at your
disposal.

I Hold down <Fire> to

1^1 Spell energy reserve
l_J Collect the frogs released
after a baddie dies for more

spell energy.
1

the sprites' collision detection is
competent. Annoyingly, there's no
way to turn the in-game music off
and keep the sound effects on, but
you don't really miss them. One
good feature is the ability to save
your current position on the game
disk, although you can only do this
at certain stages - try to save just
before a dangerous leap and you
find the game has saved the start

tion factor, s t f

Super
Energy level

I_J Collect loads of potion
bottles to boost your flagging
energy levels.
Lives left

Collect all the cauldrons to

Current score

increase your number of lives you can only have up to a

Er, this is your score.

maximum of three.

Cauldron
£25.99 Titus
»071 700 2119

One disk

Highs
Super Cauldron is
addictive and

fiendishly difficult
to play.
Lows

It's completely
devoid of any
originality and you

have to start again
when you die.

J W
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SEIKOSHA - QUALITY PRINTERS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend the high quality
range of Seikosha printers. Builtto the highest standards by a
company that is used to manufacturing high quality precision
products. Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko/Epson
group with a turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!

FREE! FROM SILICA
M
•

rtCI /l/CDV Nextday - anywhere
UCU.I V C f l I in the UKmainland.

j» I-//-/ Dl /A/F Technical helpline
w r7CLjrLr.l#VC dunng office hours.

• AMIGA DRIVER 8»«S5S3.

For extra high quality output. Features include:
• Prints up to 256 Shades of Grey

• Definable Dither Routines

• 16-point Colour Adjustment • Enhanced Print Speeds

• InkCompensation Correction* Full Control of Printer Typefaces,
• Workbench2/3 GUI
Graphics/Paper Size, Margins

„
w

CTADTPD IfIT With everySeikosha
"J/iHrllCn All dotmatrix printer

YEAR • ONLY £10.,., - POS8515

• Seikosha SL-95 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 84cps LQ

(Black Ribbon Optional Extra)

• Optional Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder
• 12 Month Repair Warranty

SILICA PRICE: £189.00

FREE Silica Printer
Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP

STARTER KIT

£149.00

£25.00

TOTAL VALUE:

£174.00

SAVING:

£64.01

SILICA PRICE: £109.99

Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica comes with a

.99

FREE Starter Kit,worth £29.38 (£25.««r). It includes all you

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

need to get up and running with your new printer.

BEST
BUY!

• 3'A" DiskwithAmigaS STPrinter Drivers

£189

•

Graphics Resolution:
144 x 72dpi
Epson and IBMEmulation
AutoSheet Feeder Option

• Colour Printing as Standard (inc colour ribbon)
• Semi Auto Single Sheet Feeding as standard
• Second Ribbon Drive for Black Printing

TOTAL VALUE: £274.00
SAVING: £85.00

192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
• Epson LQ860/850/2500/2550 Emulation

£249.00
£25.00

• 12 Month Repair
Warranty

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

• 43K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

9 pin - 80 column

Seikosha SP-1900 Plus

ON-SITE WARRANTY OPTION ,

•

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Duality ContinuousPaper

+VAT = £222.08 Rel: PRI 8305

• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

LRef: PRI 8195

£109
+VAT = £129.24

• Seikosha SL-90- 24pin - 80 col
• 240cps SD. 192cpsD.84cps LQ
• 20K Buffer* 2 Fonts

• Optional FontROM
• Parallel Interlace

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson L0850Emulation
• Built-in Semi-Automatic Cut Sheet

Feeder - Paper Parking Standard
- Optional Automatic CSF
• 12Month Repair Warranty
• FREESilica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTEft RRP. E199.0O

STARTER KIT

£25,00

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00
SAVIUG: £65.00
SILO PRICE: £159.00

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: Onallhardware ordersshipped inthe UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team oftechnical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors ona "Same product - Sameprice" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record inprofessional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration andtraining facilities at allourstores.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers +software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Major credit cards,cash, chequeor monthly terms(APR 29.8% -written quotes on request).

Beforeyoudecide whento buyyournew printer, we suggest youthink verycarefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made yourpurchase, whenyou may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And,will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products?At SilicaSystems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worryabout. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat

.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.3Qam-6.Q0pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opting Houis:

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Late Night: Thursday - 8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234
Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.O0am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA

Mon-Fn 10.00am-5.30pm (Sal9.00am-6 00pm)

To: Silica Systems,

STFOR-0793-i

Late Night: Thursday - 7pm

Tel: 0702 468039
Fax No: 0702 468039

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
,Pl

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Date:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

SILICA

081*309 1111 SYSTEMS

No Lale Night Opening

Selfridges (BasementArena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-7,00pm

SIDCUP SHOP:

Tel: 081-309 1111^

No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

Postcode:

lei (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE- Advertised prices and specifications may Change - Please return Ihe coupon (orthe latest information.
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FIREHAWK
Codemasters ditch Dizzy and
opt for helicopter gunships in
their latest arcade game. Rob
Mead takes a look
•

Just look at the

state of these two

chaps - proof
positive that drugs

T h e Lafian government is in
trouble - their fragile
democracy is under threat
from a cartel of ruthless drug
barons who are prepared to do
anything to maintain their illicit
trade. In an act of desperation the
Lafians call upon the might of the
US Army to help them deal with
the problem and this is where you
come in to play.
You're the pilot of a heli
copter gunship based on USS Excal-

do you a lot more

ibur. Your mission is to retrieve US

harm than good.

agents from behind enemy lines
and cause as much damage to the
drug dealers' operation as possible.

Codemasters
teach the kids to

just say no in their
latest arcade

game. Firehawk.

Firehawk is an arcade shoot-

'em-up which features seven
increasingly difficult missions cen-

• The assault ship Excalibur is the
base for all seven missions.

tred on the islands of the Lafian

Republic. You're given three lives
and

a

wealth

of ammunition to

start with, but this soon turns to

nothing as you get bogged down
in the drug barons' awesome fire
power. Unfortunately, keeping your
finger jammed down on the <Fire>
button isn't an option - you soon
run out of ammo if you do, and
have to rely on your consummate
skills as a pilot instead.
To help you there are various
power-up icons and weapon col
lectibles

which

at

least

ensure

you're going to stay in the air that
bit longer. As you fly over the

IY PANTS ARE ON FIRE
Firehawk's a tricky game to play,
so here's our guide to that dead
important cockpit layout

J Tells you what your current score is.

How many gunships you've got left.

You need an incredible 100,000 points to get
another gunship.

nts you still

Fuel gauge

i

i

Agents on board

ss flying about wastes
re you've enough left to get
ult ship.

1 Tells you how many individual bullets

and cartridges your gunship has left.

appears
people yo

1 Tells you how many bunker-splitting

explosives

•>, an icon

now how many

Ids remaining

ing.

and "Danger" starts to flash on and off
alarmingly. One more direct hit now and
you're a goner.

1^*1 This tells you how many agents you've
successfully returned to the USS Excalibur.

AIR SUPPORT
Do you believe in the NorthSouth divide? Why don't you
take a leap into the future to

I t ' s the end of the 21st Century
and you're in a world riven in
two by another cold war. This
time

the

hostilities

are

divided

along the Equator - North vs
South. For too long Third World

South now represents a mighty
superpower with highly sophisti
cated weaponry at its disposal.
Welcome to Psygnosis's latest
release, Air Support in which you
have to ensure the North doesn't

find out if it exists? Rob Mead

have felt

fall under the onslaught of the

exploited by their fellow humans in

did and didn't like what he saw

the affluent North, so they decided
to do something about it. The

South's might.
The weird thing is, there are
no real wars in the future. Well, not

countries

in the South

In the beginning... the most graphically interesting part of the game

I The brave pilots face unfavourable

odds, but their comprehensive training
on the Air Support Battle Simulator

should see them through. Hopefully.

!il
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SCREENPLAY

71

• The drug barons
seem to have
collected some

mighty firepower
over the last few

years. Are you

hard enough to
take the heat?

islands an arrow guides you
towards a stranded agent. Once
there, the arrow turns into a target

square and you enter the next part
of the game - the Para Rescue sec
tion. A rope is lowered, ready for
the agent to climb up, but sud
denly you're attacked by a

addictive game. OK, so the plot's
not up to much, but there's enough
action and tension in the gameplay
to keep you glued to your ST.
As you manoeuvre your gun

USS Excalibur.

ship around the islands you're
attacked by enemy planes, heli
copters, tanks, boats and bunkers you really have your work cut out
trying to stay one step ahead of the
opposition. Rescuing the agents is
no easy task either - they run for
cover when the enemy choppers

Surprisingly enough, Firehawk
turns out to be a frighteningly

they're nearly home, they can still

squadron of helicopters - you have
to keep them at bay, until the
agent climbs the rope and then
you can return to the safety of the

loom into view and, even when

• Destroy bridges, roads and

• Enemy helicopters fly thick and

railroads to stop the drug barons.

fast, while you rescue an agent.

fall off the rope and you have to
start again. You die often and, frustratingly, there are no continues or
passwords, so you have to start all
over again.
The joystick controls are diffi

variety in the gameplay. The sound
effects are pretty good too.

cult to get the hang of at first -

pushing up moves you only in the
direction you're currently facing, so
you have to do plenty of manoeu
vring to get to where you want to
go. Graphically, Firehawk isn't star
tling, but the sprites are well ani
mated and with 360 degree
scrolling, there's more than enough

Verdict

Firehawk is an exciting shoot-'emup with plenty of arcade thrills and
spills. The plot's hardly original, but
the game offers plenty of addictive
gameplay and is going to have you
screaming at your ST and pulling
your hair out in frustration, stf

Firehawk
£19.99 Codemasters
?? 0926 814132
One disk

Highs
Addictive and frustrat

ing in equal measure,
Firehawk is going to
have you perched
on the edge of
your seat.

w

Lows

The joystick
controls are a bit
• Congratulations! You've died and

have to start all over

you have to start from the beginning
all over again, isn't it?

again when you die.

• You can access Air Supports database to get to all the different wire-frame
views of your defences. Exciting stuff, or what?

to shelter your fledgling defence
complex from the attacking hordes.

carefully-laid mines is crucial if your

dodgy landscape like a slug with
hiccups. It's crap. Just thank your
lucky stars there's an Autopilot so
you can let your ST do the flying

Effective use of radar, missiles and

the conventional kind with humans

slugging it out on a blood-spat
tered battlefield anyway. These
days powerful computers run huge
defence complexes with auto
mated weaponry - before you can
get your hands on this lot though,
you have to undergo an intensive
period of training on the Air Sup
port Battle Simulator (ASBS).
The battle simulator consists

of 20 increasingly complicated mis
sions based on a strategic map
view screen and a 3D arcade game.
On the map view you place waypoints for your vehicles to move to,

make it difficult to understand.

power generation and factory facili

for you. Even more bizarre is the

Verdict

pair of 3D specs you get with the
game - select the Stereo option and
all the wire-frame lines split into two
so you can view the game in true 3D

Let's be honest. Air Support is
hardly the most stimulating game

enemy's positions.

you look like a prat. The sound
effects consist of pure chip rubbish all pings and meaningless thunks,
although you do get garbled robotic

The

problems

really

start

when you delve into the arcade
side of the game - it consists
entirely of badly-drawn wire-frame
graphics, last seen in the coin-op
version of Battlezone. To make mat

ters worse the gameplay is incredi
bly slow and you jerk along a

perspective. It doesn't work... and

speech if you have an STE.
Getting around in the game is
not simple. The sub-menus are con
fusing and you have to use differ
ent
combinations
of
mouse,

in the world. The challenging
strategic element is sadly let down
by the arcade bits - the wire-frame
graphics and sluggish controls

make all the

flying sequences

totally farcical, stf

Air Support
£25.99 Psygnosis
w 051 709 5755
Two disks

Highs
The strategy side of
Air Support can be quite
challenging.

you to pilot vehicles individually
and attack the bad guys. Success

Lows
Wire-frame

fully complete all 20 missions and
you're rewarded with another 40
missions and a real defence com

plex to control. Sounds like fun,

The strategy side of the game
proves to be challenging as you try

keyboard and joystick depending
which part of the game you're in.
It's no good running to the manual
for help 'cos its layout and writing

ties aren't going to be wiped out
with the first enemy onslaught. The
major drawback is that you have to
overcome equally strong defences
when you launch an attack on your

while the 3D arcade section enables

doesn't it? Well it's not.

tricky at first and you

got on the high score table. Too bad

• There's only one way to hammer
these baddies - pile in there with

• Build up your defence complex as
quickly as you can, otherwise you

missiles-a-go-go.

stand no chance.

A

graphics and
unimaginative
gameplay makes
this game one
big snooze.

f. S
V
par
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POPULOUS AND
PROMISED LANDS
Some people worship gods, oth

have a battle on your hands. As you
gain strength from your worship

disks. Silly World is just

ers just think they are gods.
Now's your chance to get in on

pers you can unleash all kinds of

the heavenly act with the help

disasters on your enemy's popula
tion - everything from earthquakes

ist's nightmare with little
green men roaming around
a
cross-eyed
chequered
background.

of the budget release of this
great god game from Bullfrog.
You play a mythical deity who
controls the destinies of a small

to volcanoes and hellfire.
There's a certain amount of

strategy involved if you're to win
and Populous turns into a highly-

group of worshippers. It's your job
to level the land and provide them
with the means to lead happy, con
tented lives. In return, they invest
more of their spiritual belief in you
and so you become more powerful.

you and a friend to squabble over -

Unfortunately, a rival god has

the Bit Plains, Blockland, the French

similar plans to your own, so you
pp^

Revolution, Wild West and Silly

addictive

and

rewarding

battle

against totally impossible odds.
Promised Lands is a data-disk

which offers five new worlds for

ilar to the original Popu
lous game, except their
stars are Breton-shirted

Promised Lands disk seems more of

Frenchmen or cowboys

a gimmick than a serious attempt
at creating new worlds for Popu
lous addicts. Despite that, this pack
is well worth £12.99 of anyone's
money, just don't make a martyr
of yourself.

and

indians.

Blockland

looks like something out
of a cranky Lego set and
the Bit Plains is stuffed
• Computer peripherals are the main

with
computer-based
images like holey paper and floppy

Promised
Lands
£12.99 Hit Squad
Platinum ^ 061 832 6633

Populous's pedigree is well-estab
lished - it's a classic game with
stacks of payability and greatlooking graphics. However, the

West

Populous/

Two disks.

lution

Wild

box, only International Rescue can
save you now.

smoke. The sound samples are
sparse, but highly effective.
Verdict

and

• There's a war going on in your toy-

Populous is controlled entirely
with a mouse and - once you've
got the hang of the icon system is a doddle to play. Graphically,
the game still looks superb, espe
cially when you see your oppo
nent's cult members go up in

World. The French Revo

worlds are the most sim

theme for the Bit Plains world.

bizarre - it's like a surreal

Highs
• You can now get one of
the best ever

god games at a
budget price.
' Some o f the

m

Promised Lands

are positively
headache-

inducing and a
bit gimmicky.

ROB MEAD

BART SIMPSON VS THE
SPACE MUTANTS
"Save the earth!" is the cry from
Bart and Ocean's budget label
Hit Squad. You might think
you've stumbled into another of
those supposedly green games,
but no, you've got to believe
some half-baked story about
space mutants and their desire
for purple objects. Yes, really.
The space mutants have come
to Springfield, Bart's home town
and you, as Bart, have to stop them
building the ultimate weapon with
which they intend to take over the
world. To build this weapon the
mutants need a very strange selec
tion of objects - purple things in

destroy or hide 'em. That's the

Verdict

basic idea at least, although there
are other activities to get involved
in along the way.

Bart and his family look
very much like the car

Level One, then hats, balloons, exit

work

signs and power rods in the subse
quent levels so you have to either
change their colour or collect,

always a time limit ticking away that's if you live long enough to

toon

on

which

this

You can try to enlist the help
of the rest of the Simpson clan by
jumping on the heads of people

makes the game look
attractive (except when

whose bodies have been taken over

Bart blends in

by the mutants, you can work out

background when things
just get plain confusing) but you
tend to spend so much time repeat

different methods of changing the
colour of objects from the rather
obvious spray-painting and you can

just try to control Bart and his
rather lively skateboard.
The puzzles are probably the
best bit in the whole game, but
don't spend too long trying to
them

out

run out of time.

because

there's

licence was based which

with the
• Spray and skateboard your way to

fame, fortune and eternal gratitude
from the inhabitants of Springfield
in The Simpsons: Bart vs The

ing parts of the game you've
already achieved, you're going to
get bored with it pretty soon.

Space Mutants.

No better or no worse than

The

any other platform game unless
you happen to be an avid Simpsons

Simpsons

fan, in which case it could well be
the answer to all your Simpson-

£9.99 Hit Squad

related ambitions.

One disk

n 061 832 6633

CHARDS

|

• Find the

i

> Highs
y

spray

cans and

make this

i

•

then use

them on
all purple

*

*

.

sense!
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instantly
appealing.

Lows
• Lacks long term

objects...
makes

• Some good puzzles
and bright graphics

interest. It's

j

k

nothing special.

j

*

If
a>

Amazing Prices for Atari Users
PINBALL DREAMS

Games

PINBALL MAGIC
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

23.95
20.95

20.95 \

POPULOUS II(1 MEG)

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2
3D POOL
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM
ADVENTURERS
AGONY

33.95

POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS

10.95

7.95

POSTMAN PAT 3

7.95

POWERMONGER

6.96
20.95

>

17.95

POWERMONGER DATADISK(WW1)

AIRSEA SUPREMACY (COMP)

17.95
20.95

ANCIENT ART OF WAR IN THE SKIES

23.95

PREHISTORIK
PREMIER MANAGER
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO TENNIS TOUR 1

ANOTHER WORLD
AQUATIC GAMES
ARCHER MACLEANS POOL

17.95

AWARD WINNERS(COMP)

17.95
23.95
6.96

17.95
17.95

BARBARIAN II(BUDGET)
BARBARIAN II(PSYGNOSIS)

6.96

17.95
15.96

BOSTON BOMB CLUB

7.95

BRAIN BLASTER
BUBBLE BOBBLE
BUBBLE DIZZY

6.96
6.96

12.95

JAGUAR XJ220 (1MB)

17.95

ROTOX

17.95

JAMES POND
JIM POWER

CAPTIVE
CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE

23.95
6.96

CHAOS ENGINE

-ty

CHASE HO I
CHIPS CHALLENGE

V<.V^ si.
JSP ,CT

CHUCKYEAGER2

>S? .V"

CIVILIZATION (1MB)
oS^ "»5>
CJ IN THE USA
\»" \J2?

COMBAT AIR PATROL

•$>

20.95

JOE S MAC - CAVEMAN NINJA

17.95

KICK OFF II(1/2 MEG)

17.95

KID GLOVES II

17.95

1795

KNIGHTMARE

DALEK ATTACK
DELUXE PAINT
DICK TRACY
DIE HARD 2

DIZZY COLLECTION
DIZZY PANIC
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES
DOODLEBUG
DOUBLE DRAGON II
DOUBLE DRAGON III

DRAGON NINJA
DREADNOUGHTS
DREAM TEAM
DUNE
DUNGEON MASTER/CHAOS STRIKES BACK

DYNABUSTER (1MB)
ELF

ELVIRA II
EMLYN HUGHES INT. SOCCER
EPIC
ESPANA - THE GAMES '92
F-1S STRIKE EAGLE II
F-16 COMBAT PILOT
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
F-29 RETALIATOR
FA PREMIERE LEAGUE FOOTBALL
FALCON

• COUNTERSTRIKE DATA DISK

20.95
13.95

13.95

LEMMINGS LEVELS (STAND ALONE)

17,95

SPACE CRUSADE plus MISSIONDISK

LETHAL WEAPON

17.95

23.95 1
14.95 1
12.95 1
40.95 1
7.95 1
17.95 1
17.95 1
6.96 1
17.95 1
17.95 1
7.95 1
17.95 1
6.96 1
25.99 1
17.95 1
20.95 1
20.95 1
20.95 1
17.95 1
23.95 1
7.95 1
20.95 1
20.95 1
23.95 1
7.95 1
13.95 I

LIFE & DEATH

12.95

LOCOMOTION

17.95

6.96

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE

7.95

LOTUSIII• The UllimateChallenge
LUREOF THETEMPTRESS(1MB)

20.95

M1 TANK PLATOON
MAGIC POCKETS
MAGIC STORYBOOK

12.95
17.95
20.95

17.95

p

MAGICLAND DIZZY
MANCHESTER UNITED
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
MATCH OF THE DAY

MCDONALD LAND
MEGA SPORTS

6.96

STRIKE FLEET

7.95

STRIKER

17.95
17.95
17.95

17.95

20.95
17.95
20.95
17.95
23.95
6.96
7.95
20.95
7.95
17.95
7.95
6.96
6.96

Head Cleaner (3.5")

15.99

OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUN EUROPA

PACIFIC ISLANDS
PANG
PANZA KICK BOXING
PARASOL STARS

PICTIONARY

Parallel printercable (2m)
Roboshift(auto Mouse/Joystickswitch)

8.60 ;
14.75

18.95

Trackball

28.75

18.95
13.95
13.95
13.95

MATHS MANIA (8-12) „^^__-_____-^

19.95
19.95

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)

19.95

ADI ENGLISH (11-12)

17.95

14.95

80

ADI ENGLISH (14-15)

17.95

100

ADI FRENCH (11-12)/

17.95

ADI FRENCH (12-13)'

17.95

ADI FRENCH(13-14)
ADI FRENCH(14-15)
AD1MATHS(11-12)

17.95
17.95

Competition Pro 5000 - black

13.75

Freewheel • digital
Maverick1 (QS128F) or 1M(SQ138F)
MegastarA7F(SV133)
NavigatorA/F
Python 1 (QS130F)
Python 1M(QS137F)

27.00

«96

SWIV

FUNSCHOOL 4 (5-7)

TABLE TENNIS

FUN SCHOOL4 (7-11)

FUN SCHOOL 4(UNDER 5'S)

17.95

THEGREATEST(COMP)(1MB)

21.95

THE MANAGER
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE

20.95

7.95
17.95

6.96

17.95
6.96
23.95
12.95
6.96
6.96
7.95

2095
6.96
7.95
17.95
6.96

TITAN

TOTAL RECALL

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

TURRICAN
TURRICAN II
TWILIGHT 2000
UNIVERSAL MONSTERS
UNTOUCHABLES

6.96

DataGEM
has supplied computer

10.95
21.95

Joysticks

23.95
5.95

12.95

8.75

Deluxe Stackable

17.95
17.95
17.95
6.96
6.96

FUN SCHOOL 3(OVER7)
FUN SCHOOL 3(UNDER 5)

6.96

50

17.95

SWITCHBLADE I

17.95
6.96

Slimpack

17.95
17.95

SUPERSKI 2

TEAM SUZUKI
TENNIS CUP 2

Disk Boxes

ADI ENGLISH (12-13) i
ADI ENGLISH (13-14) I

FUNSCHOOL 3 (5-7)

TERMINATOR II

Monitor

MAGICMATHS(4-6)

10.95

7.95

Dust Covers
Atari

STAR LC10 printer

FUNSCHOOL2 (UNDER6)

2.95

13.95

STAR LC24printer

FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8)
FUNSCHOOL 2 (OVER 8)

2.95
6.80

19.95

,

3.75

14.75

Parallel port extension cable

19.95

;"

57.95

15.99
15.99
18.95
18.95

BETTER MATHS(12-16)

AD! MATHS (13-14)
AOl MATHS (14-15)

20.95
6.96

Mouse
Mouse House
Mouse Mat

BETTERSPELLING (8-ADULT)
JUNIOR.TYPIST(5-10)

SUPERFIGHTERS (COMP)

TOYOTA CELICA
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

GUY SPY
HARLEQUIN
HARRIER ASSAULT
HEAD OVER HEELS
HEROQUEST

15.99
15.99

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

6.96

Miscellaneous
External Disk Drive

ADIMATHS(12-13)

6.96
7.95
17.95

10.95
15.99

STRIKER MANAGER
SUPER ALL STARS
SUPER MONACO G.P.
SUPER OFF ROAD
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
SUPERCARSII

NIGHTBREED - ACTION GAME
NINJA REMIX
NO SECOND PRIZE
NODDYS PLAYTIME
NORTH 4 SOUTH
OMAR SHARIF'S BRIDGE
OPERATION STEALTH
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT

10.95
10.95

MICROENGLISH (8-GCSE)
MICROFRENCH(BEGINNERS-GCSE)

mins from Old St. Tube - take exit 2

10.95

ANSWERBACKJUNIORQUIZ(6-11)
ANSWERBACK SENIORQUIZ(12-AD)

ITALIAN TUTOR
SPANISH TUTOR

Saturday 10amto 4pm

All our disks are fully
guaranteed and Include labels.
10.95
10.95

TIDY THE HOUSE

FRENCH MISTRESS
GERMAN MASTER

Mon-Fri"1bamto8pm

TOP BANANA

GRAHAMTAYLOR'SSOCCER (1MB)

Educational
FRACTION GOBLINS
MATHS DRAGONS
PICTURE FRACTIONS
REASONING WITH TROLLS

Centre

20.95

7.95

1957.50

ALVINS PUZZLES
PAINT POT 2
SHOPPING BASKET
WHICH? WHERE? WHAT?

N. Mansell'sWorldChampionship (1MB)

6.96

THE GREATEST (1MB) 21.95
DUNE, LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS, SHUTTLE

CAVE MAZE

lames

17.95

22.95
17.95

PLAYER MANAGER

SUPERFIGHTERS 17.95
FINAL FIGHT, PIT FIGHTER. WWF WRESTLEMANIA

MICROMATHS(11-GCSE)
PRIMARYMATHSCOURSE (3-12)

20.95

7.95

21.95
6.96

STRIDER
STRIDER 2

7.95
23.95

GO FOR GOLD
GOAL

7.95

STREET FIGHTER 2 (1MB)

20.95

6.96

HITCHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY

LOMBARD RAC RALLY

MEGA-LO-MANIA / FIRST SAMURAI

6.96

KICK OFF II(1/2 MEG). KICK OFF II(FINAL WHISTLE),

7.95

ST DRAGON
STAR BLADE
STARGLIDER II
STEG THE SLUG
STORM MASTER
STOS 3D
STRATEGY MASTERS
STREET FIGHTER

METAL MUTANT
MICROPROSE GOLF
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MIDWINTER
MIDWINTER II
MIG 29 SOVIET FIGHTER
MONTY PYTHON
MOONSTONE
MOONWALKER
MOTORHEAD
MURDER
MYTH
NEW ZEALAND STORY

GAUNTLET II

HEROQUEST-TWIN PACK

6.96

LEONARDO

17.95 1

GHOULS W GHOSTS

17.95

WONDERLAND

FOOTBALL CRAZY 17.95

2396.85

20.95

10.95
17.95

6.96

FANTASTICWORLDS (NOT1200)23.95
MEGA-LO-MANIAPIRATES, POPULOUS, REALMS.

4713.70

LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK

7.95
17.95
23.95

Graeme Souness SoccerManager
Graham Gooch WldClass Cricket(1MB)

17.95

LEMMINGS 2

FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2
FOOTBALL MANAGER 3

GOBLIIINS

17.95

LEMMINGS LEVELS(Add-on version)

7.95

GOBLIINS 2
GODS
GOLDEN AXE

19.95

19.95

17.95

6.96

SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93

SHOE PEOPLE
SHOOT 'EM UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

DIZZYS EXCELLENT ADVENTURES 17.95
BUBBLEDIZZY,KWIK SNAX, PANIC DIZZY,PRINCE OF
THE YOLKFOLK, SPELLBOUNDDIZZY

6.96
17.95
7.95

SCRABBLE

1795

12.95

6.96

23.95
7.95

17.95

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FLIMBO'S QUEST

6.96

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY, FAST FOOD, KWIKSNAX,
MAGICLANDDIZZY,TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

20.95

LEMMINGS (ORIGINAL)

FOOTBALLCRAZY(COMP)

7.95
17.95

DIZZY COLLECTION 17.95

20.95

6.96

17.95

6.96

SECRETOF MONKEY ISLAND (1MB)

SIM CITY/POPULOUS
SIM EARTH
SIMPSONS
SLEEPWALKER
SMASH TV
SPACE CRUSADE - DATA DISK

17.95

22.95

7.95
17.95

SHADOWORLDS(IMB)

SPACE ACE

17.95

17.95

SABRETEAM(1MB)

SEYMOUR GOES TO HOLLYWOOD

AWARD WINNERS 17.95
KICK OFF II(1/2 MEG),PIPE MANIA, POPULOUS,

6.96

SILENTSERVICE II (1MB)

17.95

FIRE AND ICE
FIRE FORCE

G-LOC

RVF HONDA

16.99

26.95
13.95

17.95
27.95

17.95 1
11.95 1

AIR SEA SUPREMACY 20.95

20.95

LEGENDS OF VALOUR

17.95 ]

2-HOT 2-HANDLE 20.95
GOLDEN AXE, SHADOW WARRIORS, SUPER OFF
ROAD RACER, TOTAL RECALL

SHUTTLE

7.95

LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS

6.96

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX
FUTURE WARS

23.95
6.96
6.96

7.95

7.95
23.95

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

HOT RUBBER

LEANDER

6.96

7.95

• FIREFIGHT DATA DISK

FANTASTICWORLDS (COMP)

7.95

LAST NINJA III

2395

7.95

D-GENERATION (1MB)

HOVERSPRINT
HUCKLEBERRY HOUND

KWIKSNAX

LAST NINJA II

8.95

17.95

D-DAY

HOOK (1MB)

KNIGHTSOF THE SKY (1MB)

6.96

1795

20.95

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
COUNT DUCKULA 2
CRAZY CARS 3
CREATURES
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY
CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA
CYBERCON III

6.96

17.95
17.95
13.95

7.95

<rx

6.96

Compilations
CARRIER COMMAND, F-15 STRIKE EAGLE,

RICK DANGEROUS I

17.95
7.95
6.96

6.96

GUNSHIP. P47 THUNDERBOLT, SILENT SERVICE

20.95

3.5" Disks

17.95

6.96

20.95

12.95

17.95
7.95

6.96

HUMANS
IAN BOTHAM'S CRICKET

INDIANA JONES S L. CRUSADE (ACT)
INDIANA JONES 8, L. CRUSADE (ADV)

17.95

WOLFCHILD
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE
XYBOTS

R.B.I. BASEBALL 2

20.95

20.95

CASTLES

17.95

23.95

17.95

6.96

20.95

WIZKID

R-TYPE I

INT'L RUGBY CHALLENGE
INT'L SOCCER CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING
ISHAR • LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

CAESAR
CAMPAIGN
CAPTAIN DYNAMO

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER'93 (1MB)

PUTTY

QUESTFOR ADVENTURE (COMP)

HUDSON HAWK

IK+(NOTSTE)

6.96

17.95

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER (1MB)

17.95

RICK DANGEROUS II
RISKY WOODS
ROADBLASTERS
ROBIN HOOD-LEGEND QUEST
ROBOCOPI
ROBOCOP II
ROBOCOP 111

BUNNY BRICKS

CARRIER COMMAND

PUSH-OVER

RAINBOW ISLANDS
RAMPART
RAVING MAD
REACH FOR THE SKIES

10.95

7.95

WEEN - THE PROPHECY

6.96

PSYCHO'S SOCCER SELECTION

RAINBOW COLLECTION

17.95

11.95

17.95
6.96
20.95

RACE DRIVIN'
RAGNAROK

15.96

23.95
6.95

BAT 2
BATTLE CHESS
BATTLE TOADS
BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BITMAP BROTHERS • VOLUME 1
BONANZA BROTHERS

7.95

10.95

2-HOT 2-HANDLE(COMP)

B-17 FLYING FORTRESS
BALL GAME

17.95

PIRATES

125+

Quickjoy 1 Turbo(SV121)
Speedking A/F

9.00

13.75
22.00
13.75

9.25
9.75
7.95
11.00

Star Probe

13.50

Supercharger (SV123)
The Bug(blackor green)
Topstar(SV127)

13.50

9.00

21.50

Printer Ribbons

hardware and software to tens

of thousands of satisfied
customers since 1987

STARLC10/20/100black (NX1000)
STARLC10/20/100colour (NX1000CL)
STARLC200black (ZX9)
STARLC200colour(ZX9CL)

12.30

STAR LC24 series black (Z24)
STAR LC24-200/XB-24series colour (X24CL)

13.75

4.50

6.80
6.25
6.50

UTOPIA - TWIN PACK

VIDEO KID
VIZ

VOYAGER
VROOM

WAR INTHE GULF (1MB)

Credit card orders 10 am to 10 pm

71 608 0624

7 days a week (not an answerphone)
can also FAXyour order to 071 608 0688

Department STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London N1 6HB
Prices include UK postage and VAT and are effective until 30thJune1993. On overseas orders, postage is charged at cost. Newtitleswill be
sent as released and are subject to manufacturers1 price reviews. Allorders taken subject to our standard terms and conditions. E.&O.E.

SCREEIMPLAY

FALCON

GAMES

I NO SECOND PRIZE
W/LAEBike

racing sims don't come

\fAlC0nJ much
,

better than Thalion's

No Second Prize, so it's great
to see the game make it on to

graphics and nail-biting gameplay.
It was justifiably awarded an STF

• Thanks
to the

Rating of 87% in STF 46 - turn to

remote

page 62 to order your copy if you

helicopter

the Falcon.

missed it. However, the Falcon ver

view, you

You play one of six worldlywise racing fanatics who has to
take part in one of the most gru
elling competitions the racing

sion is identical - it's merely been
converted

There

from

are

the

no

ST

extra

can keep
an eye on

version.

the leaders

colours,

while you

although the intro sequence looks

bring up

world has ever seen. There are 26

as if it's been tweaked, and the in-

the rear.

different circuits to complete and
you have to win every single one of
them to get your hands on one of

game graphics are certainly no

the rarest, most beautiful motor
bikes ever built.
The ST version of No Second

Prize proved to be an exhilarating
experience, with its slick 3D vector

more detailed. Even worse, there

are no sexy sounds or music sam
ples. You're left with the mindnumbing din of chip noises blaring
through the Falcon's internal
speaker. The only discernible differ
ence between it and the ST ver

sion
is slightly faster
gameplay, but then the
original was already a
little

too

fast

for

-

after

everyone

all

drives

ing excitement in No Second Prize,
the excellent bike racer now
available for the Falcon.

£25.99 Thalion

era replay.

n 021 442 2050

Falcon030 only
Verdict

great

One disk - not hard

bike

a

drive installable.

racing

Highs

sim, but Thalion win
no

awards

~~ The Falcon version of

them

No Second Prize is

selves for porting the

not

a

motorbike with a mouse
• There are 26 tracks of knee-scrap

No Second
Prize

with the excellent remote cam

No Second Prize is

comfort anyway.
The game's still
tricky to control at
first

or mowing down isolated pockets
of spectators. Still, you can always
console yourself by looking at the
different views of your disasters

and it takes a lot of practise to

get round the track in one piece,
let alone win. All too often you end
up kissing the side of a burger van

fast with smooth

scrolling vector
graphics.

ST version across to the

Falcon. Graphically the
game's identical to its ST twin
and even retains the aggravating
chip music and sound effects.

y.

Lows

It's exactly the
same as the ST

ROB MEAD

TRANSARCTICA
take pot shots at the Viking Union
train alongside.

• The Indian

city of Bhopal
used to be a

sub-tropical

Verdict

paradise, now

Like Ishar, Transarctica takes the Fal

it's a frozen

con's extra capabilities and tries to
make something of them - there
are more colours, great sound sam
ples and quicker gameplay. How
ever, it's hard to get worked up

wasteland, fit

only for trade in
mammoths.

about

The threat of global warming
has inadvertently plunged the
world into a nuclear winter. Sci

entists

tried

to

correct

the

greenhouse effect by detonating
A-bombs at the earth's poles,
but it's gone horribly wrong.
The world is now in thrall to

the Viking Union, a hugely power
ful organisation which controls the
only means of transport - huge
lumbering trains inhabited by the

for traversing the world, trading
with remote human colonies and

trying to uncover the mysteries of a
forgotten past - do this and you
can ensure the world literally has a

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE

48

and

this

version

colours on-screen and the whole

notice about the Falcon version of

game feels much more realistic.
What you can't ignore is that
Transarctica is seriously flawed as a
game concept - guiding the little
train around the rail map remains
tedious and a succession of pretty
static screens don't really compen

Transarctica

sate for a lack of action.

Three disks

this game is the sound effects and
music - they lend a whole different
atmosphere to the game than in
the ST version. This is particularly
evident in the train battles where

ear-shattering
explosion
and
machine-gun samples raise the ten
sion level.

The graphics have also been
enhanced - there are more, richer

Even the train battles fail to

grab the imagination as you shunt
backwards and forwards trying to

is

ROB MEAD

£29.99 Silmarils/Daze
i? 071 328 2762

Falcon030 only
Hard drive installable

Highs
More colours and faster

gameplay turns

few human survivors of what was

called Operation Blind.
Transarctica is the story of one
of those trains. You're responsible

trains

unlikely to do it for you.

brighter future. The first thing you

Transarctica into a

• As you build
up your train

more exciting
proposition.

you fall under
constant attack

But the whole

from the Viking

concept doesn't
quite gel and leaves
you uninspired.

Union, hence
the missile

launcher.

.

\

AT SENSIBLE PRICES
TITLE
3D CONS KIT 2
1 MEG
AIR SUPPORT
AMBERSTAR
ANOTHER WORLD
AV8B HARRIER
1 MEG
B17FLYING FORTRESS
1 MEG
BARBARIAN 2
BAT 2
BATTLE OF BRITAIN
BIG RUN
BOSTON BOMB CLUB
CAMPAIGN
CAPTIVE
CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE

•
•

CASTLES
CHAMP MANAGER 92/93

•

CIVILIZATION

•

COHORT 2

• COOL WORLD
• CRAZY CARS 3
• CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY
CRYSTALS OFARBOREA
D/GENERATION
DOUBLE DRAGON 3
DRAGON'S BREATH
DUNGEON MASTER/CHAOS

j§DYNABLASTERS

1MEG
1 MEG
1MEG

1 MEG

1MEG
1MEG

•EMLYNHUGHES

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FA PREMIER LEAGUE
FINAL BLOW
FINAL FIGHT
FIREANDBRIMSTONE
FIRE AND ICE
liillillAWi

FLIGHT OFTHE INTRUDER
FORMULA ONE GP
GOAL
1 MEG
GOBUIINS2
GRAHAM GOOCH'S WORLD CRICKET
GRAHAM TAYLORS FOOTBALL 1MEG
HEROQUEST
HUCKLEBERRY HOUND

INDY LAST CRUSADE(ADV)
INTL RUGBY CHALLENGE
ISHAR
JACK NICKLAUSGOLF
JAMES POND
JOHNBARNES FOOTBALL
KID GLOVES 2
KNIGHTMARE
KNiGHTS OFTHESKY
LAST NINJA 3
LEGEND
LEGENDS OF VALOUR
LEMMINGS 2
LEMMINGS STAND ALONE
LEMMINGS DATA DISK
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK
LETHAL WEAPON 3
M1 TANK PLATOON
MACDONALDS LAND
MAGIC POCKETS
MANIAC MANSION
MERCENARY 3
METAL MUTANT
MICROPROSE GOLF

1 MEG

1MEG

1 MEG

1 MEG

PUBLISHER
DOMARK
PSYGNOSIS
THALION
U S GOLD
DOMARK
MICROPROSE
PALACE
UBI SOFT
LUCASFILM
STORM
GWP
EMPIRE
MINDSCAPE
PSYGNOSIS
ELECTRONIC ARTS
DOMARK
MICROPROSE
IMPRESSIONS
OCEAN
TITUS
CODEMASTERS
GWP
CLASSIC
STORM
GBH
PSYGNOSIS
UBI SOFT
TOUCHDOWN
KIXX
OCEAN
STORM
KIXX
KIXX
RENEGADE
CODEMASTERS
ACTION 16
MICROPROSE
VIRGIN
DIGITAL INTEGRATION
AUDIOGENIC
KRISALIS
GBH
ALTERNATIVE
KIXX
DOMARK
SILMARILS
HIT SQUAD
GBH
KRISALIS
MILLENNIUM
MINDSCAPE
MICROPROSE
SYSTEM 3
MINDSCAPE
US GOLD
PSYGNOSIS
PSYGNOSIS
PSYGNOSIS
PSYGNOSIS
OCEAN
MICROPROSE

PRICE:

(WHILE STOCKS LAST!)

PILE STOCKS LAST!)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)
PILE STOCKS LASTI)

NOVAGEN
GWP
MICROPROSE

'8YE

E

MS. For

8.99
11.99
16.99
5.99
7.99
11.99
16.99
14.99
18.99
22.99
21.99
19.99
20.99
14.99
8.99
6.99
10.99
16.99
10.99
6.99
6.99
12.99
10.99
7.99
13.99
9.99
7.99
25.50

TERMINATOR 2
THE CHAOS ENGINE

WHILE STOCKS LAST!)

7.99
13.99

ISOR IMEG

1 MEG

1 MEG
1 MEG
1 MEG

1 MEG

1 MEG

1 MEG
1MEG

1MEG

PUBLISHER
KIXX/XL
HIT SQUAD
VIRGIN
GREMLIN
ACTION 16
THALION
KIXX
KIXX
HIT SQUAD
ELECTRONIC ARTS
GREMLIN
HIT SQUAD
MICROPROSE
VIRGIN
KIXX
OCEAN
ELECTRONIC ARTS
KRISALIS
U S GOLD
US GOLD
RENEGADE
KIXX
KRISALIS
PALACE
VIRGIN
MICROPROSE
PALACE
GREMLIN
GREMLIN
MICROPROSE
GWP
MILLENNIUM
GWP
US GOLD
HIT SQUAD
GWP
PALACE
EMPIRE
HIT SQUAD
RENEGADE
HIT SQUAD
TITUS
SILMARILS
GBH
OCEAN
EMPIRE

PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PRICE
9.99
9.99
9.99
19.99

I 6.99

[15.99
11.99
9.99
9.99
19.99
16.99
6.99
22.99
19.99
7.99
16.99
19.99
15.99
17.99
13.99

PILESTOCKS LAST!) 16.99
7.99
15.99
6.99

PILESTOCKS LASTI) 14.99
PILE STOCKS LASTI)

3.99
16.99
10.99
22.99
7.99

PILE STOCKS LASTI)

PILE STOCKS LASTI)
(WHILE STOCKS LASTI)

KIXX
OCEAN

11.99
9.99
17.99
9.99
7.99
3.99
17.99
6.99
16.99
7.99
14.99
17.99
8.99
16.99
20.99
8.99
16.99

COMPILATIONS

15 INTELLIGENT GAMES
ADDICTED TO FUN
AWARD WINNERS
BITMAP BROS VOL 1

DIZZY COLLECTION
IOIZZYS EXCELLENT ADVENTURES
DOUBLE CONFRONTATION
DREAM TEAM
FANTASTICWORLDS
MAGIC WORLDS
MEGASPORTS
PSYCHOS SOCCER COLLECT
RAVING MAD
SOCCER STARS
STRATEGY MASTERS
SUPER ALL-STARS
SUPER FIGHTER
THE GREATEST

16.99

9.99
9.99

1 MEG

THE SIMPSONS
TITUS THE FOX
TRANSARCTICA
ULTIMATE GOLF
UNIVERSAL MONSTERS
WAR IN THE GULF
W/C LEADERBOARD
WIZ KID

13.99
12.99
19.99
14.99
11.99
16.99

PILE STOCKS LASTI)

TITLE
MIDWINTER
MIG 29 FULCRUM
MOTORHEAD
N.MANSELLS WORLD CHAMP
NORTH AND SOUTH
NO SECOND PRIZE
OPERATION STEALTH
PIRATES
POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS
POPULOUS 2
PREMIER MANAGER
PRINCE OF PERSIA
RAILROAD TYCOON
REACH FOR THE SKIES
ROBOCOD
ROBOCOP3
RISKY WOODS
SABRE TEAM
SCRABBLE
SECRETMONKEY ISLAND
SENSIBLE SOCCER
SHADOWDANCER
SHADOWORLDS
SHOOT EMUP CONS KIT
SHUTTLE
SILENT SERVICE 2
SLIDERS
SPACE CRUSADE VOYAGE BEYOND
SPACE CRUSADE MISSION DISKS
SPECIAL FORCES
STARBLADE
STEEL EMPIRE
STORMASTER
STREETFIGHTER 2
STRIKE FLEET
SUPERSKI 2
SWAP
TEAM YANKEE 2

,THE FRONT COVER TO THE
GPEAtNi COMPUTER USER
SZim. FULL DETAILS Of ST.

19.99

VIRGIN
MINDSCAPE
KIXX

1 MEG

32.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
23.99
23.99
3.99
23.99
15.99
5.99
7.99
22.99
7.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
23.99
20.99
14.99
13.99
14.99
7.99
14.99
5.99
5.99
17.99
18.99

1 MEG
1 MEG

1 MEG
1 MEG

BACKGAMMON/BRIDGE/CHESS/DRAUGHTS/GO
RAINBOW ISLANOS/BUBSLE BOBBLE/NEWZEALANDSTORY
P0PUL0US/K.0.2/PIPEMANIA/SPACE ACE
XENON/CADAVER/SPEEDBALL2
FOOO/KWIK SNAXrMAGIC LANCWANTASY WORLD/TREASURE ISLAND
SPELLB0UND/PANIC/+3 OTHER DIZZY GAMES
MEGALOMANIA/FIRST SAMURAI
T2/WWF/SIMPS0NS
REALMS/PIRATES/WONDERLAND/POPULOUS
DRAGONS BREATH/STORM MASTER/CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA
SUMMER GAMES 142/CALIFORNIA GAMES/WINTER GAMES/THE GAMES

16.99

13.99
14.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
23.99
19.99
19.99
K02/INT SOCC CBALUWORLD CHAMP SOCC/MANII 15.99
ROBOCOD/MEGA TWINS/RODLAND 16.99
KtCK OFF 2/GAZZA 2/MICROPROSE SOCCER/ EMLYN HUGHES 14.99
POPULOUS/SPIRIT EXCAL/HUNTER/DEUTEROS/CHESSMASTER 2150 21.50
SlMSlllMIGMDOIZiTOrTllMIWMSIWIBIlCffl 16.99
FINAL FIGHT/WWF/PITFIGHTER
16.99
JIMMY WHITE SSNOOKER/LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS/SHUHLE 19.99

NAME!
ADDRESS

EUROPEAN COMPUTER USER Units A2/A3 Edison Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE174LF.

POSTCODE[

PHONE

Phone 0480 498889, Fax 0480 496379. Office hours Monday to Friday 9.00am to 6.00pm. Answer machine

ITEM ;

PRICE

games (no surcharge). Allow 5 working days from receipt of order for cheque clearance. Make cheques,
postal orders and international money orders (sterling only) payable to EUROPEAN COMPUTER USER.

ITEM r

PRICE

All items featured are SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. All prices are subject to change without notice. E & O E.
All orders are dealt with immediately provided the goods are in stock at the time of your order being
processed. However, we may take up to a maximum of 28 days to deliver from receipt of order, with the

ITEM f

operates outside office hours. Personal callers welcome. Credit card orders charged only on despatch of

exception of overseas orders which make take longer.

PRICE

Visa/Maslercird/Switch Number:

TOTAL

POST AND PACKAGING: UK, 7Sp per item 2nd Class, £1.50 per item 1st Class, £1.80 per item 1st class

recorded. EEC £2.75per item, non EEC £3.75per item, Express Airmail£4.75per item.
j. Ifyou do not wish your details to be added to our database for other direct
mail, including regular issues of ECU magazine, please tick the box on the
form provided, or tell our staff when you call.
SOMETITLES MAYNOT BERELEASED ATTHETIMEOF GOINGTO PRESS
PLEASE TELEPHONE FORAVAILABILITY ANDACOPYOF OUR FULL TERMSANDCONDITIONS.

POSTAGE

Switch issue No:

Card Expiry Date;

SIGNATURE:.

•

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO
BE ENTERED ONTO THE ECU DATABASE

Make cheques payable to:
European Computer User
St send to :

Units A2/A3 Edison Rd,
St Ives,
Huntingdon, CAMBS PE1 7

i

HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

Got any top tips, cheats or
solutions to those excellent ST

games? Then send 'em in and win

Dungeon Master
Manchester lad Cordon

sitiS

Longley astounded all
'

in the ST FORMAT
offices with his

complete Dungeon

loads of dosh in our all-action
4

game bustin game show, with
your host, Rob Mead...

Master solution

| It took him a whole
week to put together so
we have stuck it on this month's
Cover Disk. Cordon wins £50 for

Grandad and the Quest for the Holey Vest
Andy Candsell has sent in the
complete solution to this

wire. Go to the northern side of the

hilarious adventure all the

and go over to the spotty kid. Look
at the boy and tell him to "disap
pear," by doing this you get a ball.

way from Wellington in
New Zealand

PUBLIC DOMAIN

shrub and look at it. Get the trowel

Go inside to the crack in the

Look at the picture on the wall and
get the key covered in dust. Look at
the climbing plant and get the

wall, use the wire to free the key,
then use it on the left door. Go

through the door and use the ten
nis ball on the pipe structure to
obtain another key. Go to the end
of the hall and look out the window

• Back in his bedroom. Grandad

discovers a key behind Sharon's
photo and a dog-eared heap of Big
and Bouncy XXX magazines.

- there's a key here. Get the key
and go back to the main hall.
Use the tarnished key on the
northern door and go through into
the kitchen. Look in the washing
machine and get the underpants.
Look in the fridge and get the but
ter. Use the small key in the right
door and go in.
Look behind the door and get
the key you find. Look in the box at
the end of the room and get the
hairpin. Go back to the main hall

• Grandad's

a bit of a grumpy

old sod, don't you think?

and use the hairpin on the left
door. Go in and get the lighter
from the ashtray. Look at the settee
and get the key stuffed behind the
cushion. Go to the kitchen and use

the large key on the front door. Go
out to the back garden and look at
the large woman over the fence.

The essential guide to Grandad's basement
Along with his

complete solution
Andy Candsell
sent this map to

help you find
various goodies
and show you
around
Grandad's

basement

KEY
q- BARREL
•

- ROUTE

2-KNIFE

5 - TORCH

ST
•

FORMAT
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PSYCNOSIS

not
cheating
by
sending in some
body else's solution,
leers Gordie. Now

you can also delve
deep into this clas
sic RPG, beat the

giant scorpions and send
Lord Chaos packing at last.
Keep those cheats, hints and
tips flooding in. We are especially

interested if you've got complete
solutions for BAT2, Caesar, Civiliza

tion, Sleepwalker or Transarctim
You could win yourself some cas

Cheats, tips and comple
solutions must be your very own
that is not copied from the Public
Domain or from cheat books.
• ST FORMAT finally slay the Dungeon
Master beast with a complete solution
on this month's Cover Disk.

Give her the butter. Now for the

I Hold your

she's left the room look at the box

slightly tricky part...
Go east of the gnome named

breath 'cos

been rotting

and get the sticky tape attached to
it. Go to the spare bedroom, use
the white key on the locked door
and go in. Use the sticky tape on
the light switch and look in the pair

in this old

of overalls on the rack to find a

Grandad is

just about to

Eden and south of the tree at the

find his vest

end of the garden. Dig around this
area with the trowel and find a key.
Use the dirty key to enter the gar
den shed. Get the bucket and go to

that has

chest for...

the end of the main hall. Fill the

well, for a

bucket with water using the water

hell of a long

tap. Empty it into the barrel. Do
this again and go out to the back

time.

garden. Ask the woman to fill your
bucket with water.
Go back to the end of the
into the' barrel. The lift creaks and

you find yourself on the ground
floor. Use the code which is sup
plied when you register on the
inputter on the wall. Now follow

the route on the map to number
five - the torch.

When you get there look in
the barrel and get the torch. Use
the route on the map to find the
other objects. It's best to get the

battery second - if you're running
low on energy - and use it.
When the lighter runs out use

the torch. Once you have all the

on the locked door. Go in and get
the spare fuse from the box on the
table. Use the pliers on the fuse
holder to get the broken fuse. Put
the new one in its place.
Go to the end of the main hall

and get into the lift. When you get
to the top, look at the loose floor
board in the top right corner and
get the key.

to

the

book entitled How I Became Beauti

of the main hall.

ful by Jeremy Beadle. Use the knife
on the book and you find another

clue. Go to the conservatory and
look at the red hanging pot plant.
You find a note. Go to the front

Use the black key on the right

garden and look at the drainpipe
for another clue. Go to the back

and

on the photograph to get another
key. Use this last key on the right

door. Use the yellow key you now

Go back upstairs and go to
the first painting in the main hall

possess to open the door. Go
through the door and use the

entitled Jugs. There's a clue here.
Look at it again for the last clue. Go

glasses on the rope. Get the key

to the room with the rubber plant
and look at it. You find a key.

door and go in.

then use the wire on it to hold the

back

and into the lounge. Look for a

main hall and use the old key. Go

and use the knife on the sandbags
and drill on the barrel to go back to
entrance hall and use the dusty key

the northern left side of the bed to

find Grandad's naughty magazine.
Get the magazines and go to the
part of the main hall where the
rubber plant is. Put the magazines
under the door and go to the end

through the door and use the knife

Go to the first door in the

Look at the dressing gown
and get the glasses. Use the rusty

Go

Go inside and look at the clue

door and go in. Get the towel, the
soap from the sink and the screw
driver from the plughole. Go back
to the room with the rubber plant

objects go back to the first room

surface.

plug spanner. The panel opens.

/*>rr'".''.:.*1f';^:i..

~,.'-i*.7.tJ.- V" V* "*? "' "O- V •>-•-. "C "-...'---,-..*'.
ll^_- - ,~*;">:"»•-"*•-"*•-."T-^-~'*-\"« -O -N l"v".>".

on the wall. Go back down the lift

main hall and empty the bucket

the

plug spanner. Get the plug spanner
and go to the end of the main hall.
Look at the panel with a hole in it.
Put the soap inside, followed by the

key on the chest in the corner and

lid open. Get the key inside. Go
back to your bedroom and look at

use the screwdriver on the

from the box and go to the second
door. Use the dull key on the door.
Go

in

and

tell

the

nurse

you're sorry, then ask about your
vest. She gives you a key. Once

garden and dig around the row of
flowers with the trowel for yet
another clue.

Go to the secret room and

use the key to open the chest. Get
the vest. Congratulations! You've
completed the quest.

I can't get no... Sanatogen
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CAPTAIN DYNAMO
CODEMASTERS

Type in PURPLE RAIN for infinite
lives. Press <+> or <-> to skip levels.

Pembrokeshire

Level 1

VQVQFDE

FINAL BLOW

Level 2

ICIGCAA

SALES CURVE

Level 3

ECPQPCC

Pause the game and press <F10> six
times to render your opponents

Level 4

FTWKFEN

Level 5

HQWFTFW

brain-dead.

Level 6

DWDNDGBW

Level 7

jCjCjHM

GAZZA 2

Level 8

ICVGCGT

EMPIRE

Level 9

LQPCUJV

Level 10

HNWVGKB

Level 11

FTQKVLE
DCPLQMH

Shoot from

the centre

circle

to

score every time.

for

these

level codes to this cutesy French
puzzle-'em-up:

Level 12

GOBLIIINS

Level 13

EWDGPNL

Level 16

IQDNKQO

Level 19

NNGWTTO

COKTEL VISION

Level 14

TCNGTOV

Level 17

KKKPURE

Level 20

LGWFGUS

Thanks to Paul Skyrme of Temple-

Level 15

TCVQRPM

Level 18

NGOGKSP

Level 21

TQNGFUC

wr l

>J£
Welcome to part

complete solution to
this FORMAT Cold rated

adventure game

US GOLD/KIXX XL

shower, operate the soldier. Exam
ine

two of the classic

UFA i i n

his

shoes

and

take

the

shoelaces. Take the towel and use it

take the laces.

on the soldier, then use the laces
on him. Take the shoes, the clothes

John. Examine the bottom drawer
on the right. Operate it, examine it
again and take the stamp, then

and the glass, then leave the room.
the

In the corridor go towards

Get

the exit at the bottom on the left.

through this on the same principle

Next, go towards the opposite door

as the Palace labyrinth. At the

and enter. In the stockroom exam

You

should

labyrinth

have

scene

reached

by

now.

ine the third drawer up on the left.
Operate it, examine it again and
Use the laces on

leave the room.

In the corridor go towards
the exit on the right, then go into
the door opposite. You're now in
the

Guardroom.

Examine

the

• This is classic

clothes, take the orders (the sheet

adventure game

of paper). Use the glass on the
water fountain, operate the untidy

stuff. Some bloke

hands you the all

desk, take the lifeboat and leave

important key
with a four digit
number - and

before he can tell

you what ifs for,

the exit top left. Go through the
first door on the right.
Use the full glass of water on
the officer. As

soon as he turns

round, take the stamp and leave. In
the corridor, go towards the exit
on the right, then towards the exit
at the bottom on the right. Then
go through the door.
You're in the guardroom.
Take the ink pad - between the
chair and the untidy mess on the
desk. Use the stamp on the pad
and use the inked stamp on the
orders sheet. Operate the cigarette

the room.

case and examine the cigarette.

In the corridor go towards
the exit at the top on the right. The
officer asks you to get him a glass

Operate it and use the cigarette
paper on the glass. A fingerprint
appears. Now leave the room.

he curls over and

of water. Go towards the exit at

You're in the corridor, go

dies. Great!

the top on the right, then towards

towards the exit at the top on the

Starglider 2

RAINBIRD

Tim Chapman from
Wolverhampton is going to

tips, hints and his complete

General Tips

ppi Draw a map or learn the tun-

solution to this brilliant

mm Save as often as possible.

•**™

answer a lot of people's

FORMAT Cold winning

prayers with a load of general

space adventure

Try and plan your routes so
you don't have to go so far.
mm Watch your fuel level remember you need some
spare to reach a refuelling place.
mm If you have a mid-space collim

sion, just press <D> to keep
on going.

mm Bouncing bombs are made of
Castron.

•f-a

Missiles are made on Mill-

way's seven moons and on
Apogee.
mm Use fixed sights when firing it's much easier.

mm Practice refuelling. It's a vital

•*• technique. The easiest way is
to fly along just above the electric
pylons and hold an asteroid in your

way's moons are exactly alike.
*•***•

Remember

™

speed up in the tunnels.

EB

• Don't stay on a planet for too long - they're all pretty dangerous, and you're
bound to find out exactly why if you don't get moving quickly. Oh, and

another thing, when you launch the Neutron bomb, don't stick around. Run!

| | S T FORMAT

ISSUE 48

to

keep

your

Shoot the barriers in the tun

nels to proceed.
mm Whenever possible blow up
the projector bases on Mill-

way's moons. To do this, fly low
and fairly fast towards them and
use a bouncing bomb. Remember
the bomb comes up again, so time

your release so the bomb hits the
base. Use rear view to check what

happens. Ifyou miss carry on ahead
- the landscape wraps round, so
you are right on course for the next
attempt.

mm

tractor beam until it explodes. Read
the manual for details of where

nel layouts. Most are quite

simple.
•"""•i All the tunnel layouts on Mill-

It's better to run if you're
badly damaged than to die

fighting.

power lines can be found.

mm Pirate ships have useful items

p**a

*••

Beware of volcanoes - they're

M deadly.

if you collect their cargo canis

ters by tractor beam.

GAMEBUSTERS

WORLD
GO" -

GREMLIN/5TF COVER DISK 45

Fed up with only being

ras/a

[able to do three laps on
i the Cover Disk demo?

Then take this tip from
Michael Andrew from
Bradford.

When you get onto
the third lap, go into the pit lane
and a few seconds before you pass

When

the finish line hit the brakes. When

• Check out Michael Andrew's tip if you want to race more than three laps in

you go past the finish line, keep on

the Nigel Mansell's World Championship demo we gave away in issue 45.

braking until the Pitstop selector
appears. Choose the type of tyre

can do an extra lap. Repeat the
process every time you want to
race another lap.

you want to fit on your car and you

electric cable on the electric socket.

Operate the electric socket to turn
it on. Use the razor on the wastepaper basket. Go towards the exit on

the right and now you're in the
Control room.

t> *JmL*\JmmlM
• In Operation Stealth you get to
travel in all sorts of luxurious and

Wait for the message from
the razor: "Explode, one, two..." As
soon as the message appears, put
the red cigarette on the computer.
After the computer has exploded,

right. Use the fingerprint on the
keypad and go through the
armoured

door.

RAMPAGE
LYNX

Pause the game on the Player
Selection screen. Now unpause it.
Start the game as usual and hold
down <Option> when the newspa
per page appears. Moving the joypad now enables you to select

the

Formation

screen

appears put the forwards in goal
and the defence up front, basically
destroying the formation. Start to
play. When the teams come on
press <Esc> and return to your
tournament. View the opposition's
team and you find that AC Milan
are playing with your altered team
formation. So long as you've
changed the keeper, he drops
everything and it's easy to score.

different levels.

TREASURE ISLAND
DIZZY

SENSIBLE SOCCER

CODEMASTERS

RENEGADE

Press <C> and then move the joy
stick to skip screens.

Jim Smith from Paisley in Scot

operate Otto. After John has fought

with Otto, use the compact disc on
the laser reader. Then go towards
the door at the top on the left.
At the helicopter scene, use

unbelievable machines-

Go towards the

the elastic band on the bomb. Let

other exit on the right. In the laser
room use the stamped orders on
the letter box and go through the

yourself fall to the ground. When
the second screen appears, operate
the lifeboat. And there you go,

• "What are you smiling at egg?" Bounce, bounce, bounce! "Hey, egg, what

laser doors. In the corridor use the

that's all there is to it.

are you bouncing for?" "..." - Another rivetting conversation with Dizzy.

mm Always keep an eye - and an
ID - open for objects you
need just lying around the planets.
mm Use the Painting With Rolf

•*•• option to find out what all
the objects look like.
mm It's usually best to ignore

****•

enemy attacks since they usu

ally have an unbeatable force.
mm Only stay on a planet as long
**•• as you have to.
Solution

First enter the tunnel system on
Apogee - the start planet - and
locate the ground crew. Press <y>
when asked to make them build

the bomb and jot down all the
items you need.
Leave Apogee and stardrive
your way to Broadway, round the
back of Millway. Enter the tunnels
here and locate the ground crew.
Talk to them, then fly out to the
planet's surface. Here you must
find the small Emma 2 craft Profes

sor Taymar is driving around in.

P

land has come up with the latest in
a long line of tips for this most
excellent footie game
When you play in a special
tournament you can change the
opposition's team. If you're about
to play AC Milan then, when your
fixture comes up, exit and go to
Friendly. Choose AC Milan to be
played by you and another team to
be played by your ST.

NIGEL MANSELL'S
CHAMPIONSHIP

L

H

Lock onto it with tractor beams and

press <C> to pick him up - you can
jettison the car if you want. Taymar
fits an energy cube launcher to
Icarus automatically.
The main part of the game
starts. You have to fly around the
planetary system trying to collect
the objects needed for the bomb
and deliver them to the ground
crew on Apogee. The places where
the objects can be found are listed
in the panel on the right.
Once all of these objects are
delivered the bomb is ready. Pick it
up and fly to the small yellow
moon of Q-Beta. This disappears as
you approach - it's really just a
deceptive disguise.
Ensure you blow up all seven
orbiting sentinels around the cen
tral space-station - this can be
done with missiles.

Where to get those goodies
It's not easy to find everything you need to complete
Starglider 2, so here's a list of where it all is
Object

Location

Nuclear Fuel

Aldos planet surface. Espirit, swapped for

Mineral Rock

Pyramid
Castrobars

Petrified Tree
Petrified
Tree
Vistan Wine

Egron Mini Rocket

Castron, swapped for a petrified tree.
Enos planet surface.
Vista planet surface. Pirate ship cargo.
Aldos planet surface. Q-Beta planet surface.
Westmere, swapped for an asteroid.

Asteroid
Flat Diamond

In space, mainly between Apogee and
Millway.
Vista planet surface. Questa, swapped

Mechanical Whale
Mechanical

In the upper atmosphere of Millway.

Cluster of
Cluster
of Nodules
Nodules
Professor Taymar

Dante planet surface. Synapse, swapped
for an Egron duck.
Broadway planet surface in an Emma 2.

Icarus Repairs

Wackfunk, swapped for any object.

for a mechanical whale.

Lock the Neutron bomb into

the central part and fire. It's a good
idea to run away at this point.
You've now completed Starglider 2.

Icarus pilot couch.
Q-Beta planet surface. Pirate ship cargo.
Apex, swapped for a Blue Pyramid
Enos - and others - planet surface.
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Here is Captain Blunder - the ST gaming wonder
to sort out all those annoying games problems...
Missing baby

I've tried to get a copy of
Baby Jo after seeing the
demo on STF 30's Cover

Disk, but I can't find it

anywhere. Why don't you publish
addresses of software companies
when you review games?
Jef Neefs, Belgium
CB: You can get a copy of Baby jo
direct from Loriciel by phoning
France, a +33 1 46 88 28 28 or by
writing to them at 7 Rue de Fosse
Blanc, 92230 \ennevHiiers, France. We
don't print addresses of software
houses because we believe a phone
number is usuallysufficient.

TECHIE TROUBLE
*?'

I've recently bought Shuttle

and appear to have come across a bug in
the program. The problem is that suc
cessful re-entry into the atmosphere is
almost impossible, because the orbiter
nearly always explodes after the "You
have successfully entered the atmos
phere" message appears on the
teletyper. I've tried the game on an
STFM, a Mega STE and an STE, but the

when Arnie's face appears for infinite
energy. Typing LIFE STILL GOES ON
on the high score table has the same
effect. You could also try leaving the
game alone for an hour - this acti

How do I find the secret

passage in Future Wars and
get to the Middle Ages?
My inventory includes a
red plastic bag, red flag, small key,
insecticide and a sheet of paper.

_______________
• ...And ten hours later you're

Ann Kukla, Cardiff

still waiting for the damn thing

CB: This is quite a common problem and to take off.
occurs on early versions of the game. Simply
960 2255) with a note explaining the problem and they'll be quite happy to supply
you with a replacement.

CB: Open the desk drawer and take
out the pile of paper. Examine the map
and use the red flag on the hole. The
secret passage opens and you can go
through it. Now examine the panel

Have you any cheats for

next to the door and enter the numbers

break

4, 0, 3, 1 and S. Thedoor opens, so go
through it quickly. In the next room use
the pile of paper on the photocopier,
then operate the green button followed
by the red one. Get the documents and

through. Still stuck? Then check out

go to the white circle on your right.

jaz Pearson's complete solution in STF
41 - turn to page 62 to order your

You're in the MiddleAges.

Carrier Command?

CB: Look in the ST version of the

David Burman, Essex

Grail Diary and match the number
which appearson the picture with the

CB: Sure. This cheat only works

Roman numerals. You should now be

on

able

the

Rainbird

version

of the

game. Simply pause the game and
type CROW OLD ALONG WITH ME.
Now press these keys on the
numeric keypad for the following
<+>
<->

always get killed by

protection on

when I enter the attic.

removes manta and

C Markoulakis, Bristol

walrusprotection
moves you at very high
speed
<8>
shows the colour palette
<9> ...shows you the current
difficultylevel
Other keys have different
effects. Try them out.

slab

to

CB: Use the tuning fork from the
room and the attic window breaks,

allowing sunlight to flood in and fry
the vampire. Drop the ladder, climb
onto the roof and put the copper rod
on the chimney. Now cast the spell.

Which one of the numer-

Transarctica on the move

I can't find Transarctica in

Two Nigel Mansells?
Are Nigel Mansell's Grand
Prix and Nigel's Mansell's
World Championship differ
ent games? Which is best?
William Bateman, Cambridge
CB: As far as we know there's only

one ST game starring Nigey and
that's Nigel Mansell's World Champi
onship (STF Rating: 69%). Perhaps
you're thinking of

I need to

!__] als do I have to break

get on the

through in Indiana Jones:

Formula

roof of the

the Graphic Adventure?

Prix which was given

haunted
house in

tell which

vampire

Number matching

Wakey wakey

to

copy if you missed it.

turns manta and walrus

<7>

TO

THE WHALES SING

Passage through time

return yourcopy to Virgin Comes, 338a Ladbroke Crove, London W10 5AH (•& 081
Carry on cheating

Type

vates the cheat mode.

problem's always the same. Can you help
me, please?
Oliver de Peyer, Winchester

CB:
LISTEN

Mark Birchall, Manchester

Microprose's excellent
One

Grand

As^

the shops and the phone
number you gave in the
review

is

out

of

order.

How can I get a copy?
Debbie Edwards, Manchester

CB: Daze actually moved shortly
after we printed the review - you can
now reach them on *** 071
328 2762.

-filing

n%e

^

. _* to *-a'
»bt«*n,s
_.

81% in STF 36.

Elvira 2

to cast the Sum

mon Storm spell

try- ••

Total cheat

and wake Fran

Have you got

kenstein, but I

any cheats for
Total Recall?

• If you can't
beat 'em - cheat. The

US Navy strikes in
Carrier Command.
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anSW"=' meone who canto
,lodso°-e _ cheats
^ortip^^outh
°*
Mo«°*0

t .« you have »«*$T%RMAT. * % w**

A Clements,

Newbury

vourseM*^ '

New flge PDL

Telephone: (0702) 526435

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

All PD disks are FULL

Only £1.50 Each (UK)

WHAT MAKES THE WIZARD SO SPECIAL?

All of our PD disks are double sided and full, we have over 1100 disks in stock. FREE CATALOGUE with FREE

KEENj»RICES

software on request for new customers. Ifyou are an existing customer and you would like an update then
send your disk back with a stamped S.A.E.

JUST A FEWEXAMPLE Ol
WHY NOT GET ON

Alldisks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. Alldisks willonly run on a COLOUR system except:

ART 07 Super^nx^^ge,ideal for sim

'H' = High resolution monitor only. 'A' = Any monitor suitable.

ART AND GRAPHICS
FANTASY - A new 5 disk set of SPXpictures which are full colour and span several screens. Absolutely the BEST
quality pictures available on your ST! Featuring women in fantasy situations. - Only £6.50!
ART35-37 - In Bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Onry £4.001
ART51 - Crack Art 1.25 -Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 Meg needed £1.50.
ART 109 - Total Recall Spectrum 512 Slideshow - Exclusive to New Age PDL! £1.50
ART110-Pretty Woman Spectrum 512 Slideshow-Exclusive to New Age PDL! £1.50
ART 126-127 - Terminator 2 Spectrum 512 Slideshow on two disks - Exclusive to New Age PDL! £3.00

GAME 129-Ajtt^roflheBritore-AsupefbSh
1 Meg+
GAME130-Conquest- Another p/ecii strategy gair^ to co^^
Cl 03 - Guerroyer - A new strategy game based on Mega-)o-Manla. Inclusiveto New Age PDL! £2.95
DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMO 165 - Cozmic Jam by Imaglna. STE Only
DEMO 168 - Swiss Megademo, brilliant main menu,
DEMO 182 - A LittleSit Insane by Lazer. STE Only
DEMO 193 - Magic Friend' by 2 Unlimited. 1 Meg+
DEMO 195 - Autopsy 'Acts of the Unspeakable'. STE Only
DEMO200 - Grotesque Demo - STE Only, 1 Meg+

DEMO 208-209 - Choice of Gods Preview. £3.00

DEMO 211 - X-Plotion demos. STEOnly
DEMO 215 - The NPG Mega Demo.
DEMO 139-142- The Phaleon Gigademo by Next
- Four disks full of great screens! Only £5.00

UTIL 46 - STOS Shoot 'em up builder kit
MUSI 23 - Sound Merlin, Mozart Dice Waltz 'FT

BUSI 1 - Invoice &Statement generator demo, Namenet (1 Meg), Sales Controller 'H'

UTIL 39 - ST to PC, Calendar 4.7. DeskSwitch.Form,Autofix, System 2, D Format, GDOSselect + many more 'A'
LANG 5-9 - GNUC++ v2.1 Development System. 5 disks,Hard disk and 2 Meg needed £6.50 'A'
SOUNDTRACKER MODULES
These disks contain brilliantquality tunes at great value for money. Alldisks come with the ESION stracker which
isa complete module editor,creator and player. Thereare versionsforboth the ST and the STE on every disk.
TRAC 72- Breakout,Fingerbob,Funky, Future,Inter, Necro,Sukl,Trilogy - STE Only
TRAC 76 - Araba, Game, Testing,Rla, M and M,Superbaz, Push - It, Led, Sky1
TRAC 78 - Arpure, Coment, Examine.New Age, Purkup,Thrudmix, Wendy - EXCLUSIVE MODULES!

Ktion of BOARD GAMES.

ADV 01 DDST, DUNGEOJ
DRAGC
Role playing adventure. PA .NOI__,

ENCHANTED REALMjL

)ZO CI

3 more good adventures also orj this disk, j

§

at £80.00 nowPD, VAN GOGH

uimatca5f£rites. 4
ing GENASIS

LANDS'

and a C

TlUS31NfcvV|rsu.:.

SEQUENCfel#(V2.5)

The ACCOMPANIST

md FIRSTWORD,
WPR fJUSrWUTER V
Titebest wo_$ >cessors#r3r the ST (E) plus a

BRD04 CHESS, supjrfiochess garrfe.

spellchecks-,p
ready to usej

SIMON, computer version of hand held game.

300Kof text interviews and biographies from the

DECODER, e*elf«nt mastermind. SUPER /
DOMINOES, puizlegame. G<?>LF card game.
Also on this disk ©RAGON MAZE,2 gamers

sensori backgAmmon, bridgit, y
STARTREK, BATTfESI

ARCH HOME, and fCfRB -"super pifiball
games. GALTIC RANGER, unusual she

PRO 23 - Video Master Extra Fonts disk £2.95
UTIL42-Intro Maker

LCHESS,OTHELLO,
[EEL OF FORTUNE, and

08ANI STGreaWnimation package

needs no description.

APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES
UTIL 13 - German to English. MiNT, DC Utils'A'
PRO 20 - Video Master - superb video Titter £2.95
MUSI21 - Dlgi Composer Stracker program + TCB mods.
UTIL 33 - Gemini Replacement Desktop, Moitgage A'

leaflets etc. DS disk.

WIPEOUT aerial shoot enfup. INVADER/

DEMO 204 - Revolution Megademo by Stax

OF OURJSATALOGUES?

monochrome for best quality of print,

PACKY, anothersuperpac^in. SOC(
brilliant3D football garner players.MUTANT

1Meg+

RELIABLE

TOP QUALITY
(we only use the best)
S FROM OUR COLLECTION

DTP. 23builtifyioirits. A4sizepaper wo:

ARC50 HACMAN, superb rfcman clonf*

GAMES
GAME83 - Gfanckad and the CsjestfortheHoley vest-A superb lustrated adventure. 1 Meg.
GAME 131 - Glass Buttock of Tharg- Another grecitcpn«frcmtt^ciutt>_irofc_xive.
GAME 128-L>jngeon Lord-Travelba^tt^^

FAST SERVICE

FULL DOUBLE
SIDED DISKS

oleiand a selection of

ODD(/THE WORLD OS.STARTREK Over
1 STARTREK and NKCT

DERATION{slus loads6| picturesfrom
1series. A musrtfor all TRIKKIES!!!

Jt 04TETRIS, superb tetiis game (see review

_fsue 1ofthis mag). KLAX TRIX, WELTRIS

1TETSIDE, 3 more good games on thetetris

up. MONKIES & BALLOONS, bouncej
theme. MR DICE, COLLAPSE &BURGER, 3
clown and burst the balloons.FIREST£
^more good ganwsjp^uTfrnssuper value disk.
another good arcade game rescuethe humans.
220 M.AT Superb Falling Blocks game. STE
LAZERBAL, super game and interesting version
fit on 1 Meg.

on the pinball theme. Also on this disk LOST
TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER, SLALOM &
BREAK OUT.

AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great
Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.

I'D DISKS NOW
ONLY £1.75 EACH

^ww •^

SELECTION OF 46 COMMERCIAL GAMES
ALL AT UNDER £3.00 EACH.

TRAC 83 - Dungeon, LittleCheat, Maximum, Mission2, Pheenix 1,Scene 2, Slderemix, Sweet, Tarsnare

TRAC 90 - Apology, Classic, Egypt, King Tut, Lazy,Loose, Mahoney, Tlmeslip, Titan

Aswellas these diskslistedwe also cover clfpart,education, fonts,programming,on-dlsk magazines etc. We
are officialdistributors of BudgieUK, ShoestringSoftware(education). Organised Chaos (adventure/strategy),
and we are the ONLY distributor of Creative Influence disks.

1989 W/T7 A P r . P H 24 HOUR ORDERLINE
W ±_-__T-JLV__/ L .!_-/ 9am - 9pm HUMAN
9pm - 9am ANSWER PI [ONE

178 Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685

New Age PDL (STF 17), P.O. Box 30, Leigh-On-Sea, Essex SS94AD

For diskcatalogue sendblank+S.A.E. OR 70p

fevll—iJ1^in

PAPER OR DISK CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST y|C/T

Authors! We want your programs! Please send in listsof your programs
and we will swap for our PD disks. Please don't just send disks.

ALL PD DISKS SI.75. 50P P&P ON ORDERS UNDER £10.00
BUDGIE DISKS £2.75 EACH

THE BEGINNERS GUIDE TO

SOLENT SOFTWARE

STOS BASIC

PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST

A complete programming course for the Atari ST/STE.
618 Page, ring-bound course manual + 2 double-sided disks.
Over 190 programmingexamples.
The Beginners Guide to STOS Basic introduces the reader in a

step-by-step fashion to what is one of the most powerful and
versatile programming languages available for the Atari ST
range of computers - STOS BASIC.

Learn how to produce shoot-em-up games, artprograms, junior
educational programs, GCSE mathematics programs, databases,
word processors, musical programs and muchmuch more.
The course takes the newcomer from basic principles through
to the development of complete programs. A practical approach
is adopted throughout with the emphasis being on using the
computer rather than wading through reams of theory.
Programming should be fun, and with this in mind, the course
tries to coveras many interests as possible.
RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR A FULL INFORMATION SHEET

MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF)

Tel: 0983 756056

Greensward House

Fax: 0983 755800

The Broadway
Totland, I.O.W.

.

P039 0BX

PD LICENSEWARE AND SHAREWARE ALSO

AVAILABLE. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE

We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Demo
Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blank disk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.
PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

CAME.40
GAME.49
CAME.50
CAME.53
GAME.57
GAME.63
GAME.64
GAME.71
GAME.72
DEMO.60
DEM0.92

DEM0.97
DEMO, 102
DEMO.103
DEMO.118

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
EDUCATIONAL GAMES with 7 Kids, Magic Storybook andMagic Speller.
Revenge ofthe Mutant Camels - latest shoot'emup from Jeff Minter + 3 others.
Klatrix, 8 Ball, Entombed, Rockfall and Mystic Well - brilliant collection.
LLAMATRON - The original megablast from Jeff Minter, 520and1 Meg versions.
TheManager - latest football management game- winthe League and FA Cup!
COMPUTER SCHOOL and BODYSHOP - More educational games forthe young.
EDUCATIONAL GAMES including Kids ABC, Alphabet Game, Flashcard andSpell Pic.
VIOLENCE - the best'Xenon' typeshoot'emup in the Public Domain + 2 others.
CYBERNETIX - excellent Defender style space invaders plusDROID andTESERAE.
FISH'N'CHIPS - multi-screen demofrom Sewer Soft with12 'fishy' surprises.
ULTIMATE GFA DEMO by the Overlanders, 12 brilliantdemoswrtiiten in GFA basic!
DARKSIDE OFTHE SPOON - full screen mega-demos from ULM andguest screens.
VODKA DEMO-ten unbelievable screens from Equinox. Oneofthe best.
WHAT NOT TODO- 8 short comical animations from the Inner Circle. Very funny.
ELECTRA RESET - joke demobutpress reset forbrilliant mega-demo (1 Meg).

DEMO131-134

DEMO 168
DEMO.l 70
UTIL.l
UTIL.4
UTIL.25
UTIL.29

UTIL.32

PHALEON GICA DEMO by NEXT. Massive 34 sub-demos. (4 disk set £6).
MATHEMATICA DEMO by Aura -excellentgraphics using 'computer mathematics'.
GROTESQUE DEMO by Omega - the fastestgraphicsever seen. (1 MEG STE ONLY).
28 Desktop Accessories complete withAccessory Loader, Ramdisks, etc.
6 Databasesplus 2 Label Printers, good selectionforyour home business.
5 more Databasesand Address Books includingSupercard. (Shareware).
OPUS V2.2- excellent GEM basedspreadsheet and charting program. (1 Meg).

GEMINI - replacement desktop from Germany, similar to Neodesk. (1 Meg).

UTIL.41

VIRUS KILLERS • disk full of virus killers, detectors and imunisers.

WORD.l

ST. WRITER V4.2withW.P. Utilities plus2 Type Tutors and 2 Spell Checkers.

WORD.3

1ST WORD. Still the best Word Processor with Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD.22
ART.ll
ART. 13
ART.34
LANG.2
LANG.13
LANG.17
LANG.18
MUS.6
MUS.14
MUS.23
MISC.8

DESKJET Printer Drivers forthe Hewlett Packard Deskjet, plusutilities.
COLOURBURST and FINE LINE art programs withSnoopyand Garfield Slideshows.
6 excellent ArtPrograms including Van Gogh, Art. ST, ST. Graphand ST.Cad.
CRACK ART - The bestart package in the PublicDomain(IMeg).(Shareware).
STOS BasicSourceCode forfivecompletegames- StosBasicrequired.
SOZOBON C - completeimplementation of the C language,completewithdocs.
Adventure GameToolkit (AGT) writeyourown 'Infocom' styleadventure games!
AGTSourceCode foreightcompleteadventuregames. (LANG.17 required).
ACCOMPANIST - midisequencerby HenryCosh,(latestversion2.5).
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER the fullversionwith modules,samples,sourcecode, etc.
ALCHIMIEIUNIOR SEQUENCER the latest and bestmidisequencer available. (IMeg).

CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - threeexcellent BBS programs.

MISC.10

KERMIT V1.02 and VANTERM V3.8 - two of the best communications software.

MISC.14

FILM FILE ENQUIRY -database ofover 2000 films with actors, director, etc,

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882
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Before you get started,
you must decide on what
purpose your database is
going to serve

'••'

Fi" »•'

M" iTnnin

Choolt Ubtl Stilt
Gin

DB Master One comes in two main

programs, MAKEONE.PRG and
USEONE.PRC. Before you can start
entering your data, you need to
create the database and design

you've finished your design, select
Save from the File menu and you
are ready to move onto the sec
ond program used to enter and
manipulate the data. Unlike a lot
of database programs you can
change the record format without
losing all your data. Run the
MAKEONE.PRG in either medium

or high resolution.

•
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I I When you first run the

the form for each record. When

fipDMrmt*

D I

a s

To give your fields labels,

I creation program, a blank

I I The Splat menu puts pre-

——i just type away and press

• ••

<Return>. To edit the text again

database. A quick way of build

the fields anywhere on it. Click

just click on it. From the Options

ing the record format is to select

where you want the top left cor

menu you can choose to alter the

a field from the menu and click

ner to be. Two small black boxes

text style on the label for your

where you want it to go. Both

appear at each end of your new

field or the data you type in,

labels and text can be cut and

field. Click and drag on the left

enabling you to give your data

copied from each field. The text

box to position the field or on the

base an interesting look and

is copied by highlighting it with

right hand box to resize it, the

draw attention to more important

the mouse first before selecting

number is the number of charac

data. In medium resolution you

Copy Text, then click on where it

ters you can fit in the box.

can assign colours too.

is to go and select Paste.

DB Master

TM

MASTER

I DB Master One approaches the
sometimes over complicated world

of databases and quietly eases

you Into H. Before you know K,
you're editing records with

T h e r e is no substitute for a
database to store and sort

the best of them.

If you're looking

for a simple and flexible
database from the Public

Domain, then look no further.
Here's DB Master One and

here's Chris Lloyd to show
you how to use it
AKING YOUR

_B.

through large amounts of
information. If, for example, you
happen to have all of the Cover
Disks and you want to be able to
pick a specific program out of the
hundreds we have given you, then
unless you like lots of frustrating
searching, use a database.
Databases hold the data

in

the ability to design and

mum memory needed and which
Cover Disk it appears on. You can
search through the database using
the fields. It would take only
moments for example, to pick out
every arcade game that runs on an
STE - something that would take
ages if you had to go through all
the Cover Disks, and check the
Cover Disk pages in STF.
There is an excellent range of

records - each record consists of a

databases available in

number of fields and each field

Domain. Many offer zillions of func
tions, but DB Master One stands

holds a piece of data. You could
have a record for each program in
your collection, for example, with
fields for the type of program, mini

¥%WW% #% __i;"$"

the Public

out as being easy to use and flexi
ble. You can give each of your
database files an attractive design,

5 FOR YOU

One of the most useful
features of a database is

create your own reports -

•• defined fields into your

window appears. You can place

>HJ Hli Hit imx JKjtj
Ml*
StftvtfcHw*

lint

and this is how

tatti)

Analysing the data using reports is
where the real advantage of keep
ing your data on your ST lies. You

htitr)

can isolate the records you want

using the filters and control the
look of the final report, which
fields appear and in what order.
Each file can have a number of

report designs attached to it,

ICO-

#IU*HET

H T h e Form button selects

the basic format of your

I I If you have selected

I Columns or Page as the

I The third button. Find,

sets up your filters in

report format you want to use for
a particular database file, then

exactly the same way used to
With three different types of filter

screen and Mailing List only prints

you can select which fields
appear where by using the Fields
button. All you need to do is click

out the fields from a mailing list

on the fields you want in the

fine tune your report to suit your

Splat, if you haven't included this

report from the main screen and

exact needs. Click on the type of

the bottom of the screen with

as part of your record, then ifs

up pops a form. The form that

filter you want, then the field it is

four buttons.

greyed out. Just click on the type

appears depends on which for

to apply to and then enter your

of report you want.

mat you are using.

parameters.

these are saved and loaded along
with the data. Although you can
output to the screen, a printer
really does come in handy. Select
Design New from the Report
menu and a dialog box pops up at

ST

MS

FORMAT
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report. Columns prints each field
in... columns. Page puts the fields
into paragraph form. Record prints
the records as they appear on

search through the records.
and the ability to use all three of
them simultaneously, you can

DB

>U CAN
Once you've created the
basic format of your

ONE

TUTORIAL!

START TYPING

• Desk File Edit R«port Hecor^^
Use

fl:\STF0l_1RT.0KE

One:

- —

--

Title Blast those Aliens fron Swindon

database, it's time to start
H

entering the data

MASTER

Software House Topteninaboxsof tl
Issue 58

Pagets) 76

Run USEONE.PRG in the same

Rating 24K

resolution that you used when
you created your database and
start adding those records. Once
you have a set of records you can

k

select Find All from the Record

Select Add from the

menu and then browse through
them using the <Control> and
<N> or <B> keys.
The real power lies in the abil
ity to pick out a selection of

Record menu or press

[ | Now you can get serious.
•

I The Find function enables

I I Enter something that dis-

—

I tinguishes the records

<Control> and <A> and the text

you to , er, find a record or group

you want from the others. Click

cursor appears at the start of the

of records. Select Find Some

on the numbered boxes on the

first field. Pressing <Return>

from the Record menu and a

right to define three different fil

takes you to the next field. Text

dialog box appears. To isolate

ters. Equals looks for an exact

records using search filters. From
a database containing hundreds
of records you can pick out the
exact one you're looking for in a

can be cut, copied and cleared by

records you need to specify a

match. Contains selects fields

highlighting it with the mouse

field and some parameters for

that have your filter as part of

and using the Edit menu. To edit

DB Master to use to sift through

the data and Between enables

an existing record just click on

the records. Click on a field

you to define two values. This fil

matter of seconds.

the text you want to change and

and select either Equals,

ter selects all the FORMAT Golds

the cursor appears.

Between or Contains.

from a database of STF reviews.

THE MASTER
even using different sized fonts for
the text. It makes full use of GEM,
with the familiar menus and win

dows, and it's very easy to use.

Desk file tdit Report

bases, DB Master One enables you
to use any of the fields for your

bottom of

the screen to the file.

sible, to keep

is a Help

ts and to

option that

characters between them are

Find All - display every record,
nal reviews are
Find Sone - display certain records
Hext - display the next record.
Previous - display previous record.
Age ?

design your database. You

Distinguishini

Si Delete - renove the current record

Coients H dec

_=3_

IflJHCEL I

selected. The parameters can

this dialog

be letters or numbers.

er,

grovel

brief

Contains filter - Enables you

descriptions

to enter part of the field as the

of each

search parameter. Any record

menu item.

containing it is selected.

grove

ble field in a record.

You can redesign the form
and add a field or two after you've
started using the database without
losing any data. It's intelligent too,

brings up
box with

fron the file,

I BACK

whenever you alter a database file

it warns you if you try to quit with
out saving the file first. If you've
avoided databases because you

Between filter - Enables you

to enter two filters and only
records containing them or

each menu

About the RECORD MENU...

Responsibiliti Add - add the record that is on

worry about key fields when you

don't have to worry about making
sure you've included every possi

GON

At the

search filters. You don't have to

also

available.

Magazine SI Fornat
Position Editor

Unlike with some most data

I Help is

Kecord
Use One: ft:SVOURFILE.ONE

thought they were a little too "seri
ous" and difficult to use, then give
DB Master One a try and get your

Equals filter - When searching
through a database, only

self sorted, s t f

your filter exactly are selected.

records where the field matches

Field - Each record is made up
from a number of fields, each
field can hold a definable
number of characters.
rtst file Edit R.port Record

tut file Edit Report Record
.... :•... ;

Desk File Edit Report Record
•.,*•-.•-•..•

•

- Use One: fl:\FI)RnflTC&,OHE - :

-

Titli
Full ftitMliw -•••:;:;•,

SoftvirtWause

i'l'ir.n- j:;: f;r ij.H ;•:-,

Ujotrwi niw •)•.', :•];.;:•;•

Issue

risilS

&_!(!IIOrris's

?'Wl-M-.S, -lijiilt

rann

-.;! ;•<•.•:-••

-••::.;•.-"•;-.:.!!

:;*t *:• l-i plysr-J

•.'!! -.*.'

»:.;->'_: ;.: :;•*, ::;.;:;•

frojrini On (risk

Plftts)

Filter - To sort through the
database for specific records or
groups of records you need to
apply filters to narrow down

FlU J*X tftHf-M-u}

F"11, plW»lf
jfiribis "-••-•'
Fulls
[•frtwr-ijW t
'U.zli It ;!:' '::- :•;?:.::•:•
:•;;:.::-: • =] -;

litinj

the selection.

Pl*4_>lt M-ttljrt. •.-•:
WG T*jk-i
ifjtc'l-U

pwjra«

w <«• •iiuiiior. pU'jscit
"..: i.:: ••-•;..;-•:•

••:• -;.-.'! ••_-. ;••: ••.:•-:

.is:!*, -i.">"] .•••.It-, ;;:^jjs*r tie

Label - Each field is given a
label or title, the text appears

FullPDswt,uifJ ': -:-^ I". ':'•: ;i;:m;i '

next to the field on the record.

» «r*-4f-tw-fi>, ;ii-MH

Full ,]WltlrWJ, lneH.jytr-i'ZVX J*>*
,f.i;:, ••;

;• ; :?• _.•-=. ;••"

*: !:;:i" :• ;'

Full rtoiB-Mls E«Ajlaf«M •::•:-"ji: ;-::;;:: ::;-;;;•; ji ilntm

•it' -:;.;;t (-,: n.t iV:ti;-, ;•; •; -;-, in;
:;;••:•••,'•
•.!.:••:••]••;<•.]•
;-;•:•;•-, .i;;:!r

ll Iwrwfiwilw H 8*nc, full ifftiw

Record - One set of data from
The final button enables

. and a box asks you to

Select Screen for the out-

a database, consisting of a
number of fields holding the

you to sort the chosen

1 name the report. Each file

records in a report. Select the

can have a number of reports, so

crafted report is previewed on

main field, you can use the

you can replace an existing

screen. Although adequate, it

One records appear in a friendly

buttons on the right to select the

report or select Save As New.

really needs a printer to make

GEM window.

sorting order. You can ask for

The available reports then

the most of it. If you design your

subtotals or a new page when it

appear. You can send them to the

reports carefully you won't need

Report - A list of database

changes. Click on the little but

screen, to a printer or save them.

to edit them when you add

records generated using one of

tons marked 2 and 3 to add sorts

It's the power and flexibility of

records to your database. Your

a number of formats. You can

within sorts. When you've fin

the report generating function

precious data can then be

select the records that appear

ished defining your report, select

that makes DB Master One such

manipulated and viewed

and what fields are used.

Print from the Report menu...

a useful tool.

from all angles.

I

1 put and your carefully

information itself. DB Master
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UPGRADES
and

REPAIRS

All Discs are Double Sided and full, Send £1.00or three First class stamps for the latest
disc-catalogue. Existing customers may update the cat by returning it to us, enclosing a
Stamped SAE. Discs cost £1.50 each (1 free every 4 ordered ).

STFM - STF

We now stock the new Powerfist range of Licenceware. priced at £3.00 per disc. Listed below are the first

FITTED + UPGRADABLE l/2Mbboard only

£39.95

sixdiscs inthe collection. All Powerfist softwareis ofa high standardand well worth it's higher pricetag.
L1
L2

Fully populated 2Mb board only £86.00

This board uses Simms to upgrade to a maximum of 2.5Mb

MARPET XRAM DELUXE KIT
To 1Mb
_

the size of the original in this long-awaited Sequel to the excellent Nostram.

L 6 Deluxe Nostram - TheHalf-Meg version. Different, butby nomeanscut-down from theOne-Meg

Only £-39.99 F'ft'ng service available foronly£7.00.If

To 2.5Mb

Snott 93 - Once-commercial platfoim game. This n v version is faster and easier than the original.
Ghalfa 1 - In Space no one can hear you scream.

L 3 Seven Galaxies- Overheadblast-em-uppuzzler. The biggest Powerfistgame to date.
L 4 Traditional Hunchy1066 - A tripback intimewitheven more traps and puzzles.
L 5 DeluxeNostram - The One-Meg version.New graphics, new creatures, new puzzles and a tower twice

version.

Only ±92.99 you have any Problems fitting a kit. return

,,,,

_ ,

To 4Mb

190a Mackenzie Road. Beckenham, Kent, BR3 4SF

., ._ _- it to us and we will be happy to do it.

Only £149.99

(?) 081 778 0844

Return delivery for machines only £6.00

The Safest PD House in the Land

STE
l/2Mb kit *
?,., | • »

£9.99
,,. 00

Lmo KU
4Mb kit *

^11 STE KITS include comprehensive fitting
instructions, test disk and delivery. * FREE

Jewel PD

X3/-JJ FITTING forcallers - Please ring before you
£114.99 bring*Standard 1 year warranty on memory.

REPAIRS
G002; Air Warrior

U002: Label Makers

G003: Llamatron I + 1 Meg

MONTHS WARRANTY. RETURN DELIVERY FOR MACHINES £6.00

G004: Mystic Well-

U004: Double Sentry
U006: Supercard 1+2

T H E U P G R A D E SHOP
37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK11 6QF

TEL: 0625 503448

lajajBssi

Notts NG17 7DJ
T*l: 0623 754061

ATARI ST, AMIGA AND PC PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE. STANDARD 3

•bh

19 Hodgkinson Rd
Kirkby-to-Ashfieid,

jnmi

9am to6pm Mon to Sat. Please ring before you bring.

fcj

SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to FN

SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS

G009: Ozone

G027: Megaroids

I YEAR WARRANTY ON MEMORY, 3 MONTHS ON REPAIRS.
ALL MACHINES RETURNED FULLY INSURED.

U026; Sheet 2. 1Mb
U034: Archivers + Packers
U035: Astro 22

G028: Invaders

G036: Football Manager
G039;
G041:
G044:
G048:

U037: Opus Spreadsheet. 1Mb
U042: Genealogy
U045: Disk Copiers

Adventure Games
International Cricket
violence
Mono Games

U051: Virus Killers
U056: Yr 2nd Atari Manual

G0511 Thinking Games

M0111 Alchymy Junior 1 Meg
M026: Calmus Fonts

M030; Kosmic 2 1 meg
M031: Crack Art 1 meg
M033; Various Trackers

M035: Picture Concept
M038; Noisetracker Modules

M095: Animal & Human Clip Art
T001: The Planets Slideshow

T003: Circuit Designer
T006: Bodyshop
T009: Planetarium

U070: Sagrotan
U072: Intro Concept Demo Maker
U077: GFA Expert

T010; Typing Tutor

G069: Nostram

U101: STOS Extensions

T030: Things Not To Do Demo

G071* Lobotomy Invaders STE 1 Meg

U108: Spectrum Emulator 1 Meg

T042; Form Finder 2.2

G076:Grandad and the Quest for the

W001: ST Writer Elite
W003; 1st Word

D002: Grotesque Demo STE 1 Meg
D046; Jungle Demo STE 1 Meg

M001: Accomplanlst 2.4

D050: Pandemonium Demo

G053: Fatemaster
G064; Blox 2
G065: Grav 2

G077: Colour Clash

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UPGRADE SHOP

U022; C Compiler + Tutor
U024: Viewing Utilities

G026: Haunted House

Holy Vest IMeg

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT@17.5%

U007; Fastbase Database
U020; Gemini V1.1

G010: Robotz/Vatgus 2
G012: Penguins

M002: Anl ST
M004: Noisetracker

T011: Business Letters
T021: Dot to Dot

FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE

FREE POSTAGE

PDDB«_5M-9£1.-5each.10orniore£1.00eacri

Same Day Despatch

Make Cheques and postal orders payable to Miss J. Lowe

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/DDDISKS

25
50

11.49
20.99

100
200
250
500

37.99
71.99
33.99
173.99

RISBOHS-POSTFUCe
Full Mark Brand
Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24
Citizen Swift 24Colour

2.75

Panasonic KXP1030/1123/1124

3.25
2.60
5.90

StarLC10/LC20

Star LC10-4 Colour
StarLC24-10/24-200

Star LC24-10 Colour
StarLC200

ALLDI5K5 ARE FULLYGUARANTEED

2off
4off
PRICE EACH

Star LC200 Colour

3.00 2.30
10.95"

Ribbon re-ink

W3.5"SUPERIORLOCKABLEDISKBOXES 9
Qty

1
2
4
6

100 Cap.
4.49ea

140Cap.
6.49ea

3.05
2.40
5.70

2.95 2.75
10.95"

Star LC24-200 Colour

AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS

2.55

13.95'

10.95"

12.95

COMPATIBLE INKJET REFILL

Bank Box

9.95ea

HPDeskjet 500 Double Refill

9.95

Canon BJ10E Double Refill

9.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those

4.39ea

6.39ea

9.75ea

4.19ea

6.19ea

9.50ea

3.99ea

5.99ea

9.25ea

SUPPLIES LTD

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE
Mouse Mat

3.5"PREMIUM DISKSWITH OURBOXES

100 Cap. box+50 3.5" DS/DD
100 Cap. box+100 5.5" DS/DD
140 Cap. box+ 1003.5" DS/DD
90Cap. Bank box+50 5.5" DS/DD

24.99
41.49
43.99
29.99

marked with an asterisk *

0703 m
457111

2.99

Mouse Holder

2.99

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

3.99

Atari ST dust cover

3.50

Phillips monitorcover

3.99

Star/Citizen/Panasonic

30 colour Printer cover

3.99

Allproducts are subject to availability -Allpricesinclude VAT.
Pleaseadd £3.50 p+pfordisks and boxes. E&0E.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, SouthamptonS03 5QA

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

REVIEWS

If you're looking for cheap,

PUBLIC

and sometimes brilliant

software then have a good
rummage in the Public
Domain - we did, and
this is what we found

ART AND MUSIC
HALCYON TRACKER

LINE UP 1

CALEDONIA PDL

FLOPPYSHOP

DISK MU 71

DISK ART 3649

Bleepy sound chip tunes are for the most part rather
awful. The Halcyon Tracker is a tool for creating the
less awful ones. You have three tracks to play with
and notes can be entered in step time from the key
board. There's a voice editor to create your sounds
first. Everything is represented by numbers, which is
confusing at first if you're used to musical notation,
but easy to use once you get to grips with it. There
are plenty of parameters to play with: tempo, pitch,

TALKING PICTURE CREATOR
• The horrific results of badly

DISK MPD 1297

green screens. Line Up T takes

As the name might suggest, this program enables

the pic-

Rl

volume and the like. The results, however, are at

best passable. If you're into programming games
and demos and don't want to rip off someone else's
music then this is worth looking out for.
STF Rating: 70%
• Halcyon looks

and feels exactly
like one of the

many sample
trackers but
uses the Yamaha

sound chip
instead, ideal for

writing annoying
tunes to accom

pany platform
games.

MERLIN PD

adjusted digitised red, blue and

You've either been crying out for this sort of pro
gram or you're never going to use it. Digitisers like
VIDI-ST and Videomaster perform colour digitising by
producing three separate screens for red, green and
blue. These are then combined into a single glorious
colour image. The trouble with doing this from
video recorders is that the less than perfect pause
function usually leads to vertically misaligned pic
tures. Line Up 7 is a simple utility that loads all three
pictures and, using a clever split screen, enables you
to align them accurately and save them back out
again. A godsend if you're into digitising.
STF Rating: 61%

you to create talking messages to accompany a pic
ture. It uses the classic voice synthesiser that first
appeared with Fast Basic and has migrated to every
other language. It works reasonably well but sounds
a bit funny with some words. You choose a picture,
write in your message, position the text and set the
colours cycling, fiddle with the voice parameters
and save it to disk. Pop the program into an Auto
folder and you have, er, a crap demo. You can often
get better results from the speech program if you
mess about with the spelling, unfortunately, this
would also appear on-screen. The single picture is a
little limiting too. Good one to let the kids loose on
so they can send rude
messages to each other.
STF Rating: 52%
• The cunningly named
Talking Picture Creator's
main screen. You can

enter any text and hear it
spoken back to you in a
robotic voice while you

look at your favourite pic
ture. Now that's handy.

GAMES
HUNT FOR GREY NOVEMBER

SUPER MATCH MAKER

FREAKED OUT

AQUILA

CALEDONIA PDL

MERLIN PD

DISLK ACT 27

_3_:BlT*S

DISK MPD 1360

DISK CM 165

_yj r~~
il • Use your
*ajajajajm,^| Viking's

•

• Can you

Pair off the

symbols to

collect the

sophisticated

complete the

points and

radar detec

level. Sound's

dodge the

tion facilities

easy, doesn't

monsters?

to hunt down

it? Well,

This puzzle

enemy subs

there's more

game is

in Hunt

to SMM

going to

for Grey

than meets

freak you out

November.

the eye.

totally!

A band of desperate terrorists have stolen the
world's top submarines and only you can stop
them. As pilot of a Lockheed Viking aircraft, you're
an expert submarine hunter who has to comb the
seas in search of your prey.
Hunt for Grey November is a mouse-controlled
arcade game which places you on a map-view
screen in search of the missing submarines. You
have to find them and prevent them from attacking
friendly shipping. The game's simple, yet addictive
and - with seven difficulty levels to plough through
- is going to keep you at your ST longer than most
Public Domain games.
STF Rating: 72%

Coded and written in STOS by David Cobbledick,
Super Match Maker is the sequel to the successful
Match Maker puzzle game.
The idea's perfectly simple - you just have to
click on a series of squares and pair up the matching
symbols. Naturally, there's a time limit and Super
Match Maker is as much a test of memory and intelli
gence as it is of reflexes.
Within SuperMatch Maker are four sub-games
- Mix 'n' Match, Match 'n' Match, Avoid a Match and

Super Match - each with different puzzles to be

solved. It's a simple idea, but one that proves to be I
addictive and infuriating.

Freaked Out is a puzzle game which places you in
control of a little beastie who has to zoom around a

series of levels collecting as many points as possible.
Of course, things aren't that simple and you have to
avoid all kinds of pitfalls and monsters who're deter
mined to make you fail.
Although the graphics are a little crude,
Freaked Out more than makes up for it with some
nail-biting gameplay as you zoom around each level
against an exacting time limit. The puzzles are well
thought out and become increasingly difficult to
solve. Thankfully, there are passwords for each level
when you die.

STF Rating: 68% I

STF Rating: 65% §»
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EVEN MORE GAMES
CUD LEES QUEST

BIO HAZARD DEMO

RIVER OF NO RETURN

DON'T BANK ON IT

FLOPPYSHOP

AQUILA

WIZARD PD

CALEDONIA PDL

GAM 3658C

DISK ACT 21

ADV31

DISK CM 163

• Gulp! Just one of the meanies you

I Shoot the tanks, sink the ships

I Enter the world of sad man Harry

• Splatter the baddies and collect the

meet in the Princetastic purple

and rescue the chaps in SEUCK

Pratt in Don't Bank On It, Ruth Suther

goodies in Cud Lee's Quest, an edu

corridors of Bio Hazard.

game River of No Return.

land's imaginative text adventure.

cational platformer from Caledonia.

Remember the old Xenomorph game

One of four shoot-'em-ups on the 1 Written by Ruth Sutherland using the
same disk River of No Return finds you I ST" Adventure Creator, DBOI is an
atmospheric text adventure starring
zooming over a lush riverside land
Harry Pratt, a rather sad man who
scape blasting the crap out of every
never gets the girl or makes any
boat, tank and plane that gets in your

•-__&y"&'^^B_B

where you had to roam around a
series of dimly-lit levels in a spacesuit
and hunt down bad-tempered mon
sters? Well, this is its PDequivalent.

m^.:jiMMi

This Shareware demo contains

way. River isn't very easy though,

money. It's up to you to change all

two complete levels and you need at
least 1MByte of RAM to run it. Get
ting around is easy, thanks to the
Dungeon Master-style mouse controls.
There's also a save facility if an attack
of the killer crabs proves too much.
Although the game's very deriv
ative, the demo's been put together
well and there's enough tension here
to keep even the most hardened RPG
fans happy.

because you also have to rescue as
many stranded soldiers as you possi

that and transform Harry's lifeforever.

bly can without getting blown to

ture it follows the familiar format of

smithereens yourself.
River's a competent enough
shoot-'em-up, but suffers from the
usual SEUCK problems - monotonous
vertical-scrolling, no power-ups and a

typed in commands and cryptic
descriptions of your surroundings by
your ST. The author has managed to
instill enough atmosphere and plot
twists into the story to keep the lim
ited format interesting. Fans of text
adventures are likely to find this one
pretty enjoyable.

STF Rating: 63%

complete lack of originality. For all
that, this game's still good old but
ton-thrashing fun.
STF Rating: 54%

Because DBOI is a text adven

An

educational

platform

game?

Sounds like a contradiction in terms,

doesn't it? Well, Insectroid program
mer Robert Dytmire's latest Share
ware platformer is educational.
The poor pixies have been
abducted and doused in evil magic,
so it's your job to rescue them. There
are the usual objects and power-ups
to collect and baddies to destroy. The
tutor mode also asks a series of edu

cation-related questions.
This good idea is let down with
some sloppy gameplay - the joystick
controls are hit and miss at best,
while

the

collision

detection

is

appalling. At least it's a bit different.
STF Rating: 46%

STF Rating: 51%

UTILITIES
• If your plants are covered in greenfly
just show them a printout of this DDT

• Ahh, isn't it sweet? You don't have to

molecule and they'll immediately leave.

though, use a T2 picture for shock.

use twee saccharine designs like this

MOLSYS

STITCH MATRIX

CALEDONIA PDL

EMERALD CITY PD

DISK SCI

DISK SN26

MolSys is a molecular modelling package
for your ST and requires a mono moni
tor or emulator but runs with just 512K
of memory.

It's a powerful chemistry design
tool and is very easy to learn and use. A
large .DOC file on disk takes you

through all the basics required to enable
you to develop new and unusual sub-

stances and compounds. Molecules can
be directly printed or saved as Degas or
.IMG files which may be imported into
DTP packages and documents.
This demo version is restricted to

100 molecules, so if you need any more,

then you better register with the author
who'll supply you with the full version.
STF Rating: 82%

Continuing with Emerald City's line of
unusual software, this disk contains two

low resolution programs enabling you to
print cross stitch designs.
Cross-stitching is one of the most
popular stitches used in embroidery the art of creating patterns with needle
and thread on a grid. Stitch Matrix uses
your ST to generate the grid pattern - it

• So you think you're spineless, eh? In

• The demonstration database files

that case, please take this small set of

supplied with the program feature the
countries of Europe complete with
national flags and maps.

vertebrae with our compliments. All

parts are listed, batteries not included.

;

>,V1

'

!*
:

y *W

enables you to import designs as Degas
pictures and the exact section you want
to be cropped and printed out as a stan
dard cross stitch chart. All you have to
do now is cut out your favourite game
character, load it into Stitch Matrix and

get your Mum to stitch it into your shirt.
Lemmings anyone?
STF Rating: 75%

JIMBASE

THE HUMAN

SKELETON

FLOPPYSHOP

FLOPPYSHOP

DISK UTL3620

DISK BUD3638

educates, uncanny! The Human Skeleton

Clavicle, occipital, coccyx, scapula and

takes the form of a tutorial combined

metacarpal, all familiar terms to students
of Osteology but probably not part of
your day-to-day vocabulary. They are all

The tutorial is simple to run, you clickon

names of various bones in the human

skeleton, clearly described and explained
in this unusual Australian Budgie release.
An educational program that actually
ST

FORMAT
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with a multiple choice testing facility.

Jimbase is a Shareware card file database
that enables you to link graphics and
pictures to an entry for illustration descriptive text files can also be linked to

a bone in the skeleton and a detailed

and accessed from individual records.

description is displayed, the test section
rewards you with sampled round of
applause when you get a correct answer.

Creating a new database is a simple
process, you pick up fields with the
mouse from the field icon and drag the
field to a suitable position on the card,

STF Rating: 70%

releasing the mouse button places the
field. Fields can hold numbers or text

and you can enter specific templates.
Text files, graphics and notes are linked
by clicking on their relevant icons. It's all
very clever stuff and is bound to gain a
following among avid collectors who like
to catalogue their beloved goodies.
STF Rating: 65%

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

REVIEWS

PD Highs and Lows
NOSTRAM

RUMBO

AQUILA

AQUILA

DISK ACT 34

ACT 36

Highs
Seeing the results of a 12 hour
POV Raytrace for the first time
and realising you've created a
masterpiece. It's fust so
beautiful, it takes your
breath away.

Getting shot by a bullet that
was Just miles away from you
in a SEUCK game and getting
sent back to the beginning of
Level One again - unfair judge.

•*

• Looks mighty familiar, doesn't it?

• Playing Rumbo is just about as

Has Gods really gone PD? Nope, ifs

exciting as playing hide and seek

just Nostram, a ripoff from Aquila PD.

by yourself. Useless.

The good gods have been defeated

Rambo fans, watch out! Your hero's

and the demons have taken control of

name is being taken in vain. Rumbo is

the Earth. They've built a tower Nostram - from which you have to
recover five crystals and destroy the
demons' power.

the macho rodent hero of this rather

Nostram is a clone of Gods, the

Bitmap Brothers' wonderful platform
game. The graphics and sprites have
the same look and feel, but Nostram

falls down in gameplay. The joystick
controls are unresponsive, so leaping
around from level to level is extremely

pathetic platform game.
The problems are apparent
from the off - the sprites are much
too small and the graphics are incred
ibly gloomy and totally uninspiring.
Once you take control of Rumbo you
immediately realise how stodgy and
unresponsive the joystick controls
really are - it's like BSE has made it
onto your ST.

frustrating. The other main drawback

The collision detection is pretty

is the absence of hardware scrolling the screen goes black for a bit every

effects. Rumbo's a case of an appalling

time you walk off-screen.
STF Rating: 38%

idea poorly executed.
STF Rating: 15%

• Entering the magic phrase "ST FOR

crap too and, sadly, so are the sound

hit

words being found. Can you do better?

File

Odtions

•********••

MAT' into Word Finder resulted in 73
Ml

IS

AT

10

AFT

ARK

HAT

BOA

Ml

rati

RAT

TAR

TOR

FARO

FART

FAST

MRS

HART
MRU
T1RT

HAST
ROTA
TORT

SHORT

START

FORHAT

STATOR

WORD FINDER
GOODMANS INTERNATIONAL

RAFT
SKI

DISK GDI 925

ROAST
TOAST

TOT

OF
IRT
HOT
ROH
AFRO
FOOT
IMII
SOAR
TRAM

STOAT

Seeing the results of a 12 hour
POV Raytrace for the first time
and realising you've created a
complete mess because you
left a decimal point out of the
script file. Aarrgghh!

Using Word Finder to cheat at
those anagram word puzzles
while you're out of the room
then wander back in pretend
ing you thought of them all by
yourself. Cheat.

Running into a baddie right on
the edge of the screen in Cud
Lee's Quest, and losing your last
life - it's Just not fair.

Getting a series of matches
together in Super Match Maker
and kidding yourself that it's
due to your amazing powers
of intuition.

Getting to a really tricky bit in
a SEUCK game and getting
away with it - even though a
bullet went right through your
ship... and failed to kill you
because you're so damn skill
ful. Jammy sod.

Getting most of the way
through a complex recipe
from Assistant Chef only to

realise you haven't got a vital
ingredient - oh, and it's a
bank holiday, the car is in the
garage, you've only got 14
pence and your entire family is
due round in ten minutes.

Being locked in your room
ten hours with your ST, yo
Joystick and only one disk with
Rumbo on it.

Moving easily through all
seven difficulty levels in Hunt

Composing a tune with Haly-

for Grey November.

than the Birdie song.

con Tracker which is worse

• Just one of the many programs and
routines supplied with the GFA Expert

Help

-111 > kUiTdH**

73 Hard: ;

HAR

Knocking up a few designer
labels using Stitch Matrix so
your granny can sew them
into all your clothes.

OR

FAR
OAR
ROT

RRRS
FORK
HOAT

SOFA
TROT
STOHA

SO
FAT
OAT

SAT
ATM
FORT
HOST
SOFT

TA
FOR
OFT

disk, it's all great stuff.

F«R«

FROH

TSAR

SOU
FBOS

STORM

TARO

GFA EXPERT
FLOPPYSHOP
DISK LAN3545

This is a great program for puzzle fans.

nary and prints all the real words that

A must for all budding and serious GFA

ment manual for v3 of GFA Basic and

Remember a few years back there was a

can be made from the letters entered.
This demo version can search for words

Basic programmers, this disk contains an

explains the functions of each individual

extensive library of routines and infor
mation enabling you to explore the
more advanced aspects of the language.
Perhaps the most important file on the
disk is the new GFA Basic manual, sup
plied in both ASCII and in First Word Plus
formats. This file is a complete replace

command in much more detail than the

spate of competitions where you had to
make as many words as you could from
one phrase? Well, using this program
you can cheat! Select All Anagrams from
the Options menu and you can enter up
to 20 letters, press <Return> and Word
Finder searches its 40,000 word dictio-

with missing letters (handy for cross
words), find single anagrams and multi
ple anagrams. The only option disabled
is the add word function to update the
dictionary. Not bad.
STF Rating: 72%

• Fancy yourself as a bit of a Cordon

• So, grab a text file, combine it with a

Bleu chef? Well, how about trying one
or two of these recipes?

pretty picture and you have your very

official manual. The example programs
and procedures include a complete
library of commonly used routines. If
you want to print out the manual, be

sure to have 110 sheets of A4 handy.
STF Rating: 72%

own mini tabloid newspaper.
pad imod juice,sail and pepper.

ASSISTANT CHEF
EMERALD CITY
PD DISK SN28

Ifyou like eating, and who doesn't,, then

you'll just lurve Assistant Chef. It's a tidy
littledatabase program that enables you
to keep track of all those calorie laden
snacks that your Mum has never heard

of. It comes supplied with 42 exotic
sounding recipes to get your taste buds
tingling, and has comprehensive editing
and entry options so you can add your

quickly renave sariap iplace an e plalet.

CLIP IT

Raise near ana aail pan iniees laaieuai until surapa.
Odd parried ana pnur over iBrinp,

I

own tasty tit-bits. The design of the pro
gram leaves a little to be desired, some
of the colours used are a bit too lurid

and can make it difficult to see exactly

GOODMANS INTERNATIONAL
DISK GD1920

Clip It is a fairly competent page
designer that works in medium and high
resolutions. The program needs GDOS
to run, but because GDOS is a copy

what is going on. Some of the buttons

righted program you have to get hold of

you have to select are a bit on the tiny
side and are hard to select with your

a copy elsewhere - it is supplied with

fork-shaped mouse cursor.
STF Rating: 58%

many commercial programs.
Clip It enables ASCII text and

graphics to be imported from other pro

grams, although only Degas high res
pictures are supported. Rudimentary
drawing and editing functions are avail
able along with the ability to clip areas
of text and graphics from imported files,
hence the name of the program. If you
want a simple page layout program then
try this, but there are better alternatives.
STF Rating: 48%
ISSUE

48

ST

FORMAT

•u

'ill

R

EVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

FALCON
POV RAYTRACE
FLOPPYSHOP
DISKS 3615 AND 3616

A development of the excel
lent

DKB

Raytracing

pro

gram, the Persistence Of
Vision Raytracer has made
an appearance on other machines

L*f-<f.-;

and is now here and ready for the Fal
con. It creates stunning 24-bit pic
tures, easily converted into 16-bit true
colour pictures for your Falcon. It uses
the same uncooperative way of work
ing as in DKB. It's a job requiring ded
ication,

there

are

over

400K

I An example of
what is possible

using the PQV
Raytracer, pretty

of

amazing stuff. This picture

documents to read through. Render
ing times are impressive, scenes
which would take all day on your
ST using DKB Raytracing only take

is in true colour and usef the
full Falcon palette of

65,000 plus colours.

an hour or two.

The list of features is compre
hensive, objects are taken from a
library or defined using quadratic
equations. Surfaces can have a
mass of parameters applied to

and stones. You can also texture-

needed to get at it. There is a mass of
utilities including programs to convert
input files and 3D objects in from
other formats including DKB, 3D2 and
DXF and to convert the 24-bit output
files into a variety of flavours.

map pictures onto objects. The
potential is amazing. Unfortu
nately, so is the amount of work

interpreter and heaps of patience just
to get it set up and running properly.

them.

You

can

define

textures

including different woods, metals

some information on this beast. Here

DSP ASSEMBLER
ROUTINES

it is, 1 7 assembler routines concerned
with Fast Fourier Transformations and

FLOPPYSHOP

POV

needs

a

command

line

PRO-TRACKER
REPLAY
FLOPPYSHOP

LAN 3611

a56, a DSP56001 assembler, with
source code to add effects to samples.

One of the most remarkable pieces of

None of this is for the faint hearted.

wizardry inside your Falcon is the

One of the things that is really | show what your Falcon is capable of
going to give your Falcon the edge is I in the sound department. Pro-Tracker
if the programmers get to grips with I Replay claims to offer 50kHz 16-bit
the DSP. Given the chance, it's capa I stereo output. The five modules that
I come with it are of good quality. The
ble of outstanding things.
STF Rating: 67% I input files still contain 8-bit samples

Motarola 56001 Digital Signal Proces
sor. It's fast and has its own RAM and

a small set of instructions. If you've a
Falcon and a grasp of assembler, then

no doubt you've been hungry for

THE ST FORMAT PD DIRECTORY

DISK SND 3633

J Alast a piece of software that starts to

GOODMAN PDL. 16 Conrad Close, Meir

Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs

It takes about 4MBytes of disk space
once
decompressed.
Although
respectably quick, a maths coprocessor
gives it a huge zippiness boost. If you
perservere and experiment with the
script files and get it right, then you
will create some of the best graphics
your Falcon will ever produce.
STF Rating: 90%
which are converted into 16-bit. The

output is short of what your Falcon
can really do, but it's still going to be
the best tracker player you've ever
heard. Like all serious sounding Falcon
stuff you really need some proper
amplification. The internal speaker is
good for the odd beep and squeak
and the speakers fitted to monitors
aren't much cop either. If you've got
a stereo, get it wired up.
STF Rating: 65%

WOOLLEYSOFT, Humblesknowe Cottage,
Ramolye, Dunblane, Perthshire, FK15 OBA

ST3 1SW v 0782 335650 IB)

• Here's a list of where to go for Public
Domain software - demos, games and utili
ties for around £3 a disk! If you write to
any of these libraries for a catalogue,
enclose an SAE. • Budgie games are avail
able from all PD libraries indicated by a IB).

Simply mention the disk number (above the
review) when you order the disk.

PARADISE COMPUTERS, 11 Winfield

Avenue, Patcham, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 8QH

PD ESSENTIALS. 22 Fern Avenue,

Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1LS
PROBUS, Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington,
Hampshire S041 6BJ
RIVERDENE PDL, 30a School Road,

Tilehurst, Reading, Berks RG3 5AN
n-0734 452416(B)

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
16/32 PDL, 35 Northcote Road, Strood,
Kent, ME2 2DH - 0634 710788

SD PUBLIC DOMAIN, 11 Allington Mead.
Bridport, Dorset DT6 5HF

JEWEL PD, 19 Hodgkinson Road, Kirkby-inAshfield, Notts NG17 7DJ = 0623 754061

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor,

Derbys DE7 7HN = 0773 761944 IB)
MAGNETIC FIELDS, PO Box 118. Preston
Lanes PR2 2AW • 0772 881190

METROPOLIS PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 OLU
*• 0772 748422

NIGHTSHIFT PD, 50 Averill Road.

Highfields.Stafford, Staffs ST17 9XX

London W7 ~ 081 840 3204

*» 0424 753070

ARROW PD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry
Street, South Chard, Somerset TA20 2QB

SOFTVILLE PD, 35 Market Parade, Havant,

PD ST KIER BAILEY, 95 Elton Road,
Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9NF

ATARI ADVANTAGE, 56 Bath Road,
Cheltenham, GL53 7HJ = 0242 224340

SOLENT SOFTWARE, 53 Rufus Gardens,
Totton, Hants S04 3TA

AQUILA, 190a Mackenzie Road, Beckenham,

West Sussex RH13 5HA

AWESOMEDEMOS, 3 Mason Road,
Seaford, East Sussex BN25 3EE

B-SOFT. 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading,

TUMBLEVANE PDL, 6 West Raod,
Emsworth, Hants P010 7JT
* 0243 370600

Berks RG3 5XN o 0734 419981

EMERALD CITY, PO Box 28, Southampton
S09 7HS •* 0703 672577

o 0270 762520 (B)

PLATINUM DISKS. 181 Anson Close,

Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJ
= 0925 820693

*• 0703 868882

STEVENS PD, 14 Depot Road, Horsham,

Kent BR3 4SF = 081 7780844

WARPZONE PDL, 53 Ropewalk,
River Street, St Judes,
Bristol BS2 9EG

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington,
Cheltenham, Glos GL52 4EW

WIZARD PD, 178 Waver ley Road,

FREAKS PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent,

« 0734 574685 IB)

Reading, Berks RG3 2PZ

Downend, Bristol BS16 6TQ IB)

ST CLUB, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG11 IPS. ~ 0602 410241 IB)

STING PUBLIC DOMAIN, 23 Manor Gr< ve,

Westvale, Kirkby, Liverpool L32 OUZ
-' 051 546 4640

THE SOURCE PD, 7 Shearwater Lane.
Norton, Stockton-On-Tees, Cleveland
TS20 1SH « 0642 550896

TOWER PD, PO Box 40, Thornton

Cleveleys.Blackpool FY5 3PH
TRUST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram,

Halifax, HX3 9QY is 0422 341606

IMAGEART, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee,
London SW17 7DD - 081 767 4761

NORTH OF ENGLAND

ST

4TH DIMENSION SOFTWARE.

29 Kirkham Road, Heald Green, Cheadle,

0X8 6AL ~ 00993 779500

Cheshire SK8 3DS

MERLIN PD, 11 Grange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF

ALPHA COMPUTING, 32 Meadow Drive,

EH6 4HU o 031 553 1288 (B)

Halifax. West Yorks HX3 5JZ

CALEDONIA PDL, 250 Oldtown Hilton,
Inverness, IV2 4PT » 0463 225736 (B)

MT SOFTWARE. Greensward House,

BLYTHE ATARI ST PDL, Copes Farm,

Withington, Leigh, Stoke on Trent,

P039 OBX <* 0983 756056 IB)

Staffs ST10 4PU

FLOPPYSHOP ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ = 0224 586208 (B)

NEW AGE PDL, PO Box 30,

D W STABLES, Atari PD and Commercial,
PO Box 78, South Shore, Blackpool

STATE 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road,
Carluke.Scotland ML8 4HW

48

BT5 5DG = 0232 672338

OVERSEAS
ALGEMENE COMPUTER CLUB (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CA Haarlem, Holland
-•' +31 23 351100(B)

A-ONLINE, 1229 East Mohawk Ave,

Tampa, FL33604 USA - +1 813 2371656
ATARI ST USER GROUP NORWAY, c/o SA

Jensen, N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway
DOM' PUBS.10 Rue du Vergeron 38430
Moirans, France
LEESOFT, 31 Elbourne Street, Taradale,
Napier, New Zealand " + 6 8443790

LTPD, 2,300 South Millway, Unit 424,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 2P5
PORKY PD. Olympiakade 21, 1076 XR
Amsterdam, Holland ~ +31 20 676597
ST-PLUG, 1670 Heron Road, Box 22026,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1V 0C2
•BBS 613 731 2779

ATARI USER GROUP (SCOTLAND)
9/3 North Hillhousefield. Edinburgh

The Broadway, Totland, Isle of Wight

ISSUE

IRELAND
PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast

SCOTLAND

MELVILLE MARRIOT MUSIC MEDIA.

FORMAT

SHOESTRING SOFTWARE PDL,
78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea SA1 1HS

TACC, PL 10, 33561, Tampere. FINLAND

46 Market Square, Whitney, Oxon

Leigh-On-Sea, Essex SS9 4AD

Swansea SA1 7EJ ~ 0792 799762

PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, PO Box 54, Stafford

SENLAC, 14 Oaklea Close. Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex TN37 7HB

ST16 1DR - 0785 213928 (B)

ACE PD, 90 Milton Road, Hanwell,

Hants P09 1PY tr 0705 498199

WALES
GL-PD, 62 Colwyn Ave, Winch Wen,

BUYER BEWARE: Any library included here

does not imply that STF endorses or rec
ommends any of them in any way. • If you
run a library not listed here and wish to be
included, or if you want to amend anything,
send details and your latest catalogue to:
PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

L.A.P.D
QUALITY P.D. FOR THE ATARI ST

PO Box 2, Heanor, Derbyshire DE75 7YP
Telephone: 0773 761944 or 605010

* BUDGET RANGE PD DISKS ONLY £1.00 •

* Budgie & Shoestring Licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 *
• Commercial Games Software from only £2.99 *

* Same day service, quality virus free disks *
• PLEASE ADD 50p P&P ON ORDERS UNDER £5.00 •

COMMUNICATIONS

MUSIC

* PD Disks: £1.50 each*

S.

3 ACCOMPAN1AST: 16 voice Henry Cosh sequencer (full instruclions on

C.

disk)

S. 8 NOISETRACKER: Soundtracker .mod player with eight starter tunes. D/S
(Large selectionof .mod music filesavailable, see catalogue fordetails.)
S. 19 ALCHIMIE )R: Impressive Swiss multi-window, multi-task sequencer. (1Mb)
S . 70 MAD MAX CHIPMUSiC:35 pieces of sound chip music from Mad Max.
D/S.

S. 83 WAVEFORMS:TWB DIGISYNTH 8: More music files from the Wild Boys.
D/S.

S. 85 LONE WOLF SAMPLES: Voice and instrument samples for the TCB Tracker

All disks below £1.50 unless otherwise stated.

D/S.

C.287
C.286
C.285

menu D/S

S . 95 HIGH FIDELITY DREAMS:8 super pieces of music from Auro. D/S

G.284

BIO HAZARD: Two levels of brilliant Sci-fi

C.281

'Dungeonmaster/Captive' game. S/W
PSYCHO PIG: Platform shoot'em up with Rambo-esque pig. {2

C.280

COLOR CLASH: Adventure/Maze game with puzzles by

C.279

OPERATION GARFIELD: Frantic 'Operation Wolf type shoot'em

C.269

G.262

QUIZMASTER: Multi-choice answer general knowledge quiz.
(STEonly)
MEGALINE: 1Mb 'Tron' light cycles game for 1-4 players.
WITCHES, MICE & FAIRY TALES: Games for younger users.
ALIENS!Space Marines v. Aliens strategy combat game.

G.258
C.251
C.250
G.247

CYBERNETICS: Good, challenging 'Defender' type arcade game. SAV
MEGAPEDE: 1Mb: Excellent reworking of the arcade classic. SAV.

disks £3.00) SAV
Animalsoft. SAV

up action. (STE)

C.268
C.266

G.246

HYSULA: A graphic 3D fantasy adventure set in the world of
Hysula.

CHAOS: Madcap game of battling wizards by Martin Brownlow

G.234

COUNTOUT: Word puzzle game similar to Channel 4's

G.230
G.227

OBSCURE NATURALIST: Challenging, commercial quality,
adventure with graphics.
IBS GUARDIAN:Sci-figame in which you command a space

G.225
G.222

CAILYNVORN: Large, multi-character fantasy game in D&D style. D/S
GRANDADAND THE QUEST..:3D graphic adventure by Ian

(1Mb or .5Mb)
'Countdown'

battle-cruiser.

Scott. Shareware 1Mb

GRAV 2: Follow-upto highly praised 'Oids' type rotate and thrust
arcade game.

G.217

BBS: Three BBS systems - Citadel, Starnet and Mini-BBS.

M. 16

KIDZ COMPILATION: KidGraph, Grid, Music, Notes, Piano, Publisher,

M. 41
M. 67

Sketch and Story...all on one disk!
GEOGRAPHY TUTOR - EUROPE: Facts and figures on the countries.
BODY SHOP: Quiz type human anatomy tutor - the knee bones

M. 94

PROFESSORCLEVER: Maths tutor program for children aged 5 to 11.

KIDS EDUCATIONAL

(Largeselection of modern music files available, see catalogue for details)

M. 95

ABOUT THE HOUSE: Excellent collection of programs for young

M.104

children. D/S
SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY: Effects of the sun & moon, on tides,
seasons, etc.

M.105

MAGIC SPELLER: Computer speaks the word and challenges child to
spell it.

UTILITIES
SHOESTRM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (£2.95 each)

U. 14 HITCH-HIKERS DISK:Superb selection of handy utilities. D/S
U. 23 DOUBLE SENTRY: Impressive accounts package for the small company (no

01
02
03
04
06
10
12
29

VAT)

U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

34
35
37
42
44
47
52
53

SAGROTAN:Super virus killer to protect your disk collection D/S
PICTURECONVERTERS: Convert any format to just about any other format.
PREMIER PACKERS:13 of the best program packers, plus a de-packer. D/S
PICTURE HUNTER: Rips picture screens from other programs.
THE DUPLICATOR: High speed copier program.
PROBE ST: Handy utility, grabs music/graphics, disk/memory editor, etc.
VAULT & TURTLE: Hard disk back-up utilities.
TERADESK: Replacement desktop.

ROBOT MATHS: Maths tutor for children aged 6+
MOON LETTERS: Spelling game for ages 5+
PICTURE MIX:'Jigsaw puzzle' type game for ages 6+
ROBOT WORDS: 'Hangman' brought up to date.
ALPHABET MIX: Simple 'jigsaw puzzle' type game for early learners.
DROP DOWN WORDS: Spelling/memory game for youngsters.
MATHS FUN 1: Latest Shoestring title for children 4 to 7 years.
MINI-JUMBLE:Word puzzle game similar to 'Boggle'.

GALACTIC FRUIT BOWL: Trivia Quiz meets the fruit machine (1Mb)
FATEMASTER: Fantasy/Sci fi arcade adventure SAV

G.237

G.221

C. 11

SAVare. D/S

S. 87 IMAGE FACTORY DICI-SYNTH 1: Ripped Amiga mods with 'Lemmings'

THE COARSE ANGLER:Angling simulation game. (1Mb)
ROCKFALL-SPECIAL EDITION: Tunnelling/diamond collecting
puzzle game.
KUBES: Falling block game with a novel twist.

VANTERM V.4: Excellent multi-function comms program.

connected to..

S. 86 RIPPED CHIP MUSIC: Numerous pieces of chip music ripped from
demos,etc.

GAMES

1

THEMAZE:3D adventure game loosely based on 'The Crystal

BUDGIE U.K.

ART & GRAPHICS

Full range of BUDGIE U.K software available including the following:
BU. 30 QUEST FOR CALAXIA: The 'Galaxians' return to your ST.(£2.75).
BU. 50 SPACE INVADERS: Classic arcade action by Robert Leong. (£2.75)

A. 1 ANI ST:Commercial quality animation program (once cost £60 to buy!)
A. 30 FULLSCREEN: Display your pictures in stunning fullscreen format!

BU. 52

1Mb. D/S
(1Mb)

A. 45 CRACKART:Excellent German art program that loads many formats.

(£2.75)

D/S

A. 46 ELECTRONICIMAGE ART PACKAGE:Very good art package from
Offworld Software.

A. 47 PICTURE CONCEPT: Produce weird and wonderful effects on your own
pictures.

A. 62 ARTOF DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Superb collection of pics from
Dragonlance. D/S
A. 58 ARTTUTOR:Complete first level of 'how to do it' package.
A. 70 COMIC BOOK HEROES:22 Neo pictures of your favourite
superheroes.

BLAT!: Good, three-in-row falling block game with added features

G.200

(STEonly)
ANARCHY ACADEMY: Ex Commercial 3D adventure, now

BU. 90
BU.104
BU.105
BU.lll
BU.112

MATCH IT: Possibly the most addictive game ever devised. (£2.75)
JETPAC: Avoid and collect arcade game from Pete Whitby. (£2.75)
DOMINOES: Uses all standard legal moves, 1 to 5 players. (£2.75)
INTERNATIONAL CRICKET II:Animated 3D game. (£2.75)
GO-MOKU: Ancient Japanese board game against computer or friend.
(£2.75)

BU.113 FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: 1st Div.football game for up to 24 users!
(£2.75)

PRO. 1 ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT: Computerise your accounts! (£2.75)
PRO.20 VIDEO MASTER: Excellent video titling program. (£2.75)

Maze' D/S
G.201

DOUGLAS ROCKMOOR 2: Classic arcade action. (£2.75)

BU. 70 PACMAN ST:The definitive version by Robert Leong. (£2.75).
BU. 71 DARKWARS: Role play adventure with 3D view. (£2.75)
BU. 89 HORSE RACING SIM: Quality sim from the sale ring to the (rack.

A. 36 KOZMIC 2: Stunning psychedelic pattern creator. See it to believe it.

PRO.26 EARLY LEARNING MATHS: Educational for 6-9 years by Philip Rankin
(£2.95).

PROGRAMMING

PRO.27 EARLY LEARNING MATHS 2: by PhilipRankinfor 9-12 years. (£2.95)

released as Shareware.
C.198

G.197

OMEGA: Largeand complex wilderness and dungeon fantasy
exploration game. 1Mb.
DUNGEON LORD:3 levels of 'Dungeonmaster' type adventure
from the States. 1Mb.

G.173

P. 17 68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10 'how to do it1 doc ument files.

PENGUINS: Move your penguins around the screen 'Lemming'
fashion.

LICENCEWARE

S/S
P. 18 STOSl
P. 19 GFAE)

UTORIAL:Helps make clear some of the STOS CC mmands.
PERT:Massive text file and help routines tor CFA- Basic 3.0.

L.A.P.D pays a royaltyto the authors of programsin this section for each copy
sold, hence their price which is slightly above normal P.D. titles.

D/S
P. 24 MENU

MAKER: A French program that allows you to ma <e your own
with music, sprite and scrolling message. Excellent. D/S
Emulate the old Speccy on *, our ST/STE.

G.172
G.171
G.159

HERO II: Detailed, graphic role-playing adventure. (1Mb required)
HACMAN II: 1 megabyte version of Pacman, 100 new levels! D/S
VIOLENCE: Classyvertical scrolling Xenonstyle shoot'em up

P. 33 ZX SPE CTRUM EMULATOR:

(Shareware)

P. 35 IC MECjA MENU: Menu
selecto r, etc.
P. 36 UNTS DURCE £1:

G.148
G.140

COLUMNS I & II: 2 good games similar to 'Tetris' by David
Tierney (1Mb) D/S
OZONE: Superb platform-arcade game.
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN: Meet the girl of your dreams... and the

G.131

STAR TREK - THE GAME:Defeat the Klingon threat to the galaxy.

menus

(1Mb)

maker with smart fonts, music, p rogram

.. 16

17
.. 18
.. 19

.. 20

Handy routines from the Untouchable s, TPT, etc.

Lexisoft.

D/S
P. 37 HEAT' N' SERVE SOZOBON: A friendlier sort of Sozobon .D/S

. 21
.. 22

DEAD OR ALIVE:...Large, complex and humorous adventure (£3.99).
GRAND PRIX MANAGER: Grand Prix management simulation. Employ
drivers, mechanics, etc... test cars and pails, then race in a full grand

. 31
. 33

THECURSE OF AZRIEL: Fantasy trading/adventure game (2 disks/£4.00)
QUESTKNIGHT: Fantasy adventure - search for the Rose of Questoria

rest is up to you!

prix season! (2 disks £4.00)

(1Mb D/S)
G.115

G.

80

MYSTIC WELL: Complete Dungeonmaster type adventure with
save facility.
TETRIS & PILEUP; Two very good versions of the 'Tetris' arcade
game.

G.

10

VEGAS: Roulette, poker, blackjack and slots

without the Nevada sand!

ARTIST FREEHAND: Excellent art package from C. Roberts (£2.50)
ADDRESS BOOK: Neat database for storing, sorting, etc. (£2.50)
CIRCUIT: Produce larger than screen electrical diagrams. 1Mh (£2.50)
THEY SOLDA FEW: Three games from BenWeston:. LogicProblems,
Wild West Shoot Out and Clan, a kingdom game. (£2.50)
SUPER SPELL: Verygood teaching programfor 4 to 9 year olds by

MISCELLANEOUS
M.

(£2.50)

1 PLANETARIUM: Excellent, easy to use, astronomy program.

M. 19 AIR WARRIOR: Flight sim with World Warll aircraft.

37

SUPER FUN:Excellentteaching educational program for youngsters.

41

MURDER ON THEORIENTEXPRESS: Murder solver game set on an

(£2.50)

M. 20 G.C.S.E.STUDYAIDS:Help with Algebra, Trigonometry and
Geometry.
M. 26 GENEALOGY:2 programs for the family historians to trace their

interstellar cruiser. (£3.00)

forebears.

DEMOS
D.366

BIRDSOF PREY: Intro to the commercial game that never made it

D.363

to the ST (1Mb)
EXTREME RAGE: Sinecurves, Shadowbos, etc, from Anatomica of
Sweden (1Mb STE)

M. 76 FORM-FINDER: Proven horse race analysis and prediction program.
NEWSDISK: Construct your own newsletters and magazine disks.
ASTRO22: An accurate astrology calculation program.
STITCH MATRIX: Pattern making program for knitting machines.
FILOFACT: Electronic filofax - diary, calendar, alarms, addresses, etc.
ULTIMATE CHEAT GUIDE: 320+ game cheats, plus hidden screens

D.356

D.347

COSMIC 1AM: Good multi-vectordemo from Inraginaof Finland.

M.111 NORTHERN & EQUATORIAL STAR ATLAS: Superb serious

D/S
D.346

BIRD MAD GIRL SHOW: Multi-screen demo from French crew,
Fraggles. D/S.
DIMENSION: Finnish party demo from the Condemned. D/S
PANDEMONIUM: Very good mega demo from Chaos. D/S

astronomy program S/W
M.114 FRANGLAIS 3 & 4: 2 popular French tutorial programs.
M.135 CROSSWORD CREATOR: Design your own puzzles.
M.142 ZONK!: Psychedelic pattern creator program from Dave Henniker

D.360

D.341

D.335
D.330

TEACH YOURSELF MACHINE CODE

2,000 transactions!

M.107 RAMWORLD: Three dimensional object creator and viewer

Learnto program like the professionalswith ZZ Soft'sbook and companion disk
•IN TRODUCING ATARI STMACHINE CODE'. Be led, step by step, into the
secrets of programmingthe ST in its native 68000 assembly language. Allyou

program.

need to get started right away. £19.95

(1Mb)

AUTHORS

NUTHOUSE: Biggest house music demo yet, 18 minutes of digi-

L.A.P.D are always on the look-out tor new material lo he included in their

comprehensive catalogue of P.D.shareware and licenceware titles. Ifyou have

NTM DEMO: Mega demo from Zuul with arcade shoot'em up. (2

BUDGET PRICE DISKS ONLY £1.00 each

D 124

disks • £3.00)
CROSSBONES: STEdemo (also known as RED SECTOR DEMO)

B

D.323

SLAM - HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR II - More house music from

D.322

the Wild Boys. D/S.
MENTAL HANGOVER: Conversion of Amiga demo. (STE 1Mb)
(Licenceware £1.50).

14 ROBOTZ: Classy arcade game

B. 42 CYBERSNAKE:Top rated actic

'i

15 ROLL'N' NUDGE: Fruit
machine

B. 44 FLY ROBIN: Cute shoot 'em up

R

20 HACMAN: Pacman action

R

33 BLASTER: Fast 'Defender'

D.312

LIGHT SPEED: Super demo from the Untouchables and friends.
D/S.

H

D.302

STUPENDOUS: Excellent multi-screen demo from the Pixel Twins.

B.

34 LAPD GAME: Shoot'em up
36 8 BALLPOOL: Bar game

B.

39 ASTEROIDS:A loving

simulation

D/S

HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR: Sampled house music by The Wild
Boys. D/S

before it breaks free.

M.106 ACCOUNT-ABILITY: Fully featured accounts program. 10 accounts,

music! 1Mb D/S.

D.287

Ifa virusgels free in your disk collection it can do irreparable damage in a very
short time. Don't let it happen to you. Protect yourself with Mike Mee's
Professional VirusKillerfor just £6.95. The program identifies529 differenttypes
of virus and bootsectors and could save you a lot of heartache if it traps that virus

on 20 demos!

VENTURA:Quality demo from the Overlanders (2 disks/£3.00)
GROTESQUE: Psychedelic techno music demo (1Mb, STE)
DREAMZONE:Mega-demo from the Wild Boys. (2 disks £3.00)
CHOCROUTE: Multi-parter by Adrenaline of France.

D.362
D.361

PROTECT YOUR DISK COLLECTION

M. 77 THE BIBLE: King tames authorised version. 4 D/S disks/£6.00

M. 81
M. 84
M. 93
M. 98
M.I 03

restoration

n

produced anything that you considei worthy of release either as P.D. shareware or
licence-ware then get in touch to discuss it with us. We can guarantee you a
worldwide exposure for your program if it makes the grade.

game

B. 45 FIGHTING SAIL: Naval battles
B. 50 STAR TREK: Save the
Federation

B. 51 COLOSSAL CAVE:The original
adventure
B. 53 LAZERBALL: Laser reflection

puzzle game
B. 54 CENTIPEDE: Good arcade
conversion

FREE CATALOGUE
for a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly catalogue disk just send a blank disk
and s.s.a.e to the .iddress above and we'll send you one by return complete with a
selection of quality PD. Alternatively send us £1.00 and we'll send you the same
catalogue and free programs on one of our disks. (Please quote STF03)
PRINTED GAMES CATALOGUE now available, 16xA4 pages of small print

listing hundredsof PD/Shareware/Licenceware games.7r.p includingP&Por50p
if ordered with disks.

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

REVIEWS

INDEPENDENTS

FOOTLOOSE
There's more to the ST scene than the

AND
FANCY

big commercial software houses and

the Public Domain. And this is it...

Y o u ' v e written a lovely pro
gram. It's not a blockbust
ing game that the major
labels are going to fall over them
selves to get, and it's too specialised
for the serious publishers. You want
people to be able to get hold of it, so
what do you do?
Well, there's always the Public
Domain or Shareware, but neither
offer much reward. Shareware works,

but the dividends are slow to appear
and can be disappointing at times.
You can distribute it yourself, putting
small ads in magazines - a risky and
possibly expensive option. You can

OZONE 2
PRICE: £3.95

FROM: GOODMANS
CONTACT: -"• 0782 335650

A follow up to the brilliant Ozone
Shareware game, here's some more
platform chicanery. It's a race
against time to battle through each
level with your blue blob character
before the big balloon reaches the
top and does something nasty to
the atmosphere.
The

circulate a disabled Shareware version

in the hope that people register for
the full version. But the best option
for specialist programs is to get a
small independent label to take it on
for you. These labels are often run by
the bigger Public Domain libraries
and are growing in popularity.
Although many of the authors

main

difference

Ozone 2 and the original is that now

you have sticky feet. You walk up the
sides and along the bottom of the
platforms. The controls are a little dif
ferent - moving the joystick left and
right walks you clockwise and anti-

only program in their spare time, the
quality of independently distributed
programs often match that of the full
commercial

releases.

It's

so

*•

57 FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

*•*•*•

*•

•<►-♦-♦-♦-♦

spe

cialised, you can often find that pro
gram you've been looking for.
If you've written a program that
you think deserves a good seeing to,
drop it to us at - Indie Reviews,

between

• Your little blue blob chap's neatest

trick, being able to walk completely
round a platform.

clockwise around the platforms.
It takes a little getting used to at
first but you soon catch on.
Pressing the <Fire> button
sends spiked maces flying about
- they shoot away from you then
return. If you jump about as you
fire you can get them swirling
around the screen. You use these

flying
maces
against
the
inevitable monster chaps - they
come in a variety of flavours and walk
into you and zap your stamina. Every
now and again you can pick up a
bonus

icon

-

some freeze

all

the

creepies, others turn you invisible or
kill every nasty on-screen. Ozone 2 is
written in STOS and, before you start
groaning, it's one of the fastest and
smoothest STOS games ever. Even
with lots of sprites on-screen it never
slows down.

Nick Harper, the man responsi
ble, programmed the game basically
for fun. "I only intended to publish it
if the quality was up to scratch." And
what did he have to say about the
original Ozone released as Shareware?
"The response wasn't what I'd hoped
for and I wanted to get a bit more
money for Ozone 2."

• Level One and already you're in

trouble. The enemy chaps fall thick
and fast from the sky. There's no

point hanging around shooting them
just stay out of their way.

Verdict

One word of warning, Ozone 2 isn't
easy - there are some very diffi»
cult jumps and less experi- ,«? ^j.
enced platform players may
find themselves seriously
frustrated. It's a polished
and attractive game
that's very playable.

formland.

• When you reach the top of Level One and meet this really
difficult jump, remember this bloke, 'cos he designed it.

The main menu of

Sprite Works is sum

moned by the click of
the right mouse button,

PRICE: £6

small but beautifully

FROM: NINTH WAVE SOFTWARE

formed, every function

CONTACT: « 0279 430371

of the program is

MACHINE: 1 MBYTE STs, LOW RES ONLY

available from here.

Sprite Works was inspired by Animaster on the

eral

particular application, for £3 you are
informed of any new upgrades to the

Cover Disk of 57 FORMAT 37. Terry King was
impressed with the idea but thought that it

program, or if you pay the full £6 you are
supplied with the basic extension kit.

design his own program and the result is this

Instead of the simple
Cutting and Pasting
options there are extra
features that enable you

to the author of the program.
There are two Shareware fees for this

This kit consists of over 50 routines

including a full set of fast machine code
and CM sprite routines, sample player
routines, new fonts and a new mouse
controller. All these routines can be

freely used within your own programs.

ST

V

It's not in the same

SPRITE WORKS
Sprite Works is Shareware, that means if
you like it you should send some money

<W

league as the
original but is
still a spiffing
outing into plat-

•

m^»j«aum^^mmasmgBagammWmm
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ram

should be able to run much faster. He decided to

excellent package.
The program is actually a complete art pack
age with all the usual arty style functions included:
blocks, fills, circles, text are all there; in fact, Sprite
Works seems to combine the best features from sev

eral popular art packages. All the main functions are
pretty standard, although the Block menu has sev-

unusual functions.

to cut circles, stretch,
rotate, recolour, erase and choose between solid

and X-ray blocks.
Several zoom modes are available including a
special four times real-time zoom which fills the
whole screen, you use the cursor keys to scroll the
picture around. Brilliant stuff.

INDEPENDENTS

Why astrology?

ASTRO 22
PRICE: £55 INCLUDING ALL MODULES
FROM: D K WILKINSON
CONTACT: w 0484 425843

What are you like? Do you really want to know
all about who you really are? Well, get yourself

Dave's wife was interested in astrology
and suggested that he write an astrology
program, initially for their own use. Pro
gramming was Just a hobby and Dave
was looking for a project to work on the astrology Idea seemed perfect. When
the program was finished the basic ver

Astro 22 and get into some serious astrology.

sion was released as PD but the extra

Astrology is one of the oldest methods of
character analysis and has been around in one form

add-on modules can be purchased indi
vidually, they cost from £4 to £10 each.

or another since the ancient Eygptian times, per
haps even earlier. True astrology relies on using
accurate data about the subject whose chart is
being worked on, such as the date, time and place
of birth right down to the longtitude and latitude it's more science than fortune telling and charts can
be astonishingly accurate. By contrast, newspaper
so-called astrologers only use your star sign to pro-

duce a very generalised view of your day, and can
be very inaccurate.
The mystical bits
Astro 22 takes all the information that is needed to

create the more complex charts on your ST, it accu
rately calculates the position of the planets, cusps

REVIEWS

and zodiac positions to within 30 minutes of arc. All
you have to do is enter the basic data and the
charts are generated for you, along with a full text
analysis of your particular details. The text analysis
can be viewed on-screen, printed or saved to disk as
an ASCII file for loading into a word processor.
All the astrological calculations are completely
accurate and can be checked against an Ephemeris,
the astrologers' bible.
Astro 22 is competently written and performs
its functions well. Everything is easily accessed from
drop-down menus and the document files provide
reasonable enough information so you can use the
program almost immediately, you can use this pro
gram even if you have little or no ST or astrological
knowledge. You won't be able to predict your
«<*<
way to fame or fortune but you can have a
lot of fun working out the charts of your
friends and family. An excellent and
unusual utility.

•V

V
• Using our

I Helen's chart

favourite art

shows a lot of

we made a

assistant Helen

conflicts, all

midpoint

as a

test

subject we
pumped her

I Finally,,

a^njua*

those planets

calculation -

gathered in

if anyone

the same

information

houses do

into Astro 22.

not bode

knows what
the hell all
this means

well...

then let us know.

BRILLIANT BOFFIN BROTHERS
PRICE: £3.95

FROM: MICROMAGIC,

given three answers, and you only
have ten seconds to choose the right

CONTACT: o 0782 335650

answer. Get one question wrong and
you're history. It's infuriating!

You're a brainy thing, aren't you?
Salted away in the dark corners of
your brain are a squillion useless
facts. Well, now is the time to bring

If you're having trouble, there
are three types of bonuses you can
get. You can pass a question, gain
extra time, or best of all automatically
get the right answer.

them back to life with The Brilliant

As with the old Trivial Pursuit

Boffin Brothers - a straightforward
multiple choice quiz program from
Goodmans PDL's very own inde
pendent label, Micromagic.
The first job is choosing from
the categories - sport, science, music,
people and places and potluck. Three
appear at random and you have to
take your pick. Then comes the hard

board game, after a while you start

GOODMANS PDL

recognising the questions. To make it
more interesting, just use the editor
to create your own set. The graphics
and sound are excellent, it looks and

sounds very slick. The questions are
fairly sensible and the kind of thing a
collector of trivial information might
•

be expected to acquire. Overall the
program is polished and works well.
There are lots of quiz programs
in the Public Domain, but The Brilliant

Boffin Brothers is swish enough to be
worth that little bit extra. If you're
into this genre, don't hesitate in get
ting it now.
The author, Mike Afford, started

work on this and other programs as a
hobby. "They were virtually

writing it - but it's a nice surprise to
get a cheque every quarter."
Verdict

The Brilliant Boffin Brothers is a well-

crafted but sometimes frustrating out
ing into the world of trivia. Either
you'll be proud of the amount of
knowledge stored away inside your
head or you'll dismiss the random
acquisition of pointless facts as an

intellectual pursuit not worthy
of your attention.

/%.

already written and it seemed a
good idea to see if I could get a
few quid from them." Since Mike
works for the BBC producing
computer graphics it's no won
der these are so good. "Making
money's not the main reason for

The Brilliant Boffin Brothers ask questions from five loosely defined

bit, the questions themselves. You are

categories. Some of the potluck questions are rather ropey.

• To ensure all your sprites are wonderfully
designed Sprite Works has a powerful magnify
function, press a function key and away you go.

fit

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
We had a chat to the author, Terry King, to find
out exactly why he was writing Shareware pro
grams. Terry said that he normally distributes his
software as PD, but because he spent three

cial block function that enables you to create sprite
masks instantly.

f
ft
& »• »*

A couple of functions not normally found in

months writing Sprite Works he felt that he

an art package are the Sprite and Animation
options. The sprite function is used for saving sprite

deserved some reward for his work.

Terry uses CFA Basic and Devpac 2 to create
the program, he has tried using 5705 but he says;
"I am disgusted by the language and the pro

data to use with GFA and machine code routines

fit
Spritey, spritey

The best way to design your sprites is to plan them
out on paper and decide on the width and height
of each individual sprite, then draw them one by
one using the magnify options for fine detail. You
can create sprites in two widths, 16 and 32 pixels,
and in any height up to 48 pixels, there's also a spe-

while the animation feature enables you to test
grams it creates."
that your sprite designs work correctly. There
4 '^'
k
He writes software primarily as a
is a simple demo game provided with the
hobby, when he realised that there wasn't
program that shows exactly the type of >
a combined sprite designer and drawing
professional results that can be obtained,
program available he decided to write one.
along with several screen of sprites in Degas

<?r

picture file format and several folders full of rou

tines. All in all, Sprite Works is a more than adequate
art package with a brilliant sprite designer built-in,
and at £6, is excellent value for money.

He has just received his first registration for
Sprite Works and is feeling rather pleased and

hopes more registrations are on their way.
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BARGAI
from your favourite ST magazine!
MICRODEAL

This multi-media

^

desktop video
editing kit is
I

very easy to

get to grips with. Just
use your VCR as
the video
• source, and
you can start

STOS COLLECTION

MUSIC IN
SEQUENCE

VIDEOMASTER

MANDARIN SOFTWARE

STF RATING

MUSIC SALES

STF RATING This easy-to-follow

; f 1i

STOS Basic, compile 'em

*»1 so they run fast with the
STOS Compiler,

book guides you
through the
daunting

c

Write your own games with

\SpritesCtOO

add sound to
your games
with STOS
Maestro and

process

of writing
songs on a
sequencer.
=* DESCRIPTION:
Music in

I®,

digitising.
DESCRIPTION:
Videomaster
RRP: £69.95

add your
choice of

sprites out of
600 in STOS

Sequence

Sprites.

STF PRICE:
£12.95

STF PRICE: £64.95

SAVE

fl/f/f ORDER No:

wratinc ° • RNo: STF435

•MM! ST398

DESCRIPTION:
STOS
- Collection
RRP: £126.95
STF PRICE: £69.95

ORDER No: ST381

£12.95
THE BEST OF
ST FORMAT
FUTURE PUBLISHING

Features, beginners' guides, huge jargon
busters section, techie tips and reviews -

EASY TO ORDER

plus optional disks - it's great!
DESCRIPTION: The Best of STF with 2 disks

• Just make a note ofthe name ofthe package you want to buy and the
order number next to it. Then fill in the handy coupon below. Please ensure

STF PRICE: £15.40
ORDER No: ST BOOK D

£15 40

DESCRIPTION:
The Best of STF
without disks

STF PRICE:
£11.40

ORDER No:
ST BOOK

you order from the latest issue of the magazine.

I If you wish to order by credit card or have any queries, ring the
ST FORMAT Mail Order Hotline on...

» 0458 74011
ST FORMAT mail order
..Telephone.
Description

Price

Order Number

TOTAL ORDER

STF RATING

FUN SCHOOL 4
EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

Highly rated by teachers and

educational psychologists, the
Fun School packages enable

| Method of payment - please tick appropriate box
• Access

• Visa

• Cheque

• PO

Credit card No

Expiry date

your child to learn skills in an enjoy
able environment.

DESCRIPTION: Fun School Under 5s
RRP: £22.99 STF PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No: ST389

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 5 - 7s
RRP: £22.99 STF PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No: ST390
DESCRIPTION:

Fun School 7- 11s

RRP: £22.99 STF PRICE: £17.99

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies D

Please make all chequespayable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: STFORMAT Mail Order,

Future Publishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
You don't even need a stamp if you post it in the UK!

EDUCATION

MUSIC

THEORY

Music theory's dead boring,

right? Wrong. David Roberts
examines the painless

GIVE ME

world of interactive music
• Welcome

education on your ST

to the

wonderfully

usic theory,
eh?

Dead

I useful when
you know what you're talk
ing about, but a really tedious sub
ject to get to grips with. The thing
is, the basics of music theory are
actually quite easy to grasp. All you
need is an interactive teaching
environment that shows you how
easy it really is - and your ST can
give you exactly that.
With all the music theory jar
gon linked to symbols, and all the
symbols
representing
specific
notes of different lengths, pitches,
intervals, rests, time signatures and
accidentals, you really do need
your ST to lend you a hand and
make it as easy as possible for you.
In the majority of British
schools for instance, the old-fash

music packages, but was more to
do with the fact that most packages
were designed for and distributed
exclusively to schools. One of the
leading music software distribu
tors, Music Software Express, have
decided to change all that by mak
ing the popular Soundtrack pack
ages available to everybody.
What are they like?
Soundtrack have developed four
interactive packages Theory

offer, it seems like they're going
down a storm.

Until

recently

though,

the

problem wasn't to do with the
quality or the number of interactive

THEORY TRAINER 1

world of
music

theory
lessons with

the Sound
track series.

Trainer 7, Theory Trainer 2, Pitch
Trainer and Rhythm Trainer, all
reviewed below. From the very first
steps of recognising the position of
a low C on a stave, through to

MINIM - is worth two beats,

Can't tell the difference
between a crotchet and

t means that it lasts

semibreve? Here's STF's

ong as a crotchet.
IIBREVE - This is the big

very own guide to the
basics of music notation

:. Worth four beats

meaning that it lasts four times as
long as a crotchet.

E - five horizontal h

AVER - is worth half

as a basis for all mus

t meaning that it las
*

CROTCHET - every song has

"
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a speed which is defined in

'

terms of beats per minute; J=135

for a quarter of the time of a

for instance, means there are 135

crotchet.

beats per minute and the crotchet
is equal to one of these beats.

recognise their length and under

card that tells you all about, er,

all percentage that takes all this
into consideration. Don't get too
disheartened if at first your scores
are below 50 per cent.
If you're a beginner in the
field of music theory, Theory

how well (or badly) you've done

Trainer 7 is a must, however, if

and how long you took.

you already know the basics, move
on to one of the other three pro
grams from Soundtrack.

• After each test you get a report

This is the program you need
to start off with if your knowl
edge of music theory is less
than minimal.

UST
~

rest.

>

VE REST - worth

les as much as a
rest.

CROTCHET REST - for e\

note that can be played, you

THEORY TRAINER 2

AVER REST - worth half

the time of a crotchet rest.

one used in Theory Trainer 7, but it
still has that same point and click
mouse-operated system.
Out of all the four training
modules, there's no doubt that

Theory Trainer 2 gives the best
value for money. It covers a wider
range, has more possible ques
tions than the other three, and ulti

• If you happen to get the wrong
answer. Theory Trainer 2 shows
you what the correct one is.

mately, has a longer shelf life.
If your goal is to read and
write music properly, then plough
ing your way through Theory
Trainer 2 is definitely an enjoyable
way of achieving it.

and

click on the correct letter name

rests. The work environment is a

sound through your monitor or

of that note. Good basic training.

slightly polished up version of the

via a MIDI setup.

tj DJ Jkl KJ Oj AJ Bj
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many beats as the

the notes displayed on the stave and

;.fc

to basic notation. This is an essen

ISSUE

MINIM REST - worth twice

• In this test you've got to recognise

Theory Trainer

^£=E=ifHr--*H^~P^r~3—

FORMAT

crotchet.

So, you know all the basics
and you want to stretch your
knowledge that little bit fur
ther? Well, Theory Trainer 2 is
just the sort of program that
can check if you really do have
a clue about what you are talk
ing about.
There are literally thousands
of questions which help you to
learn about key signatures, acci
dentals (sharps and flats), inter
vals, rhythm groupings, chords

The first test asks you to
recognise notes on a stave, for
example, enabling you to get used
tial part of your training and must
be mastered before you start using
any of the other three programs.
There are five different type
of tests concerned with helping
you to identify notes, memorise
their position on a keyboard,

of different lengths.
This is the crotchet rest, it
lasts one beat and is equivalent to

quarter of a beat and last!

took to answer them and an over

( 3S.1X !

can also play nothing - like a
blank - but to keep the number
of beats equal, there is a whole
set of different symbols for rests

SEMIQUAVER - is worth a

Once you have completed
one of the tests, up pops your
report card displaying the amount
of correct answers, the time you

1—Muntm comet—1

once, it's all there. Each one of the

four packages has different sections and difficulty levels to choose

only half the time of a crotchet.

itation.

stand the use of bar-lines.

Report Card

reproducing a five-note tune on a
keyboard after having heard it

THE SECRET OF GOOD MUSIC IIS TIMING

ioned and traditional teaching
methods are at last giving way to
new computer-based interactive
methods, and looking at the suc
cess of some of the software on

painless

*™0

J°:3-'l

those

subtle

but

essential

Theory II
I Clt* «•*tt* own* of!}»t*« tsseati

'>• nstuuw oi\ tt* sk

Sound
.-.-..:..•.

CMt«-wbw

h fin s

Difficulty level

i^^,^",w,,i

• The intro screen, where you select
the difficulty level, the type of test
and whether you want to hear the

MUSIC

THEORY

S**u$

RHYTHM!
from making them essential if
you're a beginner, or even if you're
just a bit rusty and need to refresh

monitor as the programs only run
in high res and don't work with
mono emulators like Sebra or The

your theory. At the end of each
test, you get a report card which

Monulator for colour monitors and

TVs. This is a real pity, because it
limits its appeal to serious ST users
such as musicians who already
own mono monitors. By their very
nature though, musicians tend to
be quite adept at theory already,
and only require one of these pack
ages to show off.

displays how quickly you answered
and how well you scored.
You don't necessarily need a
MIDI setup to use this software, as
you can use the monitor's internal

speaker instead. The clarity of the
sound with a MIDI setup, however,
is such that it is easier to recognise
pitches and melodies.
Sadly though, what you do

All in all...

What we have here is a very easy
and enjoyable way of learning the

need is a high resolution mono

EDUCATION!

.*:-*«*»#*,

***l*m,B

basics of musical theory,
you're a beginner, keep at it and
move on to the higher levels only
when you feel ready - within weeks
you'll find yourself reading and
writing music like a real natural.
If on the other hand you just
want to brush up on your theory,
'cos you feel a bit rusty, you can

it all though, you
can buy the first
three
{Pitch
Trainer, Rhythm
Trainer and Theory Trainer 7) for
£119 or all four of them for £149.

Just make sure you have access to
a mono monitor before spending
your money, stf

start on the intermediate levels and

Overall

everything will come flowing back
to you extremely quickly.
All four programs teach you
different aspects of musical theory
and you can buy each module sep
arately for £45. If you want to know

£45 for one, £119 for Pitch,
Rhythm and Theory Trainer
7, £149 for all four.
Music Software Express,
»

0752 339400.

High resolution only.

Highs

Jargon busters
-

?

SEMIQUAVER REST - worth

a quarter of the time of a

LE CLEF - this symbol
ars at the beginning of
and indicates that the part
s the rules of G starting on

to the bar. Here there are two

the second line of the stave.

BASS CLEF- indicates a

bass part that follows the
rules of E starting on the second
rom the top of a stave.

ff

ISSIMO - play the fol
lowing notes very softly.

PITCH TRAINER
What's most impressive about
some musicians is the way
they can listen to a piece of
music once, and then repro
duce it almost exactly on their
instrument.

This sort of thing takes prac
tice, and the first thing you need to
do to get anywhere near that level
is train your ear to recognise dif
ferent pitches.
This is exactly what the Pitch
Trainer helps you to do. There are
five different test levels; the first
two ask you to identify the second

note of a two note sequence, while
the last three ask you to attempt to
Correct answer DelOH.

tfiPf-

You n.de 1 nlstafces.

| "

|

-

Click on W to continue

-|

„

| ^*~|

"*'' '
PITCH ITtailER LEVEL 4

ffi-pj- a

| «

|

|

j

-|—u—\
m

Ouestion

1

*

Sorry, ami got thai wrang. The correct answer was

H

g narks
(SIC BSD

fff ff
•

fff

Three mistak es! Obvio isly, this

p arson's ear n eeds clea

ming.

The whole set covers all

this is a metrical division marked

in the bar have to be equivalent

BAR-LINES - divides music into

to two crotchets. The number

bars of an equal number of beats.
CHORD - two or more notes

beat is a crotchet.

sounding at the same time.

me as above apart

key by placing sharps and flats
on a stave.

ffMII
IB CHOOSE TEST LEBEL CLICK11 Ktf ms box
IKiTIFT

FIW

IHE
SECSW

-,
",

WIE

"

MIE

"

£"SY

KITE
IflttS

HffluTER

EKT

FIW

,,
-

UIE
TIDIES
mm

FME

f
j

don't work with
mono emulators.

NIE
TIMES
mi mt

tHehm

w.

What else?
• The Ear, £49, Harman
Audio, • 0753 576911.

KEY SIGNATURE - identifies the

beats to the bar.

-|
f

mono monitor, as

the programs

tones between two notes.

you there are three crotchet

IK
SECOO

You need a high res

INTERVAL - the amount of

from the fact that this one tells

TK1TIFT

you need to know about
music theory, and more.

by vertical bar-lines.

four indicates that the basic
TIME SIGNATURE -

,

• Choose to output sound
through your monitor or
via a MIDI setup.

a sharp (0 or a flat (l) and
applies only to the bar in which
it appears.
BAR - also know as a measure,

crotchet beats to the bar,
meaning that the notes or rests

FORTISSIMO - play the fol* ig notes very loudly.

ACCIDENTALS - an accidental is

this symbol appears at the
beginning of a piece or a section
and tells you the number of beats

let rest.

.-,.

2/4 TIME SIGNATURE -

• Easy to use point and click
system.

Ear training, high res only

RHYTHM TRAINER
If you want to write your own
music, you've got to know the
difference between a crotchet, a
semi-quaver and a semibreve -

and that's on top of being able
to distinguish a C from a Bk
Rhythm Trainer includes well

over 160 questions to teach you

HMJIM
THE G!SE TEST LEVEL

Rhgtifi only

I j.JJ
-

Rhythn only

: 1ixun

Rhulhn only

c <. j i n

•

IEK IK NUH8ERED Kit

_

Rhythn^elody

Uftbr-MMi

! til in

J : . JJ

, Rhytfw cnly
_
1 *"
J t E&

RfeytJB+neloiJy -

3 \*J J n

fihythnf-nclody

1

ebe riMi

• The five levels of Pitch Trainer -

rhythm and melody skills essential

from easy to practically impossible.
It does wonders for developing
skills if you want to play by ear.

for writing music and, eventually,

recognise a five note melody. You
can reproduce the notes by either
using your mouse and the key
board on-screen, or by playing the
sequence on your MIDI keyboard.
All tests are against the
clock. The quicker you answer, the
better your score. If you're a
beginner, it's wise to ignore the

form of melodies that are played

note being played as well as its

to you and the first note is placed

beat value.

on

ing each note the required pitch
and length. Everytime you click on
the wrong type of note, try placing
it on the wrong line of the stave, or

composing your own pieces.

stave.

You

then

have

sweating as you have to identify the

ask for the melody to be played

ear gets used to the pitches and

then you can try beating the clock.
Pitch Trainer is essential for

to

reproduce the melody exactly giv-

clock and concentrate on getting
the right pitch. After a while your

developing your aural skills relat

get ready for some serious

The questions come in the

a

I Once you go beyond Level Four,

• At the end of each test, your
score is displayed and a short

ing pitch to notation displays and

melody is played on the on-screen

to your keyboard.

keyboard. Very quaint!

again, you lose points. If you're
just starting, don't worry too much
about playing the melody back
several times because it really is a
great help.
If you ever want to write
music, you are going to have a
good understanding of rhythm,
and there's no better way than to
do it with the help of your ST.
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BYTECRUIXICHER

ASSEMBLY

THE BYTECRUNCHER'S
GUIDE TO ASSEMBLY
option, then
you need to edit the file it produces

Following on from last month,

Tony Wagstaff shows you how to include
windows and menus in your programs
ast your mind

C

!back to last
month's tuto

rial. We looked at those

handy GEM routines contained in
the Application Environment Ser
vices (AES) and the VDI.
This

month

cially since Atari have provided a
souped up selector for TOS ver
sions 1.04 and upwards. To get
around this you need to check
which version of TOS is running by
testing a system variable. These
variables are much the same as

we concentrate

those stored in your program's

on three items that are essential to

BSS and data sections - the main

make your program more interac

difference being that any program

tive; alert boxes, the fileselector
and menus. Using these also gives

can access them regardless of
which particular model they are
running on.

you a chance to take a peek inside
your ST's system variables and use

Great, smashing, super

a few additional commands.

Thanks to the GEM macro file

Since it could be disastrous if one

supplied with HiSoft's Devpac kit,
displaying an alert box is as easy in
assembly as in any other language.
All you have to do is use the fol
lowing AES call;

program accidently changed a sys
tem variable, they have to be pro
tected. This protection is provided
by having two modes of operation,
user and supervisor.
The supervisor mode enables
you to do some things that the user
mode doesn't - such as reading
and writing system variables. It is
very important that whenever you
use the supervisor mode you know
exactly what you're doing.

form_alert #l,#string

The first parameter, a value
between nought and three, deter
mines which of the buttons is the
default - the one selected when the

<Return> key is pressed. The sec

ond parameter is the address of a
string which looks like this;

The Xbios supexec call is one

way of switching to supervisor.
This function runs a routine -

in

our case the short routine labelled

string dc.b '[3][My Message]J
[button!Ibutton2IJ
button3]',0

The values in the three square
brackets determine the

icon, the

which_tos - in supervisor mode,
returning to user mode when it has
finished. The system variable
labelled _sysbase contains the
address of the start of ROM - Read

Only Memory - the second word of

alert message, the number of but

which contains the TOS version.

tons and the text to appear in them.
Summoning the fileselector is
a little more complicated, espe

Calling the fileselector is simi
lar to calling form_alert, the
instructions beginning at .notquit

give examples of fsel_input and
fsel__exinput, the former being
for the early versions of TOS.
It is worth giving some
thought to the path and file para
meters - these are displayed as the
directory and selection on the fileselector. More often than not you'll
use the current path which is found
by using dgetdrv and dgetpath.
Try and make your fileselectors as helpful as possible to any
potential user of your program. If
you're creating a word processor
for example, you might want to
give your users the option to define
the path where they keep their doc
uments, saving it to an .INF file.
This may seem trivial, but small
details like this can lead people to
prefer your particular program over
a rival one.
Pass the menu

Like hexadecimal, binary is an alternative to decimal

- using only two digits, zero and one instead of deci
mal's ten and hex's 16. A byte - a two digit hex num
ber - contains eight binary digits, or bits. Binary
numbers are indicated with a %, just as hex uses a $.
Binary numbers are extremely useful for passing
simple yes or no information. Evnt multi, for
instance, can be instructed to return information

about key presses, mouse events, window and menu
messages and timer events, or any combination of

ST
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Once you've created your
resource file, you should include
the MENU.I file in your listing - this
enables you to refer to the menu
items by the names you gave them
in WERCs. Your program loads the
resource file into memory using
the AES rsrc_load call.

To display the menu on
screen you first have to find it by
using these two lines;
rsrc_gaddr #R_TREE,#menul

move.l addr_out,menu_tree

The label menul

is the name you

gave to your menu in WERCs, and
is defined in the MENU.I file. This

avoids problems if you want to
redesign your resource later on as
WERCs gives menul
a different
value. Rsrc_gaddr
returns your
menu's position in addr_out, one
of the AES parameters we used in
last month's tutorial. Having saved
its location, you must pass it to the
menu_bar
call and, hey presto,
your menu is displayed.

Menus can be created using a
resource

file

editor

like

HiSoft's

WERCs. If you don't want to use a
resource file, you can always take a
look at the MENU2ASM.TTP pro
gram supplied with Devpac.
Designing
a
menu
with
WERCs is simple. Click on the
menu item from the Tree menu.

Once you've named your menu,
edit it using Title from the Object
menu for titles, and Strings for the
menu items. Select Assembly from
the language dialog under the File
menu before saving your file WERCs then produces a file with a
.I extension. If your version of
WERCs doesn't have a language

OK THEN, COUNT TO TEN... IN BINARY
So, you know all about counting in
hexadecimal, do you? Well, here's
another method to wrap your head round

so it looks like MENU.I.

them, simply by setting a particular binary digit of
the first parameter to either one or zero.
Bit 0, the digit furthest to the right, is set for key
presses. Bit 4 is set for window and menu messages
and bit 5 for the timer. If you want all three, you
need to pass binary %11001 as the first parameter.
If you only want window messages then you need
to pass %01000.

There are some 68,000 instructions which act on

this type of binary digits, the one most useful in this
month's listing on the Cover Disk is bchg, which
simply changes the value of a particular bit - dead
useful for keeping labs on whether one of your menu
items is selectable or not.

Wait a minute

All that needs to be done now is to

wait for the user of your program
to do something. This is done by
using the evntjnulti call, which is
a

more

evnt_mesag

versatile

form

of

that was used in last

month's windows program.
The
first
parameter
evnt_multi

is

which tells the AES

what events you are waiting for.
Don't be alarmed by the string of
commas.
They're
only
used
because of the many evnt_multi
features that aren't being used.
Once something does hap
pen, you first check whether it was
a key press or a menu event, and
deal with it accordingly.

The listing on this month's
Cover Disk gives examples of how
to change the text of menu items,
and

how to

deselect

and

check

them. Pressing <Alternate> <Q>
quits the program - you might like
to add your own key strokes for the
other menu items.

And finally...
That concludes the introduction to

GEM in the assembly language.
Next month

we'll take a

further

look at those bits, bytes, and one or
two sprites, stf
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If something in the ST world is making you
smile/cry/shout/laugh (delete where not
applicable) why don't you just tell us about it?

'IgJS

Marketing ploys
The price drop for the STFM will
eat into the Amiga market, but as
for consoles, Atari will have to go
further. Consoles have little to go
on except their name - the name of
the marketing character. Sega has
Sonic the Hedgehog, Nintendo has
Mario. The ST is an immensely
powerful machine but if Atari want
to get a share in the console mar

there are alternatives. I understand

that manual protection is a means
to prevent piracy which is fair
enough,
but software
houses

"You don't have
to make something
too dark or too small

ket, they too must bring out a char

to photocopy to

acter to promote the machine.
Ben Cook, West Sussex

protect a game"

stf: That's a good idea which has
evidently worked wonders for the
consoles, but I have serious doubts
about whether it would work for

the ST - after all, how would you
feel if your word processor or
accounts package had images of a
cute hedgehog all over it? Probably
as if it was a very basic program
designed only for kiddies.
Atari are trying to get STs
into the console market inasmuch

should realise that they are doing
this at a cost to a minority who are
doing nothing more than trying to
enjoy the ST and its software.
Hugh Sharkey, Salford

different perspective on

look

at

games

and

stf: You have no need to worry at
all, our recent survey showed that

stf: So if we went down in paper

just over 50% of ST FORMAT'S
readers still have 0.5MByte of RAM

size do you think
would disappear?

how to

so we'll certainly be continuing to
RAM on the Cover Disk. Take this

Font conversion

month's B17 demo as a prime
example. However, many of the
games and other software that is
coming out only runs with 1MByte.
So to keep you up to date with the
latest games we will also be contin
uing to run 1MByte demos and pro
grams - to get the best from your
machine you should seriously con
sider upgrading to at least 1MByte.

Please could you tell me where I
could get hold of C Font, the utility

opportunity to read it all and quite
often they refuse to repeat it. With
Archer McLean's Pool the manual

protection is impossible for me to
read and with Epic the whole man
ual is impossible.

there are a lot of STFM owners still

WHY BUY A FALCON?
^ Why pay all that
for a Falcon

Lure of the Temptress.
•iHlM'

Healthy competition?
I was wondering if ST magazines

many of us own
machines that haven't

fast or slow the text scrolls and its

yet - that is, STEs?
Phil Mould, Kent

ever co-operated with each other -

the idea of rivalry between so few
magazines seems pointless since I
try to buy all the ST magazines that

I can get my hands on. If you were
to co-operate on certain subjects
you could cover a wider area or
maybe in greater depth.

stf: To answer that question, who
better than a reader who has been

using an STE and who has now
upgraded to a Falcon? Take it
away, James...

stf: Er, no, I can truly, honestly say

I would like to say "most excel
lent" to Atari for releasing the
Falcon030. Having used a 1040
STE for two years I was amazed

that

at the enhancements to TOS and

we've

never

even

contem

the increased speed at which

plated the idea...

everything worked. Also, finding

I'd like to rave a little about

Monkey Island. Apart from being a
brilliant game, it is also well
thought out. It has controls on how

stf: You can get it from the ST
Club on s 0602 410241 for £9.95.

noticed that ever

UUlHl* really been done justice

and off the screen before I have the

Write On fonts?

Ian Singleton, Lancashire

since ST FORMAT moved

I have

do more than just play games.

the Temptress, the text flashes on

that converts Calamus fonts into

At last we have STE-only games!
How wonderful! Or maybe not.
Maybe Ocean have forgotten that

Strange connections

protected manuals. I've never

protection bits of the manual in

ally impared and this can be a right
sod. For example, with The Lure of

the mistakes

put games that run with this much

copy

without the extortionate price of

Over-protective?
My problem concerns software
design, the manuals and the soft
ware protection. You see, I'm visu

up in paper size in issue 27 there
has always, without fail, been at
least one mistake in your magazine.
Rafay Qadiri, London

STE-only, pah!

the price of a console (although
games) but who want to be able to

the loving message in STF331

stf: Thanks for that - gives us a

suffered from any problems
with my sight but I find it very
difficult to recognise the differ
ent characters in the copy

as they want to win over the peo
ple who want to spend as much as

repeat of the "single-sided disk drive
owners, you're out of luck" as was

that my existing software worked
Deserted?

was a bonus - PageStream v2.2

Concerning the past few Cover Disks,
there have been programs which are
1MByte only and some other pro

now takes minutes to produce
rather than half an hour on my

protection is not wholly reliant on
20/20 vision. It showed that you
don't have to make something too
dark or too small to photocopy to

another disk before you can use it and disks cost money. I do hope STF
is not deserting all those loyal 520 ST

protect a game from thieves -

owners out there - are we to see a

grams

you

have

to

transfer

to

ST. However, I was a bit unin

spired to find no MultiTOS, so
perhaps Atari might offer this as
a free upgrade to Falcon users

s t f : For details of how to obtain

your free copy of MultiTOS if you're
a Falcon owner, turn to page 56 of
ST Answers. Next month we'll be

having a look at the operating sys
tem and seeing whether it's all it's
cracked up to be. To ensure you get
your copy of STF order it from your
newsagent by usinf the coupon on
page 10 or subscribe - see page 62
for details.

Other Falcon-related snippets from
lain Paterson of Glasgow:
"Atferseeing what this machine is
capable of, we wouldn't care if it
was in a shoebox, the performance
is better than we expected and we
had expected quite a lot...
"The speed of the machine is
amazing, anyone who uses DTP
packages or word processors could
not help but be impressed by the
speed of the screen redraws...
"The Falcon is not a games machine
- yes, it'll run games but it's a much
more professional machine than the
STE, games running on it are a

bonus - anyone considering spend
ing £1,000 is looking for a very seri

when it comes out.

ous bit of hardware, and will, in my

lames Page, Norfolk

opinion, find it in the Falcom."
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out here - surely they can make

games, like Sleepwalker, STFMcompatible? The STE doesn't have
very many new features anyway.
The colours are fairly unimportant
where games are concerned. I'm
not sure about hardware scrolling
because I haven't got an STE but
then, everyone has managed in the
past so I don't see why this lack of
a feature should be a problem. I
assume that the DMA sound takes

less processor time than the sam
pled sound on the STFM, but if the
programmers were short on proces
sor time in the game, they could
always use lower frequency sam
ples, or, if they were desperate, they
could always use soundchip effects.
Andrew Duchy, Dorset

LETTERS

Thou shalt not be forced into piracy
I have noticed a rather alarming trend on the games
front. From what I have gathered, the general opin
ion of the games buying public is that the prices of
games should drop well below £20. Recently a lot
of the better games have been increasing in price
and are now starting at around £30. I hope this
trend stops as it forces more people to reluctantly
enter into piracy and kill the ST's commercial input
within a few years, which I am sure no-one wants.
Matthew Davidson, Devon

stf: There is no excuse for piracy whatsoever piracy is theft and that's that. If, say, you saw a

what colours they are in. The STE
with its enhanced palette can give

a much greater range of subtle
shades which are

impossible to

stf: Actually, the STE does have
quite a few important features over

The

extra

colours

enhance

There are plenty of games available for under
£20 - the budget tables like Kixx and the Hit Squad
have a huge selection of games for less than a ten
ner, so why not choose from them? As for the price
increases, you're right, there is a growing disparity
in the prices of games software and I'm planning a
feature in the near future to investigate exactly
what's going on.

and the potential excellence of
50kHz samples - all add to the ambi
ence created by your ST. Hardware
scrolling controls the movement of
the

achieve on the STFM.

new car you quite fancied in the showroom but you
couldn't afford it, you wouldn't just go and steal it,
would you? The same applies to software - just
because you think it's too expensive doesn't give
you the right to copy it.

screen

and

ensures

more. Sleepwalker has all of these
excellent qualities which is why we
gave it the 92% it so richly
deserved in issue 47.

games

move quickly and smoothly - and it

If you have anything to say
about life with your ST, then

the STFM all of which make a sub

realism which means you can get

really is a joy to use.
Obviously, if the

stantial difference if you're playing
games. The qualities that give
games their atmosphere include

more involved. Along with that
goes the sound effects; the stereo

more pleasant to look at, has good
quality sound and doesn't jerk

30

sound which STEs are capable of -

around you're going to enjoy it

Avon BA1 2BW.

the overall feel of a game, adding

game

is

write

to

Paula

Richards,

The

Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT,
Monmouth

Street,

Bath,

READERS' FORUM - WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ATARI'S MARKETING?
ligent debates with your

users and you want to spend lots of
money advertising to them what
they already own! Can the average

fellow STF readers. We continue

ST owner not understand that it is in

this month with the saga about
whether or not Atari are actually
any good at marketing.
In summary, from last issue,

their best interest for Atari to spend

T a k e this chance to become

embroiled in exciting intel

Steve Braund suggested that Derek
Whitely is a fool (following Derek's
previous letter in which
he

expressed admiration for Atari's

money on what they are good at producing technology-beating hard
ware. Atari will now be advertising
the Falcon to those 950,000 ST own

san

Kumaraswamy

implied

that

Atari's marketing skills were laugh
able since they hadn't advertised in
STFORMATior ages... onwards!

The new case! Again Thusan

shows his ignorance. So "it would

the 150,000 new owners will soon

find that the lack of memory will
frustrate them so much that they
will never buy Atari again. They

have read the misinformed view

should have relaunched the stand

from someone like yourself?
As a marketing professional I
study many companies as a matter

alone STE at £175 with STE packs
consisting of STE-only games and
serious packages that take advan
tage of the STE's extra features.

the company which supplies your
machines is in the top flight when it
comes to using their resources for
the benefit of their user base. Over

1,000 software titles, hundreds of

"Atari will now be
advertising the Falcon

peripherals and a huge user base is
proof enough that this is a com
pany who knows how to market.

Easy to upgrade STE
Not only has the STE the versatility
to be put to almost any use, its
modular
design
means
that
upgrading is simple. Users will
want to stick with Atari and in a

few years will want to upgrade to
the Falcon.

to those 950,000

I really don't want to be neg

Atari have a lot to answer for

ST owners - that's a

From Darren Smithson, Berks:

ative but Atari have fallen into the

The current problems that the ST

Atari made mistakes with the STE

because of the perceptions that

"nice plan, shame about the final
implementation" trap. With any
luck, the company will learn from

but they are the first people to
acknowledge them and admit they

have been created rather than the

their mistakes in time to success

reality. Atari have a lot to answer
for, but the STE is a wonderful
machine, the Falcon is a world
beater and the mid-range Mega
STE and high-end TT are still
ahead of similarly priced machines

fully launch the consumer version

sensible move!99

Atari are ace at marketing!
From Derek Whitely of Slough:

market

now launching the Falcon with an

not take long to design a new
case" [was the implication]. Maybe
this is true. Now try and fit the Fal

established user base of 950,000

con circuit board in it. Well, blow

STs and a solid, albeit decreased,
distribution. They are not a big

me, it doesn't fit, so now the circuit

have learned from them. They are

is

enduring

are

more

of the Falcon.

stf: There are still strong rumours
from those close to Atari that the

from competitors.
However, the question has to

company will be reducing the price
of the STE later in the year but what
do you think about that? Is it too

Foolish?

be asked - what the hell are Atari

small

up to now?!

much earlier announcement about

impressed by their knowledge of
the industry, technical matters and

Steve Braund suggests I am a fool.
Steve, when I have a problem with
Atari equipment (and yes, it does
sometimes go wrong), I contact

of what it takes to make their com

Atari and have found them to be

pany work.

very helpful. I feel that moves like
the £159 STFM are ingenious

company personnel-wise but are
on a much firmer footing finan
cially than previously.
When I've spoken to Bob
Gleadow and Darryl Still I've been

Bankrupt?
Thusan shows just why he would
have bankrupted such a company
years ago. OK, you have 950,000

IE- T

it will be judged as such. Many of

after I read they were pulling out!).
Steve, have you ever asked Atari
for help or do you just assume
they are incompetent because you

of course. Believe me, ST owners,

ers-that's a sensible move!

marketing skills) and that Atari are
incompetent,
partly, at
least,
because of their negative attitude
towards their customer base. Thu-

two titles this month, over a year

FORMAT
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board has to
redesigned...

be

completely

moves aimed at putting a stop to
the

untrue

rumours

about

the

demise of ST software (look at

MicroProse - they have announced

I know that

STF has

been

positive about the sale of the
STFM at £159 but this is really a
bad decision by Atari. Oh sure, the
price point is great and, in the
short term, another 150,000 users

is good news, but the long term
diagnosis is not good.
The simple fact is that the
STFM is a big backward step, and

a

measure

following

the

the STFM or do you think it's wise
to leave the price drop for some
months? Let us know...

• You can join in with this dis
cussion - or start a discussion on

any other subject you choose by writing to Great Debates,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

GET

IN

TOUCH

CONTACTS!

ESSENTIAL CONTACTS
Need to find that number of

Company

Telephone

Name

that company but lost the

ICD Inc

reference? Look no further...
Company

Telephone

Name

Company

Number
0962 877788

Acclaim
Alternative Software

0977 797777
0733 68909

Atari UK

0753 533344

Beaujolly
0737 222003
Cambridge Business
Software

Care Electronics
Centresoft
Cheetah

Number

Douglas
Communications

Distribution/GST

Coktel Vision

010 33146 30 99 57

071 351 2133

RC Simulations

Renegade

Konami Europe
Korg

081 429 2446
081 427 5377

Roland

0252 816181

Rombo

0506 414631

Kosmos Software

0525 873942

Krisalis

0709 372290

Kuma

0734 844335

International
Llamasoft

0268 541126

Loriciel

Evesham Micros

0386 765500

Marpet
Developments

0494 471111

System Solutions

0753 832212
0494 47413
0734 817261

Thalion

021 442 2050

Titan Designs

021 414 1630

Titus Ltd

071 278 0751

Titus Software

071 700 2119

010 1313 334 5700

UBI Soft

081 343 9055

0726 68020

US Gold

021 625 3366
081 960 2255

MicroProse

0666 504326

Virgin

Gajits

061 236 2515

Millennium

0223 844894

WeServe

0705 647000

Gasteiner

081 365 1151

Mindscape
Mirage
Music Pro Import

WTS Electronics

0582 491949

Zone Distribution

071 738 5444

Creative Sounds

0272 244395

Gremlin Graphics

0742 753423

Naksha

Daze Marketing

071 490 2944

081780 2222

GFA Data Media

0734 794941
081 680 4044

0444 246333
0260 299909
081 78988641
0925 56398

Halco

0734 441525

Ocean/Hit Squad

Harman Audio

0753 576911

Panasonic

061 832 6633
0344 853195

Hewlett Packard

0344 369369

Power Compuing

0234 843388

HiSoft/AVR

0525 718181

Premier Mail Order

0268 271172

16/32 Systems

KICK OFF 2
£H99

-FOR THE CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHERE,

.ORDER^

0643 710788

• If you would like to correct or
add to any of the entries in this
directory, please write to Essen
tial Contacts, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW

. direct software:

FREE POSTERSWITH EVERY

0279 600204

Star Micronics

010 1 303 791 6098

Small

Grandslam

Domark

0462 480000

Thalamus

Microdeal

0480 891819
0800 289378
0332 297797

0395 270273
0276 684959

081 309 1111

0734 814478

051 521 2202

Michtron

Silica Systems
Sound Technology
Special Reserve

Thalamus

0423 712600

Meedmore

0532 637988
081 573 4444

0272 550900

071 481 9214

0579 82426

010 33146 88 28 38

Compo Software
CompuServe
Core Design

Digita
Digital Integration

0772 203166

0268 541212

Fujitsu
Gadgets by

0284 765765

Pro Music

021625 3311

Laser Distribution Ltd

Centre

Number

Name

Kixx

0462 480000

0923 894064

0926 814132

0753 549442

Telephone

Company

Impressions

EMagic
Empire
Empire/Readysoft
First Computer

Codemasters

010 1815 968 2228

Ladbroke Computing

0763 262582

021625 3399
061 707 7080

061 456 9587

Electric

Analogic Computers 081546 9575
Arnor

Telephone

Name

081 977 0880

Accolade

Number

ANY 4 £4.99 GAMES FOR ONLY £15!!
LETHAL WEAPON

WWFZ £1399

£1399
£1.99 TITLES

Falcon Classic Collection

20000 Leagues Under the Sea
AlienSyndrome

£199 Federation of Free Traders
€199 Fernandez Must Die

€199
€199
€199
€199
€199

Pro Tennis Tour I

Asterix

€999

Fire Zone

1199

First Samurai

Hack To The Golden

High Steel
€999 Jumping Jackson

€199 Shadowgate
€199 Silent Service

Batman The Movie

1199

€199

Bloodwych
Blue Angel69

€199 King of Chicago
€199 Manchester United Europe

€199 Soldier of Light
Spherical

Bombuzal

€199

1199

Bounce Out

€199

Matrix Marauders

€199

Chaos Strikes Back

€199

Mystical

€199 Sun Dog
€199 Swooper
€199 Total Recall
€199 Uninvited

Chase HQ 2

€199

Cisco Heat

€199

Kick Off 2

(no box)

Narc

Nighthreed
€199 Onslaught

Corporation
Crossbow

€199

Orblter

Dark Castle

€199

DejaVu
DyterOl

€199
€199

Pang
Paris• Dakar Rally

€999
€199

Phobia

€199

Espionage
Fallen Angel

€199 Plotting
€199 Prince of Persia

.€199

.

€199

Renegade
Robocop 2

Audio Sculpture
Age Adventure

Robozone
SDL.

..

Skate Wars

Strike Force Harrier
Stos (no box)

lance of Excalibur

(199
€199

FIPSTLETTEPS

£H99
.....CT.99

LETS SPELL (OUT & ABOUT)

Pool

€1999

Carl LewisChallenge

111,99

J

€1999

€199 Epic
€199
€199

11999

Flames of Freedom
Heimdahl
Hook

€199 JimmyWhites Snooker
€199
€199
€199

€999
€199
€199
€199
€999

John Barnes Football

£1999
€1199
. ..£1599

CIH99
£799

Knights of the Sky
Lemmings

11199
€1999

t-otus 3

£1599

Lure of the Temptress

LI999

Ml Tank Platoon
Micro Prose Gall

£1999
£2199

MicroproseGrandPr,x

12199

Oh nonotmore Lemmings

€1999

Parasol Stars

€1599

Popu/ousZ
€1199
Psycho Soccer (Kick Off 2. International

Paving Mad (Podland. Pobocod. Mega
High Energy Compilation (North &South.
Tin Tin. Fire* Forget. Teenage Queen.
Hostages)
10 Great Games (Ferrari Fl. Pick

"Dangerous. Pick 'ri Pile.Great Courts.

Satan. Chicago 90. Xenon 2. Night Hunter,
Carrier Command. Super Ski)
Quest *Glory Compilation (Cadaver.
Midwinter. Iron Lord. Hloodwych)

Direct Mega Pack - Corporation.
\Man Utd. Pro Tennis Tour 2. Prince Of
Persia. Silent Service - £999

SoccerChallenge. World Champ Soccer.

€199
€199

Manchester Utd)
Push Over
Pace Vrivin (inc video)

£9.99
€1999
€199

Pobocod (James Band 2)

£15.99

Ko6ocop3

CI699

Sensible Soccer

FUN SCHOOL <t UNVEP5...
FUNSCHOOLH5-1
FUN SCHOOL tOVEPl...

£199

. £1399
...£1399
...£1399

€109

Shuttle

€1999

Silent Service 7

€2199

SimCity/Populous
Sports Collection

€1959
€1159

The Games Espana 92

€1999

Universal Monsters

€1999

WWF

£15.99

eenage mutant
hero turtles

Jr!

£1599

Cool World

COMPILATIONS

Twins) -£.999

FULL PRICE TITLES

€199
Family
€199 Addams
Archie Macleans

E.-DUCATIONAL
SHAPES ANV COLOURS

DEVIOUS
DESIGNS £H.99

SUPEP
FIGHTEP £73.9?

SENSIBLE SOCCER

11199

HL.ANK DISKS -

50
100
250

ill. 00
£30.00
110.00

inc labels (Please add £200

p&p for Disk orders)

'Please send orders to:

DIRECT SOFTWARE LTD

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0908) 379550
P&P is FTZEE. within the UK

,„„„
DD,rec
SHOP PRICES MAY
ISSUE
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You too can become a famous artist

if you send in your contributions!
T h i s is the bit of the maga
zine where we show you
what you can do with your
ST - it's the chance for you to show

Ohio in the US, which he created

2SM M

laserdisc

collection of

using Canvas. Take it away, Jeff!

the Looney tunes

9^ **First I drew the letters, then

off your incredible artistic capabili

"

ties. Each month we'll be display

copy the letters L, E, Y, T and N and
pasted them at angles using the
spin option. This distorted the let
ters a lot more than I thought it
would, so I had to fix them using
the Zoom option.

ing a selection of your artwork and we'll be offering cash prizes!
So, if you're a wiz with brushes,
zoom functions,

• A

colours, shapes

and all that artistic jazz, or even if
you're into the more complex
expressions using raytracing, frac
tals, scans - or anything else for

I used the block function to

diary pictures, along with a step by
step guide telling us exactly how
you created it. Send in your mas
terpieces on a disk to Pixel Paint
ing, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth

this illustration - if

you can do better
than this, send in

your artwork!

them up using the Block Presize

P* To preserve the white portion

function, Line and Zoom. I started
to create the characters using let

••

spelled out the words LOONEY
TUNES working backwards.

drew a rough outline first and then
filled in the details, changing the
colour palette as necessary. When
I'd finished drawing, I moved the
words closer together.

|^ Next I created shadows of the
••

words to give them a 3D look.

This was done using the X-Ray
Write mode to overlap the images

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

m

Using Block, Cut and Paste
along with the X-Ray Write
mode from the Options menu, I

a

that matter, send it in to us. We
want to see the important interme

I3JSSS

provided the

inspiration for

as before.

Looney Tunes
To start off with this month we've

mm The letters needed to be big-

got this excellent Looney Tunes
picture from Jeff Thompson of

characters properly, so I cleaned

"•

ger so that you could see the

ters in Zoom. For each character I

rm I created the background. I
••
started with the largest circle
and worked my way down to the
smallest using solid ellipses. I only

on the inside of the letters I

had to create a mask. I did this by
filling in the white part of the let
ters with black, then copying the
words, pasting them onto the back
ground using X-Ray and pasting
them again in the exact place using
the EOR Write mode. This left a

white space
would go in.
«
••

where

the

words

Finally, I pasted the words on
the background to give the

had three shades of blue so I did

final picture."

the best with what I had.

Can you do any better? stf
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WTS Electronics
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loiau • r.. n.i »PC Answers

GREATERRELEVANCE.

Thismagazine comesfrom Future Publishing, a
company founded justeightyearsagobutnow
selling morecomputer magazines thananyother
publisher in Britain. Weoffer:

At Future, Editors operate undertwo goldenrules:
• Understand your readers' needs.
• Satisfythem

BETTER ADVICE. Ourtitlesare packed withtips,
suggestions and explanatory features, written by
the very best in the business.

ers' contributions, resulting inthe liveliest letters
pagesandthe best readertips.Buying one ofour

MORE READER INTERACTION. We draw on read

90

US Cold

MT Software

adore Format • Mega

17

66 Snap Computer Supplies Ltd

Ladbroke Computing

ST

33, 107

Eagle Software

Intermediates

uiure

18
18

RC Simulations
34
52 Rubysoft
79 Silica Systems

Cambridge Business Software
Computermates Ltd
Datagem Ltd

87

108

....:.

65

CLEARER DESIGN. You need solid information

fast. So ourcrayon-wielders highlight keyele
ments by usingcharts,diagrams,summaryboxes,
annotated photographs, andso on...

magazines is like joining a nationwide usergroup.

STRONGER REVIEWS. We have a cast-ironpolicy

BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY. More pages, more

ofeditorial independence and our reviews give

intelligent staff, betterquality - magazines youcan

clear recommendations.

trust.

Floppy Drives

Power Scanner

-Upto400 DPI
• Real-time greyscale scanning

PC720B

•Auto scan rate detect

• Monochrome text or 16 greyscale levels
• Full image and clipboard editing
features

•Scan join feature for taking wide scans
• Cut, paste, magnify, flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit and many more editing
features

Power Computing Ltd
Unit 8 Railtoii Road
Woburn Road Ind. Estate

• Virus blocker (prevents viruses)

• Works in all three resolutions

Kempston Bedford

• Built-in Blitz Turbo

• Save a variety of picture file formats
• High resolution printer driver with more
drivers forthcoming
• GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

MK42 7PN

• Boots from drive B

Tel 0234 843388

•12 month warranty

Fax 0234 840234

Specifications & prices are subject to change without notice
Alltrademarks,acknowledged, VATincluded

PC720B

£65

•Keyboard shortcuts
ICD
PC720I
Power Scanner

£99

• Atari internal disk drive

The

Link™

• External SCSI host adaptor

Ram Expansion

PC720OI

•No soldering required
•Expand to 2MB or 4MB
• Plugs directly inside the ST
•Full fitting instructions
• Uses latest capacity RAM chips

• Connect Atari ST to external SCSI

• Official Atari internal disk drive

£45

(No case cutting but must be small button version)

PC720P

• Disk drive inc. power supply unit ....£55

devices e.g. External HD, floppy drives,
Optical drives, CD ROM drives which
were originally designed for the Apple
Mac, IBM PC, Commodore Amiga, NeXT
Atari TT, Falcon

2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

£99
£169

1MB SIMM for STE

£25

512K RAM STFM

£45

Drive Accessories

Maxell Multi-Colour disks (10)
Floppy disks bulk supplied
Boot from

New

£39.95

£9.95
£POA

Drive B

Blitz Turbo

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed
• Copies from the internal to the external
drive

If you have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Boot from drive B" this
cable will solve your problem
£9.95

• Atari ST must have a DMA port
•Plug-in and go
•Software included

• Compact interface
•63 x76x 19mm in size

• No power supply needed
The Link™

..£69.95

Printers

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around

Optical Hard Drive

40 seconds

• Now you can switch between your disk
drive and Blitz Turbo without

disconnecting your Blitz interface

• Read and write optical disk
•40ms running speed
• High power cooling fan
• 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports

Star

•SCSI ID switch

New Blitz Turbo

£25

Original Blitz Turbo

(Thelink™ must be used to connect drive to Atari computer)

£15
128MB External optical drive
£999
128MB Optical drive &The Link™ £1068
128MB 3.5" Optical disk
£39.95 each

Hard D r i v e s
Series 900

All printers include cables
and next day delivery

•128MB on one optical disk

HD

Software

•Buffered thru'port
• Optional battery backed clock
• High speed 20ms seek rate
• Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

•Power supply
• ICD interface and utility disk

Lattice C v5.0

£89

Devpac v2.0

£29

HiSoft C

£29

Proflight

£29

Harlekin

£45

Wercs

£24

Knife ST
Series 900 40MB

£329

Series 900 100MB

£479

£29

PC Ditto

£29

Neo Disk v3.0

£34

Devpac v3.0

£69.95

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series
900 hard disk

Printers

LC20

£139

LC100 colour

£165

LC200 colour

£195

LC15

£229

LC24-100

£185

LC24-200

£225

LC24-200 colour

£279

Laser LS-5

£699

Laser LS-5EX

£899

Laser LS-5TT

£999

SJ-48

£229

Epson Printers
Laser

EPL-4000

£639

EPL-4300

£799

EPL-8100

£1349

Inkjet
SQ-870

£509

SQ-1170 (132 column printer)

£629

Philips CM8833 MK2
Dot Matrix

Special Offer

•With cable

LQ-570

£289

• On-site maintenance

LQ-1070 (132 column printer)

£449

LQ-100

£209

LX100

£189

When you purchase this hard drive you
can buy Lattice C v5 for
48HR Delivery £2.50

£60

CM8833 MK2

24HR Delivery £4.50

£239

Parcel Post Delivery £1 (U.K. Mainland only)

KIXX, Units 2/3, Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B67AX. Tel: 021 625 3311.

.

Send an S.A.E. for FREE CATALOGUE.

